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Page 5SA – Kenneth A. Kudsk, MD, University of Wisconsin, Madison WI; Marion Winkler, MS, RD, LDN, CNSD, Rhode Island Hospital, Providence, RI – Section VIII - Enteral Access, and Section X – Diabetes Mellitus

Page 22SA – Section VI: Normal Requirements – Adults. Replace Table I with the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electrolyte</th>
<th>Enteral (mg)</th>
<th>Parenteral (mEq/kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sodium</td>
<td>500 (22mEq)</td>
<td>1-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potassium</td>
<td>2 g (51 mEq)</td>
<td>1-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloride</td>
<td>750 mg (21 mEq)</td>
<td>As needed to maintain acid-base balance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetate</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>As needed to maintain acid-base balance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium</td>
<td>1200 mg (60mEq)</td>
<td>10-15 mEq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesium</td>
<td>420 mg (35 mEq)</td>
<td>8-20 mEq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorus</td>
<td>700 mg (23 mmol)</td>
<td>20-40 mmol</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I

Daily electrolyte requirements

†Table gives general ranges for safe administration of nutrients in generally healthy people. Nutrient prescriptions must be individualized for each patient and clinical situation.

Page 23SA – Section VI: Normal Requirements – Adults. Table II, the following should be noted:

Page 123SA – Practice Guidelines – Central Nervous System Disorder – Guideline number 1 should read:

1. Children with neurologic impairment are at nutrition risk and should undergo nutrition screen to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. (B)

Page 136SA – Practice Guidelines – Diabetes – Guideline number 3 should read:

3. If PN is being given, intravenous insulin should be administered starting with 0.1 units of regular human insulin for each gram of dextrose in the infusate. (B)
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Notice

These A.S.P.E.N. Medical Practice Guidelines are general. They are based upon general conclusions of health professionals who, in developing such guidelines, have balanced potential benefits to be derived from a particular mode of medical therapy against certain risks inherent with such therapy. However, the professional judgment of the attending health professional is the primary component of quality medical care. The underlying judgment regarding the propriety of any specific procedure must be made by the attending health professional in light of all the circumstances presented by the individual patient and the needs and resources particular to the locality.
The American Society for Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition (A.S.P.E.N.) is an organization comprised of health care professionals representing the disciplines of medicine, nursing, pharmacy, dietetics, and nutrition science. The mission of A.S.P.E.N. is to serve as a preeminent, interdisciplinary, research-based, patient-centered clinical nutrition society throughout the world. A.S.P.E.N. vigorously works to support quality patient care, education, and research in the fields of nutrition and metabolic support in all health care settings.

Promulgation of safe and effective patient care by nutrition support practitioners is a critical role of the A.S.P.E.N. organization. To this end, in 1993, the A.S.P.E.N. Board of Directors published “Guidelines for the Use of Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition in Adult and Pediatric Patients.” The guidelines were created in accordance with Institute of Medicine recommendations as “systematically developed statements to assist practitioner and patient decisions about appropriate health care for specific clinical circumstances.” These clinical guidelines, designed for use by health care professionals who provide nutrition support services and their patients, offer clinical advice for managing adult and pediatric (including adolescent) patients in inpatient and outpatient (ambulatory, home, and specialized care) settings. The utility of the Guidelines is attested to by the frequent citation of this document in peer-reviewed publications and their frequent use by A.S.P.E.N. members and other nutrition care professionals in clinical practice, academia, research, and industry. They guide personal and professional clinical activities, they are helpful as educational tools, and they influence institutional practices and resource allocation.

In the Spring of 1999, the A.S.P.E.N. Board of Directors established the A.S.P.E.N. Clinical Guidelines Task Force to revise the 1993 Clinical Guidelines. Three objectives for the revised document were identified. These objectives determined the process, format, and content of this updated version:

1. The Guidelines must be factually up-to-date to reflect a current, evidence-based, best approach to the practice of nutrition support.
2. The Guidelines must support the clinical and professional activities of nutrition support practitioners by articulating evidence-based recommendations upon which to base personal and institutional practices and resource allocation.
3. The Guidelines should serve as a tool to help guide policy makers, health care organizations, insurers, and nutrition support professionals to improve the systems and regulations under which specialized nutrition support is administered.

Patients may be treated with specialized nutrition support in any care setting, including hospitals, nursing homes, rehabilitation facilities, and at home. For most patients, the duration of nutrition support therapy is relatively short (less than 6 weeks); for others, dependence upon parenteral or enteral feeding may be lifelong. These guidelines are intended to assist clinical practitioners who provide specialized nutrition support to patients in all care settings.

DEFINITIONS AND SUPPORTING MATERIALS

The A.S.P.E.N. Board of Directors has published a series of related documents. These include:

Definition of Terms Used in A.S.P.E.N. Guidelines and Standards. JPEN 19(1):1, 1995

Correspondence and reprint requests: American Society for Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition, 8630 Fenton Street, Suite 412, Silver Spring, MD 20910-3805.


Here are listed terms that frequently appear within this Guidelines document and have specific meanings:

Clinical guidelines: Systematically developed statements to assist practitioner and patient decisions about appropriate health care for specific clinical circumstances.

Nutrition screening: A process to identify an individual who is malnourished or who is at risk for malnutrition to determine if a detailed nutrition assessment is indicated.

Nutrition assessment: A comprehensive approach to defining nutrition status that uses medical, nutrition, and medication histories; physical examination; anthropometric measurements; and laboratory data. A formal nutrition assessment should provide all of the information necessary to develop an appropriate nutrition care plan. Because of the inextricable relationship between malnutrition and severity of illness and the fact that tools of nutrition assessment reflect both nutrition status and severity of underlying disease, an assessed state of malnutrition or presence of specific indicators of malnutrition in fact refers to the consequences of a combination of an underlying illness and associated nutritional changes and deficits.

Nutrition care plan: A formal statement of the nutrition goals and interventions prescribed for an individual using the data obtained from a nutrition assessment. The plan, formulated by an interdisciplinary process, should include statements of nutrition goals and monitoring parameters, the most appropriate route of administration of specialized nutrition support (oral, enteral, and/or parenteral) method of nutrition access, anticipated duration of therapy, and training and counseling goals and methods.

Pediatric: Patients ≤17 years old, including premature newborns, neonates, infants, toddlers, children, and adolescents.

Specialized nutrition support (SNS): Provision of nutrients orally, enteraly, or parenterally with therapeutic intent. This includes, but is not limited to, provision of total enteral or parenteral nutrition support and provision of therapeutic nutrients to maintain and/or restore optimal nutrition status and health.

HOW TO USE THESE GUIDELINES

These clinical guidelines, designed for health care professionals who provide SNS services, offer clinical advice for managing adult and pediatric patients in the hospital or home. The guidelines are organized into the following sections:

1. Sections concerning issues generic to SNS in most or all patients (eg, nutrition assessment, nutrient requirements), subdivided into Adult and Pediatric discussions.

2. Disease-specific sections for Adults.

3. Disease-specific sections for Pediatrics.

With this 2002 revision, an attempt has been made, when possible, to have the Adult and Pediatric sections look and feel the same. Each section begins with a Background that presents general information necessary to understand the relevant physiologic and clinical issues. This is followed by a presentation of Evidence that summarizes the applicable clinical studies that can be used to guide clinical practice. Next comes a Special Issues or Considerations subheading where further evidence is presented about specialized, new, or controversial topics. The Practice Guidelines are then clearly stated in an active manner (eg, SNS should be administered . . .), and annotated with a Strength of Evidence classification (see below). Finally, each section is referenced. Space limitations prevented exhaustive referencing. Therefore, liberal use is made in the references of review articles, summary statements, and meta-analyses that do contain references to the primary sources.

Careful reading of the guideline statements with their associated strength of evidence classifications should highlight those clinical situations where there are strong data to support practice recommendations. Absence of data, however, does not necessarily mean that interventions are harmful or contraindicated. In situations where evidence based recommendations cannot be made because of a lack of relevant clinical studies, clinicians must still make the best possible decisions for their patients. Those areas where guidelines are classified as being based on class C data (formulated using expert opinion and editorial consensus) reflect an attempt to make the best recommendations possible within the context of the available data and expert clinical experience. These class C guidelines identify an agenda for critical, clinical research to more firmly establish SNS as an evidence-based specialty.

A thread running throughout many of the disease-specific guidelines is the rationale for choosing enteral over parenteral SNS or alternatively parenteral over enteral when a decision to use SNS has been made. The A.S.P.E.N. Board of Directors and the A.S.P.E.N. Clinical Guidelines Task Force struggled with this crucial issue. The generic data relevant to this decision are presented in the section entitled “Indications for Administration of Specialized Nutrition Support.” In some specific clinical situations (eg, critical care, trauma), data support the use of enteral over parenteral nutrition because of improved outcomes and reduced complication rates. A critical review of the literature, however, offers little guidance in other areas. Nevertheless, because of data suggesting a lower cost for enteral nutrition (EN) than parenteral nutrition (PN) and because of general consensus that the gut should be used when possible, these guidelines
are biased toward recommending EN when feasible and reserving PN for those patients in whom the gut is not functional, enteral access is not possible, or the risk of EN-related complications (eg, aspiration) is unacceptably high.

Another fundamental issue that influences many of the discussions and recommendations in the Guidelines is the relationship between nutrition assessment, nutrition status, malnutrition, and severity of disease. It can be argued that a formal nutrition assessment does not define the presence and extent of malnutrition per se, but instead identifies the metabolic consequences of an underlying disease state as defined by parameters that are also deranged in a state of pure starvation. Therefore, when a nutrition assessment is performed on an ill patient, the results reflect metabolic consequences of both undernutrition and the underlying disease. In this document, the terms malnutrition and nutrition risk are used to identify clinical situations in which the parameters of the nutrition assessment (eg, weight loss, temporal wasting, hypoalbuminemia, etc) are abnormal as a result of the intermingled effects of both undernutrition and the underlying disease. In this context, the goals of SNS are to both treat malnutrition and to support the patient nutritionally and metabolically to prevent further physiologic deterioration while primary disease directed therapy is being administered.

The 2002 Guidelines update the original A.S.P.E.N. Clinical Guidelines first published nine years ago. To avoid a future gap in the timeliness of the guidelines, the A.S.P.E.N. Board of Directors is committed to continuously review them and update them on a rotating cycle.

**STRENGTH OF EVIDENCE**

The strength of the evidence supporting each guideline statement has been coded using a modified version of the method used by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ), US Department of Health and Human Services. After review of the references cited, the section authors and the Clinical Guidelines Task Force used the AHRQ criteria to classify the strength of the evidence supporting each guideline statement. The evidence supporting each statement is classified as follows:

A There is good research-based evidence to support the guideline (prospective, randomized trials).

B There is fair research-based evidence to support the guideline (well-designed studies without randomization).

C The guideline is based on expert opinion and editorial consensus.

The preference of the AHRQ to rely primarily on prospective randomized clinical trials as the basis for establishment of practice guidelines is appropriate because therapies that are accepted and widely used may subsequently be found lacking when such trials are conducted. However, a major distinction between therapeutic trials of the efficacy of a drug or procedure and the feeding of nutrients known to be essential to the maintenance of human health and survival must be made. Withholding a drug or invasive procedure will not produce disease in otherwise healthy humans, whereas essential nutrients must be provided to both healthy and ill people. Patients with advanced malnutrition or who are at risk for becoming severely malnourished must be fed to prevent death by starvation. Some of the guideline statements that follow in this document were developed on the basis of expert opinion and editorial consensus (class C data) because of the ethical dilemma of conducting prospective randomized trials involving patients at risk for starvation.

**DEVELOPMENT OF THE GUIDELINES**

The 2002 A.S.P.E.N. “Guidelines for the Use of Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition in Adult and Pediatric Patients” were developed in response to the need to factually update the 1993 Guidelines in light of new evidence. This opportunity was also used to improve the Guidelines’ suitability to change institutional and clinical practices and resource allocation and to influence policy leaders, health care organizations, insurers, and SNS professionals. Although there are exceptions, such as the Clinical Efficacy Assessment Project of the American College of Physicians, most medical-practice guidelines in the United States are now developed by professional medical and other health care organizations having expertise in particular specialties. The advantage of this approach is that professionals who are familiar with the literature and the practice of health care in specific subspecialties prepare the guidelines. These individuals presumably have greater knowledge and more experience with the particular service or procedure. The disadvantage of this approach is that professional specialists may make biased judgments in the course of developing medical-practice guidelines that affect their own practice. A.S.P.E.N. considered the advantages and disadvantages and concluded that guidelines could be prepared objectively by experts in our Society. Care has been taken throughout the guidelines development process to assure objectivity as best as possible.

In the Spring of 1999, the A.S.P.E.N. Board of Directors established the Clinical Guidelines Task Force (CGTF). The members of the task force are as follows:

**Chair**

David August, MD CNSP
UMDNJ/Robert Wood Johnson Medical School

The Cancer Institute of New Jersey

Co-Chair

David Teitelbaum, MD
Mott Children’s Hospital, University of Michigan

Jorge Albina, MD
Rhode Island Hospital

Al Bothe, MD
University of Chicago Medical Center

**Immediate Past Editor-in-Chief**

Margaret Heitkemper, PhD, RN, FAAN
University of Washington

Carol Ireton-Jones, PhD, RD
Coram Healthcare

Jay M. Mirtallo, MS, RPh, BCNSP
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Douglas Seidner, MD, CNSP
Cleveland Clinic Foundation

Marion Winkler, RD, CNSD
Rhode Island Hospital

Peggi Guenter, PhD, RN, CNS
Immediate Past Editor-in-Chief

Nutrition in Clinical Practice
Their backgrounds span all of the SNS disciplines (physicians, dietitians, nurses, and pharmacists) and the areas of expertise embodied within the guidelines. Their generous donation of time and expertise made completion of this document possible. The CGTF “met” frequently between September 1999 and August 2001 by conference call, e-mail, and (on two occasions) for intense 36-hour face-to-face discussions, review, and editing. The process was initiated by reviewing and revising the table of contents from the 1993 Guidelines. After approval of this new table of contents by the A.S.P.E.N. Board of Directors, it was used to divide up responsibility for actual writing of the components of the Guidelines. The CGTF members selected section authors and supervised the authors’ efforts. The authors were selected for their detailed knowledge and experience in a chosen niche. These authors deserve the credit for reviewing the primary literature, synthesizing and summarizing it, and formulating the guideline statements. Without their detailed knowledge of the literature and current best practice, the document could not have been completed. The authors and the contributions for which they are credited are listed below:
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When the authors’ drafts were completed, they were reviewed by the section editors (the members of the CGTF), edited and/or rewritten, and then reviewed twice by the members of the CGTF as a group. The entire document was then re-edited by the CGTF Chair. This four-times–edited draft was submitted to the A.S.P.E.N. Board of Directors and more than 180 experts in the field of nutrition support (including experts and organizations outside of A.S.P.E.N.) for content, format, and style review. These reviewers were also specifically asked to check each guideline statement for appropriateness, accuracy, and strength of evidence. This review phase stimulated a final cycle of editing by the CGTF and the CGTF Chair. The final document was then approved by the A.S.P.E.N. Board of Directors and submitted to the Journal of Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition for publication.

The members of the Clinical Guidelines Task Force, the A.S.P.E.N. Board of Directors, and the section authors feel that this document represents the current state of the art in provision of specialized nutrition support to adult and pediatric patients and provides an evidence-based rationale for the recommendations. We also hope that these Guidelines help highlight important areas for future clinical and translational research so that practitioners of nutrition support may provide even better care for patients in the future. The Chair, Co-Chair, and members of the Clinical Guidelines Task Force and the A.S.P.E.N. Board of Directors express their deep gratitude to all of the volunteers who contributed their time and expertise to make this document possible.

Notice: These A.S.P.E.N. Clinical Guidelines are general statements. They are based upon general conclusions of health professionals who, in developing such guidelines, have balanced potential benefits to be derived from a particular mode of medical therapy against certain risks inherent with such therapy. However, the professional judgment of the attending health professional is the primary component of quality medical care. The underlying judgment regarding the propriety of any specific procedure must be made by the attending health professional in light of all of the circumstances presented by the individual patient and the needs and resources particular to the locality. These guidelines are not a substitute for the exercise of such judgment by the health professional, but rather are a tool to be used by the health professional in the exercise of such judgment. These guidelines are voluntary and should not be deemed inclusive of all proper methods of care, or exclusive of methods of care reasonably directed toward obtaining the same results.
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Section II: Nutrition Care Process

The process of nutrition care may be broken down into a series of steps with feedback loops. These include nutrition screening, formal nutrition assessment, formulation of a nutrition care plan, implementation of the plan, patient monitoring, reassessment of the care plan and reevaluation of the care setting, and then either reformulation of the care plan or termination of therapy. These Guidelines suggest how each of these steps may be carried out to optimize clinical outcomes and cost-effectiveness. Frequent reference to Figure 1 while reviewing the guidelines can help orient the user to where within the overall plan of nutrition care specific guidelines fit.

Integral to the process of nutrition care and the administration of specialized nutrition support is the decision of route of administration of specialized nutrition support. Figure 2 presents an algorithm that may be used to determine whether the optimal route of nutrition support is enteral or parenteral in a specific clinical situation. In general, it is assumed that enteral support is preferable to parenteral support because enteral support is more cost-effective. The data that support this assumption are presented elsewhere in the document.
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FIG. 1. The nutrition care process

Taken From the A.S.P.E.N. Standards for Nutrition Support: Hospitalized Patients.
FIG. 2. Route of Administration of Specialized Nutrition Support^2 (Taken from the A.S.P.E.N. Clinical Pathways and Algorithms for Delivery of Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition Support in Adults).
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Section III: Nutrition Assessment–Adults

NUTRITION SCREENING

Background

Malnutrition is defined as any disorder of nutrition status, including disorders resulting from a deficiency of nutrient intake, impaired nutrient metabolism, or over-nutrition. The consequences of malnutrition are related to premorbid condition of the patient, the extent and length of time nutrient intake is inadequate, and the concurrent presence of other diseases or illnesses. Nutrient depletion is associated with increased mortality and morbidity. Wound healing is delayed, complication rates are increased, and an increased rate of rehospitalization occurs in the presence of malnutrition. Malnutrition is a common occurrence in hospitalized patients, with an incidence of 30–55%. Malnourished hospitalized patients have been shown to have increased lengths of stay, with associated increased costs of care. Factors indicative of malnutrition include: involuntary loss or gain of ≥10% of usual body weight within 6 months, or ≥5% of usual body weight in 1 month; body weight of 20% over or under ideal body weight, especially in the presence of chronic disease or increased metabolic requirements; and inadequate nutrition intake including an impaired ability to ingest or absorb food adequately.

Nutrition screening identifies individuals who are malnourished or who are at risk for malnutrition. The purpose of the nutrition screening is to determine if a more detailed nutrition assessment is necessary. Nutrition screening is a dynamic process to identify changes in a patient’s condition that effect nutritional status. The nutrition screen identifies risk factors that place a patient at nutrition risk and that may lead to nutrition related problems.

Evidence

Subjective and objective data can facilitate early intervention and assist initiation of a formal nutrition assessment. These data may be obtained easily, quickly, and efficiently. Objective data such as height, weight, weight change, primary diagnosis, and presence of comorbidities can be used in nutrition screening to indicate malnutrition or risk of malnutrition. Adult nutrition screening tools designed for use by staff nurses have been tested for validity and reproducibility and evaluated for ease of use, cost-effectiveness, and for validity, reliability, sensitivity, and specificity.

Although few data are available from clinical studies, it makes sense that an effective nutrition screening can be used to efficiently identify those patients that may benefit from a more extensive formal nutrition assessment. It may be particularly important to aggressively screen elderly patients, because the elderly may experience eating or swallowing difficulties, adverse drug-nutrient interactions, alcohol abuse, depression, reduced appetite, functional disabilities, impaired taste and smell, and/or effects of polypharmacy.

Practice Guidelines

Nutrition Screening

1. A nutrition screening incorporating objective data such as height, weight, weight change, primary diagnosis, and presence of comorbidities should be a component of the initial evaluation of all patients in ambulatory, hospital, home, or alternate site care settings. (C)
2. The health care organization should determine who will perform the screen and the elements to be included in the screen. (C)
3. A procedure for periodic nutrition re-screening should be implemented. (C)
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The body mass index (BMI) accounts for differences in body composition by defining the level of adiposity according to the relationship of weight to height and eliminates the dependence on frame size. BMI is a useful assessment tool because it has a low correlation with height and high correlation with independent measures of body fat for adults (including the elderly). A BMI of 14 to 15 kg/m² is associated with significant mortality, less than 18.5 kg/m² is considered underweight, greater than 25 kg/m² connotes overweight, and a BMI greater than 30 kg/m² indicates obesity.

Patient history and physical examination are required for an adequate nutrition assessment. The intensity of the assessment should match the severity of illness and degree of suspected malnutrition for the patient. The patient history should focus on weight (ideal, usual, and current weight, and recent weight loss), changes in eating habits and gastrointestinal function, the nature and severity of the underlying disease, and any unusual personal dietary habits or restrictions. The physical assessment can include the general appearance of the patient, noting the presence of edema, ascites, cachexia, obesity, skin changes, dry mucous membranes, petechiae or ecchymoses, poorly healing wounds, and glossitis, stomatitis, or cheilosis. Additionally, the patient’s musculoskeletal system should be inspected and palpated, recognizing asymmetry may occur with a preexisting neurologic disorder such as stroke and that the size of muscles are exercise dependent. The temporalis muscles, deltooids, suprascapular and infrascapular muscles, the bulk and tone of the biceps, triceps, and quadriceps, and the intersseus muscles of the hands should be the areas of special attention. The clinician can often easily identify loss of subcutaneous fat and muscle wasting in patients with severe underlying disease or those who are bedridden. The physical assessment may also help identify specific nutrient deficiencies. It should be focused on body areas with noticeable changes, such as hair-bearing areas, the oral mucosa, gravity-dependent areas, and peripheral sensation in the hands and feet. However, the clinical signs and symptoms of most nutrient deficiencies are not manifest until an advanced state of deficiency develops. If the signs and symptoms of a deficiency exist, it must be correlated with the patient’s history and laboratory data to establish a deficiency diagnosis.

Serum proteins levels correlate with nutrition status and severity of illness. The most often analyzed visceral proteins are serum albumin, transferrin, and prealbumin. Studies have shown that hypoalbuminemia is associated with poor clinical outcomes. Hypoalbuminemia is not a normal result of aging. Serum albumin level has been shown to be an independent risk factor for mortality of all causes in older persons. Although albumin levels may have prognostic value, they have been found to be poor indicators of the adequacy of nutrition support. Serum transferrin has a short half-life (8.8 days) and a relatively small body pool so it may more accurately reflect acute protein depletion and replenishment. Transferrin has not been studied extensively in relation to nutrition status. Serial and frequent measurements of prealbumin...
Indirect calorimetry and body composition analysis using a multitude of techniques have been suggested for clinical use to quantitatively measure energy needs and assess nutrition status. Although these techniques, especially indirect calorimetry, may be helpful in settings where nutrition requirements are difficult to estimate or when complications of over- or underfeeding are suspected, their routine use cannot be advocated. They are expensive and technically demanding, and methodologic biases may introduce errors in estimates obtained using these “quantitative” tools. None of these techniques has been demonstrated to effectively predict clinical outcome or improve the effectiveness of administration of SNS.

Multifactorial prognostic indices have been developed that utilize objective measures of nutrition status. The Prognostic Nutrition Index (PNI) uses serum albumin and transferrin levels, triceps skin fold measurements, and delayed hypersensitivity skin test reactivity to predict the risk of operative morbidity and mortality in relation to nutrition status. The Prognostic Inflammatory and Nutritional Index (PINI) uses markers of the inflammatory response (alpha 1 acid glycoprotein and C-reactive protein) in combination with nutrition assessment parameters (albumin and prealbumin) to predict infectious complications and death. The Nutritional Risk Index (NRI), used in the Veterans Administration Cooperative Group study of preoperative parenteral nutrition, successfully stratifies operative morbidity and mortality using serum albumin and the ratio of current weight to usual weight.

The nutrition care plan is the final component of the nutrition assessment. The care plan is used to organize the information obtained in the assessment and “to declare a professional judgment.” Many aspects of patient care such as consultation, treatments, medications, patient assessment and monitoring, education, and activity level are integrated into the nutrition care plan and coordinated with the overall care plan. The nutrition care plan should include nutrition goals and the route of administration of nutrition support. Goals of nutrition care/intervention are stated. Because nutrition status is dynamic, nutrition goals may be long term and/or short term. Goals should be set utilizing the clinical information as well as patient and/or caregiver wishes. In some cases, the nutrition care plan may not include a nutrition support regimen when the nutrition goal is palliative care. Nutrition goals should be measurable to evaluate the adequacy of the care plan. Monitoring of the effect of the nutrition intervention should be performed at regular intervals as defined in the nutrition care plan.

Evidence

Ideally, there should be data from clinical trials that address the hypothesis, “Formal, appropriate nutrition assessment results in the implementation of nutrition interventions that improve patient outcomes.” Unfortunately, no such studies exist. As noted above, the PNI, the PINI, and the NRI all reliably predict morbidity in perioperative patients. The only clinical method that has been validated as reproducible and that evaluates nutrition status (and severity of illness) by encompassing patient history and physical parameters is the subjective global assessment (SGA). It may be used in a variety of clinical settings. With the SGA, data obtained from the patient’s history and physical examination are subjectively weighted to classify the patient as well nourished, moderately malnourished, or severely malnourished. The SGA has been found to be a good predictor of complications in patients undergoing gastrointestinal surgery, liver transplantation, and dialysis. The use of the SGA in critically ill patients has not been formally evaluated and future research in this area is needed. The use of SGA is more specific than sensitive and may miss some patients with mild degrees of malnutrition.

Practice Guidelines

Nutrition Assessment

1. A formal nutrition assessment should be carried out in any patient, independent of the care setting, who is identified by a nutrition screen as nutritionally at risk. (C)
2. In the absence of an outcomes validated approach to nutrition assessment, a combination of clinical (history and physical exam) and biochemical parameters should be used to assess the presence of malnutrition. (C)
3. A written summary should be created and made available to the patient’s care providers which includes the following: The objective and subjective data collected for the nutrition assessment; the explicit nutrition risk stratification; and the specific recommendations to be incorporated into the nutrition care plan (protein, calorie, and micronutrient requirements, route of administration, and treatment goals and monitoring parameters). (C)
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MALNUTRITION AND ITS CONSEQUENCES

Background

Malnutrition is a pathologic state of varying severity with clinical features caused by deficiency, excess, or imbalance of essential nutrients. The cause may be primary (involving the quantity or quality of food consumed) or secondary (involving alterations in nutrient requirements, utilization, or excretion).

Historically, malnutrition in children has been defined using the terms marasmus and kwashiorkor. Marasmus develops after severe deprivation of calories and is characterized by weight loss and wasting of fat and muscle tissue. Low weight-for-height and a reduced height-for age are commonly observed. In the child with kwashiorkor, protein deficits outweigh calorie deficits. Edema due to visceral protein depletion occurs along with muscle wasting. Although some degree of growth failure may be present, weight-for-height may not be notably low secondary to retention of fluid in the extravascular compartment. Irritability, apathy, anorexia, and fatigue may be seen in both marasmus and kwashiorkor.

Currently, most forms of pediatric malnutrition are defined by the term protein-calorie malnutrition (PCM). PCM represents a state where features of both kwashiorkor and marasmus are present. In addition to growth impairment, physiologic alterations include electrolyte and micronutrient imbalances and reduced levels of serum proteins and albumin. Gastrointestinal function may be altered in children with protein-calorie malnutrition as well as immune function with impairment of cell-mediated immunity, phagocyte function, and complement systems.

Excess intake of nutrients may also present a health hazard and can be considered a state of malnutrition. Overfeeding may lead to obesity, which may be characterized as weight for height above the 95th percentile for age or BMI greater than 30.0 kg/m². The obese child is at risk for a variety of health problems including sleep apnea, hyperlipidemia, hepatic steatosis, and orthopedic problems.

Evidence

Primary malnutrition is a common cause of morbidity and mortality in the developing countries of the world where nearly 40% of children under 5 years of age are affected. Malnutrition due to the effects of acute or chronic disease has been described in 44% of hospitalized children in the United States and is a frequently described problem in children with a variety of specific disease states in both the inpatient and outpatient settings. Excessive intake of nutrients leading to obesity has increased significantly in the last 20 years, with the prevalence in children in the United States rising approximately 8%.

The immediate and long-term consequences of malnutrition in children have been described. For the child with acute or chronic disease, poor nutrition status may have a negative effect on recovery or response to therapy. For the developing fetus and very young infant, intrauterine and very early deprivation may have life long consequences.

Special Considerations

Children throughout their developmental cycle have a growth imperative that makes them especially vulnerable to the impact of malnutrition. Children are additionally vulnerable because of their dependence on their adult caregivers to ensure that their nutrient needs are met. The nutrition status of the mother influences the growth and well being of the developing fetus. The socioeconomic and psychological well being of the family influences the supply of food available to the child. Malnutrition due to an inadequate or inappropriate food supply may be a sign of child neglect or abuse.

Practice Guidelines

Malnutrition and Its Consequences

1. Prevention and early detection of malnutrition in children throughout the developmental cycle should be integrated into all health care encounters. (B)
2. Prevention and detection strategies should be adapted to the clinical setting and the needs of the pediatric patient. (C)
3. A family centered approach should be used for prevention and early detection of malnutrition to
address all the factors that may have an impact on the adequate delivery of nutrients to the child. (C)
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NUTRITION SCREENING—PEDIATRICS

Background
Pediatric patients have high nutrient needs for growth and development and low nutrient reserves when compared with adults.1 Malnutrition continues to be a problem among pediatric surgical patients, with the prevalence noted in 1995 to be 25% in a pediatric tertiary care facility.2 Nutrition screening is the first step in the nutrition care process: It allows identification of high risk individuals so that nutrition services can be provided in a timely manner to those with the greatest need.3

There has been little research on pediatric nutrition screening upon which to make evidence based practice recommendations. There is only one study that validates a nutrition screening method for pediatric patients.4 Clinicians therefore have based their practice upon guidelines described by the Joint Commission for Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO). In lieu of evidence-based practice, these requirements will be described.

Nutrition screening is the process of using characteristics known to be associated with nutrition problems to determine if individuals are malnourished or at risk for malnutrition.5 The screening process should be fast and efficient so that resources may subsequently be allocated to those patients with current problems or at risk. The JCAHO standard is that a nutrition screen be completed within 24 hours of admission, even on weekends and holidays.5 Screening is also used to identify pediatric ambulatory patients at high nutrition risk who require more formal, extensive nutrition assessment.5 Importantly, although these regulations have been implemented by most hospitals in order to comply with JCAHO standards, no evidence-based literature exists to support these standards, nor has it been shown that assessment within 24 hours of admission actually has an impact on the outcome of adult or pediatric hospitalized patients. To accomplish nutrition screening within JCAHO guidelines, a health care organization may decide on the components of the screen and who will complete the screen. The organization may choose to include the results of the screen in the medical record or choose to document by exception, noting only the results of those screens that identify malnutrition or nutrition risk, in the medical record.5,6 Because of the 24-hour, 7-day-a-week time requirement for the initial nutrition screen, many organizations use staff nurses to complete the screen during the admission process. These screens are generally shorter in length than more in depth screens that include laboratory values, but have the advantage that they can be done efficiently and in a timely fashion. Data are not available concerning the reliability and reproducibility of nutrition screening performed by staff nurses in this population.

Periodic rescreening for patients who “passed” the initial nutrition screen should be performed. The patient’s condition may change and nutrition problems develop.5

Evidence
Adult nutrition screening tools designed for use by staff nurses have been tested for validity and reproducibility7 and evaluated for ease of use, cost-effectiveness, and facilitation of an action plan.8

A pediatric screening tool has been evaluated and validated in the pediatric intensive care setting. This screen identified patients at increased risk for adverse outcomes.4 A pediatric risk score has been developed to be used within the first 48 hours of admission. The score, used to identify patients at risk for malnutrition, includes the following: anthropometric measurements, food intake, the ability to eat and retain food, medical condition, and symptoms interfering with feeding.9 Bessler10 has published a pediatric screening profile that uses weighted criteria including diagnosis, laboratory values, anthropometrics, diet, feeding ability, and clinical status to dictate the next step in the nutrition care process. This tool is used by dietetic technicians to determine priority level and follow-up. An organization may use several different screens for their varied populations.

Practice Guidelines Nutrition Screening—Pediatrics

1. A nutrition screen, incorporating objective data such as height, weight, weight change, primary diagnosis, and presence of comorbidities should be a component of the initial evaluation of all
pediatric patients in ambulatory, hospital, home, or alternate site care settings. (C)
2. The health care organization should determine the data elements to be included in the screening tool and who will perform the screen. (C)
3. A procedure for periodic nutrition re-screening should be established. (C)
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NUTRITION ASSESSMENT—PEDIATRICS

Background
Nutrition assessment is the second stage of the nutrition care process. Nutrition screening identifies patients who require a comprehensive nutrition assessment. The nutrition assessment describes the current nutrition status of the infant, child, or adolescent and facilitates the development of a nutrition care plan.

There is little research in the area of pediatric nutrition assessment upon which to formulate evidence-based practice guidelines. Clinicians are therefore obliged to follow the regulations set forth by the JCAHO, despite there being no outcomes-based data to support these guidelines.

The nutrition assessment is defined by JCAHO as a comprehensive process for defining an individual's nutrition status using medical, nutrition, and medication intake histories, physical examination, anthropometric measurements, and laboratory data. As part of the nutrition care process, the assessment is completed and updated at specific intervals when warranted by the patient's needs or condition. The 2000 edition of the JCAHO Comprehensive Manual for Hospitals does not require a written prescription or order for nutrition assessment. According to JCAHO, the initial assessment should be performed and documented within a reasonable time frame as defined by the hospital. A preadmission assessment may be done if completed no more than 30 days before an admission or readmission. The report must be included in the patient's record and any significant changes in the patient's condition documented at the time of admission.

A qualified clinician with nutrition expertise should perform the nutrition assessment, using input from other members of the health care team. The following components should be considered as part of the assessment:

- Adequacy of previous and current nutrient intake;
- Current enteral or parenteral fluid prescription and the number of days with nothing per mouth;
- Feeding behavior and feeding skill development;
- Financial resources for food;
- Food intolerance or allergies;
- Growth evaluation using current anthropometric measurements and growth history according to appropriate growth charts;
- Medications that may affect nutrient status;
- Medical history including conditions that alter ingestion, digestion, absorption, or use of nutrients;
- Nutritional implications of laboratory tests;
- Physical examination including manifestations of nutrient deficiencies and excess and assessment of development and activity level;
- Religious, cultural, ethnic, and personal food preferences; and
- The family viewpoint regarding nutrition and feeding.

The nutrition assessment can be viewed as an ongoing process, particularly in the acute care setting. Clinical circumstances and medical or surgical management may change rapidly, altering the nutrition assessment. Some practitioners use a nutrition acuity rating to capture the intensity of the nutrition care plan and describe the timing of assessments.

Feeding skill level may be impossible to assess in the acute setting. In the recuperative phase of treatment it may be the focus of the assessment, determining the feeding approach for the nutrition care plan. All of the components of the comprehensive assessment should be evaluated to properly understand the nutrition status of the child within their family setting.

Evidence
The comprehensive nutrition assessment is used to describe acute protein-calorie malnutrition (PCM). The presence of PCM correlates with increased surgical morbidity and mortality. Its prevalence is high in pediatric general surgical patients and pediatric cardiac surgical patients. The nutrition assessment can be an important part of the surgical evaluation process and demonstrates those perioperative patients at risk for PCM.

There are many comprehensive articles and texts available to describe the nutrition assessment process for pediatrics. The pediatric evaluation is very different from the assessment of adults in that growth
and development are essential factors that must be assessed and monitored. A Cochrane database review recently examined the evidence for growth monitoring. Despite worldwide attention on growth monitoring, there were only two studies available for review, both from developing countries.18 No conclusions can be drawn.

**Practice Guidelines**

**Nutrition Assessment—Pediatrics**

1. A formal nutrition assessment should be carried out in any pediatric patient, independent of the care setting, who is identified by a nutrition screen as nutritionally at risk. (C)

2. The nutrition assessment should be patient specific and include evaluation of the medical course, medication history, nutritional history, feeding skill level, analysis of typical and current diet, physical examination, anthropomorphic measurements, and laboratory data. (C)

3. A written summary of the objective and subjective data collected for the nutrition assessment, of the explicit nutrition risk stratification, and of the specific recommendations to be incorporated into the nutrition care plan (protein, calorie, and micronutrient requirements, route of administration, and treatment goals and monitoring parameters) should be created and made available to the patient's care providers. (C)

4. Nutrition goals should be developed as a part of the nutrition care plan. (C)

5. The frequency of nutrition monitoring and re-assessment should be based on the patient's clinical course and upon an objective nutrition acuity rating. (C)
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**CREATION OF A NUTRITION CARE PLAN—PEDIATRICS**

**Background**

The nutrition care plan serves as a template for nutrition therapy and should be integrated into the medical and surgical treatment care plans. The nutrition care plan should address all supplemental nutrients and oral, enteral, and parenteral nutrition modalities. It is developed to correct nutritional problems or reduce nutritional risks identified by the formal nutrition assessment. It also serves as an outline of sequential, reasonable, and achievable interventions and counseling for the infant, child, or adolescent within a given setting. A nutrition care plan is dynamic because of the changes in clinical status and shifting needs of growth and development that characterize pediatric patients.

A care plan consists of a nutrition assessment, identification of nutrition problems and/or potential nutrition risks, measurable goals or outcomes, education and intervention strategies, parameters for evaluating (monitoring) results, reassessment and modification of the care plan as needed, and recommendations for follow-up care.1 Interventions are developed to meet established goals. The appropriate modality of nutrition intervention (oral, enteral, parenteral, or a combination) is considered first. Delivery site, method of administration, equipment, nutrient solution (composition and concentration), rate of delivery, and need for any additional additives are then addressed. Monitoring parameters are chosen relative to the goals and timing of specific interventions. Frequency of nutritional monitoring depends upon severity of clinical condition, degree of malnutrition, level of metabolic stress, and existing nutrient deficiencies (Table I). Monitoring parameters provide information for the evaluation of care plan outcomes. If the evaluation reveals that goals are not being met or that new problems/risks have arisen, the process repeats itself with reassessment and the modification of the care plan. The effectiveness of nutrition intervention is determined through periodic nutrition reassessment. Condition-specific and growth charts are integral components of any pediatric care plan.

**Evidence**

Whether oral, enteral, or parenteral nutrition is utilized, the presence of malnutrition, level of physiological stress, and level of gastrointestinal function need to be determined before setting goals. Calorie and protein goals will vary depending upon the desired out-
come, such as prevention of weight loss, minimal growth, normal growth velocity, or catch-up growth. Monitoring parameters may include measured actual nutrient delivery (calories and protein) compared with measured or estimated needs (Tables I and II). Abernathy et al\(^2\) reported that adult patients fed by nasoenteric tube received only 61% of their caloric goals.

Children who are malnourished are at greater risk for infections and metabolic problems. All moderately to severely malnourished children should have serum potassium, phosphorus, magnesium, and glucose levels checked during the first week of refeeding because of metabolic alterations seen in the nutritional recovery syndrome.\(^3,4\)

Goals of nutrition care should be stated in measurable, behavioral or quantitative terms and be directly related to the effectiveness of nutrition interventions.\(^5\)

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Suggested monitoring during enteral nutrition support of infants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>Initial week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth</td>
<td>Daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>Daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height/length</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head circumference</td>
<td>Initially</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body composition</td>
<td>Initially</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albumin/creatinine</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triglycerides†</td>
<td>Initially daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver function test†</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete blood count/differential</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platelets, PT/PTT†</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrolytes</td>
<td>Twice weekly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUN/creatinine</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minerals</td>
<td>Twice weekly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acid–base status</td>
<td>Until stable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albumin/creatinine</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucose</td>
<td>Daily to q visit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triglycerides†</td>
<td>Initially daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver function test†</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete blood count/differential</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platelets, PT/PTT†</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron indices</td>
<td>As indicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trace elements</td>
<td>As indicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carnitine†</td>
<td>As indicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Folate/vitamin B-12</td>
<td>As indicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammonias†</td>
<td>As indicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metabolic (urine)</td>
<td>As indicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucose†</td>
<td>Twice daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ketones†</td>
<td>Twice daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific gravity</td>
<td>As indicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urea nitrogen</td>
<td>As indicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical calculations</td>
<td>Fluid balance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight velocity</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height velocity</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projected versus actual intake</td>
<td>Daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical observation</td>
<td>Developmental milestones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake and output</td>
<td>Daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration system</td>
<td>6 times/day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access site/dressing</td>
<td>6 times/day</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Frequency depends on clinical condition.
†For metabolically unstable patients, need to check more frequently.
*For patients on parenteral nutrition.

### Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Initial/ hospitalized</th>
<th>Follow-up/outpatient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Growth</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Daily to q visit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height/length</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Weekly to q visit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head circumference</td>
<td>Initially</td>
<td>Monthly to annually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(TSP, bone age)</td>
<td>Initially</td>
<td>Monthly to annually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metabolic (serum*)</td>
<td>Electrolytes</td>
<td>Twice weekly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUN/creatinine</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Weekly to q visit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minerals</td>
<td>Twice weekly</td>
<td>Weekly to q visit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acid–base status</td>
<td>Until stable</td>
<td>As indicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albumin/creatinine</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Weekly to q visit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucose</td>
<td>Daily to q visit</td>
<td>Weekly to q visit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triglycerides†</td>
<td>Initially daily</td>
<td>Weekly to q visit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver function tests†</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Weekly to q visit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete blood count/differential</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Weekly to q visit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platelets, PT/PTT†</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>As indicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron indices</td>
<td>As indicated</td>
<td>As indicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trace elements</td>
<td>As indicated</td>
<td>As indicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carnitine†</td>
<td>As indicated</td>
<td>As indicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Folate/vitamin B-12</td>
<td>As indicated</td>
<td>As indicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammonias†</td>
<td>As indicated</td>
<td>As indicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metabolic (urine)</td>
<td>As indicated</td>
<td>As indicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucose†</td>
<td>Twice daily</td>
<td>Dailly to weekly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ketones†</td>
<td>Twice daily</td>
<td>Dailly to weekly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific gravity</td>
<td>As indicated</td>
<td>As indicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urea nitrogen</td>
<td>As indicated</td>
<td>As indicated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Practice Guidelines

**Creation of a Nutrition Care Plan—Pediatrics**

1. Nutrition goals should include short-term and long-term objectives. (C)
2. A plan for monitoring the effect of nutrition interventions should be stated in the nutrition care plan. (C)
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Section V: Administration of Specialized Nutrition Support

INDICATIONS FOR SPECIALIZED NUTRITION SUPPORT

Background

Specialized nutrition support (SNS) is defined as the provision of nutrients orally, enterally, or parenterally with therapeutic intent. Enteral nutrition (EN) involves the nonvolitional delivery of nutrients by tube into the gastrointestinal tract. Parenteral nutrition (PN) is the administration of nutrients intravenously. For individuals who cannot, should not, or will not eat adequately and in whom the benefits of improved nutrition outweigh the risks, SNS may be implemented. Patients who are malnourished or at significant risk for becoming malnourished should receive SNS. The administration of SNS is never an emergency; it should not be initiated until the patient is hemodynamically stable. A distinction between nutrition support as primary therapy for a disease versus its value as an adjunct to primary therapy is essential. SNS is used to treat malnutrition when present and to avoid the development of malnutrition resulting from insufficient energy and nutrient intake in the face of increased energy needs. Only in relatively uncommon circumstances is SNS used to treat specific disease manifestations (eg, altered protein intake in patients with renal failure or hepatic encephalopathy). This section reviews general issues generic to the decision to initiate SNS. Consult guideline statements in the metabolic and disease-specific sections regarding specific indications for the use of EN and PN in individual patients with specific metabolic conditions or diseases.

Evidence

Canned, liquid meal replacement beverages are widely available commercially. These products are used to supplement the nutrient intake of individuals who are unable to ingest adequate nutrients in the form of a standard oral diet. Two small studies suggest that ingestion of these beverages may have a role in improving the nutrition status of homebound elderly persons. They have also been used soon after gastrointestinal and hip fracture surgery to improve nutritional parameters. There are no data supporting routine use of commercial canned, meal replacement beverages.

A functioning gastrointestinal tract is required for the use of EN. A functioning gastrointestinal tract is of sufficient length and condition to allow adequate nutrient absorption. Contraindications to enteral feeding include diffuse peritonitis, intestinal obstruction, intractable vomiting, paralytic ileus, intractable diarrhea, and gastrointestinal ischemia. Advances in administration of EN make its use possible in some patients with conditions previously felt to contraindicate its use (eg, acute pancreatitis and high-output enterocutaneous fistulae).

PN is an invasive therapy with inherent risks. Its purpose is to provide nutrition for individuals without adequate GI function. The use of PN in specific disease conditions is discussed in detail in other sections of this document.

A major controversy in the field of nutrition support concerns the relative indications for the use of PN versus EN. Proposed advantages of EN include reduced cost, better maintenance of gut integrity, reduced infection, and decreased hospital length of stay.

It has been suggested that critically ill patients who do not receive enteral nutrients may experience translocation of intestinal flora and associated endotoxin release, which can activate inflammatory pathways. It is proposed that the resultant systemic activation contributes to the etiology, progression, and morbidity/mortality of multisystem organ failure. However, there are few human data to substantiate this. Provision of enteral nutrients appears to help maintain mucosal structure and function of the intestine. A number of trials have found reduced septic complications in abdominal trauma patients given EN when compared with PN. Decreased rates of infection in enterally fed burn patients have been noted in two studies, and comparable results have been achieved in comparisons of PN and EN administered to patients with severe head injury.

Sufficient randomized, prospective, controlled trials with carefully matched patients receiving EN and PN are not available to conduct a meta-analysis comparing enteral and parenteral interventions across a wide variety of illnesses. Therefore, no definitive conclusions about the superiority of EN over PN can be made in many disease states. Many studies show an improved ability to meet nutrient goals with PN over EN, and there may be some clinical situations where even with a functional gut, it is not possible to administer adequate SNS other than with PN. It must be observed, however, that nutrient delivery is only an intermediate end point, and reliance on outcome data is preferable.

Costs, charges, and reimbursement for PN have all been found to be higher than those for EN by numerous
investigators. There are no studies that show oral diets or EN to be more expensive than PN. However, it must also be acknowledged that true and accurate cost data (as opposed to charge based estimates) are hard to come by. Furthermore, it is very difficult to calculate true global costs (including complications, additional x-rays, monitoring, etc) of these therapies. Nevertheless, from a financial perspective, oral diets and EN are likely less costly than PN. In situations where there are no specific data demonstrating improved outcomes with PN over EN, EN therefore seems preferable on a cost basis.

Another controversial issue is the optimal timing of initiation of SNS. Initiation of enteral feedings early in the course of illness has been recommended to attenuate the stress response and improve feeding tolerance. Although there are reports of enteral feeding being well tolerated when initiated within 6 to 12 hours after injury, these data suggest feasibility but not necessarily benefit. Many protocols exist for enteral feeding advancement, but these are largely untested. There appears to be no benefit to elaborate regimens for slow initiation of enteral feeding, and newer studies show full feedings can usually be tolerated within 2 to 3 days of formula initiation. EN is generally considered safe, but gastrointestinal, metabolic, and respiratory complications have been documented. Inappropriate formula advancement or feeding interruptions may result in underfeeding. A reduced incidence of metabolic abnormalities and other improved outcomes of EN have been demonstrated when tube-fed patients are managed by an interdisciplinary team. At least one study documented the cost-effectiveness of this approach.

The number of days to wait before initiating PN is a complex, frequently asked question. There are no prospective, randomized, clinical trials that specifically address this issue. In many studies of the use of PN, the majority of patients are able to eat orally within 6 to 8 days; it is unlikely that these patients benefit from such short-duration PN. This is likely true even in malnourished patients. It is also likely that patients who do not eat or receive SNS for more than 10 to 14 days after hospital admission or after surgery do have worse clinical outcomes, longer hospital stays, and higher costs of care. Unfortunately, it is difficult to identify these patients prospectively. On the basis of these data, it does seem reasonable to initiate SNS in patients with inadequate oral intake for 7 to 14 days or in those patients in whom inadequate oral intake is expected over a 7- to 14-day period.

1. SNS should be used in patients who cannot meet their nutrient requirements by oral intake. (B)
2. When SNS is required, EN should generally be used in preference to PN. (B)
3. When SNS is indicated, PN should be used when the gastrointestinal tract is not functional or cannot be accessed and in patients who cannot be adequately nourished by oral diets or EN. (B)
4. SNS should be initiated in patients with inadequate oral intake for 7 to 14 days, or in those patients in whom inadequate oral intake is expected over a 7- to 14-day period. (B)
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Practice Guidelines

Indications for Specialized Nutrition Support

1. SNS should be used in patients who cannot meet their nutrient requirements by oral intake. (B)
2. When SNS is required, EN should generally be used in preference to PN. (B)
3. When SNS is indicated, PN should be used when the gastrointestinal tract is not functional or cannot be accessed and in patients who cannot be adequately nourished by oral diets or EN. (B)
HOME SPECIALIZED NUTRITION SUPPORT

Background

The indications for home specialized nutrition support (HSNS) are similar to those for the use of specialized nutrition in the hospital setting. Home enteral nutrition (HEN) is used in patients requiring SNS when the gastrointestinal tract is functional. HEN is commonly used for swallowing disorders associated with strokes, neuromuscular illness, head and neck cancers, gastroparesis, and mild to moderate malabsorption. Home parenteral nutrition (HPN) is reserved for patients who are unable to maintain an adequate nutrition status when fed via the gastrointestinal tract. Common indications for HPN include inflammatory bowel disease, nonterminal cancer, ischemic bowel, radiation enteritis, motility disorders of the bowel, bowel obstruction, high-output intestinal or pancreatic fistulae, celiac disease, hyperemesis gravidarum, and protein-losing enteropathy. Although combined enteral and parenteral therapy is used in the hospital setting, it is rarely used in the home because this approach increases the complexity of care, and it is rarely covered by third-party payers (particularly Medicare and Medicaid).

Because of the expense of HEN and HPN, reimbursement issues may delineate and limit the options available to individual patients. HSNS is reimbursed under Medicare Part B (prosthetic device benefit provision) when specific conditions are satisfied (see below). These therapies may also be covered by state Medicaid programs, private insurance carriers, managed care payers, and other insurance entities. Medicare requires documentation of severe steatorrhea, malabsorption, short bowel syndrome, intestinal motility disorder or obstruction, or exacerbation of inflammatory bowel disease for HPN. Documentation includes one or more of the following: operative reports, x-ray studies, discharge summaries, fecal fat tests, and small bowel motility studies. Under certain circumstances malnutrition must be documented. Swallowing disorders, temporary impairment of gastric emptying, psychological and metabolic disorders such as severe cardiac, pulmonary, and renal disease are not covered for HPN.

To be covered, Medicare also requires that the need for HPN be “permanent” (expected duration of therapy greater than 90 days). Many other payers require that similar standards be met for HPN. The total number of patients on HSNS is unknown. The Health Care Finance Administration has published data on parenteral and enteral nutrition use based on workload statistics from Blue Cross and Blue Shield of South Carolina, one of two fiscal intermediaries for Medicare, between 1986 and 1993. Blue Cross and Blue Shield of South Carolina managed 75% of the HSNS covered during the time of this survey. By adjusting this survey for the number of patients not covered by this payer, it was estimated that there were 40,000 patients on HPN and 152,000 on HEN in 1992. HSNS data for non-Medicare patients has never been made public because home care providers and payers consider this information to be proprietary. In addition, a registry of patients on HSNS (North American Home Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition Patient Registry), which had provided useful information on these patients, was discontinued in 1993.

Evidence

Based on data from the North American Home Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition Patient Registry, the survival rate and rehabilitation of HSNS patients is highest in the pediatric age group (0 to 18 years) and lowest in those greater than 65 years of age. Conversely, therapy-related complications are highest in the pediatric age group. The primary diagnosis for which HSNS is required is a predictor of outcome. Patients with inflammatory bowel disease have the highest 5-year survival rate, approximately 90%. Patients who start HSNS when they are under 40 years of age are also more likely to do well, with a 5-year survival rate greater than 80%. Complication rates and cost of treatment are higher for HSNS patients who are opiate and sedative dependent to control pain. A majority of the complications that occur are related to the underlying disease for which the therapy is required. However, HSNS itself is associated with serious complications. These include catheter sepsis, metabolic abnormalities, organ dysfunction, and technical problems associated with feeding device placement. The use of clinical pathways for HSNS patients has been reported to facilitate more cost-effective care and to improve communication between home care clinicians and the patient’s physician.

Special Considerations

Some studies of the HSNS population have addressed quality of life issues. Many HSNS patients are not aware that a national support group, the OLEY Foundation, and other advocacy or support groups exist. HSNS is perceived by patients to have a negative impact on their quality of life. Despite the fact that it is life saving for patients who have lost GI function, the technological and psychological burdens of HPN...
are significant. In a study of HPN patients in Denmark, patients reported reduced strength for physical activity, feelings of depression and anger, loss of independence, and reduced social interaction. Patients in the United States have reported problems with loss of friends, loss of employment, and depression. Supportive interventions for HSNS patients should include financial evaluation and (when needed) psychosocial initiatives to improve self-esteem, manage depression, and enhance coping skills.

The cost of HSNS is substantial. Based on Medicare charges, HPN has been estimated to cost $55,193 ± 30,596 annually, and HEN has been estimated to cost $9605 ± 9237 annually. Rehospitalizations, which cost up to $140,220 per year for HPN patients and $39,204 per year for HEN patients, occur an average of 0.52 to 1.10 times per year for HPN patients and 0 to 0.50 times per year for HEN patients. Monitoring of therapy is important to prevent complications and to institute early intervention, but the cost of care to providers is also substantial. Industry providers have not published information on costs; however, the annual costs of case management to a hospital nutrition support team has been estimated at $2070 per patient.

### Practice Guidelines

**Home Specialized Nutrition Support**

1. Home SNS should be used in patients who cannot meet their nutrient requirements by oral intake and who are able to receive therapy outside of an acute care setting. (B)

2. When HSNS is required, HEN is the preferred route of administration when feasible. (B)

3. When HSNS is indicated, HPN should be used when the gastrointestinal tract is not functional and in patients who cannot be adequately supported with HEN. (B)

### REFERENCES

Section VI: Normal Requirements—Adults

Background

The nutrient requirements for a group of otherwise normal adults unable to take adequate substrate through the oral route from foods, and needing SNS, should not differ from those consuming a usual diet. However, SNS is rarely given to “otherwise normal adults,” and the dosing of required nutrients may differ with the route of administration and the formulation provided—given issues of bioavailability, physiologic regulatory mechanisms, and physicochemical characteristics of enteral or parenteral products. The nutritional requirements for adults who need SNS should be based on the results of the formal individualized nutrition assessment. The requirements for each nutrient may vary with nutrition status, disease, organ function, metabolic condition, medication use, and duration of nutrition support. Unfortunately, there are few studies that have critically evaluated the influence of nutrient dosing via SNS on body composition or function. Requirements are based on available information.

Evidence

Nutrient requirements for EN can reasonably be based on the Food and Nutrition Board, Dietary Reference Intakes (DRIs).1–4 A requirement here is defined as the lowest continuing intake level of a nutrient that maintains a specified indicator of adequacy.1–4 These nutrient standards are based on data generated from epidemiologic, depletion-repletion, and clinical studies, using appropriate indicators of nutrient adequacy, including clinical and functional outcome markers.1–4 The inherent limitation to the application of the DRIs, or more specifically the Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA)/Adequate Intake (AI) levels, is that they are designed to be met from a usual diet for healthy individuals to prevent deficiencies and, where the data exist, to minimize the risk from nutrition-related chronic disease and developmental disorders.1–4 Although they take into account individual variability, they are not intended for use in people with acute or chronic disease. The RDA/AI values should be used as a guide for planning individual nutrient intake levels.1–4 The uppermost RDA/AI value of each nutrient can serve as a reference point for SNS in nonpregnant/nonlactating adults. Previously published practice guidelines for parenteral nutrition formulations5 can also provide a basis for prescribing parenterally administered nutrients.6 The dosing ranges for enteral and parenteral nutrients provided (Tables I through III) are considered acceptable reference points to meet individual patients’ estimated requirements. A dosing weight needs to be determined for each patient (ideally based on body cell mass or lean tissue, because actual body weight does not account for variations in water or fat content).7

Although energy is not itself a nutrient, it is provided for by the administration of macronutrients. Although there is no “standard” EN or PN formulation for a “normal” adult requiring SNS, surveys reveal that patients frequently receive standard formulas that provide excess energy.7 Current energy allowances by the Food and Nutrition Board8 and the World Health Organization9 may overestimate or underestimate requirements for many individuals, given the variability both in energy expenditure and its measurement. The requirement for energy, in kilocalories (or kilojoules), is patient specific. Calories should be administered in an amount adequate to meet basal energy expenditures and provide for a level of physical activity to maintain a healthy body mass index. Basal energy expenditure can vary with disease state. In the absence of usual food selection and regulation of food intake, identifying energy needs during nutrition support requires indirect measurement or estimation of expenditures. Predictive equations to estimate energy requirements in healthy adults may be valuable.70 This estimated amount should fall within a range of 20 to 35 kcal/kg (85–145 kJ/kg) daily. While providing the calories to meet energy needs, the daily dose of carbohydrates and lipids should not exceed 7 and 2.5 g/kg per day, respectively, to minimize adverse metabolic consequences.5 Some data support the use of a maximum of lipid 1 g/kg/d intravenously, especially in critically ill patients.11,12 The only recommendation regarding specific fatty acids is that 1% to 2% of daily

TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electrolyte</th>
<th>Daily electrolyte requirements</th>
<th>Enteral</th>
<th>Parenteral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sodium</td>
<td>500 mg (22 mEq/kg)</td>
<td>1–2 mEq/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potassium</td>
<td>2 g (51 mEq/kg)</td>
<td>1–2 mEq/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloride</td>
<td>750 mg (21 mEq/kg)</td>
<td>as needed to maintain acid-base balance with acetate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium</td>
<td>1200 mg (30 mEq/kg)</td>
<td>5–7.5 mEq/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesium</td>
<td>420 mg (17 mEq/kg)</td>
<td>4–10 mEq/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorus</td>
<td>700 mg (23 mEq/kg)</td>
<td>20–40 mEq/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 pase = 4.184 kcal; 1 mEq = 0.0004184 kilomoles; 1 mg = 0.001 g; 1 mEq = 0.001 mEq/kg daily.
energy requirements should be derived from linoleic acid (ω6) and about 0.5% of energy from α-linolenic acid (ω3) to prevent essential fatty acid deficiency. Guidelines for a few fatty acids in health have been suggested, as has a ratio for ω6:ω3 fatty acids.13

Protein needs cannot be determined solely from factorial and nitrogen balance data, but require amino acid turnover data and, ideally, data on metabolic and functional status to reflect protein’s roles. The current recommendations for protein are based predominantly on nitrogen balance data, but not on optimal metabolic balance or metabolic function.3,9 More recent data support levels of about 186 mg/kg per day of essential amino acids to make up 25% to 30% of protein intake.14 Adequate energy substrate must be provided along with protein to assure its proper utilization. The use of SNS has actually led to a re-evaluation of the role of amino acids in health. Assessment of an individual’s protein status helps determine individual requirements. For the unstressed adult patient with adequate organ function requiring SNS, 0.8 g/kg per day may be adequate, but requirements may rise with metabolic demands to levels of about 2 g/kg per day (or, rarely, even higher). Protein requirements based on fat-free mass may decrease with age.15 Optimal intake of specific amino acids from the diet for health maintenance or improvement are being investigated, but the data available at this time do not allow for general recommendations for SNS beyond specific metabolic conditions.

Based on an appropriate assessment, water requirements are individualized to fluid balance and solute load. Alterations in fluid and electrolyte needs are managed in a patient-specific manner, taking into account disturbances of volume, concentration, and/or composition. The fluid requirement for adults is generally met with volumes of 30 to 40 mL/kg per day, or at 1 to 1.5 mL/kcal expended.2,5,8 Enteral electrolyte doses follow RDA/AI reference values. The standard dosing ranges for parenteral electrolytes assumes normal organ function, without abnormal losses. Electrolyte content of parenteral nutrient stock solutions should be taken into consideration.

Vitamins and trace elements are essential nutrients that act as coenzymes and cofactors involved in metabolism. For EN, recommendations are based on the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vitamin</th>
<th>Enteral</th>
<th>Parenteral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thiamin</td>
<td>1.2 mg</td>
<td>3 mg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riboflavin</td>
<td>1.3 mg</td>
<td>3.6 mg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niacin</td>
<td>16 mg</td>
<td>40 mg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Folic acid</td>
<td>400 µg</td>
<td>400 µg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pantothenic acid</td>
<td>5 mg</td>
<td>15 mg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin B-6</td>
<td>1.7 µg</td>
<td>4 µg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin B-12</td>
<td>2.4 µg</td>
<td>5 µg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biotin</td>
<td>30 µg</td>
<td>60 µg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choline</td>
<td>550 mg</td>
<td>not defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ascorbic acid</td>
<td>90 mg</td>
<td>100 mg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin A</td>
<td>900 µg</td>
<td>1000 µg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin D</td>
<td>15 µg</td>
<td>5 µg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin E</td>
<td>15 mg</td>
<td>10 mg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin K</td>
<td>120 µg</td>
<td>1 mg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RDA/AI levels. Dosing beyond the RDA/AI values near the tolerable upper intake level is not generally supported by experimental data for most patients requiring SNS. The dosing guidelines for parenteral vitamins and trace elements should be considered as approximations of need.5,16 The parenteral vitamin recommendations were intended to meet the needs of patients with increased requirements and should be given daily in patients with limited oral intake. Until the anticipated reformulation of parenteral multivitamin products to include vitamin K (as well as additional thiamin, pyridoxine, folate, and vitamin C), vitamin K should be administered in addition to the vitamin K–free multivitamin products currently used.17 Micro-nutrients present as contaminants in parenteral products should also be taken into consideration.18

Although fiber, as defined by a variety of characteristics (viscosity, water dispersability, fermentability, bulk, and binding properties), is an important component of the diet with benefit on colonic function, specific dosing recommendations cannot be made for enteral nutrition at this time.

### Practice Guidelines

**Normal Requirements—Adults**

1. Determination of nutrient requirements should be individualized, based on assessment of body composition and function, and fall within acceptable ranges, while taking physiologic and pathophysiologic conditions into account. (B)

**REFERENCES**
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Section VII: Normal Requirements—Pediatrics

INTRODUCTION

This section is divided into two separate sections: fluid and energy needs and substrate requirements. The latter area includes protein, carbohydrate, and lipid requirements. Although fluid and energy are not nutrients, they clearly play a critical role in the nutritional care of infants and children. Additionally, the requirements are quite specific for various ages of children and disease states, as delineated below. Finally, many disease states have specific energy, fluid, and substrate requirements or restrictions.

This section discusses nutritional requirements predominately for the healthy child. Subsequent individual sections will highlight specific needs for individual disease states.

ENERGY

Background

The energy needs and reserves of infants and children are quite unique and have been reviewed by several authors. Energy in a child is required for both maintenance of body metabolism as well as for growth. Estimated energy needs of an infant and older child are shown in Table I. Caloric requirements in an infant may be calculated in a variety of ways, including a modification of the Harris-Benedict equation, which has been designed for use in younger children and infants. Energy requirements for most pediatric patients can also be calculated based on standard nomograms (eg, Recommended Daily Allowance [RDA] tables) or by indirect calorimetry.

Evidence

Energy requirements vary with age. Because of the great variability of energy needs, the World Health Organization Expert Consultation on Energy and Protein Requirements have recommended that "whenever possible energy requirements should be based on measurements of expenditure rather than intake." Heird et al have estimated that a 1-kg infant has only a 4-day nutritional reserve, and a full-term infant may live for no more than a month without nutrition. In general, infants require more calories if fed enterally rather than parenterally. Methods to estimate the energy needs of infants and older children are well described. Energy requirements before adolescence appear to differ between sexes, with lower energy needs in girls because of lower activity states. Adolescence increases energy requirements. Bitar et al showed that energy needs in adolescence vary with gender, body composition, and even the season. Administration of nutrition support will alter energy needs.

Special Considerations

Although each individual section will deal with specific disease states, there are some important energy considerations that should be mentioned here.

Unlike increased substrate utilization observed in adult surgical patients, substrate utilization has not been shown to increase substantially in neonates following surgery. In fact, previous estimates of early postoperative energy requirements apparently overstate needs. Administration of calories at 50% above REE levels to perioperative neonates leads to significant overfeeding.

Johann-Liang et al showed that energy intake, but not energy expenditure, in HIV-infected children was significantly reduced compared with age- and gender-matched controls. This suggests that there may be a benefit to increasing energy delivery to HIV-infected children who are growth impaired; however, studies are needed to confirm this.

Practice Guidelines

Energy

1. Energy needs in infants and children should be estimated using standard formulas or nomograms and then adjusted according to the clinical course of the child. (B)
2. Energy requirements should be adjusted depending on the route of SNS administration. (B)
3. Energy needs for patients undergoing surgical procedures should be based on indirect calorimetry or adjusted down from standard formulas to avoid overfeeding. (B)
REFERENCES

FLUID AND ELECTROLYTES

Background

Fluid requirements. The standard method of calculating fluid requirements for pediatrics was described in an article published in 1957.1 Fluid requirements are related to caloric expenditure, and caloric expenditure is determined by a simple formula using body weight: 100 kcal/kg for an infant 3 to 10 kg 1000 kcal + 50 kcal/kg for every kg over 10 kg for a child 10 to 20 kg 1500 kcal + 20 kcal/kg for every kg over 20 kg for a child over 20 kg

Approximately 40 mL/100 kcal per 24 hours replaces insensible losses and 60 mL/100 kcal replaces urinary losses. Serendipitously, 100 mL/100 kcal or 1 mL/kcal per 24 hours is needed to replace fluid losses.2 Adjustments are made for pathologic situations (fever, stress, etc). This method of calculating fluid requirements is in very close agreement with several other methods based on formulas, body surface area, basal calories plus activity calories, and age. With the development of parenteral nutrition and of oral rehydration therapy, this method of calculating basal fluid needs remains valid and is used as the basis for fluid calculations.

Enteral and parenteral fluid requirements are essentially the same. In the absence of diarrhea, stool losses are minimal, implying that almost all of the ingested fluid is absorbed. However, if diarrhea is present, fluid loss can increase dramatically. Diarrhea should be taken into account and should be replaced milliliter for milliliter. Acute weight loss almost always reflects fluid loss; any acute weight deficit should be added to fluid requirements. When there are additional fluid losses (for instance from an ileostomy or biliary drain), this fluid should also be replaced on a daily basis. Fever increases insensible water loss via respiration and via the skin. For each degree of temperature above 38°C, insensible water loss is increased by 5 mL/kg per 24 hours.3

Electrolyte requirements. In an otherwise healthy child, essentially all electrolyte loss occurs via the urine. Therefore, recommendations for electrolyte requirements come from measurements of sodium, potassium, and chloride urinary losses in healthy children. As with fluids, unusual losses of electrolytes (diarrhea, stoma output, burns, exercise, diuretic therapy, renal abnormalities, etc) need to be considered. Electrolyte requirements may be summarized: sodium, 3 mEq/kg per day; potassium, 2 mEq/kg per day; chloride, 5 mEq/kg per day.2

Calcium. Because children synthesize new bone, they should be in continual positive calcium balance. The American Academy of Pediatrics, Committee on Nutrition recently updated their policy on calcium.4 The Committee followed the recommendations for calcium intake of the National Academy of Sciences: 0 to 6 months, 210 mg/d; 6 months to 1 year, 270 mg/d; 1 to 3 years, 500 mg/d; 4 to 8 years, 800 mg/d; and 9 to 18 years, 1300 mg/d.5 Administration of parenteral calcium is often limited by its solubility.

Fluid and electrolyte therapy in the neonate is different than in the older pediatric patient. Shifts in fluid and electrolytes from one compartment to another occur normally as the baby adjusts to extrauterine life. The aim of therapy is not to maintain balance, but to allow these shifts to occur while not letting them become exaggerated. The full-term newborn can lose up to 10% body weight during the first week of life, and the preterm infant can lose up to 20%. It can be difficult to decide when this weight loss is appropriate and when it becomes dangerous. The usual measures of kidney function such as creatinine and BUN are not helpful in the immediate postpartum period. They largely reflect clearance by the placenta and the mother.6

Evidence

Evidence concerning fluid and electrolyte needs in infants comes from relatively few well-performed studies. Alteration of total body water has been shown to be affected by the nutrition status of the child. In normal infants on PN, a decline in both total body water and extracellular fluid volume has been noted despite adequate weight gain.10 This suggests that weight gain is due to actual tissue accretion and not just an increase in body fluid. In support of adequate electrolyte delivery to infants, strong evidence suggests that patients evidence failure to thrive if they develop sodium depletion. Sacher et al16 have shown that the depletion of total body sodium in infants with obligate electrolyte losses from a small bowel stoma results in a plateau in
weight gain. Subsequent repletion of electrolytes results in resumption of growth.

**Practice Guidelines Fluid and Electrolytes**

1. Fluid needs vary with the age and weight of the child and should be adjusted accordingly. (B)  
2. Water and electrolyte requirements should be adjusted in pediatric patients undergoing surgical procedures or who have on-going losses from stomas or other sites. (B)

**REFERENCES**


**PROTEIN REQUIREMENTS**

**Background**

The protein requirements of neonates and children vary according to age (Table I). Optimal protein nutrition in this population is dependent on both the quantity of protein as well as its quality (amino acid composition). Adequate energy substrate must be provided along with protein to assure its proper utilization. The amount of protein necessary for neonates and children is higher than in adults when expressed in proportion to body weight. Neonates also potentially differ qualitatively from adults because of their limited capacity to synthesize certain amino acids. Although protein requirements are more difficult to define in the child than in the adult, data exist for guidelines to be articulated for premature neonates, full-term neonates, and children. The ideal dietary amino acid composition for these groups, however, remains controversial.

The protein needs of children may be assessed using multiple techniques. Methods include the analysis of growth and body composition, nitrogen balance, stable isotopic tracer techniques, and biochemical indices such as plasma amino acid concentrations. In full-term infants up to 6 months of age, protein requirements may also be estimated on the basis of the protein content of human milk consumed by normal children. Implicit in all of these methods is that energy requirements are met, as inadequate calorie administration will prevent protein anabolism.

**Evidence**

Immature humans have higher proportional protein requirements. Low-birth-weight neonates need approximately 2 to 4 g/kg per day of protein to maintain a growth rate similar to that in utero.1 Premature neonates show adequate growth rates and nitrogen retention at protein allotments of approximately 3.0 g/kg per day.2 The administration of protein in a range higher than 4 g/kg per day may result in abnormal amino acid profiles.3 When protein 6 g/kg per day is given to low-birth-weight neonates, untoward effects such as azotemia, pyrexia, a higher rate of strabismus, and lower IQ have been reported.4,5 Reviews suggest that the quantities of protein (or amino acids) needed for low birth weight or premature neonates approximate 3 to 4 g/kg per day.6,7 The requirements of extremely low-birth-weight neonates are less well understood, but these patients have high rates of proteolysis and attaining adequate growth remains difficult.8

Well-established guidelines exist for the provision of protein to full-term neonates.9,10 These estimates range from 2 to 3 g/kg per day. Although this range appears adequate for most neonates, those who are critically ill remain in profound negative protein balance despite provision of apparently adequate protein.11 In well children from age 1 to 10 years, the recommended dietary allowance for protein remains relatively static, decreasing slowly from 1.2 to 1.0 g/kg per day.9 During adolescence, boys have a slightly higher recommended dietary allowance than girls (0.9 and 0.8 g/kg per day, respectively).9,10 Common clinical practice is to give hospitalized children, who are presumed to be under metabolic stress, 1.5 g/kg per day of protein.9 Those children

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age of child</th>
<th>Protein requirements (g/kg/day)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low birth weight</td>
<td>3 to 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-term</td>
<td>2 to 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 to 10 years</td>
<td>1.0 to 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adolescence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boys</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girls</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critically ill child/adolescent</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
who are manifesting catch-up growth may also require increased quantities of protein.

The optimal amino acid composition (protein quality) of pediatric diets has not been established. For full-term neonates to infants 12 months of age, breast milk affords a guide to ideal amino acid allotment. Histidine has been shown to be a conditionally essential amino acid in neonates up to age 6 months, and growth is compromised in its absence. Cysteine has been suggested as possibly conditionally essential in low-birth-weight neonates because of the low activity of the enzyme cystathionase (which converts methionine to cysteine). Both cysteine and its metabolite taurine are found in high concentrations in human milk, but are absent in commercial parenteral amino acid formulations. Although newer stable isotopic techniques are aiding to further define neonatal amino acid synthesis, histidine remains the only amino acid that, at present, must be considered conditionally essential in the newborn.

**Practice Guidelines**

**Protein Requirements**

1. Protein requirements should be adjusted according to the age of the child. (B)
2. Histidine is a conditionally essential amino acid for neonates and infants up to 6 months of age and should be specifically supplemented. (B)

**REFERENCES**


**CARBOHYDRATES**

**Background**

Carbohydrates are a major component of both EN and PN. Carbohydrates can be provided in one of three different ways: Monosaccharides (glucose and fructose), disaccharides (lactose, sucrose, and maltose); and complex carbohydrates (starches). Because the body is capable of forming sugars from both lipids as well as amino acids, there is no essential amount of carbohydrate needed. However, carbohydrates are required to prevent breakdown of somatic protein sources.

**Evidence**

Much of the evidence for the use of carbohydrates is empiric. Standards have been established by the American Academy of Pediatrics and have a generally sound basis. A recent review has further defined the upper and lower boundaries of appropriate carbohydrate intake in relation to age. The primary enteral carbohydrate delivered to neonates and young infants is lactose. Preterm infants may be unable to digest certain carbohydrates, particularly lactose, because of inadequate intestinal lactase activity. Thus, in small preterm infants, formulas that have a 50/50 mixture of lactose and glucose polymers are indicated.

Although somewhat empiric, stable infants should receive approximately 40% to 45% of their total caloric intake as carbohydrate. Parenteral nutrition for the neonate should begin administering approximately 6 to 8 mg/kg per minute of dextrose to maintain adequate serum glucose levels. Lesser amounts of glucose in a young neonate will lead to hypoglycemia because of inadequate hepatic production of glucose. Older neonates tolerate greater loads of glucose, provided it is administered through a central venous catheter (10 to 14 mg/kg per minute). Glucose intolerance in the premature infant is not uncommon and is not only manifested by hyperglycemia, but also quite commonly by hypertriglyceridermia.

**Special Considerations**

Hyperglycemia is a major adverse effect of carbohydrate administration in the immediate postoperative period. This problem is due to a decrease in insulin concentration and possibly due to an increase in gluconeogenesis. Hyperglycemic states resolve much more quickly in neonates compared with adult postoperative patients. Glucose levels were found to be two times preoperative values after major surgery in neonates and returned to baseline levels after 12 hours. Postsurgical hyperglycemia appears to be due to elevated levels of catecholamines. Postoperative hyperglycemia also appears to be associated with increased production of both lactate and pyruvate.

**Practice Guidelines**

**Carbohydrates**

1. Carbohydrates should comprise 40% to 50% of the caloric intake in infants and children. (C)
2. Small amounts of carbohydrates should be used in infants and children who are not otherwise receiving nutrition support to suppress protein catabolism. (B)

3. In infants who are lactose tolerant, lactose should be the predominate enteral carbohydrate administered in the first 3 years of life. (B)

4. Preterm infants should receive a formula that has a 50/50 mixture of lactose and glucose polymers. (B)

5. For the neonate, carbohydrate delivery in PN should begin at approximately 6 to 8 mg/kg per minute of dextrose and be advanced, as tolerated, to a goal of 10 to 14 mg/kg per minute. (B)

6. Carbohydrate administration should be closely monitored and adjusted in the postoperative period in neonates and children to avoid hyperglycemia. (B)

REFERENCES

LIPIDS

Background

Considerable controversy exists regarding the requirements for fat intake in children. As the debate about lipid recommendations has raged over the past two decades, the prevalence of obesity in children in the United States has increased alarmingly. Almost one quarter of US children are now overweight or obese, an increase of over 20% in the past decade.1,2 There is concern that this change will translate into increased adult obesity and associated comorbidities such as hyperlipidemia, hypertension, and type II diabetes. As research data began pointing to a direct correlation between dietary fat and risk factors for cardiovascular disease, advice to the public at large, including children, was to reduce total fat, saturated fat, and cholesterol intake.

However, children, especially in the first several years of life, have nutrient requirements that differ markedly from those of adults. Concerns have been voiced that lowering fat intake in the growing child might result in decreased supply of omega-6 and omega-3 essential fatty acids, have adverse effects on normal growth and development, lead to adverse lipoprotein profiles, and increase intake of potentially harmful trans-fatty acids as saturated fats are replaced by polyunsaturated fats.2 It appears that the amount of total fat ingested/administered may not be as critical a risk factor as the type of fat. Furthermore, evidence is building that specific dietary fatty acids may not only decrease the risk or severity of a number of chronic diseases, but may also play a role in therapy of specific diseases.3 This section will principally focus on the evidence and recommendations for lipid requirements in full-term healthy infants and children.

Evidence

In the United States, multiple organizations such as the US Department of Agriculture, the Department of Health and Human Services Dietary Guidelines for Americans, the American and Heart Association, and the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute have recommended a “moderate-fat diet” consisting of <30% energy from total fat and <10% from saturated fat for everyone over the age of 2 years, with a gradual transition from an unrestricted to a moderate–fat diet occurring between 2 and 5–6 years.4–6 However, the results of clinical studies examining the energy and nutrient adequacy of moderate-fat restricted diets for children have been inconsistent.4

Nutrient needs in general, and lipid needs in particular, are high in the first year of life, and dietary recommendations are well delineated. Fat intake should be unrestricted in the infant diet. Lipid needs in the second year of life, as most infants transition from predominantly breast milk/formula based diets to adult-style diets, have not been clearly defined. Most information suggests that fats in this age group not be restricted.7 A recent longitudinal study of growth and infant nutrition conducted in the US found that the intake of some key nutrients during the period of dietary transition between 12 and 18 months of life was insufficient in infants on a low-fat diet.8 In contrast, recent data presented from the Special Turku coronary Risk Factor Intervention Project (STRIP), an ongoing longitudinal cohort study of more than 1000 children in Finland, reported that a low saturated fat and cholesterol diet begun before the age of 1 year resulted in lower LDL cholesterol and unchanged HDL cholesterol, with no adverse effects on growth, development (to age 5–6 years), or overall nutrient intake.9 The differences between these two studies and others is probably related to study design and/or cultural issues in that the Finnish children received frequent follow-up and dietary assessment, whereas populations in the US are frequently “free living.”10

Beyond age 2 years, recommendations from many organizations concur that there should be a slow transition from unrestricted dietary fat to a goal of <30% total fat and <10% saturated fat as a percentage of total energy intake. However, the details of this transition continue to be a point of debate. The American Academy of Pediatrics has agreed with USDA/HHS guidelines, recommending that the transition between unrestricted dietary fat and a moderate-fat diet occur by the age of 5 years.7 A recent cross-sectional study of
2802 US children 4 to 8 years old reported that spontaneous consumption of diets with approximately 30% energy from fat did not significantly increase the risk for nutritional inadequacy, and high-fat diets did not consistently protect against inadequacy.4 Other investigators, however, have echoed the recommendations made in the Canadian Dietary Guidelines, suggesting that the transition from high- to moderate-fat diets occur over the longer time frame of linear growth (adolescence).10,11 The rationale for prolonging the transition from a high- to moderate-fat diet has been to minimize the potential for adverse effects on growth, development, lipoprotein profiles, and immunologic function that might occur with a more rapid transition.2 The most definitive statement regarding this approach is by Rask-Nissila et al.13 This randomized, controlled study showed that 5-year-old children raised since infancy on a low-fat, low-cholesterol diet had equivalent neurologic development while having lower serum cholesterol levels compared with those receiving control diets.

To date, the data seem to indicate that emphasizing fat-modified diets by encouraging consumption of low-fat dairy products, fruits, vegetables, and grains does not compromise children’s nutrition status, growth, and development.12 It may be most important to emphasize avoidance of excess total caloric intake and promotion of increased physical activity, rather than making changes in very specific recommendations regarding fat intake in children.2 Similar to adults receiving SNS, it is recommended that 1% to 2% of energy should be derived from linoleic acid (ω6) and about 0.5% of energy from α-linolenic acid (ω3) to prevent essential fatty acid deficiency.14

Special Considerations

Characteristic findings in infants suffering from trauma or undergoing surgery are increases in circulating fatty acids, ketone bodies, and glycerol.15 These changes are indicative of lipolysis and ketogenesis. These products appear to be a major source of energy after surgery. In fact, it is estimated that some 75% to 90% of postoperative energy requirements come from fat metabolism, with the remainder coming from protein stores. It appears that these changes are driven by a release of catecholamines starting intraoperatively.16 A reversal of these changes has been demonstrated with the administration of halothane anesthesia, because halothane can suppress the catecholamine response.17

Practice Guidelines

Lipids

1. Full term infants up to 1 year of age should be allowed an unrestricted fat intake. (A.)
2. Children between 1 and 2 years of age should have very limited or no restrictions on fat intake (B)
3. Between age 2 and 5 to 6 years, children should transition from a high-fat diet to a fat-modified (moderate fat) diet (less than 30% of total energy from fats and less than 10% from saturated fats). (B)
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MICRONUTRIENT REQUIREMENTS

Vitamins

Background. As complex organic substances, vitamins are considered essential contributors to human growth and health. The essentiality of vitamins dictates a sustained exogenous intake (with perhaps the exception of vitamin D) in order to avoid deficiency. Classified by solubility, the lipid-soluble vitamins A, D, E, and K have the potential for storage and therefore the potential for toxicity. The water-soluble vitamins ascorbic acid and the B-complex vitamins are considered relatively nontoxic and are excreted when administered in excess.

Evidence. Both lipid- and water-soluble vitamins should be provided in PN solutions. The subcommittee
on Pediatric Parenteral Nutrient Requirements of the Committee on Clinical Practice Issues of The American Society for Clinical Nutrition published guidelines in 1988 outlining recommendations for vitamins in PN solutions for term infants and children (Table I).2 Owing to limited product selection, the choice of multivitamin preparations differs for children less than and greater than 11 years of age. For children greater than 11 years, vitamin K should be provided in conjunction with a multivitamin package at a dose of 200 \( \mu g/d \).2 In addition to routine vitamin K supplementation, specific products may require supplemental dosing with other vitamins.

Carnitine, synthesized from methionine and protein bound lysine, is the requisite transporter of long chain fatty acids across the inner mitochondrial membrane for \( \beta \)-oxidation. Carnitine can be obtained through the diet, exogenous supplementation, and endogenous biosynthesis. Now a standard addition to many enteral formulas, carnitine may become conditionally essential in the neonate on long term PN secondary to limited biosynthetic capability and immature conservation mechanisms.3 Carnitine supplementation should be provided once a deficiency has been confirmed.

**Special considerations.** Vitamin supplementation recommendations are provided below for stable pediatric patients and do not account for conditions of catabolic stress, ventilatory support, or organ dysfunction. The 1988 subcommittee recommendations also include suggested intakes for preterm infants. To avoid potential toxicity related to impaired metabolism, multivitamin preparations administered to the preterm infant should be formulated without propylene glycol or polysorbate, which may be found in adult formulations.2,3

**Trace Elements**

**Background.** Trace elements generally function as prosthetic groups of enzymes. Zinc, copper, chromium, and manganese are all in the first transition series of metals in the periodic table, and therefore, have many physical and chemical properties in common. Selenium, chemically classified as a nonmetal, is an equally important nutrient. Cobalt, chromium, copper, iodine, manganese, molybdenum, selenium, and zinc are all considered to be essential micronutrients for support of normal human metabolic processes (Table II).4

**Evidence.** Routine addition of zinc, copper, selenium, chromium, and manganese to PN solutions is recommended to avoid deficiency.5 Although not a conventional addition, molybdenum supplementation may be appropriate in long term TPN therapy.6 The 1988 subcommittee recommendations identify trace element requirements in the term infant and child for zinc, copper, selenium, chromium, and manganese.2 Intakes for preterm infants are also suggested. The type of nutrition support (breast milk, enteral formula or PN) can influence the trace element status of the patient and should be considered when determining supplementation or analyzing levels.7,8

**Special considerations.** The provision of balanced nutrients will prevent both deficiency and toxicity. Trace element contamination must be considered when determining element supplementation. Blood concentrations of copper, chromium, and manganese may become elevated because of contamination of TPN solutions by these metals.2,9–12 In addition, specific disease states will necessitate adjustments in the elements provided. Copper and manganese should be administered cautiously, if at all, in patients with impaired biliary excretion or cholestatic liver disease.7,13–15 Because of renal excretion of these elements, dosage reduction for selenium, molybdenum, and chromium should be evaluated in patients with renal dysfunction.2,15 Additional zinc supplementation is necessary in conditions of increased losses, such as persistent diarrhea or excessive ileostomy drainage.2,5

Recently, Williams et al13 reported on new recommendations for dietary fiber by the American Academy of Pediatrics Committee on Nutrition. For children older than 2 years of age, they recommend a minimum of 5 g/d of dietary fiber and children over 5 years of age should consume 10 g/d of dietary fiber.16

The widespread occurrence of iron deficiency anemia before the 1970s resulted in a 1976 statement by the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) Committee on Nutrition entitled “Iron Supplementation for Infants.” Updated in 1989, and again in 1999, the AAP statement recommends using iron-fortified formula (4 to 12 mg/L of iron) from birth to 12 months in the absence of exclusive breast feeding.17 Guidelines for parenteral supplementation using iron dextran are less clear and differ among the child and the term and preterm infant in conjunction with the total estimated duration of PN therapy. Additionally, iron replacement for documented deficiency and iron supplementation to maintain iron balance or meet fetal accretion rates are

---

TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vitamin</th>
<th>Daily vitamin requirement—infants ( ^{2,3} )</th>
<th>Enteral ( ^{a} )</th>
<th>Parenteral ( ^{a} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thiamin</td>
<td>0.3–0.4 mg (equivalent)</td>
<td>1.2 mg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riboflavin</td>
<td>0.4–0.5 mg</td>
<td>1.4 mg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niacin</td>
<td>5–6 mg (niacin equivalent)</td>
<td>17 mg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Folic acid</td>
<td>25–35 ( \mu g )</td>
<td>140 ( \mu g )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pantothenic acid</td>
<td>2–3 ( mg^{e} )</td>
<td>5 mg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin B-6</td>
<td>0.3–0.6 mg</td>
<td>1 mg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin B-12</td>
<td>0.3–0.5 ( mg )</td>
<td>1 ( mg )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biotin</td>
<td>10–15 ( \mu g^{e} )</td>
<td>20 ( \mu g )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ascorbic acid</td>
<td>30–35 mg</td>
<td>80 mg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin A</td>
<td>375 ( \mu g ) (retinol equivalent)</td>
<td>700 ( \mu g ) (retinol equivalent)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin D</td>
<td>7.5–10 ( \mu g ) (as cholecalciferol)</td>
<td>10 ( \mu g )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin E</td>
<td>3–4 ( mg )</td>
<td>7 mg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin K</td>
<td>5–10 ( \mu g )</td>
<td>200 ( \mu g )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carnitine</td>
<td>No RDA</td>
<td>2–10 mg/kgc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trace element</th>
<th>Daily trace element requirement—infants ( ^{b} )</th>
<th>Enteral ( ^{b} )</th>
<th>Parenteral ( ^{b} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chromium</td>
<td>2.5 ( \mu g/kg )</td>
<td>0.2 ( \mu g/kg )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper</td>
<td>No RDA</td>
<td>20 ( \mu g/kg )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iodide</td>
<td>40–50 ( \mu g )</td>
<td>1 ( \mu g/kg )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron</td>
<td>6–10 mg</td>
<td>Maintenance doses not well</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
dosed differently. Compatibility problems due to precipitation of iron phosphate and trivalent-induced instability of lipid emulsions must also be considered before iron supplementation using PN solutions.18

Practice Guidelines
Micronutrient Requirements

1. Vitamins and trace elements should be components of all PN solutions and enteral formulas. (A)
2. Vitamin and trace element levels should be monitored periodically during long-term PN administration. (C)
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Section VIII: Access for Administration of Nutrition Support

ENTERAL ACCESS

Background

Enteral nutrition is indicated for patients with a functional gastrointestinal tract whose oral nutrient intake is insufficient to meet estimated needs. Selection of the proper enteral access device is based on the patients’ gastrointestinal anatomy and function, anticipated duration of enteral nutrition, and the potential for aspiration. The nasoenteric tube is the most commonly used method of enteral access because it can be inserted into the stomach, duodenum, or the jejunum. These tubes are indicated for short-term (less than 4 weeks) use because they have low complication rates, are relatively inexpensive, and easy to place. They may also be used for interim access before placement of a long-term device. Tube enterostomies are indicated when long-term (greater than 30 days) feeding is anticipated or when obstruction makes nasal intubation impossible.

Evidence

Access to the gastrointestinal tract can be attained at the bedside, endoscopically, under fluoroscopic or ultrasound guidance, or operatively. Bedside placement of an enteric (postpyloric) tube involves advancing the tube into the stomach and allowing it to migrate independently into the small bowel. Recent studies report success rates approaching 90% if pH monitoring is used. Positioning patients in the right lateral decubitus position has not been demonstrated to increase spontaneous tube migration into the small bowel. Prokinetic agents given before, but not after, tube insertion may facilitate tube passage into the small bowel. Use of weighted tubes, pH sensors, magnets, and bioelectrical detection devices to facilitate tube placement can be of help to confirm tube location. Fluoroscopic, sonographic, and endoscopic guidance are often used to achieve transpyloric tube placement when blind methods fail. These techniques have an 85 to 95% success rate for initial tube placement. However, these tubes frequently dislodge or migrate back into the stomach, necessitating repeat tube insertion and increased costs.

Tube placement can be confirmed by air insufflation, auscultation, aspiration of gastric or small bowel contents, or radiographically. In one study, the location of the feeding tube tip on 100 consecutive radiographs obtained within 4 hours of placement was analyzed. Eighty percent of tubes were in the stomach or duodenum, 19% in the esophagus, and 1% in the pleural space. Because of the possibility of false positives and the potential for tube malposition in the tracheobronchial tree, radiographic confirmation of the position of the tube tip is recommended.

Nasally placed tubes may predispose to nasopharyngeal ulcers, nasal septum necrosis, sinusitis, otitis, hoarseness, and vocal cord paralysis. Small-bore feeding tubes made from polyurethane or silicone, in sizes from 5F to 12F, are soft, smooth, and more flexible than the stiff, large-bore nasogastric tubes designed for decompression and gastric drainage. These small tubes provide improved patient comfort and decrease the risk of nasal-tissue necrosis.

Patients requiring long-term EN should receive more permanent access. Gastrostomy is the most common method for long-term access because it eliminates nasal irritation, psychosocial stress of having a tube in the nose, and requirement for an infusion pump (intragastric feedings may be administered as a bolus in patients who tolerate it). Gastric tubes, because of their large diameter, can also be used for gastric decompression, pH monitoring, and medication delivery. Insertion can be performed surgically (with laparotomy or laparoscopy) or nonoperatively. Nonoperative placement of gastric feeding tubes (percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy [PEG]) or with fluoroscopic guidance) is favored because it can be performed without general anesthesia and allows feedings to be administered soon after placement. A meta-analysis of over 5000 cases found higher rates of successful tube placement for radiologic gastrostomy than for PEG, a lower complication rate than with PEG or surgery, and lower 30-day procedure-related mortality.

Jejunostomies can be placed at the time of laparotomy in patients in whom access to the small bowel is desired. PEG tubes with a jejunal extension or direct percutaneous endoscopic placement provide additional options for obtaining access to the jejunum when simultaneous gastric decompression is desired. These tubes have a high rate of mechanical dysfunction and dislodgment and are not advocated for long-term use. A skin level or low-profile device placed through a mature gastrostomy offers long-term EN patients a less obtrusive gastric tube. Preplacement marking for optimal gastrostomy and jejunostomy tube site locations is recommended to decrease complications of therapy and to promote patient self-care.
tions associated with tube enterostomies include perforation, hemorrhage, wound infection, bowel obstruction, bowel necrosis, and stomal leakage. Tube migration may lead to erosion of the exit site and leakage of gastric or intestinal contents onto the surrounding skin.

There is considerable controversy regarding the preferred site for EN delivery. Gastric feedings require intact gag and cough reflexes and adequate gastric emptying. Small bowel access is indicated in clinical conditions in which tracheal aspiration, reflux esophagitis, gastroparesis, gastric outlet obstruction, or previous gastric surgery precludes gastric feedings, or when early postoperative feeding after major abdominal procedures is planned. Prevention of aspiration entails identification of high-risk patients, elevation of the head of the bed, careful monitoring of tube feeding delivery and patient tolerance, and adequate airway management. Studies have not consistently demonstrated a benefit of small bowel feedings over gastric feedings to prevent aspiration.31–36 However, lack of an accepted definition of clinically significant aspiration makes interpretation of these studies difficult. The physical presence of a nasogastric tube across the lower esophageal sphincter probably impairs sphincter function and promotes reflux of gastric contents.37 Pharmacologic intervention with antireflux agents has been used to decrease the risk of gastric reflux, but it has not been shown to decrease the frequency of nosocomial pneumonia or affect the mortality rate of critically ill patients receiving EN.38

Gastric residuals are frequently used to monitor safety and effectiveness of tube feedings. Gastric motility is affected by disease, mechanical obstruction, and medications (including paralytic agents). There is no agreement regarding the acceptable volume of gastric residual for monitoring tube feedings.39,40 The level of residual volume of concern in the critically ill patient appears to be 200 mL with a nasogastric tube located in the antrum or fundus or 100 mL for surgical or endoscopic gastrostomy tubes located on the anterior gastric wall.41 McClave et al41 compared gastric residuals in critically ill patients, stable gastrostomy-fed patients, and normal healthy volunteers. They found that there was a peak in residual volumes early in the study, with a subsequent reduction in those volumes over time. Lin and Van Critter,40 using a computer simulated model, found that gastric residual volumes after tube feeding reach a plateau similar to that found in the postprandial stomach. It is probably prudent to check gastric residuals every 4 to 5 hours when initiating feedings until a plateau of less than 50 mL has been achieved.40,42 One high residual volume should not prompt stopping the feeding but instead to monitor for signs and symptoms of intolerance.43 Patients with persistently elevated gastric residual volumes may benefit from a tube placed beyond the ligament of Treitz.

All feeding tubes are subject to mechanical complications, especially clogging. Clogging is caused by viscous formulas, inappropriate medication administration, formula residue, and inadequate flushing. Tubes should be flushed with at least 20 to 30 mL warm water every 4 hours during continuous feedings and before and after intermittent feedings and medications.44 Fluids with an acidic pH such as cranberry juice can precipitate protein and cause tube clogging.45 When water fails to declog feedings tubes, use of papain, combinations of activated pancreatic enzymes and sodium bicarbonate mixed with water, or declogging devices has been successful.46

**Special Considerations**

A significant discrepancy is often seen between prescribed and delivered calories; that is, the volume of tube feeding received, expressed as a percentage of the goal intake is often less than 100%.47–49 Reasons for inadequate tube feeding include slow advancement of infusion rates, interruptions of feedings due to tube displacement or gastric residuals, withholding of feedings for operative and diagnostic procedures, medication administration, physician underprescription, and routine nursing procedures.42,48,50 EN protocols allow standardized management of tube feedings and also help educate practitioners on the importance and monitoring of outcomes. Several studies have demonstrated that tube feeding delivery is improved with EN protocols.51–53

**Practice Guidelines**

1. Decisions regarding access for EN should be made considering the effectiveness of gastric emptying, gastrointestinal anatomy, and aspiration risk. (B)
2. Nasoenteric tube placement should initially be attempted using a spontaneous or other bedside placement technique; if this is unsuccessful, fluoroscopic or endoscopic guidance should be used. (A)
3. Radiographic confirmation of the feeding tube tip position should be obtained after placement of a nasogastric or nasoenteric access tube. (B)
4. Gastric residuals should be checked frequently when feedings are initiated and feedings should be held if residual volumes exceed 200 mL on two successive assessments. (A)
5. Feeding tubes should routinely be flushed with 20 to 30 mL of warm water every 4 hours during continuous feedings and before and after intermittent feedings and medications administration. (A)
6. Standardized protocols for enteral nutrition ordering, administration, and monitoring should be utilized. (B)
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**PARENTERAL ACCESS**

*Background*

Parenteral nutrition administration requires central venous access in order to provide nutrients at greater concentrations than is possible through peripheral veins. PN is appropriate when SNS is indicated and a contraindication to the use of EN is present or EN is not tolerated. Selection of the most appropriate parenteral access device is based on the patient’s vascular access history, venous anatomy, coagulation status, the anticipated duration of PN, the care setting (hospital versus other), and the nature of the underlying disease. For hospitalized patients, temporary percutaneous central venous catheters are often most appropriate. For long-term therapy in a nonhospital setting, subcutaneously tunneled percutaneous catheters or implanted subcutaneous infusion ports are most commonly used. When selecting a long-term access device, consideration should be given to the patient’s activity level, body-image concerns, physical ability to care for the catheter, cognitive function, and caregiver involvement.

*Evidence*

Percutaneously inserted catheters advanced into the superior vena cava (SVC) are the route of choice for the delivery of PN. Catheters inserted through the femoral veins are associated with higher risk of venous thrombosis and catheter-related sepsis and are not recommended for PN. Access to the SVC can be gained through the internal jugular vein, the subclavian vein, or through peripheral veins in the arm. Internal jugular vein catheters are associated with a higher rate of local hematoma formation, arterial injury, and catheter-associated blood stream infections than subclavian vein catheters. Subclavian vein catheters are associated with a higher risk of pneumothorax during insertion than internal jugular vein catheters. A prospective, randomized trial comparing 102 centrally inserted subclavian catheters versus peripherally inserted central catheters (PICC) for PN demonstrated a significantly higher rate of thrombophlebitis, malposition on insertion, and difficulties during insertion with PICC lines but no difference in overall rate of infection, dislodgement, or line occlusion. These findings are consistent with other reports comparing PICC and non-PICC venous access in which an increased incidence of local complications, leaking catheters, phlebitis, and malposition is noted. PICCs are used, however, with increasing frequency in many institutions. It is likely that increased experience with their use will lead to decreased complication rates.

Catheter tip misplacement during insertion of CVCs is not infrequent. The use of fluoroscopy during catheter insertion allows immediate repositioning of the catheter tip into its correct location in the SVC. A chest radiograph should be obtained after the insertion procedure to document catheter placement and rule out a pneumothorax. A postprocedure chest x-ray yields little benefit if the internal jugular vein or an upper extremity vein is used for access by interventional radiology using fluoroscopic guidance.

Catheter-related infections and mechanical complications can occur after placement of a CVC. Catheter-related sepsis occurs in 5 to 8 per 1000 patient days and is associated with morbidity, mortality, and increased medical costs. Guidelines for the management of intravascular catheter-related infections have been jointly prepared by the Infectious Diseases Society of America, the American College of Critical Care Medicine and the Society of Healthcare Epidemiology of America, and the Hospital Infection Control Practices Advisory Committee. An evidence-based review on prevention of catheter infection during PN has also been published. The treatment of catheter-related sepsis involves catheter removal and appropriate antibiotic coverage although success in managing catheter infection with antibiotics alone has been reported. Prophylactic catheter exchange over a guide wire has not been shown to decrease the risk of catheter-associated infection.

Several strategies have been investigated to decrease the risk of catheter-associated sepsis. Use of full-barrier precautions during catheter insertion (mask, cap, sterile gloves, long-sleeve gowns, and sheet drapes) reduces the incidence of catheter-related infections compared with the use of only sterile gloves and small drapes alone. Skin preparation with chlorhexidine results in a lower incidence of microbial colonization of catheters than with povidone iodine. Antibiotic prophylaxis during catheter insertion has not been demonstrated to reduce the incidence of catheter-related blood stream infection. Prophylactic use of antibiotic ointment at the catheter exit site encourages the development of resistant flora and should be avoided. No differences in catheter-associated sepsis were detected in comparisons of transparent film dressings with gauze dressings.

Reductions in catheter-associated sepsis have been reported when the devices were cared for by specially trained nurses and when catheter manipulation was minimized. The use of catheters for multiple therapeutic and diagnostic purposes, the use of accessory devices (manometers, pressure transducers, flush solutions, stopcocks and “piggy-back” infusion sets), and the infusion of blood products or intravenous medications increases the risk of bacteremia. One large single institution review found that PN therapy was the most important risk factor for developing sepsis. Colonization of catheter hubs as well as the skin surrounding the insertion site are the source of most catheter-related infections. Greater catheter hub manipulation increases the risk for contamination. Catheter hubs and sampling ports should be disinfected before they are accessed. Early studies of needleless systems demonstrated an association between the development of infection, site care, and frequency of end-cap changes. Risk factors associated with catheter-related blood stream infections included patients who were allowed to shower and wet the exit site and weekly end-cap changes. The risk of blood stream infection decreases with use of rigorous aseptic technique and when end-caps are replaced every 2 days.
spective study investigating the microbial contamina-
tion of needleless connectors and standard entry port
caps connected to the hubs of CVCs immediately after
insertion found no difference in contamination rates.24

Central venous catheters impregnated with chlor-
hexidine and silver sulfadiazine or with minocycline
and rifampin are associated with a lower rate of
blood stream infection than untreated catheters.13,25

Because of the higher cost of these catheters it is prob-
able to reason to restrict their use to institutions or
units with particularly high infection rates.26,27

Clinically relevant catheter-related thrombosis is a
late complication of long-term use of CVCs. Occlusion
may occur because of the formation of a fibrin sleeve or
thrombin sheath, or partial or total vascular mural
thrombosis.28 Heparin-bonded catheters have been
associated with a significant reduction in thrombosis.29

Prophylactic use of anticoagulants has been shown to
decrease the risk of catheter-associated venous throm-
bosis in patients with long-term catheters.30

The selection of a vascular access device for home PN
involves multiple issues including patient preferences,
device characteristics, frequency of infusions, and
duration of therapy. Subcutaneously tunneled (Hick-
man or Broviac) catheters or implanted subcutaneous
infusion ports are most commonly used for home PN
administration. PICCs are increasingly being used
because of the ease and economy of bedside placement.
No one device has been shown to provide the lowest
rate of complications with the greatest therapeutic benefit
and ease of maintenance for all patients.31

Practice Guidelines

Parenteral Access

1. Parenteral nutrition should be delivered through
   a catheter located with its distal tip in the super-
   ior vena cava or right atrium. (A)

2. A chest x-ray should be obtained after catheter
   insertion unless internal jugular or upper extrem-
   ity IV access is obtained by interventional radiol-
   ogy techniques. (B)

3. Full-barrier precautions should be used during
   the insertion of central lines. (B)

4. Skin preparation before catheter insertion should
   be performed using chlorhexidine. (B)

5. Catheter hubs and sampling ports should be dis-
   infected before access for medication administra-
   tion and blood drawing. (C)

6. Central catheters should not be exchanged rou-
   tinely over guide wires. (A)

7. The use of antimicrobial-impregnated catheters is
   recommended in high risk patients and high risk
care settings. (B)

8. Low dose anticoagulant therapy should be used in
   patients requiring long-term catheterization. (B)

9. Specialized nursing teams should care for venous
   access devices in patients receiving PN. (B)
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**MONITORING FOR EFFICACY**

**Background**

Considerable cost and serious complications are associated with specialized nutrition support (SNS). Regular monitoring and meticulous care are necessary to ensure successful outcomes. Monitoring patients maintained on SNS is necessary to determine efficacy of specialized nutrition therapy; detect and prevent complications; evaluate changes in clinical condition; and document clinical outcomes.1 These guidelines address monitoring by the health care team to determine efficacy or adequacy of the nutrition therapy with attention to specific end points. These endpoints should be defined based on the patient’s disease, condition, setting, and wishes.2,3

**Evidence**

Once it is determined that a patient will receive SNS, goals for the nutrition support should be set with specific markers and outcomes to be measured. These goals may include maintenance or repletion of lean body mass, reduction in morbidity and mortality, improvement in quality of life, or optimization of clinical outcomes such as reduction of hospital length of stay and cost.

Many studies of patients receiving SNS have used surrogate markers of nutrition status as clinical outcomes. Energy balance, body composition analyses, body weight measurements, anthropometry, serum protein concentrations, protein balance, functional status, focused physical examination, and growth velocity (in pediatric patients) are all parameters that have been used to assess nutrition status and efficacy of SNS.2,4–9 Nitrogen balance has often been used to monitor the nutritional efficacy of SNS.4,7–9 Many of these parameters are influenced by ongoing illness or injury, and thus it may not clearly reflect changes in the individual’s nutritional status.4 Nutritional status, however, is an intermediate marker; the ultimate goal of SNS is to improve clinical outcomes. Clinical outcome monitoring using end points such as quality of life, morbidity and mortality, length of hospital stay, and cost is much more relevant. There have been numerous clinical outcome studies of patients receiving SNS that utilize nutritional efficacy markers in their monitoring or reassessment protocols. These have included large, prospective randomized trials in trauma patients,10–14 ICU patients,15,16 and perioperative patients.17 Nitrogen balance, serum proteins, and energy balance were most often used in these studies to measure nutritional efficacy of the SNS.

Unfortunately, there are no studies available that specifically investigate the effect of monitoring nutritional efficacy of SNS on clinical outcomes (morbidity, mortality, quality of life). That is, there are no studies that demonstrate or refute the hypothesis that, “Clinical monitoring of patients receiving SNS to assess nutritional effects of therapy improves patient outcomes.” There are, however, some data suggesting a relationship between nutrition efficacy monitoring and improved cost-effectiveness. These studies include three prospective trials. Two randomized trials investigated enhanced SNS versus standard SNS in a heterogeneous group of patients, and one study looked at early EN versus no nutrition intervention in gastrointestinal surgical patients.20 In all three studies, nutrition efficacy was monitored and the incidence of complications was an outcome that was measured. In all three studies, the intervention groups had significantly fewer complications and lower costs compared with standard therapy. In one study,18 nitrogen balance was also used as an outcome variable, and positive nitrogen balance was associated with decreased costs as well.

Monitored parameters should be compared to the goals of the nutrition care plan and documented.21 Focused, serial nutrition status reassessment is important. Specifically, nutrient content of SNS administered should be regularly compared with predicted energy and protein needs. Changes in clinical condition and activity level may require periodic recalculation of energy requirements. If the patient is not responding appropriately, indirect calorimetry may be used to guide changes in energy intake.22 The patient should be evaluated periodically to determine whether continued SNS therapy is needed. Redressments of the nutrition prescription may be necessary if oral intake has improved.23,24

**Practice Guidelines**

**Monitoring for Efficacy**

1. Nutrition and outcome goals should be stated in the nutrition assessment prior to the initiation of SNS. (C)

2. Nutritional and outcome parameters should be measured serially during SNS therapy. (B)

3. Periodic comparison of nutritional and outcome measures with SNS goals should occur to monitor efficacy of therapy. (C)
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MONITORING FOR COMPLICATIONS

Background

Although SNS can be a useful and life-saving therapy in a variety of settings, both EN and PN may cause significant complications. These complications can be minimized through diligent patient monitoring by nutrition support professionals.

Evidence

The refeeding syndrome is a complication that may arise during aggressive administration of SNS.1,2 Although more commonly reported in association with PN, the refeeding syndrome may also occur in the setting of EN and even oral feeding. The refeeding syndrome can be life threatening if not treated promptly. At greatest risk for the syndrome are chronically, semistarved marasmic patients whose bodies have adapted largely to use of free fatty acids and ketone bodies as energy sources. Rapid reintroduction of large amounts of carbohydrate feedings can result in metabolic abnormalities, including hypophosphatemia, hypokalemia, and hypomagnesemia. In particular, hypophosphatemia has been considered a hallmark of the refeeding syndrome. Hypophosphatemia is associated with the hematologic, neuromuscular, cardiac, and respiratory dysfunction in severe cases. Another common sequela of the refeeding syndrome is fluid retention due to the antinatriuretic effect of increased insulin concentrations. Sudden expansion of extracellular fluid can lead to cardiac decompensation in severely marasmic patients. Alternatively, administration of dextrose may cause significant hyperglycemia, which may in turn result in osmotic diuresis and dehydration. Close monitoring of serum phosphate, magnesium, potassium, and glucose are imperative when SNS is initiated, particularly in malnourished patients.3

Both hyperglycemia and hypoglycemia are potential complications of SNS. In one study, the incidence of hyperglycemia (defined as a blood glucose greater than 200 mg/dL) during PN was 7% in patients given less than or equal to 5 mg/kg per minute of dextrose, whereas 49% of patients receiving greater than 5 mg/kg per minute of dextrose developed hyperglycemia.4 In this study, patients with a history of diabetes mellitus or glucose intolerance, patients receiving systemic corticosteroids, and patients with sepsis or multisystem organ failure were excluded; the incidence of hyperglycemia would be expected to be even higher in these patients. The extreme scenario of hyperglycemia is hyperosmolar hyperglycemic state (hypermolar nonketotic coma). Mortality has been quoted to be 0% in patients less than 50 years of age and 14% in those more than 50 years of age.5 Harbingers of impending hyperosmolar hyperglycemic state include elevated...
blood glucose and osmolality in the absence of ketones. Confusion, dizziness, lethargy, and other neurologic signs may precede frank obtundation and coma. Periodic clinical examinations and close monitoring of blood glucose and urine glucose can minimize these complications.

Patients with pre-existing diabetes or significant physiologic stress may develop hyperglycemia upon initiation of PN. Because hyperglycemia has been shown to be associated with decreased measures of immune function and increased risk of infectious complications, efforts to monitor and control blood glucose during SNS are prudent.9

Rebound hypoglycemia upon discontinuation of parenteral nutrition has been reported, although this is an extremely uncommon event. Some experts continue to recommend that, particularly for patients receiving large amounts of insulin along with their PN, the PN infusion rate be cut in half for the last two hours prior to discontinuation. This approach can avoid the need for careful blood glucose monitoring during discontinuation of PN.

Acid–base abnormalities are commonly seen in the patient receiving SNS. In a quality assurance study from a busy nutrition support service based in a large hospital, found carbon dioxide content was abnormal up to 13% of the time. In the same study, blood chloride values were unacceptable between 1% and 7% of the time.7 In most cases, severe abnormalities are not due to the nutrition regimen itself but rather to the patient’s underlying condition. Many of the current commercially available intravenous amino acid solutions contain large amounts of endogenous acetate, which tend to be alkalinizing. Metabolic acid–base abnormalities may at least partially be addressed by manipulating the acetate and chloride content of the PN solution. Periodic monitoring of serum electrolytes can avoid problems before they pose a danger to the patient.

Hypertriglyceridemia may occur in some patients receiving intravenous fat emulsion; if unnoticed and untreated, this may lead to the development of pancreatitis and altered pulmonary function.8 These complications can be avoided by prudent monitoring of serum triglyceride levels during the administration of fat-containing PN.

Excessive carbon dioxide production in patients receiving SNS may lead to difficulty with ventilatory support and weaning. This complication occurs less commonly now than in the past with the use of less aggressive feeding regimens. Early literature attributed the excess carbon dioxide production to overfeeding with dextrose calories.9 Subsequently it was found that reduced energy administration typical of current PN and EN regimens does not cause significant carbon dioxide overproduction.10 A warning sign of excessive carbon dioxide production is an elevation in the respiratory quotient as measured by indirect calorimetry, (especially if this value exceeds unity).

Hepatobiliary complications may arise during administration of PN.11 The incidence is uncertain. Steatosis or fatty liver may occur early, whereas cholestasis typically occurs later (months or years) in the course of therapy. Hepatic steatosis is reversible with discontinuation of PN. The chronic, irreversible, cholestatic liver disease sometimes seen with long-term PN can lead to liver failure and death. Many potential etiologic factors for these liver abnormalities have been postulated; the cause is generally multifactorial. Careful monitoring of liver function tests can help to identify these problems early, when changes in PN prescription may allow resolution.

Metabolic bone disease, which may present with bone pain and fractures, occurs with unknown frequency in patients receiving PN.12 Early studies revealed an incidence of 29% or more in long-term patients. Recent availability of rapid, reproducible and relatively inexpensive techniques for measuring bone density should help to recognize this complication early. Risk factors for development of metabolic bone disease include chronic systemic glucocorticoid use, short bowel syndrome, menopause, and positive family history of bone disease; patients with these and other risk factors should be closely monitored.13

Vascular access sepsis in patients receiving PN is a common complication. There is no monitoring that can be routinely performed to detect the development of sepsis prospectively. Careful symptomatic and laboratory monitoring (fever, constitutional symptoms, technical complications with the vascular access device, hyperglycemia) can help recognize an episode of sepsis early.

Gastroesophageal reflux and pulmonary aspiration are potential complications of EN. Significant aspiration can lead to pneumonia and death in an already debilitated patient; aspiration is considered to be one of the most serious complications of EN. Although postpyloric feedings are frequently preferred by clinicians over gastric feedings in patients with impaired gag reflex or neurologic compromise, hard evidence to support that aspiration risk is decreased by postpyloric tube placement is lacking.14,15 Two factors commonly quoted as putting a patient at risk for aspiration are presence of a nasoenteric feeding tube and supine patient positioning. Lack of a truly reliable bedside method for detection of aspiration makes study of this complication difficult. Increasing gastric residuals and vomiting are warning signs that aspiration may occur, although aspiration may be asymptomatic especially in an obtunded patient.

Gastrointestinal complications are common during EN. Depending on the definition used, the incidence of diarrhea occurs in 21% to 72% of patients receiving EN.16 In this study, the frequency of overall enteral feeding patient days in which diarrhea occurred was 2% to 26%, again varying with the definition of diarrhea.16 Severe diarrhea can lead to life-threatening fluid and electrolyte abnormalities. Common causes of diarrhea in this population include concomitant medications (eg, sorbitol-containing medications, prokinetic agents), underlying illness predisposing to malabsorption, and Clostridium difficile colitis. Tube feeding–related causes may include enteral feeding formula content (eg, fiber or lactose content) and administration technique. Contamination of enteral feeding
tubes, delivery sets, and formula with microbes can occur. Studies have looked at the frequency and importance of such contamination. Issues investigated included the use of tap versus sterile water to reconstitute formulas or rinse tubing, whether enteral delivery sets, were rinsed and the length of time delivery sets were utilized. There is no consensus on optimizing many of these variables.

Practice Guidelines
Monitoring for Complications

1. Malnourished patients at risk for refeeding syndrome should have serum phosphorus, magnesium, potassium and glucose levels monitored closely at initiation of SNS. (B)
2. In patients with diabetes or risk factors for glucose intolerance, SNS should be initiated with a low dextrose infusion rate and blood and urine glucose monitored closely. (C)
3. Blood glucose should be monitored frequently upon initiation of SNS, after any change in insulin dose, and until measurements are stable. (B)
4. Serum electrolytes (sodium, potassium, chloride, and bicarbonate) should be monitored frequently upon initiation of SNS until measurements are stable. (B)
5. Patients receiving intravenous fat emulsion should have serum triglyceride levels monitored until stable and when changes are made in the amount of fat administered. (C)
6. Liver function tests should be monitored periodically in patients receiving PN. (A)
7. Bone densitometry should be performed upon initiation of long-term SNS and periodically thereafter. (C)
8. Postpyloric placement of feeding tubes should be considered in patients at high risk for aspiration who are receiving EN. (C)
Section IX: Drug–Nutrient Interactions

DRUG–NUTRIENT INTERACTIONS

Background

Medications are frequently prescribed for patients receiving SNS. Unrecognized interactions between drugs and nutrients may lead to unexpected, poor outcomes. Some interactions may be acute in onset. Other interactions may develop over years before they become evident (e.g., osteoporosis). A drug nutrient interaction involves the alteration of the kinetics or dynamics of a drug or nutritional element or a compromise in nutrition status as a result of the action or side effect of a drug. Both the kinetic (absorption, metabolism, disposition, or elimination) and/or the dynamic effect (clinical/physiological) of a drug (e.g., phenytoin) or a nutritional element (e.g., folic acid) may be altered as a result of the interaction. Decreased tetracycline absorption caused by complex with dairy products is a well-known interaction. Reduced elimination of potassium by cyclosporine and spironolactone and retention of lithium by a sodium-rich diet are also examples of drug–nutrient interactions of this type.

Direct physical contact between drug molecules and nutrition elements in either the delivery system (e.g., infusion tubing and/or bags) or during the compounding process is an interaction that takes place outside of the body. These are the most commonly observed interactions in nutrition support patients. They are characterized by a hydrolytic process involving the direct mixing of an EN formula and the vehicles used in oral liquid medications (e.g., syrup), physical incompatibility between intravenously administered drugs and PN admixtures, or the addition of a drug into an infusion device containing intravenous lipid emulsion resulting in the disruption of the emulsion.

In the absence of parenteral access and an inability to take medications orally, the feeding tube invariably becomes a route for medication delivery. Medications are available in multiple dosage forms: solid (tablets, capsules), and liquid (elixirs, syrups, suspensions, solutions) enteral forms; and parenteral forms. Most solid dosage forms require manipulation for administration via enteral feeding tubes. Dosage forms of medications are developed to maintain the integrity of the drug product and facilitate its bioavailability. Any manipulation of the tablet, capsule, or liquid may influence drug bioavailability; this needs to be considered when delivering drug therapy by the enteral tube. For example, sustained release or enteric-coated preparations should not be crushed for administration via a feeding tube. Occasionally, patients with feeding tubes may be able to swallow oral medications, avoiding potential bioavailability and mechanical tube problems.

Medications may be added to PN formulations in an effort to decrease fluid requirements, reduce the need for Y-site injections, reduce the possibility of line contamination due to manipulation, and decrease labor time required for drug administration. Although these reasons may seem compelling, the physiochemical complexity of PN formulations makes their interactions with parenteral medications a very challenging compatibility dilemma. A recent publication on safe practices for PN formulations emphasizes the number and complexity of problems that have been reported. The most common factors influencing compatibility of PN formulations with drugs include the drug pH, solubility, concentration, light sensitivity, and specific formulation. Published information regarding drug–PN physical incompatibilities in these instances is limited, and applying the available information to a given patient’s needs is difficult due to the variety of medication concentrations used clinically.

Evidence

Schneider and Mirtallo found that over 75% of the drugs administered to 600 patients receiving PN were capable of interfering with SNS. Drug–nutrient interactions result in derangements in fluid and electrolyte homeostasis, changes in vitamin status, and disturbances in acid–base balance. Recognition of these drug–nutrient interactions may assist the clinician to prevent metabolic complications and to achieve desired therapeutic outcomes.

Alteration in sodium homeostasis is a common electrolyte disorder induced by medications. In one study, almost 20% of all hypernatremic episodes identified during hospitalization were related to EN and PN. Parenteral medications available as sodium salts and delivered in normal saline are factors that contribute to hypernatremia. Drugs may stimulate inappropriate secretion of antidiuretic hormone. Renal and gastrointestinal losses of sodium are frequent causes of hyponatremia.

Hypophosphatemia occurs in 20% to 40% of patients receiving SNS. Certain agents, such as some antacids or sucralfate, can bind phosphorus in the gastroin-
testinal tract and decrease serum phosphate concentrations. Urinary phosphate excretion is increased by corticosteroids and thiazide diuretics, sometimes necessitating phosphate supplementation. Insulin administration may also cause a shift of phosphate into the intracellular space.

Hyperglycemia is a common metabolic complication of SNS. Management of this problem with insulin or dietary modification of glucose intake is a difficult challenge that can be complicated by medications that interfere with pancreatic function (eg, cyclosporine A) or stimulate gluconeogenesis (eg, corticosteroids). Continuous infusions of propofol can lead to administration of significant calories and to hypertriglyceridemia.

Occlusion of the feeding tube is a frequent complication of EN. Administration of syrups, medications with a low pH, or oleaginous liquid medications can disrupt the stability of the EN formula and cause enteral tube occlusion. Liquid medications may be preferred for patients with feeding tubes. However, gastrointestinal intolerance has been observed with liquid medications that are hyperosmolar, contain sorbitol, or contain other ingredients like polyethylene glycol. Limiting sorbitol intake is difficult since it is not a requirement for the manufacturer to list its presence on the medication label.

Bioavailability of medications administered via enteral feeding tubes is a concern. The EN formula itself may influence medication bioavailability. The EN formula or a component can adversely affect the absorption, metabolism or excretion of a medication; this has been observed with phenytoin. All medications given directly into the stomach, duodenum or jejunum require an appropriate fluid flush (water, normal saline) before and after each administration. Leff and Roberts found that drug bioavailability improved when proper flushing techniques were used.

Diarrhea is a frequent complication of EN. The incidence of this complication is increased in patients receiving antibiotics. Guenter et al found that diarrhea occurred in 41% of enteral tube fed patients receiving antibiotics versus 3% in those that did not. In the antibiotic group with diarrhea, 50% of stool cultures were positive for Clostridium difficile toxin. This is a frequent complication that complicates the use of EN.

Physical incompatibilities in PN solutions may lead to patient death. This has occurred as a result of pulmonary deposition of calcium phosphate precipitates. Intravenous administration of substantial amounts of large (>5 μm) particles resulting from an incompatibility is dangerous and potentially life threatening and must be considered when evaluating compatibility issues with PN. It should also be noted that once a precipitate has formed, it is highly unlikely it will redissolve, especially calcium phosphate. Further, there may be pharmaceutical factors in the patient environment that promote incompatibilities. For example, excessive heat and light (direct sunlight) can initiate incompatibilities. Incompatibilities have also been reported to occur when PN is administered to patients with higher core temperatures (25°C versus 37°C) and pH values (formulation pH of 6.0 versus physiologic pH of 7.4) than that of the solution.

The physical compatibility of 102 drugs with 2-in-1 PN solutions in a manner that simulates y-site administration has been evaluated. It was found that 20 drugs (including commonly used drugs such as amphotericin B, acyclovir, sodium bicarbonate, and ciprofloxacin) were incompatible with the PN solutions, resulting in formation of precipitates, haziness, or discoloration. The physical compatibility of 106 drugs with 3-in-1 PN admixtures in a manner simulating y-site administration was also studied. It was found that 23 drugs were incompatible with the admixtures either by formation of a precipitate or emulsion disruption with separation of oil and water phases. Many of the incompatibilities were observed immediately after mixing, which is different than observed with the 2-in-1 solutions. It is interesting to note that compatibility differed for 3-in-1 admixtures versus 2-in-1 solutions, emphasizing that compatibility in one formulation does not predict compatibility in the other. It is also worth noting that many of these interactions and incompatibilities may be noted simply by careful inspection of the PN formulas for precipitates, discoloration, haziness, or breaking of the emulsion.

Special Considerations

Drug–nutrient interactions involve a myriad of real and potential problems in patients receiving SNS. So common are some that reporting their clinical consequences is not pursued. As such, this limits the evidence needed to develop comprehensive guidelines. For PN, each institution, whether providing acute or chronic care, has different compounding methods. These institutional practices often vary from the methods used in published compatibility trials. The order of mixing of the components of PN may also differ and affect compatibility. Incompatibilities are also more common at higher drug concentrations. Guidelines for compounding and professional practices intended to foster consistent procedures and processes have been published and should be followed. For co-administration of medications with PN, the United States Pharmacopeia provides specific recommendations that address not only compatibility but also efficacy. Finally, long-term PN formula stability (>48 hours) and compatibility data are sparse, especially in the home care environment, and are in need of further research.

Practice Guidelines

Drug–Nutrient Interactions

1. Medication profiles of patients receiving SNS should be reviewed for potential effects on nutrition and metabolic status. (B)
2. Medications co-administered with EN should be reviewed periodically for potential incompatibilities. (B)
3. When medications are administered via an enteral feeding tube, the tube should be flushed before and after each medication is administered. (B)

4. Liquid medication formulations should be used, when available, for administration via enteral feeding tubes. (C)

5. EN patients who develop diarrhea should be evaluated for antibiotic-associated causes, including C. difficile. (B)

6. Co-administration or admixture of medications known to be incompatible with PN should be prevented. (A)

7. In the absence of reliable information concerning compatibility of a specific drug with an SNS formula, the medication should be administered separately from the SNS. (B)

8. Each PN formulation compounded should be inspected for signs of gross particulate contamination, discoloration, particulate formation, and phase separation at the time of compounding and before administration. (B)
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SECTION X: Life Cycle and Metabolic Conditions

PREGNANCY

Background

The correlation between maternal nutrition and healthy babies has been well established. Adequate nutrition before and during pregnancy is necessary to achieve optimal health of the pregnant mother and her baby. Maternal malnutrition can have a profound effect on the growth and development of the unborn child and lead to poor pregnancy outcomes, including low-birth-weight infants, intrauterine growth retardation, and increased prenatal morbidity and mortality. Women with a low prepregnancy weight-for-height are at greatest risk for giving birth to a low-birth-weight infants when maternal weight gain is inadequate.

During normal pregnancy, nutrient absorption is not adversely affected. Conditions that may impair absorption, have an impact on gastrointestinal function, or increase the demand for nutrients during pregnancy include hyperemesis gravidarum, pancreatitis, cholecystitis, motility disorders, small bowel obstruction, inflammatory bowel disease, short bowel syndrome, and trauma.

Evidence

Maternal weight gain is a key indicator of the adequacy of maternal and fetal nutrition status. Current recommendations for optimum weight gain during pregnancy are based on body mass index (BMI = weight (kg)/height$^2$ (m$^2$)). Normal BMI values range from 20 to 26; a value greater than 26 or less than 20 is designated as overweight or underweight, respectively. The Committee on Nutritional Status and Weight Gain During Pregnancy recommends a total weight gain of 28 to 40 pounds for underweight women compared with a gain of 15 to 25 pounds for overweight women. Normal weight women are encouraged to gain 25 to 35 pounds. The rate of weight gain should be 2 to 5 pounds (total) in the first trimester, increasing to 0.5 to 1 pound each week in the second and third trimesters. Teenagers who are within 2 years postmenarche and black women should gain in the upper range to reduce the prevalence of low-birth-weight infants in these groups. The recommendation for women bearing twins is 35 to 45 pounds.

Additional calories and protein are required during pregnancy to meet the demands of both mother and fetus and achieve optimum weight gain. The National Research Council has established recommended daily allowances (RDAs) for oral intake. Pregnant women should receive approximately 300 additional calories per day during the second and third trimester to meet the increased demands of pregnancy. An additional 10 to 14 g of protein per day is needed to support fetal growth and development. Conditions such as physiologic stress, trauma, and sepsis may require increased intake of calories and protein to achieve the desired weight gain.

Women with symptoms affecting nutrient intake, evidence of fluid and/or electrolyte imbalance or who are unable to achieve adequate weight gain during pregnancy are at nutrition risk and should undergo formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. In addition to the nutrition assessment data obtained for nonpregnant patients, prepregnancy weight, weight history during pregnancy, measurement of fundal height, fetal ultrasound, and urine ketones are useful in evaluation of nutrition status and fetal growth. The interpretation of biochemical indices for assessment of nutrition status must allow for changes in values associated with the normal physiologic changes of pregnancy.

Indications for SNS in pregnancy are the same as for nonpregnant patients. If the gastrointestinal tract is functional, EN should be considered before initiating PN. Russo-Stieglitz et al evaluated the perinatal outcomes and complications of PN in pregnancy. Sixteen of 26 patients required PN for hyperemesis gravidarum. They reported favorable fetal outcomes. Maternal complications included hyperglycemia and central venous catheter complications. Large controlled studies are lacking; however, numerous case reports support the safety and effectiveness of PN during pregnancy.

Special Considerations

When conventional approaches using diet modifications and supplementations to attain adequate weight gain are unsuccessful, SNS may become necessary. Maternal hyperglycemia is associated with increased fetal morbidity. Maternal blood glucose levels should be maintained within the range of approximately 90 to 120 mg/dL. Blood glucose monitoring should be performed during and after SNS infusions. Maternal folic acid deficiency contributes to the
development of neural tube defects. The United States Public Health Service recommends that all women who are capable of becoming pregnant should consume 0.4 mg/d of folic acid for the purpose of reducing their risk of having a pregnancy affected with neural tube defects. Specific folate supplementation is recommended for women who previously have had an infant or fetus with a neural tube defect. These women should be advised to take supplemental folic acid, 0.4 mg/d, at the time they decide to become pregnant. Pregnant women should consume 0.6 mg/d of folate.

There is no apparent correlation between premature labor or increased uterine irritability and lipid infusion using currently available soybean and soybean/safflower lipid emulsions.

Practice Guidelines: Pregnancy

1. Pregnant women are at nutrition risk and should undergo nutrition screening to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. (B)
2. In pregnant women who require SNS, baseline needs should be supplemented with an additional 300 kcal/d and 10 to 14 g/d of protein during the second and third trimester. (B)
3. PN is indicated for pregnant patients at risk for malnutrition because of a nonfunctioning gastrointestinal tract or inability to tolerate EN. (C)
4. Maternal blood glucose should be maintained within the range of 90 to 120 mg/dL. (C)
5. Intravenous lipid emulsions may be used safely in pregnant women to provide a source of isotonic nonprotein calories and avoid essential fatty acid deficiency. (C)
6. All women of child-bearing age who are capable of becoming pregnant should consume at least 0.4 mg/d of folic acid, using specific supplementation if necessary. (A)
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NEONATOLOGY: PREMATURE INFANT

Background

Premature neonates are categorized by birth weight and gestational age. Table I summarizes the terminology used to classify premature infants. Numerous physiologic factors differentiate preterm and term infants. Preterm infants have: low carbohydrate-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low birth weight (LBW)</td>
<td>Birth weight &lt;2500 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very low birth weight (VLBW)</td>
<td>Birth weight &lt;1500 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremely low birth weight (ELBW)</td>
<td>Birth weight &lt;1000 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preterm</td>
<td>Gestational age &lt;38 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small-for-gestational age (SGA)</td>
<td>&lt;10th percentile (birth weight for gestational age)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appropriate-for-gestational age (AGA)</td>
<td>&gt;10th and &lt;90th percentile (birth weight for gestational age)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large-for-gestational age (LGA)</td>
<td>&gt;90th percentile (birth weight for gestational age)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR)</td>
<td>Abnormally slow rate of fetal growth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
drate and fat stores; elevated metabolic rates due to a higher percentage of metabolically active tissue; high evaporative losses; and immature gastrointestinal systems. Because of these differences, the nutrition needs of this population differ from term infants. PN, incorporating protein, carbohydrate and fat infusion, should be started as soon as clinically possible, preferably on the first day of life, to prevent a starvation state, normalize serum glucose levels, and improve protein balance. Nutrient delivery is provided in quantities to promote growth matching in utero accretion rates.

Evidence

Early parenteral nutrition (PN) support in the extremely low birth weight (ELBW) and very low birth weight (VLBW) infants, beginning on day 1 of life, is advocated for numerous reasons. Infusing parenteral amino acids and glucose decreases protein catabolism when compared with glucose infusion alone. A decrease in the incidence of hyperglycemia and hyperkalemia has been documented when amino acid infusions are begun on day 1 of life. Experimental evidence indicates that amino acid infusion may enhance glucose-stimulated insulin secretion, aiding the prevention and treatment of hyperglycemia. Protein requirements in ELBW and VLBW infants are dependent on the clinical situation and nutrition goals at any given time. In the first weeks of life, 1 to 1.5 g/kg per day of protein intake should prevent protein catabolism. To promote in utero growth rates, 3.5 to 3.85 g/kg per day protein is required. Term infants can achieve positive nitrogen balance at a protein level of 2.5 g/kg per day.

Energy intake also effects nitrogen balance. Glucose and fat calories must be administered concurrently to promote anabolism. Fifty to 60 kcal/kg per day meets minimal energy requirements in ELBW infants, but the maximal protein accretion rate is achieved at 100 to 120 kcal/kg per day intake in most preterm infants. Glucose administration in ELBW and VLBW infants to meet basal requirements can be predicted from endogenous glucose production, which approximates 6 mg/kg per minute. The upper limit of intake is dependent on the infant’s maximal glucose oxidative capacity. This rate is estimated to be 12 to 13 mg/kg per minute. Along with intravenous lipid emulsion, this amount of glucose is sufficient to achieve caloric goals for weight gain.

Intravenous fat administration should be initiated within the first 3 days of life to prevent fatty acid deficiency. A deficiency state can be avoided with as little as 0.5 to 1 g/kg per day of fat emulsion. Maximal tolerated fat delivery in the preterm population is 3 g/kg per day. There is little clinical evidence to support the practice of gradually increasing daily fat intake to promote lipid clearance. Lipid emulsion delivered over 24 hours by constant infusion maximizes lipid clearance.

Aggressive SNS, using both parenteral and enteral support, in VLBW infants has recently been explored. It was hypothesized that improved energy intake has an impact on growth, pulmonary morbidity, hospital stay, and feeding morbidity. Growth in early life and at discharge were significantly improved in the aggressively fed group. The benefits of EN as little as 0.5 to 1 mL/h via a tube feeding, to ELBW and VLBW infants are well documented. EN promotes normal gut motility, improved feeding tolerance, lactase activity and reduces the risk of sepsis. The risk of necrotizing enterocolitis in this population can be minimized by avoiding rapid advancement of the feeding regimen.

Perinatal SNS may have long-term consequences in preterm infants. Reports from a randomized feeding trial of standard term formula versus preterm formula indicate that infants fed standard term formula have lower verbal IQ scores and overall IQ scores. This cohort of preterm infants has been compared with age appropriate term infants at 8 to 12 years of age. Former preterm infants were shorter and weighed less than their full-term peers. There was no difference in bone mineralization found between the groups once bone mineral content was adjusted for body weight. Maximizing linear growth potential in the preterm population may be essential in improving bone mineralization.

Practice Guidelines

Neonatology: Premature Infant

1. Preterm infants are at nutrition risk and should undergo nutrition screening to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. (B)
2. When indicated, PN should be started in preterm infants on day 1 of life, if clinically possible. (B)
3. Concurrent EN in infants receiving PN should be started as soon as clinically possible. (C)
4. Protein should be given to stable ELBW and VLBW infants at a rate of 3.5 to 3.85 g/kg per day. (B)
5. Energy should be administered at a rate of 100 to 120 kcal/kg per day to stable preterm infants in anabolism. (A)
6. Intravenous glucose administration should be advanced as tolerated to 10 to 13 mg/kg per minute to meet caloric goals. (A)
7. Intravenous fat emulsion should be administered over 24 hours up to a maximum rate of 3 g/kg per day. (B)
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NEONATOLOGY: PEDIATRIC UNDERNUTRITION (FAILURE TO THRIVE)

Background

Despite increases in the prevalence of childhood obesity in the United States, pediatric undernutrition remains an important clinical and public health problem. The prevalence of undernutrition can range from 1% to 10% in different clinical settings. Among low-income children, recent national data document linear growth retardation in 8%; 12% of children live in households classified as food insecure with moderate or severe hunger. Undernutrition may be associated with decreases in immune function and physical activity, motor and cognitive delay, and poor school performance. Effects of undernutrition on behavior and cognitive processes rarely can be isolated from social and environmental variables, however, these “effects” may also relate to emotional responses to stress rather than irreversible effects on brain function. Infant undernutrition has been identified as an independent risk factor for neglect in preschool years, and, in combination with neglect, associated with lower levels of cognitive function than either condition alone.

The term “failure to thrive” (FTT), lacks consistent definition limiting scientific study across populations. FTT is considered a clinical indicator of nutrition status, reflecting organic, nonorganic, or mixed etiology. The term “pediatric undernutrition” currently is preferred, emphasizing growth delay and de-emphasizing broad etiologic categories.

Undernutrition has been defined in clinical practice as weight-for-age or weight-for-height less than the fifth percentile on the NCHS/WHO growth charts. For surveillance purposes, weight-for-age or weight-for-height are converted to a standard deviation score (Z-score) using software available from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, undernutrition is classified as a Z score less than −2.0, a cutoff equivalent to the 2.3 percentile. The recently released, 2000 NCHS growth curves reflect the racial/ethnic composition of the US population, and the third rather than fifth percentile can be used to classify undernutrition, because it more closely approximates a Z score of less than −2.0. The updated charts also include body mass index (BMI) curves, to aid early identification of obesity. FTT also has been defined as a fall of two or more major centile lines on reference curves once a stable weight pattern has been reached, failure to gain weight on two successive measurements, or as a decrease in Z score. A consensus definition specifying the magnitude or time interval of growth delay is lacking.

Type and severity of undernutrition previously have been differentiated as mild, moderate, and severe, and as wasting (acute) malnutrition and stunting (chronic) malnutrition, using the Waterlow criteria. Short stature may indicate past nutritional deficits or long-term, continuing processes; because this distinction has different implications for intervention, the term “chronic” malnutrition is now discouraged. Furthermore, the Waterlow criteria and other criteria based on percent of median are age biased, and Z score decrements are recommended to classify severity of underweight, wasting, and stunting.

Risk factors for developing undernutrition in the United States include low birth weight and chronic diseases of infancy as well as complex social factors including poverty, parental stress, parental health beliefs, excess fruit juice consumption, and parent-child interaction difficulties. Oral-motor dysfunction and poor feeding skills may also play a role in the development of undernutrition.

Evidence

Assessment of undernutrition is initiated by history and physical exam. Nutrition history, including feeding behavior and environment, should be included in the formal nutrition evaluation. Family history should include biological parent heights and weights and sibling growth patterns. Social history should cover parental age, life stresses, economic supports (eg, means-tested benefit programs) and domestic violence. When one risk factor is identified, others need to be thoroughly evaluated because multiple risk factors may have a cumulative detrimental effect on cognitive function. A review of systems should be performed to rule out underlying medical conditions.

Anthropometric measurements should be carefully obtained and plotted on growth charts. Maximum weight attained between 4 and 8 weeks of age is a better predictor of weight at 1 year of age than birth weight and should be used in place of birth weight as the reference percentile. Corrected age should be used with premature infants until 24 months for weight, 40 months for height, and 18 months for head circumference.
A comprehensive physical examination including inspection and palpation of hair, skin, oral mucosa, muscle, and subcutaneous fat stores is a fundamental part of the assessment. Attention to eye contact, vocalization, response to cuddling, and interest in the environment can give insight into the presence or absence of psychosocial or environmental deprivation. Observation of a feeding allows for assessment of both the parent-child dynamic and oral-motor or swallowing difficulties. Ideally, a formal psychosocial evaluation of the child’s behavior and relationship with caregivers and environment, as well as cultural variables, is performed by a trained professional on the multidisciplinary team.

Management of undernutrition ideally takes place in the outpatient setting. The goal of treatment is weight gain. This is generally achieved by increased caloric intake. Catch up weight gain (rate of weight gain that exceeds average weight gain for a given age group) may require 50% greater calories and protein than is required for normal growth. Catch up growth calorie needs can be calculated as follows: kcal/kg needed = RDA kcal/kg (age appropriate) × ideal weight/actual weight, using fiftieth percentile as ideal weight. Catch up growth protein requirements can be calculated similarly using the age appropriate RDA for protein. The best way to increase caloric intake is by increasing caloric density of formula for infants and with high calorie additives (peanut butter, whole milk, etc) for children. Intake of low caloric density foods such as soft drinks and juices should be decreased. Attention must of course be paid to medical conditions, nutrition requirements, gastrointestinal tolerance, and renal solute load when developing a feeding plan.

Close monitoring should be performed regularly (weekly to monthly) with anthropometry and plotting on growth curves. Triceps skinfold is a useful measurement to monitor because changes in weight and skinfold occur most rapidly in the course of nutrition rehabilitation. Most children treated for undernutrition gain weight and grow well. Nonetheless, one fourth to one half of infants diagnosed with failure to thrive will remain small.

A multidisciplinary approach to evaluation and treatment of children with undernutrition has been associated with faster weight gain than treatment in the primary care setting alone. Extensive laboratory testing is of limited value in most cases of undernutrition, and testing is clearly not indicated for all patients. Physical examination and history should guide the selection of tests. Appropriate screening laboratory tests may include hematocrit, urinalysis and culture, BUN, calcium, electrolytes, HIV antibody, and Mantoux tuberculin skin test.

The role of home visits has been evaluated in several recent studies with varying results. In the primary care setting, the use of home health visitors has been associated with faster growth, improved home environments and mothers’ perceived stress, and better language skills development. The utility of a home health visitor for children attending failure to thrive specialty clinics is less clear, with one study showing no additional benefit of home intervention on growth or development.

In preterm low-birth-weight infants, regular home health visits do not decrease the incidence of undernutrition. When undernutrition does develop in this population, home health visits are associated with higher IQ scores at 36 months of age. In stunted children, psychosocial intervention has been shown to confer additional benefits on cognitive development when compared with nutrition supplementation alone. Among preterm infants with low birth weights, home environments have been found to be less stimulating in those who develop undernutrition.

Approximately 1.7 million children in the United States have elevated lead levels. Blood lead levels are negatively associated with linear growth, and prevalence of high blood lead levels is greater among children with growth delay. Iron deficiency affects 3% of young children. Although not linked directly to growth deficiency, iron deficiency can lead to increased absorption of lead (and other toxins) from the gastrointestinal tract and may be accompanied by zinc deficiency. Although there is limited evidence that zinc supplementation enhances growth in US children with undernutrition, supplementation has been associated with improved linear growth in developing countries.

Practice Guidelines

Neonatology: Pediatric Undernutrition (Failure to Thrive)

1. Clinicians should define pediatric undernutrition as either: weight for age or weight for height less than the third percentile (less than –2.0 weight for age or weight for height Z-score) on the 2000 NCHS growth charts on a fall across two or more centile lines on the NCHS growth charts once a stable growth pattern has been reached. (B)
2. Severity of wasting and stunting should be assessed (Z score less than –2.0 [moderate], less than –3.0 [severe]) and past or continuing causes of growth delay documented. (B)
3. A careful history and physical exam should be performed to assess risk factors for undernutrition and to evaluate resources available to treat undernutrition. (C)
4. A multidisciplinary team approach, including a dietitian, social worker, nurse, behavior specialist, and physician, should be convened to diagnose, treat, and monitor undernourished patients. (B)
5. Periodic re-evaluation of nutrition status should be performed using anthropometric and clinical examination assessment tools. (B)
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GERIATRICS

Background

The physiologic changes that occur with advancing age affect nutritional requirements, independent of disease or rehabilitation demands. The major physiologic changes that occur are as follows: a reduction in lean body mass, a decline in bone density, an increase in total body fat with a redistribution of fat stores, and a decrease in total body water. These physiologic alterations occur in all people as they age. They occur at different rates among individuals dependent upon nutritional intake throughout earlier life stages, the presence and progression of chronic disease, and episodes of acute illness.

Distinguishing between physiologic age-induced changes and nutritional deficiencies may be difficult. These abnormalities alter physical strength and the functional and cognitive capacity of the elderly. The basal requirements to maintain homeostasis, the demands of chronic disease, and the extraordinary needs of acute illness make the provision of nutrition care to elderly patients challenging.

Evidence

Lower calorie intake and immobility contribute to reduced retention of dietary nitrogen, therefore requiring more dietary protein to achieve nitrogen balance in older subjects. Surgery, sepsis, long bone fractures, and unusual losses such as those that occur with burns or gastrointestinal disease increase the need for dietary protein beyond the augmented needs induced by age and immobility. Often, clinicians have been wary of providing adequately high levels of protein for fear of precipitating renal disease. There is no evidence that dietary protein impairs renal function in individuals who do not have preexisting renal disease.

The ability to metabolize carbohydrates declines with age. Fasting blood glucose levels tend to increase slowly over time to a mean of 140 mg/dL for individuals over age 65. As such, carbohydrate intake should be approximately 55% to 60% of total calories with an emphasis on complex carbohydrates to enhance colon motility.

Subclinical deficiencies of water-soluble vitamins, particularly vitamin B-12, vitamin B-6, folate and ascorbic acid are likely in elderly persons. Epidemicologic studies show that low vitamin levels in elderly subjects are associated with declining cognitive function. Vitamin B-12 and folate stores may be low due to decreased absorption induced by gastric mucosal atrophy or diets low in fat that reduce vitamin B-12 intake. Ribaya-Mercado found that normal vitamin B-6 doses were insufficient to replete stores in depleted elderly subjects, suggesting higher doses are required to replete vitamin deficient states in this age group. There is an age-related decrease in whole blood, serum, and plasma leukocyte ascorbic acid levels although absorption appears normal in elderly subjects. For vitamin C, repletion of stores occurs rapidly with usual replacement doses.

Limited exposure to sunlight, the use of sunscreens, and intake of dairy products contribute to low vitamin D levels in the elderly. These low levels are associated with poor bone density and reduced muscle strength as well as function. Along with vitamin D, calcium requirements have attracted much attention in recent years. Recommended dietary intake has increased from 800 to 1200 or 1500 mg/d to reduce the risk of osteoporosis.

Dehydration can be very debilitating in elderly persons. Adaptation to inadequate fluid intake and increased requirements due to fever and excessive heat is impaired. Symptoms of dehydration, hypotension, elevated body temperature, constipation, decreased urine output, and mental confusion are rarely attributed to fluid imbalances and are, therefore, often overlooked. A reasonable estimate of fluid needs for elderly persons is approximately 30 mL/kg actual body weight with a minimum intake for all healthy older adults being 1500 mL/d. Inadequate fluid intake in the institutionalized elderly results from impaired access to dietary fluid, voluntary restriction of fluid to avoid incontinence, and inadequate fluid in SNS.

Malnutrition is a problem that often goes unrecognized in elderly patients. Because of the physiologic changes that occur with advancing age, standard nutrition assessment parameters may not be appropriate for older adults. Few of the standard measures of nutrition status have reference values for adults over 60 years of age. For older adults, nutrition assessment should include evaluation of physical status, including a review of anthropometric measures, biochemical assessment, oral health status, and medical review; functional status including activities of daily living and instrumental activities of daily living; cognitive and psychologic function; and socioeconomic factors. It is important to recognize that indicators for older adults are often reflective of something different than they are for younger patients. Low serum cholesterol, for example, may indicate a serious medical problem independent of heart disease. The elderly may be subclinically undernourished and may require more time to respond appropriately to a physiologic stress (trauma, surgery, sepsis), thereby influencing their nutrition status.

Special Considerations

The use of specialized nutrition support (SNS) in elderly patients requires consideration of the physiologic changes that occur with age, cognitive status, polypharmacy and potential drug interactions, hydration status, and prognosis. Many older individuals have living wills, durable medical power of attorney assignments, and multiple comorbidities. Careful consideration of the long-term prognosis is necessary for older patients; if there is a reasonable expectation of recovery, aggressive nutrition intervention is a legitimate option. Nutrition support used to extend life
or prolong dying is generally an undesirable intervention and often eliminated as an option in living wills.

Practice Guidelines
Geriatrics

1. Elderly patients (age greater than 65 years) are at nutrition risk and should undergo nutrition screening to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. (B)
2. Age and life style parameters should be used to assess the nutrition status of elderly persons. (C)
3. Potential drug-nutrient interactions should be assessed in all elderly patients receiving medications. (B)
4. Diet and SNS prescriptions for elderly persons should take into consideration altered nutrient requirements observed in this age group. (B)
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OBESITY

Background

Obesity is the most common chronic disease in the United States, and its incidence is increasing at an alarming rate. Recent data document that over 50% of adults are overweight (with a BMI 25 to 29 (kg/m²)), 15% are obese (BMI 30–34, WHO Class I), 5% are seriously obese (BMI 35–40, WHO Class II), and 3% have clinically severe obesity (BMI > 40, WHO Class III).

The physical, psychological, and economic burden that severe obesity places on those afflicted and on society is enormous. Obesity is an independent risk factor for death from all causes and is associated with numerous potentially life-threatening comorbid conditions, including type 2 diabetes mellitus, hypertension, hyperlipidemia, coronary artery disease, obstructive sleep apnea, and several forms of malignancy. Mortality from obesity increases with BMI. It is estimated that obesity causes in excess of 300,000 premature deaths each year in the United States, second only to tobacco usage. In addition, obesity is associated with numerous life style-limiting complications, such as arthritis, gastroesophageal reflux, gallstones, urinary stress incontinence, venous stasis disease, abdominal wall hernias, infertility, and depression.

Obesity may also affect the outcome of hospitalized patients. Obese patients have a higher incidence of wound infections and hernias than lean counterparts and may have a higher incidence of respiratory, cardiac, and thromboembolic complications, although these latter associations are much less clearly defined.

Because of the prevalence of obesity, obese individuals are frequently encountered in the hospital setting. A retrospective review of general, thoracic, urologic, and gynecologic surgical patients noted that 37% of the elective adult surgical population were overweight (BMI > 27 (kg/m²)) and 17% were severely overweight (BMI > 31). Thus, an estimate for the incidence of obesity of 35% to 40% for the hospitalized population in general is probably reasonable, if not low. Nevertheless, considerable confusion exists regarding whether, when, how, and what to feed, hospitalized obese patients.

Evidence

Obesity and malnutrition are not mutually exclusive. In fact, obesity can be considered a form of malnutrition (overnutrition). Obese individuals should be assessed using the same approach as nonobese patients, based on history, physical exam, and laboratory studies. Catabolic illness (trauma, burns, sepsis), prolonged ventilator dependence, cancer (especially if receiving chemotherapy or radiation therapy), and
involuntary recent weight loss increase the risk for malnutrition and significant loss of lean body mass. On the other hand, significant voluntary weight loss in a monitored, balanced-deficit program does not appear to increase risk for nutrition-related adverse outcome.8

Nutrition support should be initiated expeditiously in obese patients with illnesses that produce significant catabolism. For patients who were relatively healthy before the onset of their current illness or those undergoing elective surgery support should be considered after a period of 5 to 7 days without oral intake, especially if it does not appear likely that the individual will be consuming greater than 50% of estimated needs within the next 3 to 4 days. Starvation or “letting them live off their fat” is not an appropriate strategy. It places these patients at risk for loss of lean body mass because metabolic stress and results in “mixed fuel” (carbohydrate, protein, and fat) utilization, as opposed to the response seen with simple starvation.9

The most accurate method for determining nutritional requirements in obese individuals is indirect calorimetry.10,11 However, because indirect calorimetry is expensive to perform and not universally available, the development of prediction equations that would be more widely applicable has been advocated.

Predictive equations based on normal populations, such as the Harris-Benedict equations, have been shown to underestimate the resting energy expenditure of obese individuals when IBW is used and overestimate energy expenditure when actual body weight is used in the equations.12,13 This has resulted in controversy regarding the most appropriate weight to be used when calculating energy needs—IBW or actual body weight.14 Some clinicians use an “adjusted” body weight [(actual BW × 0.25) + IBW], which represents an attempt to account for the increase in lean body mass seen in the obese patient.15

In addition to the Harris-Benedict equations, which can be used in acutely-ill patients in conjunction with “stress factors,” several other equations have been devised for estimating energy needs which may be applicable in obese patients.13–17 However, studies comparing the accuracy of predictive formulas with indirect calorimetry have found their utility to be limited.18,19

Special Considerations

Starvation or semi-starvation has been successfully used as a treatment for obesity in otherwise healthy obese individuals for some time.20 Adaptive changes during starvation reduce energy requirements and allow fat depots to be utilized for energy, while sparing muscle protein from excessive catabolism. In this setting, the administration of adequate amounts of exogenous protein (approximately 1 g/kg IBW) results in nitrogen equilibrium or positive nitrogen balance.21,22 Hypocaloric feeding of obese hospitalized patients has several theoretical advantages, including: avoidance of complications related to impaired glucose/insulin metabolism, improved ventilatory dynamics, positive nitrogen balance, and enhanced protein anabolism, wound healing, and immune function.

Data concerning the safety and efficacy of hypocaloric nutritional regimens in acutely ill obese patients is accumulating. Four prospective studies have been performed to date demonstrating that obese patients given hypocaloric nutrition support can achieve positive nitrogen balance comparable to controls.23–25 In addition, others have advocated the use of various hypocaloric regimens in hospitalized obese patients with varying degrees of metabolic stress.26–29 Although not specifically studied, such a high-protein regimen should probably not be administered to patients with significant renal or hepatic dysfunction, which generally mandates some restriction of protein intake, to avoid severe azotemia (BUN > 100 mg/dL) and hepatic encephalopathy.

Determination of the route of administration of SNS is also similar to that in nonobese patients. If no contraindication to EN exists, this should be attempted first. Parenteral access and long-term enteral access can be difficult in obese patients. Central venous cannulation tends to be increasingly difficult because, as body fat increases, the normal anatomic landmarks are obscured.50 When placing enteral access devices such as gastrostomy or jejunostomy tubes, careful consideration must be given to placement of the tube exit site in relation to skin creases.

**Practice Guidelines Obesity**

1. Obese patients are at nutrition risk, and should undergo nutrition screening to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. (B)
2. When possible, energy requirements of obese patients should be assessed using indirect calorimetry because predictive equations have considerable limitations in estimating energy requirements in obese patients. (B)
3. Hypocaloric nutrition regimens with supplemental protein are recommended in the treatment of mild to moderately stressed obese patients. (A)
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**DIABETES MELLITUS**

**Background**

Diabetes Mellitus (DM) is a serious metabolic disorder caused by an absolute (type 1) or a relative (type 2) lack of insulin that may lead to alterations in metabolism of carbohydrate, protein, and fat. In addition, serious illness may cause hyperglycemia in patients without a prior diagnosis of diabetes or may worsen blood glucose control in critically ill patients who have pre-existing DM. This is thought to be due to release of various inflammatory mediators, cytokines, and hormones. The stress response leads to peripheral insulin resistance along with increased proteolysis and gluconeogenesis and resulting hyperglycemia. Near normal glucose control is the goal in ambulatory, healthy subjects with type 1 and type 2 diabetes in order to prevent or delay the development of microvascular complications (in the retina, kidney, and peripheral nerves). There is increasing evidence that glucose control is important in hospitalized patients because hyperglycemia can adversely affect immune function and fluid balance.

Appropriate nutrition therapy is a vital component in the treatment of DM. Timely nutrition assessment and initiation of medical nutrition therapy may help to prevent the development of complications over the long run. In the past, individuals with DM were instructed to follow strict diets containing specific amounts of foods with careful monitoring of carbohydrate intake and complete avoidance of simple carbohydrates, including sucrose. Recommendations for carbohydrate have been liberalized with emphasis placed on intake of complex carbohydrates and fiber. The American Diabetes Association recommends that for otherwise healthy patients, protein comprise 10% to 20% of total calories, with no specific guidelines for carbohydrate and fat other than to individualize intake based on eating habits and goals of therapy. Recommendations for macronutrient formulation of EN or PN do not differ from standard dietary recommendations for diabetic patients. It is probably more important to avoid overfeeding total calories.

The major goal in patients with diabetes receiving SNS is optimal blood glucose control and the avoidance of hyper- and hypoglycemia and the sequelae of metabolic alterations such as fluid imbalance and dehydration, ketoacidosis, and hyperosmolar hyperglycemic state (hyperosmolar nonketotic coma), infection, and neurological injury. Indications for SNS in diabetic patients are not different from nondiabetic patients in need of such therapy. Patients with permanent injury or stroke or those recovering from surgery, acute illness, or trauma may require short-term EN until safe transition to oral diet can be made. In patients in whom tube feeding is contraindicated or in situations of tube feeding intolerance, PN may be used.

**Evidence**

Multicenter trials have shown that intensive insulin therapy using multiple injections per day can lead to decreased risk for long-term complications in ambulatory, healthy individuals with type 1 diabetes and for people with type 2 diabetes. During short-term hospitalization, hyperglycemia can adversely affect fluid balance and immune function. Studies document that hyperglycemia is associated with abnormalities in white cell and complement function. Increasing clinical evidence links hyperglycemia with increased risk for infection. A retrospective review of patients undergoing cardiac operation found a significant relationship between elevated blood glucose levels 48 hours after surgery and increased risk for deep wound infection in patients with DM. Implementation of a strict protocol...
for blood glucose management in the postoperative period led to a significant decrease in deep wound infections. Several prospective studies found that postoperative hyperglycemia in patients with DM was related to a significant increase in the incidence of infections. It appears reasonable to aim for a blood glucose range of 100 to 200 mg/dL while minimizing the incidence of hypoglycemia. Because intensive insulin therapy may increase the risk for hypoglycemia, it is important to closely monitor blood glucose levels when providing SNS to individuals with DM.

The use of EN and PN poses special challenges in managing blood glucose levels. A retrospective analysis of 65 patients with DM who required SNS over a 10-year period found that one third of patients with type 2 diabetes required insulin during PN; patients with type 1 diabetes required an increase from their preadmission insulin dose during PN. The likelihood of a patient requiring a major change from preadmission diabetes therapy depended on severity of the underlying illness, the amount of calories provided, and the type of feeding (PN). Insulin therapy may also need to be adjusted or initiated in patients not previously requiring insulin. Initial insulin requirements for EN can be estimated based on the percentage of usual intake being provided by the feeding solution. As with PN, basal insulin requirements should be provided along with sliding scale coverage while feedings are being advanced. If the feeding is providing 25% of usual intake, then 15% to 25% of usual insulin can be given, with increases in daily insulin dose based on feeding rate and blood glucose levels. Regular insulin should be used until tolerance of EN is demonstrated. The dose and frequency of administration of intermediate-acting varies with the route of SNS administration. Glucose levels should be monitored until they stabilize. Insulin infusion should be initiated if glucose goals cannot be achieved with subcutaneous administration. Oral diabetic agents are appropriate for use in stable patients with type 2 diabetes who have normal hepatic and renal function and are receiving EN.

When initiating PN, insulin therapy should be continued in patients with type 1 diabetes and in patients with type 2 diabetes who previously required insulin. Insulin therapy should be initiated in patients with blood glucose levels consistently greater than 200 mg/dL. It is recommended that initially 0.1 unit of regular insulin be added for each gram of dextrose in PN solutions in order to meet basal insulin requirements. Parenteral dextrose should be kept constant until blood glucose levels are controlled. Depending on the level of glucose control, patients may require increased insulin in the PN, additional subcutaneous insulin, or an insulin infusion. Because there is a variable amount of insulin binding to PN bags and tubing, depending on materials used, it is important to be aware of this and adjust insulin dosage accordingly.

Gastroparesis, abnormal gastric emptying, and impaired small bowel motility occur in a significant number of persons with DM and may be exacerbated by poor blood glucose control. Gastroparesis may make glucose control more difficult. The presence of gastroparesis requires special consideration in designing and implementing SNS. Alterations in gastric emptying may lead to difficulty achieving adequate blood glucose control due to mismatching of insulin action and nutrient absorption. Pharmacologic treatment of gastroparesis is possible. Gastroparesis in and of itself is not an indication for PN. Enteral feedings can be successfully administered using postpyloric feeding access along with promotility agents or a venting gastrostomy if needed. If EN is used, the initial formula should contain only moderate amounts of fat (30% of total calories) and should be fiber free, because both fat and fiber may slow gastric emptying.

**Special Considerations**

Special formulas have been developed and marketed for use in patients with DM. Several studies have examined glycemic response while feeding enteral formulations that are lower in carbohydrate and higher in fat content compared with standard products. Although one study reported an improved glycemic response to the lower carbohydrate formula, another demonstrated that glycemic response was variable in each patient. The results of these studies are difficult to apply to most clinical settings, because subjects consumed small amounts of formula over time or were given one meal but were not enterally fed. A study comparing enteral feedings of standard and diabetic formulas in nursing home residents with DM failed to show a significant difference in plasma glucose or Hgb A1c. Dietary fiber intake may also play a role in blood glucose management, although further research is needed to determine the most appropriate form (soluble or insoluble) and amount of fiber needed. Based on available research, there is not sufficient evidence at this time to recommend routine use of specialized enteral formulas for patients with DM or abnormal glucose control. More research is needed on the effect of different types of fat on long-term outcomes in enterally fed patients with DM.

**Practice Guidelines**

**Diabetes Mellitus**

1. Patients with diabetes mellitus are at nutrition risk and should undergo nutrition screening to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. (A)
2. In ambulatory, otherwise healthy people with diabetes mellitus, strict glucose control is recommended to decrease the incidence of diabetes-related complications. (A)
3. Blood glucose levels should be maintained in the 100 to 200 mg/dL range in hospitalized patients with diabetes mellitus. (A)
4. The macronutrient composition of EN and PN provided to patients with DM should be individualized and avoid administration of excess calories. (B)
ETHICAL AND LEGAL ISSUES

Introduction

Specialized nutrition support is provided when patients are unable to take adequate hydration or nutrients independently by mouth. SNS is considered a medical therapy. Withholding or withdrawing SNS often involves different considerations than other life-sustaining therapies, in part because of emotional, religious, and symbolic meanings. Since this organization last published ethical and legal guidelines about SNS, little has changed in the legal or ethical approaches to withholding or withdrawing specialized nutrition support. However, additional evidence has accumulated about the natural course of certain subsets of patients who may require this support. This information has significant implications for caregivers.

The use of SNS involves understanding the medical indications, including benefits and burdens. Next, it involves applying these interventions in a moral, ethical, and legal construct that is satisfactory to patients, families, and caregivers.

Evidence

Consideration of the ethical and legal aspects of delivering SNS first requires choosing therapy that is medically appropriate. There are a wide variety of patients who may require SNS. Some authors make a distinction between those who cannot physically or metabolically take adequate hydration and nutrients from those who choose not to eat or drink. In general, it is medically indicated and ethically required to administer specialized nutrition to patients with anatomic or metabolic diseases. The ethical, legal, and moral debates surround patients with fatal diseases, progressive dementia, and persistent vegetative state.

When deciding to administer SNS, caregivers need to know the risk of intervention as well as the evidence regarding use in selected populations. For example, recent evidence has shown that gastrostomy tubes are of doubtful effectiveness in the late stages of cancer or AIDS. In addition, studies have shown that hospitalized patients who require gastrostomy tube placement have a high complication rate, and patients with dementia who require gastrostomy tubes due to anorexia have a high 30-day and 1-year mortality. This information enables members of the health care team to advise patients and their families about the medical appropriateness of these therapies. Health care professionals have come to propose a more prudent use of SNS in these populations. There remains a need for additional studies of costly and potentially hazardous nutrition support interventions.

In an otherwise psychologically competent and informed adult, choosing not to eat or drink (eg, political protest) is an autonomous decision that should be respected by physicians and caregivers, even if it results in the person’s death. This is supported legally and ethically in the United States but not every-
where (eg, in Israel, societal respect for individual life is considered more important than individual autonomy, and patients may be fed against their will). Patients with anorexia nervosa or dementia have psychological disorders that result in malnutrition. It is considered legal and ethical to administer specialized nutrition to patients with these disorders, although it may not always be effective medically. Patients who forcibly remove enteral or intravenous feeding tubes may be considered to have refused this method of feeding, but if their psychological competence is in doubt, they may be restrained for ongoing feeding. Patients who are deemed psychologically competent and remove their feeding tubes or intentionally tamper or contaminate them should be allowed to refuse this therapy.

Much of the debate about administration of SNS would be avoided if every patient had an unambiguous living will outlining advance directives and if this document were used appropriately. This document would indicate whether (and for how long) patients would desire certain treatments and services. The Patient Self-Determination Act of 1990 mandated that all health care institutions receiving Medicare and Medicaid funding must provide patients with written information regarding their state’s law about advance directives as well as their individual rights to refuse treatment. Unfortunately, despite this legislation, most patients do not have a living will, and many patients with living wills do not specify nutritional needs in their directives. Even when a well-executed advance directive is available, family dynamics, cultural differences between caregivers and patients, and many other factors may have the practical effect of negating the directives. When an advance directive is not available, an identified durable power of attorney for health care is legally authorized to make decisions about withholding or withdrawing therapies. In the absence of an unambiguous living will or durable power, the courts have identified surrogates to act as decision-makers. This occurs in a defined order, usually consisting of the patient’s spouse, followed by any adult children, followed by parents.

Many times, surrogate decision makers do not know the wishes of the patient and must rely on the guidance of experienced clinicians and caregivers. It is important that caregivers consider the social and cultural implications of feeding and understand the medical, ethical, and legal ramifications in order to help patients and families make the best decisions about their care. When it remains unclear what the patient would have desired, guidelines from the Hastings Center provide assistance in surrogate decision-making. These guidelines require evaluating the burdens and benefits of an intervention from the patient’s perspective and choosing therapies with a higher benefit-to-burden ratio. When it is uncertain what this ratio is, the guidelines recommend administering the intervention.

In the case of young children, parents have a moral and legal obligation to provide the necessary care for them. This care includes nutrition support in the form of hydration or feeding. Federal law provides additional protection for infants, for whom adequate nourishment and hydration is mandated even in irreversible coma, presumably because of the completely dependent nature of all newborns. Withdrawal of this support, once started, may be discussed by caregivers and requested by parents. If there is a disagreement, ethics consultation and mediation should occur before seeking legal involvement and review.

Although withdrawing and withholding treatment are equally justifiable from an ethical and legal perspective, it is often harder for caregivers to withdraw support already initiated than to withhold it. This is due to concern that withdrawing therapy in patients with end-stage disease may hasten their death. However, it is important to understand that withdrawal of hydration or SNS often allows death from the natural course of the disease itself. Although physicians generally believe it is ethical to withdraw nutrition and hydration in certain patients, significant debate continues whether dying patients suffer from thirst or hunger at the end of life.

Fears about withdrawing treatment that has already started may prevent initiation of therapies in patients with poor or uncertain prognoses and therefore deprive a patient of potential benefit. An approach to this concern may be to start such therapy with defined goals and end points, thereby limiting the therapy prospectively.

In cases in which there is disagreement or uncertainty about the course of action for a patient who requires artificial hydration or feeding, an ethics consultation should be obtained. Many hospitals now support a diverse group of professionals and lay people who constitute an ethics consultation service. Individuals with specific expertise in nutrition support should be members of this group. This group may provide an analysis of the special circumstances of individual cases, offer opinions, mediation skills, and if necessary, recommend legal involvement. Recent work has demonstrated that effective use of ethics consultation may be cost saving as well.

**Practice Guidelines Ethical And Legal Issues**

1. Legally and ethically, SNS should be considered a medical therapy. (A)
2. Care providers should be familiar with current evidence of the benefits and burdens of SNS. (C)
3. Patients should be encouraged to have living wills and/or advance directives and to discuss with their loved ones their wishes in the event of a serious or terminal accident or disease. (C)
4. Adult patients or their legally authorized surrogates have the right to accept or to refuse SNS. (A)
5. The benefits and burdens of SNS, and the interventions required to deliver it, should be considered before offering this therapy. (B)
6. Institutions should develop clear policies regarding the withdrawal or withholding of SNS and
communicate these policies to patients in accordance with the Patient Self-Determination Act. (A)
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QUALITY OF LIFE

Background

As attention has shifted from purely life-saving technologies to those that improve patients’ experiences, health care professionals are paying increased attention to the quality of life of their patients. Health-related quality of life (HRQOL) has become an increasingly important consideration in the treatment of patients. However, this field of research is relatively new, and there is insufficient evidence to support the issuance of practice guidelines for use of HRQOL tools in routine practice. There is also insufficient evidence to differentiate between various nutrition support interventions in specific therapeutic areas based solely on HRQOL information. This discussion will highlight the importance of HRQOL methodologies in refining and improving nutrition support therapies in the future.

HRQOL has been defined as ‘patients’ appraisals of their current level of functioning and satisfaction with it compared with what they perceive to be ideal.’ This definition incorporates “the impairments, functional states, perceptions, and social opportunities that are influenced by disease, injury, treatment, or policy.”

The purpose of HRQOL measurement is not to evaluate symptoms; rather it is used to describe the patient’s subjective experience. As such it is critical to keep in mind that HRQOL should incorporate those aspects (often called domains) of their life that are affected by their health. In general, these domains include physical, psychological, social and spiritual components. A narrower subset of domains is typically assessed to focus on those domains likely to be influenced by the intervention of interest.

Nurtition intervention can affect a variety of domains, either by improving health status or through factors associated with treatment. Physically, important domains may include physical functioning, activities of daily living, recreation, and fatigue. In the psychological/emotional area important domains include depression, anxiety/fear, body image, and independence. The social area may incorporate family and marital relationships, sexual life, and social interactions. Additional domains may well include financial status, appetite/eating/hunger, symptoms, and overall or general health.

A number of tools have been used to assess HRQOL. These can be divided into two groups: generic HRQOL measures, which are designed to be used across a wide range of diseases, and disease-targeted measures, which are developed to focus on a specific disease. Generic measures are often less sensitive than disease-targeted measures, but have the advantage that they can be used to make comparisons across a number of diseases. Examples of generic measures that have been used for patients receiving nutrition therapy include: the Short Form-36 (SF-36), the EuroQol EQ-5D, the Profile of Mood States, the Nottingham Health Profile, the Quality of Well-Being scale, the Sickness Impact Profile (SIP), Rosenberg’s Self Esteem scale, the Norton scale, and the Barthel Activities of Daily Living Index. Disease-targeted measures have included: the QOL for liver transplants, the Inflammatory Bowel Disorder QOL form (IBDQOL), and the European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) core questionnaire, along with the head and neck and the esophageal modules of the EORTC.
Evidence

HRQOL research in nutrition support is still in its infancy. Currently HRQOL investigations do not lead to any solid conclusions. There are, however, two areas of research where HRQOL methods have shed some light. First, using cross-sectional HRQOL data (observations for multiple patients at a single point in time), researchers have shown that patients requiring nutrition support have worse HRQOL compared with those not requiring support. Second, longitudinal HRQOL data (observations for each patient at multiple points in time) show that SNS generally leads to improved HRQOL.

More specifically, cross-sectional data analysis shows that (1) patients receiving HPN are worse off than the normal population and have a HRQOL comparable or worse than those with chronic renal failure treated by dialysis; (2) patients receiving HPN may be worse off than patients with anatomical or functional short bowel disease not receiving HPN; (3) opiate-dependent patients are worse off than non-opiate-dependent patients receiving HPN; and (4) caregivers of patients on long-term HPN have lower HRQOL.

HRQOL improvements related to nutrition support show by longitudinal evaluations that (1) nutrition support may provide HRQOL improvement, although the burden of invasive support may be associated with some decline in psychosocial domains; (2) patients with weight in the less-than-desirable range experience HRQOL improvements with HPN, whereas patients with weight in the desirable range do not; (3) patients who receive an intestinal transplant experience better HRQOL than those receiving HPN; and (4) an oral, semi-elemental diet provides better HRQOL outcomes than TPN in AIDS patients.

Special Considerations

In an ideal academic environment, one would develop a disease- or nutrition-specific HRQOL tool and then validate it in the appropriate patient population. The time and resources necessary for this approach in each and every disease state is generally not available. In our resource-constrained environment, researchers may be best served by using a modular approach in which the core HRQOL measure remains the same and only disease-specific components change for the specific disease of interest. The core may consist of a generic measure and a nutrition-targeted component. The generic measure is useful for making comparisons across populations and to evaluate unpredicted HRQOL effects. The nutrition-targeted component includes those domains not assessed by the generic measure and would focus on nutrition-specific effects such as fatigue, body image, and symptoms. The nutrition-targeted component can consist of scales from existing measures (for example, the fatigue scale from the Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy (FACT) and the sexual function scale from the Medical Outcomes Study).

In addition to the core HRQOL measure, researchers may include a disease-targeted measure. Such tools focus on the specific disease (ie, cancer, inflammatory bowel disease, AIDS, etc). Examples of disease-targeted measures include the EORTC (with appropriate modules), the FACT, and the IBDQOL.

Practice Guidelines Quality of Life

1. The subjective patient experience receiving SNS should be measured with an HRQOL tool. (B)
2. A nutrition support HRQOL tool should include generic and disease targeted measures for either cross-section and/or longitudinal observations. (C)
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CARDIAC DISEASE

Background

Cardiac cachexia is a syndrome of severe malnutrition that occurs in a minority of patients with New York Heart Association class III or IV congestive heart failure (CHF). It involves depletion of lean body mass (including vital organs such as the heart) leading to declines in performance status and immune function. Presence of cachexia is associated with decreased survival in patients with congestive heart failure. A classic description of cardiac cachexia was published by Pittman and Cohen in 1964.1

The cause of cardiac cachexia is multifactorial.2 The fatigue seen in CHF patients leads to decreased physical activity that in turn leads to decreased lean body mass. Anorexia is a common finding and may be related to drug therapy, bowel edema leading to gastrointestinal hypomotility and nausea, and restriction to a bland, low-sodium diet. The bowel edema may also result in nutrient malabsorption in the intestine. Dyspnea may lead to increases in resting energy expenditure in this population. Increase in energy expenditure may also be related to the compensatory activation of the sympathetic nervous system.

Recent research has focused on the role of cytokines in the pathogenesis of cardiac cachexia.3 In particular, elevated circulating levels of tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF) have been demonstrated in patients with severe CHF, especially in those with cachexia. Although elevation of TNF might initially have a beneficial effect by accelerating catabolism of muscle tissue to provide substrates for a hepatic acute-phase response, continued elevation leading to continued loss of lean body mass is deleterious.

Postoperative open heart surgery patients with complications are another population with potential need for nutritional support.4 In one study, 5% of patients undergoing cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB) developed postoperative complications necessitating PN.5 Only a minority of open heart surgery patients will demonstrate the frank cardiac cachexia of congestive heart failure described above.

Evidence

A correlation between preoperative malnutrition and increased postoperative morbidity (such as infectious complications, respiratory failure, pneumonia, arrhythmias, and renal failure) and mortality has been shown in some although not all studies in cardiac surgery patients. Abel et al,6 in 100 consecutive adults undergoing cardiac surgery, found no strong correlations between anthropometric or biochemical measurements of malnutrition or decreased cell-mediated immunity and postoperative morbidity and mortality. They did point out, however, that most of their patients had arteriosclerotic disease and were not at high risk for cachexia. They concluded that routine nutrition assessment is of little value in management of these patients. In a more recent study, Ulicny et al prospectively examined 221 adult cardiac surgery patients.7 They found no significant correlations between visceral protein status, acute phase protein response, or delayed hypersensitivity reaction and development of sternal wound infection. Again, however, most of their patients had normal preoperative nutrition status.

Several recent studies have identified a correlation between blood glucose control and incidence of postoperative infectious complications, especially sternal wound infections. In addition, Babineau et al5 demonstrated a higher prevalence of diabetes and hyperglycemia in patients requiring PN after CPB compared with CPB patients not requiring PN. Other authors have suggested that a prolonged time to enteral alimentation after coronary bypass grafting is a risk factor for the development of postoperative infections.8

The objectives for nutrition management of patients with chronic congestive heart failure include reduction in the workload of the heart, maintenance of dry weight, and maintenance of optimal nutrition status.9 General nutrition intervention includes sodium and fluid management. Although sodium and fluid restriction are often necessary, each situation must be assessed individually. For example, a sodium depletion syndrome may sometimes occur, especially in elderly patients put on strict sodium restriction. In addition, supplementation of magnesium and potassium may be necessary in patients receiving diuretics.

Although theoretically SNS might be useful in achieving and maintaining better nutrition status in patients with cardiac cachexia, clinical trial data supporting this hypothesis are scarce. Heymsfield and Casper studied continuous nasogastric feeding to promote accrual of lean body mass in undernourished patients with moderate to severe CHF.10 Over a
2-week period, patients had a net loss of extracellular fluid with a gain in lean body mass; cardiac function was unchanged.

Paccagnella et al studied the effects of nutrition support pre- and postoperatively in six patients with malnutrition secondary to severe mitral valve disease and congestive heart failure.11 Four of the patients received oral food plus PN for 2 weeks preoperatively and for 3 weeks postoperatively, whereas two of the patients only received the PN postoperatively. Hemodynamic function, oxygen consumption, and carbon dioxide production were not adversely affected by the PN. Visceral protein levels were improved in these patients at week 2 or 3 postoperatively compared with 2 weeks preoperatively. Other clinical findings included a decrease in anorexia and proteinuria over the study period. The authors concluded that nutrition support could be safely given to such patients and that such support improves clinical status.

In an early study of the effect of nutrition support in malnourished patients on outcome after cardiac surgery, Abel et al gave PN containing approximately 1000 kcal and 5 g nitrogen per day to 20 patients for 5 days immediately postoperatively.12 There was no effect on morbidity and mortality in comparison to malnourished and nonmalnourished controls not receiving PN. The malnourished patients in this study were truly depleted, having a weight loss of at least 4.5 kg over 12 months, a body weight less than 85% of ideal, or giving a clinical impression of malnutrition on the basis of physical examination.

In a more recent study, Otaki studied 25 patients with New York Heart Association Class IV heart failure with body weights less than 80% of ideal.13 Eighteen of the patients were given 5 to 8 weeks of preoperative PN containing 1000 kcal and 6 g nitrogen daily. The other 7 patients were not given preoperative PN. Patients receiving PN had a mortality rate of 17% compared with 57% for those without PN. Patients with preoperative nutrition support also had significant decreases in the incidence of postoperative respiratory failure.

Special Considerations

Nutrition assessment of the patient with cardiac cachexia may be challenging. Excess extracellular fluid as well as malnutrition may contribute to decreases in visceral protein markers such as albumin and transferrin. Although total body weight may be decreased when compared with premorbid body weight, the excessive extracellular fluid may mask weight loss. An entire spectrum of malnutrition occurs in patients with chronic congestive heart failure; on one end of the spectrum are the classic cases of cardiac cachexia with severe loss of lean body mass, whereas other cases are less pronounced. A loss of greater than 10% of lean body mass has been used to define cardiac cachexia; unfortunately, in the clinical setting a good estimation of loss of lean body mass may be very difficult to determine. This definition is felt to be helpful, however, because at this level reduced immune function can generally be documented.2

In the post-CPB patient requiring SNS, pancreatitis may develop. Babineau and colleagues reported a mild form of pancreatitis characterized by hyperlipasemia and early intolerance to EN into the stomach or duodenum in post-CPB patients.14 The incidence of asymptomatic hyperlipasemia was 1.3%. Although these authors did not recommend avoidance of enteral feeding in the critically ill patient post CPB, they did recommend caution with monitoring of the serum lipase and consideration of feeding distal to the ligament of Treitz.

Patients requiring PN after cardiac surgery have been shown to have a higher prevalence of volume overload, hyponatremia, metabolic alkalosis, and uremia compared with similar patients not requiring PN. These factors should be taken into account when formulating SNS for this population. For example, use of concentrated stock solutions to decrease fluid load and decrease the acetate to chloride ratio in the solution should be considered.

A serious but potentially fatal rare complication of early jejunal feeding after surgery in trauma patients is bowel necrosis. Some research indicates that decreased mesenteric blood flow is a risk factor for development of this complication,15 although another series of case reports does not corroborate these findings.16 Because of the potential for this serious complication, many clinicians are hesitant to initiate jejunal feedings in a patient who is hemodynamically unstable and thus may not have good blood flow to the gastrointestinal tract. Although this issue has not been studied specifically in the cardiac surgery population, a prudent approach would be to delay jejunal feedings until the patient is hemodynamically stable and to monitor closely for abdominal distention after initiation of tube feedings.

### Practice Guidelines Cardiac Disease

1. Patients with cardiac cachexia or who develop complications after CPB are at nutrition risk, and should undergo nutrition screening to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. (B)
2. The use of PN should be reserved for those cardiac patients having postoperative complications that preclude use of the gastrointestinal tract. (C)
3. In the cardiac surgery patient, EN should be deferred until the patient is hemodynamically stable. (C)
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PULMONARY DISEASE

Background

Nutrition and pulmonary disease are closely related. Alterations in nutrition status will have an impact on pulmonary function and conversely, pulmonary function can alter nutrition status. Pulmonary disease as presented here will address chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS)

COPD is an obstructive airway disease limiting airflow which occurs either by destruction of alveoli (emphysema), by a narrowing of small airways (chronic bronchitis), or from a combination of both processes. Patients with COPD frequently demonstrate clinical sequelae of both emphysema and chronic bronchitis.

Malnutrition in COPD is common. The incidence of altered nutrition status ranges from 19% to 74%, with a greater incidence in hospitalized patients with acute respiratory failure. Decreases in albumin, transferrin, and prealbumin concentrations occur in COPD patients with acute respiratory failure. Weight loss occurs frequently in COPD. Weight loss is caused by increased resting energy expenditure, reduced nutrient intake, and inefficient fuel metabolism. Weight loss is known to occur in up to 50% of COPD patients who require hospitalization and is an independent predictor of mortality. Loss of both fat mass and fat-free mass occur, with the depletion of fat-free mass carrying functional implications.

Malnutrition in COPD adversely affects pulmonary function. Respiratory muscle strength is impaired in malnourished COPD patients. Both ventilatory drive and the response to hypoxia are decreased in malnourished COPD patients. Alteration in immune function occurs in malnourished COPD patients and may influence the frequency and severity of pulmonary infections.

Nutrition assessment in patients with COPD is necessary to identify those with a higher risk of an adverse outcome. A thorough nutrition history, including evaluation of weight history, nutrient intake, and medication usage will help to develop nutrition goals. Nutrition assessment via a multiparameter approach has been shown to be useful in identifying malnutrition in the COPD patient with acute respiratory failure.

ARDS is characterized by severe hypoxemia, diffuse pulmonary infiltrates, and reduced pulmonary compliance. The degree of hypoxemia is defined by the ratio of arterial oxygen concentration to fractional inspired oxygen (PaO2/FiO2) with a ratio equal to or less than 200 diagnostic for ARDS. The etiology of ARDS is multifactorial with sepsis being the predominant underlying cause. Inflammatory mediators, including prosta- glandins and leukotrienes derived from arachidonic acid metabolism, are implicated in acute lung injury.

Critical illness can result in altered nutrition status secondary to the inflammatory response. Marked protein catabolism in the absence of exogenous intake can result in respiratory muscle impairment and decreased visceral proteins, factors that may be obstacles to weaning ventilatory support.

Evidence

The strong association between nutrition and lung function has been appreciated for many years. In fact, it is often stated that, “death from starvation is death from pneumonia.” It is clear that patients with protein-calorie malnutrition have an increased incidence of pneumonia, respiratory failure, and ARDS. At the same time, many patients with COPD have unintentional weight loss.

SNS is used frequently in patients with COPD, acute respiratory failure, and ARDS. Unless other clinical conditions or complications are present, patients with COPD can improve their nutritional status with oral supplements or enteral tube feeding. Patients with acute respiratory failure or ARDS rarely meet their nutritional needs orally so they often receive EN or, in cases where the gastrointestinal tract is not functional or accessible, PN.

Nutrition assessment in pulmonary disease is challenging. In COPD, overfeeding with resultant production of excess carbon dioxide is the primary concern. A number of disease specific predictive formulas have been developed to estimate energy requirements in these patients, but none has been clinically validated. Indirect calorimetry has also been advocated, but is not of proven benefit. The situation is similar in patients with ARDS; predictive equations exist and indirect calorimetry is advocated, but there is no proven optimal approach to nutrition assessment or estimation of caloric requirements.

Each of the macronutrients used in SNS has an individual respiratory quotient (RQ) when metabolized
for energy. RQ is determined by dividing the CO₂ produced by the O₂ consumed metabolizing the substrate. The individual RQs for glucose, protein, and fat oxidation are approximately 1.0, 0.8, and 0.7, respectively. The lower RQ for fat oxidation has created interest in using it as a major energy component in patients where excessive CO₂ production is undesirable. Decreased CO₂ production and a lower RQ have been demonstrated when patients have 50% of nonprotein calories provided as lipid compared with 100% glucose in an overfed state. However, when total calories are provided in moderate amounts (eg, 30% above basal energy expenditure), manipulation of the macronutrients has little effect on CO₂ production, minute ventilation, and presumably RQ. 11–14 The production of excessive CO₂ secondary to nutrition support occurs when patients are overfed (eg, two times basal energy expenditure in patients with uncomplicated respiratory failure). 11

Most patients with acute respiratory failure and many with ARDS can receive EN because their gastrointestinal tract is accessible and functional. Several EN products were developed with a high-fat, low-carbohydrate composition because of the theoretical advantage of the lower CO₂ production from fat oxidation. Controlled trials in stable outpatients with COPD have demonstrated decreased CO₂ production, O₂ consumption, and RQ in patients receiving a high-fat enteral formula compared with a high-carbohydrate enteral formula; however, the data do not demonstrate improved clinical outcomes. 15,16 Patients with acute respiratory failure who received high-fat EN also have demonstrated decreased CO₂ production and RQ when compared with those receiving a high-carbohydrate enteral formulation. One study of high fat EN did show significant reductions in both PaCO₂ before extubation and time receiving mechanical ventilation, although the sample size was quite small. 17

Because ARDS is associated with elaboration of inflammatory cytokines such as interleukin-1, interleukin-6, and interleukin-8, nutrition formulations have been developed containing fatty acids that can potentially downregulate the inflammatory response. One study compared the use of a high-fat enteral formulation supplemented with n-3 fatty acids (fish oil and borage oil) and antioxidants with a standard high-fat enteral formulation. The patients receiving this immune-modulating enteral formula spent less time receiving mechanical ventilation, less time in the intensive care unit, and a decreased incidence of organ failure. 7

Special Considerations

Patients with COPD often have accompanying weight loss. Although decreased nutrient intake secondary to the work of breathing had long been suspected as the primary cause of this weight loss, it is now clear that weight-losing COPD patients are hypermetabolic. 18 This demonstrates a poor adaptive response to weight loss. Most patients with other disease states will demonstrate a decrease in resting energy expenditure after weight loss.

Moderate doses of each of the macronutrients appear to be optimal when providing SNS to patients with pulmonary disorders. 11 Both glucose and protein administration have been shown to stimulate ventilatory drive independently after a period of semistarvation. However, excessive glucose administration (>5 mg/kg per minute) clearly increases CO₂ production to levels making it difficult to wean patients from mechanical ventilation. Excessive protein administration theoretically could stimulate ventilatory drive to the point of patient fatigue. Rapid administration of intravenous lipid (3 mg/kg per minute) may cause significant increases in pulmonary vascular resistance in patients with ARDS. 19

Fluid accumulation and pulmonary edema in patients with ARDS are associated with a poor clinical outcome. 20 Therefore, it is prudent to use a fluid-restricted nutrient formulation in patients whose hemodynamic status necessitates fluid restriction.

Phosphate is essential for the synthesis of ATP and 2,3 DPG, both of which are critical for optimal pulmonary function. Normal diaphragmatic contractility is dependent on adequate provision of phosphate. Therefore, particular attention to phosphate balance is necessary in the patient with underlying pulmonary disease or acute respiratory failure. Length of hospital stay and time receiving mechanical ventilation is increased in critically ill patients who become hypophosphatemic when compared with those patients who do not develop this metabolic complication. 21 Phosphate replacement in patients with hypophosphatemia receiving SNS is crucial. 22

Practice Guidelines

Pulmonary Disease

1. Patients with COPD or ARDS are at nutrition risk and should undergo nutrition screening to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. (B)

2. Energy intake should be kept at or below estimated needs in patients with pulmonary disease and demonstrated carbon dioxide retention. (B)

3. Routine use of modified carbohydrate and fat nutrition formulations in patients with pulmonary disease is not warranted. (B)

4. Provision of a modified enteral formulation containing n-3 fatty acids may be beneficial in the patient with early ARDS. (B)

5. A fluid-restricted nutrient formulation should be used in patients with ARDS whose hemodynamic status necessitates fluid restriction. (B)

6. Serum phosphate levels should be monitored closely in patients with pulmonary disease. (B)
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LIVER DISEASE

Background

Protein calorie malnutrition (PCM) and nutritional deficiencies are common in liver diseases, especially when severe hepatocellular dysfunction occurs, because the liver plays a pivotal role in the metabolism, storage, and distribution of nutrients. Liver disease can be divided into several categories that include duration (acute vs chronic), pathophysiology (hepato-cellular vs cholestatic), and etiology (viral, alcohol, toxin, autoimmune). Cirrhosis occurs when chronic injury leads to irreversible scarring of the liver. Malnutrition has been most extensively studied in patients with end stage cirrhosis; a modest amount of information regarding nutrient status is available concerning patients with acute alcoholic hepatitis, cholestatic liver disease, and fulminant hepatic failure.

Mortality is increased when malnutrition occurs in patients with either acute or chronic liver diseases.1,2 Assessment of PCM in the setting of liver disease is particularly difficult because many of the common nutrition assessment parameters (eg, serum albumin) are directly affected by hepatic dysfunction even in the absence of undernutrition. The assessed presence of PCM in liver disease patients reflects true malnutrition, severity of liver disease, or a combination of both. The presence of factors associated with PCM has been associated with a poor prognosis in patients awaiting liver transplantation, in cirrhosis with decompensation, and in cirrhotics undergoing abdominal surgery.3-5 Preoperative malnutrition has also been associated with increased operative blood loss, longer intensive care unit length of stay, increased mortality, and higher total hospital charges after liver transplantation.6 Whether PCM is an independent predictor of survival or just a reflection of the severity of liver disease remains controversial.7

The prevalence of PCM in patients with liver disease has been reported to range from 10% to 100%. This broad range reflects a variety of factors that include etiology, severity and type of liver disease, the methods used to perform the nutrition assessment, and the setting where these surveys were performed. PCM has been noted to be as low as 20% for patients with compensated alcoholic liver disease in the community and as high as 100% in hospitalized patients with acute alcoholic hepatitis.8 More recent surveys report the prevalence of PCM to range from 27% to 87% in patients with cirrhosis.9

The pathophysiology of malnutrition in liver disease is complex and often includes multiple processes. Gastrointestinal symptoms which limit food intake are common and include anorexia, early satiety secondary to ascites, altered taste due to zinc and magnesium deficiency, nausea, and vomiting.10 Dietary intake may also be limited through the prescription of protein and salt restricted diets. Fat malabsorption secondary to the diminished production of bile acids can occur in cholestatic liver disease or when pancreatic exocrine insufficiency accompanies alcoholic liver disease. Malabsorption can occur with drugs such as lactulose and neomycin or when severe portal hypertension leads to protein losing enteropathy.

Altered amino acid metabolism is a hallmark of liver disease, characterized by low levels of circulating branched-chain amino acid (BCCA; leucine, isoleucine and valine) and elevated levels of circulating aromatic
amino acids (AAA; phenylalanine, tyrosine, and tryptophan) and methionine. Endogenous leucine flux, an indicator of protein breakdown, and leucine oxidation are increased in the postabsorptive state, and whole body protein synthesis in response to a meal is attenuated.\textsuperscript{11}

The metabolism of carbohydrate and fat is also altered in cirrhosis and can be characterized as a more rapid transition from the fed to the starved pattern of substrate use. After an overnight fast, patients with stable cirrhosis derive approximately 75\% of their calories from fat, as opposed to only 35\% for healthy controls.\textsuperscript{12} One of the mechanisms responsible for this metabolic pattern is the presence of marked insulin resistance which occurs with cirrhosis.\textsuperscript{13}

Increased nutritional requirements may occur acutely in cirrhosis (eg, due to ascites generation, spontaneous bacterial peritonitis, or variceal hemorrhage).\textsuperscript{14} Muller et al, in a study of 123 stable patients with various stages and etiologies of liver disease, found that resting energy expenditure, when expressed per unit of lean body mass, was increased, normal or decreased in 18\%, 51\%, and 31\% of the patients, respectively, when compared with noncirrhotic controls.\textsuperscript{12} The degree of increased energy requirement correlated with diminished body cell mass but not with the etiology or duration of liver disease in this study. Biochemical parameters, such as bilirubin or albumin, were not predictive of hypercatabolism. Estimates of the caloric needs of patients with cirrhosis, when based on the Harris-Benedict equation, are frequently inaccurate, tending to underestimate the caloric needs of patients with cirrhosis, when based on measurement using indirect calorimetry.\textsuperscript{15}

Nutrition assessment of patients with liver disease is difficult because many of the traditional indices of nutrition status are altered in liver disease independent of nutrition status (eg, serum albumin, prothrombin time, and ideal body weight). Although adverse outcomes are associated with the presence of one or more indices of malnutrition, no single nutrition parameter is able to consistently identify patients with cirrhosis who are likely to experience poor outcomes. A multivariate approach to nutrition assessment is recommended. The subjective global assessment (SGA) of nutrition status, modified for patients with cirrhosis, is a simple, reproducible and validated method that includes nutrition history, physical examination and simple anthropometrics.\textsuperscript{16} In addition, because of the frequency of micronutrient deficiencies in this population, serum levels of zinc, vitamins A, D, E, and prothrombin time should also be periodically measured.

**Evidence**

Nutritional deficiencies are common among patients with compensated cirrhosis and ubiquitous in patients with decompensated liver disease. Although protein calorie malnutrition is often the most clinically apparent manifestation of malnutrition in this population, deficiencies of micronutrients, particularly of vitamins A, D, E, and K\textsuperscript{17} and zinc,\textsuperscript{18} are also prevalent.

Although there is overwhelming evidence that the incidence of complications of liver disease increases with malnutrition, the impact of nutrition therapy on outcomes in patients with liver disease varies with the indication.\textsuperscript{19–23} The multifactorial wasting condition that is so frequently encountered in patients with Child-Pugh-Turcotte class B and C cirrhosis may predispose to encephalopathy (skeletal muscle is the second largest site of ammonia metabolism) and other complications of liver disease. Fortunately, muscle wasting/negative nitrogen balance has been shown to be ameliorated by the administration of 1.0 g/kg per day of standard protein.\textsuperscript{24} The preferential early utilization of fat and protein that occurs in patients with cirrhosis can be ameliorated by frequent feeding. A late evening meal has been shown to have a positive effect on nitrogen balance in patients with cirrhosis when compared with an equicaloric diet without a late evening meal.\textsuperscript{25}

The particularly high prevalence of malnutrition among patients with alcoholic liver disease and the association of negative nitrogen balance with subsequent mortality has led to a relatively large number of clinical trials of nutrition therapies in this group. Despite initial promise, the aggregated evidence suggests that parenterally and/or enterally administered SNS (with or without branched-chain amino acid–enriched preparations) does not confer a medium or long-term survival benefit to patients with acute alcoholic hepatitis.\textsuperscript{26} It is important to note, however, that patients with alcoholic hepatitis who do not achieve a positive nitrogen balance have very poor survival rates, although cause and effect have not been demonstrated. Administration of a nitrogen balance maintaining diet, using standard amino acid mixtures/food preparations, with concomitant replacement of potassium, phosphate, magnesium, and thiamine should be considered in patients hospitalized with alcoholic liver disease.

Even subclinical hepatic encephalopathy, present in approximately 75\% of patients with cirrhosis, can attenuate quality of life and should be treated. Lactulose administration and replacement of zinc, when deficient, are almost always sufficient therapy. Protein restriction is rarely necessary in the short-term and never in the medium or long term. Branched-chain amino acid–enriched, aromatic amino acid–deficient nutrition supplements are the most extensively studied and utilized nutrition therapy in patients with liver disease.\textsuperscript{27–29} This is based on the theory that higher levels of aromatic amino acids generate false neurotransmitters, promoting encephalopathy. Of the nine published randomized, controlled trials of the use of branched-chain amino acid–enriched formulas to treat hepatic encephalopathy, six demonstrated no benefit, two found improved morbidity but unaltered mortality, and the ninth found significant improvements in both mortality and response of encephalopathy. Thus there is no consensus concerning the use of branched-chain amino acid–enriched supplements in the treatment of acute hepatic encephalopathy. Conversely, these supplements appear to be of clear benefit to patients with cirrhosis who exhibit evidence of chronic hepatic encephalopathy and who are intolerant of standard protein sources.
For acute, overt hepatic encephalopathy, acute withdrawal of protein from the diet while precipitating causes of encephalopathy are sought, has been shown to be a cornerstone of therapy. The administration of a disaccharide, such as lactulose or lactitol, has been repeatedly demonstrated to be effective and safe therapy. Zinc deficiency of which is a near constant finding in patients with advanced stages of liver disease, may be supplemented empirically, as there is reasonable evidence that supplementation is associated with improvement in amino acid metabolism and clinical grade of encephalopathy.

After successful reversal of hepatic encephalopathy, nitrogen balance—maintaining quantities of standard proteins should be reintroduced into the diet. In the unusual patient who is not able to tolerate at least 1.0 g/kg per day of standard protein without becoming encephalopathic, despite optimal pharmacological therapy, nutritional supplementation with vegetable proteins and, if necessary, branched-chain amino acid–enriched formulas should be considered. Both of these agents have been shown to produce clinical improvement in chronic hepatic encephalopathy while allowing adequate amounts of protein to be consumed. Medium- and long-term protein restriction are contraindicated in patients with cirrhosis.

Special Considerations

Fulminant hepatic failure is associated with a 1- to 4-fold increase in the rate of protein catabolism, with a concomitant loss of capacity for ammonia removal. In addition, glucose metabolism is greatly altered, a condition characterized by diminished insulin sensitivity, high levels of insulin and glucagon, and a tendency to develop hypoglycemia. Unfortunately, the ideal method of preventing hypoglycemia and glucopenic brain injury has not been established. Certainly, blood glucose levels require frequent monitoring; continuous infusions of 10% to 20% dextrose should be initiated after the onset of hypoglycemia. Almost every other facet of nutrition therapy in the setting of fulminant hepatic failure is controversial. Although branched-chain amino acid–enriched and medium chain triglyceride–supplemented preparations offer theoretical advantages over standard amino acid and lipid preparations, the relative benefits of these nutrients in the support of patients with fulminant hepatic failure have not been formally studied in a randomized, controlled fashion. Intuitively, patients with fulminant hepatic failure who require prolonged hospitalization seem to merit nutrition support and are usually given it. Such support is, however, empiric in terms of composition and route.

Fan et al, in a large randomized, controlled study, demonstrated that patients undergoing resection of hepatocellular carcinoma who received 14 days of perioperative intravenous nutrition support in addition to their oral diet, experienced lower overall postoperative morbidity when compared with a control group not receiving SNS (34% versus 55%; relative risk, 0.66), predominantly because of fewer septic complications. There was also a reduction in the requirement for diuretic agents to control ascites, less weight loss after hepatectomy, and less deterioration of liver function among patients receiving perioperative nutrition support. These benefits were seen predominantly in the patients with underlying cirrhosis who underwent major hepatectomy. Based on these results, perioperative nutrition support should be considered in patients undergoing liver resection for hepatocellular carcinoma associated with cirrhosis.

1. Patients with liver disease are at nutrition risk and should undergo nutrition screening to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. (B)
2. Nutrition assessment in patients with liver disease should include screening for micronutrient deficiencies, including vitamins A, D, E, and K, and zinc. (B)
3. Patients with cirrhosis should divide their caloric intake into 4 to 6 meals per day, including a late evening snack. (B)
4. Protein restriction should be implemented for the acute management of overt hepatic encephalopathy. (A)
5. Protein restriction should not be implemented chronically in patients with liver disease. (B)
6. Use of branched-chain amino–enriched diets and SNS formulas is only indicated in chronic encephalopathy unresponsive to pharmacotherapy. (B)
7. Perioperative nutrition support should be used in patients undergoing liver resection for hepatocellular carcinoma associated with cirrhosis. (A)
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**PANCREATITIS**

**Background**

Pancreatitis is a common disorder. The incidence of pancreatitis appears to be increasing. Biliary obstruction by gallstones accounts for about 45% of the cases of acute pancreatitis (AP) and alcohol is the cause in another 35%. The remaining 20% is divided between idiopathic and miscellaneous causes. The inflammatory response associated with acute pancreatitis can lead to a spectrum of pancreatic injury that ranges from mild edema to necrosis. Significant ischemia of the gland predisposes to severe hemorrhage and necrosis, which in turn, predisposes to secondary infection. The severity of the injury determines the prognosis and dictates the therapy.

Chronic pancreatitis (CP) results in fibrosis and permanent glandular insufficiency while in AP pancreatic function nearly always returns to normal. Prolonged heavy alcohol consumption is the most common cause of CP, whereas many of the other cases are due to cystic fibrosis or nutritional and inherited forms of the disease. Patients can present with abdominal pain, malabsorption, and diabetes mellitus. The diagnosis of CP is based on both radiographic and functional testing. Pancreatic enzyme concentrations in the blood are often normal.

Most patients with AP have a mild, self-limiting illness that resolves with several days of supportive therapy. Depending on the cause, these patients are usually not malnourished and are able to eat within 5 to 7 days, so nutrition support is unnecessary. The cumulative effects of repeated attacks of chronic relapsing pancreatitis can lead to malnutrition. Pancreatitis can lead to hypocalcemia and hypomagnesemia, liver function abnormalities, and abnormalities of a number of other metabolic parameters. Approximately 5% to 15% of patients develop necrotizing pancreatitis that predisposes them to complications and can have a mortality rate of 5% to 20%. This severe form of the disease induces a catabolic state similar to that seen in trauma and sepsis, resulting in rapid weight loss and increased morbidity and mortality. Combinations of clinical and laboratory parameters such as those described by Ranson and others and by the APACHE II scoring system are used to determine the severity of pancreatitis and to assess prognosis. Severe pancreatitis is characterized by the presence of three or more Ranson criteria or eight or more APACHE II points. Estimating the severity of the pancreatitis is important to the assessment of the need for SNS. In patients with severe pancreatitis by Ranson criteria, measured energy expenditure has been shown to be as high as 50% greater than the resting energy expenditure as calculated by the modified Harris-Benedict equation. The most accurate measurement of caloric requirements is with indirect calorimetry.

CP may result in malnutrition. Energy requirements in underweight patients with CP may be 15% to 30% above the expected range compared with the Harris-Benedict equation. The cause of this is unknown. It has been suggested that moderate fat diets and pancreatic enzyme replacement be given when steatorrhea is present. Low-fat diets, along with pancreatic enzymes, are advised if steatorrhea does not improve. Patients should abstain from alcohol when AP or CP are present. Deficiencies in vitamin A and E have been identified in CP. Deficiencies in vitamin C, riboflavin, thiamin, and nicotinic acid have been shown in alcohol.
induced CP. Steatorrhea can lead to malabsorption of calcium, magnesium and zinc. Vitamin B-12 malabsorption is common, but deficiency is rare. Supplementation for these micronutrients should be undertaken when deficiency is present. Diabetes should be managed to control blood sugars. Pain management can improve oral intake.

SNS does not consistently limit disease activity in patients with pancreatitis and therefore cannot be considered as primary therapy. Nutrition support for patients with severe pancreatitis may prevent nutrient deficiencies and preserve lean body mass and functional capacity when nutrient intake falls below needs. This distinction between nutrition support as primary therapy for the disease versus its value as an adjunct to primary therapy is essential. The rationale and criteria for using nutrition support in the setting of pancreatitis is similar to that for other diseases. It is used to treat malnutrition when present and to avoid the development of malnutrition resulting from insufficient energy intake in the face of increased energy needs.

Evidence

One of the major goals of the therapy of pancreatitis is to limit pancreatic secretion. This has led to the belief that bowel rest might be useful as a primary treatment for pancreatitis. Although bowel rest certainly decreases pain, there are no clinical trials that have shown that it decreases the morbidity or mortality of the disease. The belief that pancreatic rest is beneficial probably explains why PN has been the usual method of nutrition support in pancreatitis. PN does not stimulate pancreatic secretion. Despite this potential benefit of PN, it is infrequently needed as an adjunct to the supportive treatment of pancreatitis. In patients with mild disease who will probably be able to eat within 7 days, it is unnecessary. In more severe pancreatitis when SNS is indicated, EN is less expensive, reduces the incidence of infection, and may preserve gut integrity and gut barrier and immune function. It facilitates transitional feeding. If the GI tract is functioning normally, EN is well tolerated. The degree of pancreatic stimulation depends on the location of the feeding tube in the gastrointestinal tract and the composition of the feeding. Less stimulation occurs the more distally the EN is delivered. The advantages of EN observed in patients with trauma and sepsis have led to its use in patients with AP. Patients receiving EN have outcomes similar to those seen in patients receiving PN. EN is safe, effective, and less expensive than PN in patients with mild to moderate AP.

In severe pancreatitis, patients fed an elemental formula via a nasojejunal feeding tube have significantly fewer septic events and fewer complications overall. Enteral feeding of a semi-elemental low triglyceride diet is safe and cheaper than PN.

Patients with AP expected to resolve clinically over a period of 5 to 7 days likely do not require SNS. In patients who are unable to tolerate oral intake or who are anticipated to be undernourished for a prolonged period, SNS is appropriate. Enteral feeding should be attempted first in the minority of patients with pancreatitis who require SNS. If enteral feeding increases pain, ascites or fistulous output it should be discontinued. Patients with mild-to-moderate AP allow an oral diet of clear liquids and nutritional supplements in addition to EN show improvement in markers of disease activity. Nutrition needs can safely be provided by EN in patients with acute pancreatitis. Recent data confirm earlier studies that suggested feeding jejunal feedings are safe and effective and that formulas low in fat are tolerated best. Patients given EN do better than those given PN. PN should be reserved for those patients requiring SNS who are not able to tolerate EN.

Special Considerations

Pseudocysts, intestinal and pancreatic fistulae, pancreatic abscesses, and pancreatic ascites are known complications of acute pancreatitis that occur in up to 25% of patients. Complications such as these can make enteral feeding impossible. PN should be used along with appropriate treatment for each of these complications. Bowel rest with PN can lead to clinical and radiographic improvement of pseudocysts, but PN-related complications, mostly catheter-related infections, makes the overall utility, as a primary treatment for pseudocysts, questionable.

Case reports of lipid emulsions causing AP have raised some concern regarding lipid administration in patients with pancreatitis. Fortunately, most patients tolerate glucose- and lipid-based formulas quite well. Because hypertriglyceridemia-induced pancreatitis is rare unless serum concentrations exceed 1000 mg/dL, it is suggested that lipid emulsions be withheld from patients with triglyceride concentrations exceeding 400 mg/dL. PN administration without lipid emulsions beyond 2 weeks is not advised because of the risk of development of essential fatty acid deficiency.

Practice Guidelines for Pancreatitis

1. Patients with pancreatitis are at nutrition risk and should undergo nutrition screening to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. (B)
2. SNS should not be used routinely in patients with mild to moderate acute pancreatitis. (B)
3. SNS should be used in patients with acute or chronic pancreatitis to prevent or to treat malnutrition when oral energy intake is anticipated to be inadequate for 5 to 7 days. (B)
4. EN is the preferred route of SNS in patients with pancreatitis and should be attempted before initiating PN. (A)
5. PN should be used in patients with pancreatitis if SNS is indicated and EN is not tolerated. (B)
6. Intravenous lipid emulsions are safe in acute pancreatitis provided triglyceride levels are monitored and remain below 400 mg/dL. (B)
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17. Short-Bowel Syndrome

Background

Short-bowel syndrome (SBS) occurs when a combination of loss of bowel due to resection and/or dysfunction of the remaining bowel reduces intestinal absorption such that fluid, electrolyte, macronutrient, mineral, and vitamin needs cannot be met through use of standard oral or enteral feedings. The syndrome occurs most commonly after surgery for Crohn’s disease and mesenteric infarction in adults. Symptoms of SBS include large volume diarrhea, thirst, and weight loss. Although malabsorption is primarily the result of a decrease in intestinal surface area, a decrease in intestinal transit time contributes to the pathophysiology of this condition. Both nutrient and fluid absorption are compromised. The colon and ileocecal valve decrease intestinal transit time; however, in SBS both the colon and ileocecal valve may have been resected. The function of the residual proximal small bowel is also important for absorption. Iron and most watersoluble vitamins are absorbed in the proximal jejunum. Deficiencies are found in only the most severe cases of short bowel. The terminal ileum is where vitamin B-12 and bile salts are absorbed. When 100 cm or more of the terminal ileum has been resected, monthly B-12 injections are eventually required. Bile salts are required for micellar solubilization of dietary fat and fat-soluble vitamins. After extensive ileal resections, bile salts are malabsorbed, resulting in significant fat and soluble vitamin malabsorption.

Complications of SBS include dehydration and weight loss from malabsorption of fluids and macronu-
adrenos (carbohydrate, fat, and protein); electrolyte, mineral, and trace element deficiencies; metabolic bone disease (osteoporosis and osteomalacia) from calcium and vitamin D malabsorption; cholelithiasis because of inadequate bile salt reserves; and nephrolithiasis. Oxalate nephrolithiasis develops in the setting of steatorrhea and the presence of an intact colon. Dietary oxalate usually binds to calcium and is excreted in the stool as an insoluble complex. In SBS, oxalate remains in a free unbound form that is easily absorbed in the colon, because calcium has a greater affinity for unabsorbed fatty acids. Patients with end-jejunostomies, on the other hand, are more prone to uric acid renal stones from recurrent episodes of dehydration.

Two other entities that can occur in the pathophysiology of short bowel are gastric acid hypersecretion and D-lactic acidosis. The acute acid hypersecretory state after intestinal resection is usually transient (3 to 6 months) and unrelated to the length of intestinal resection. The increased gastrointestinal acid load inactivates normal digestive enzymes such as pancreatic lipase and deconjugates intraluminal bile salts, which further impairs fat and fat soluble vitamin absorption. D-lactic acid is produced by the fermentation of malabsorbed carbohydrates in the colon. Humans lack the enzyme necessary to metabolize D-lactic acid. D-lactic acidosis should be suspected when there is unexplained metabolic acidosis in a patient with short bowel and colonic continuity. Management involves the use of carbohydrate-restricted diets.

After intestinal resection, the remaining intestine undergoes both structural and functional changes that increase nutrient and fluid absorption. These changes are collectively termed intestinal adaptation. These changes begin to occur immediately after surgery and may continue for up to 2 years, or occasionally even longer. The process of intestinal adaptation is promoted by luminal nutrients. Besides having a direct trophic effect on the intestine, luminal nutrients stimulate both pancreatic and intestinal peptide secretion, which promotes growth and function of the residual intestine.

Evidence

The immediate postoperative period after intestinal resection is characterized by significant fluid and electrolyte losses. Most patients require PN for 1 or more months after massive intestinal resection. Patients with less than 100 cm of small bowel distal to the ligament of Treitz and without a colon often require PN for an indefinite period. In contrast, 50 cm of small bowel may suffice for adequate oral nutrition after a period of adaptation if most of the colon is preserved. During the initial adaptive phase, intravenous fluids and nutrients should be administered to match losses and maintain nitrogen balance. Hypersecretion of gastric acid during this phase can result in significant fluid loss and should be treated with intravenous H2-receptor antagonists, which can be placed in the PN formulation. If stool volume increases with oral intake, antidiarrheal agents should be used. The goal is to keep stool losses less than approximately 2 L/d per day, if possible. Oral rehydration solutions, which contain approximately 90 mEq/kg per liter of sodium, can also be used to help maintain fluid and electrolyte homeostasis postoperatively. During the transitional feeding period, the oral diet should be advanced slowly using small, frequent feedings of solid food. The PN is reduced gradually as oral intake increases and the diarrhea decreases. From this point forward the dietary management of the short bowel patient varies, depending on the presence or absence of a colon.

The colon is a very important digestive organ. It has the ability to absorb both fluid and electrolytes and has slower transit time in comparison with the small intestine. The colon also has the capability to salvage energy by converting complex carbohydrates to short-chain fatty acids through bacterial fermentation in the colonic flora. Compared with previous studies that patients with end-jejunostomies do not require a high-carbohydrate diet. With regard to the type of carbohydrate, complex carbohydrates are preferable to simple carbohydrates. Simple carbohydrates may result in significant osmotic diarrhea in patients with SBS and are not fermented to short-chain fatty acids. Martinez et al compared the tolerance of a diet providing 20 g/d of lactose to a lactose-free diet in 14 patients with SBS. Eight patients had a colon and 6 patients had an end-jejunostomy. The presence of lactose did not cause symptoms of intolerance, nor worsening of diarrhea in either group. Patients with short bowel and colonic continuity should also be placed on a low-oxalate diet, especially if they are prone to oxalate nephrolithiasis or have high 24-hour urinary oxalate levels.

Fat-soluble vitamins (vitamins A, D, K, E) should be monitored; these vitamins should be supplemented if deficient. Water-soluble vitamins can usually be replaced with a daily oral multivitamin because they are primarily absorbed in the proximal small intestine. Monthly injections of vitamin B-12 should be given when the terminal ileum has been resected. In patients with continued weight, electrolyte, and fluid loss, PN is required even though some gut stimulation with oral or EN feedings is continued. The PN should provide macronutrients, vitamins, minerals, and trace elements in amounts sufficient to maintain normal growth, development, and lean body mass. As the intestine continues to adapt after resection, PN may be reduced or discontinued. Careful monitoring during this period of weight, fluid status, volume of diarrhea, and blood chemistry is essential.

Ambulatory patients with SBS absorb less (one-third to one-half less) calcium, magnesium, and zinc than normal individuals. Net negative calcium balance occurs before osteopenia is detected by bone mineral density scans. Urinary magnesium falls before serum
Mg is low. Patients with extensive small bowel resection requiring PN have even lower absorption of these divalent ions and require intravenous replacement.

Treatment of ambulatory patients is usually successful with oral therapy. The preparations with the highest content of calcium and magnesium (calcium carbonate and magnesium oxide) are the least soluble and have the lowest available content of the elemental ions. Thus, their use balances large delivery [400 mg of calcium/g of calcium carbonate; 360 mg magnesium (15 mEq)/600 mg of magnesium oxide] against uncertain solubility and absorption. Other preparations of calcium include acetate, citrate, lactate, gluconate, glutamate, and phosphate salts. The carbonate salt is recommended for initial therapy. The diet should be supplemented with 800 mg of elemental calcium while following the 24 urinary calcium excretion to ensure that it is brought into the normal range. If this fails, other more soluble salts, such as citrate or gluconate, are used. Magnesium oxide can be used initially to add 360 to 720 mg of elemental magnesium, remembering that it can cause diarrhea. Other preparations include acetate, citrate, aspartate, hydroxide, lactate, and gluconate salts. The most soluble of these are the acetate, lactate, and gluconate forms; the latter is most readily available in the United States. The 500-mg tablet dose of magnesium gluconate contains only 29 mg of elemental magnesium, so the liquid preparation (54 mg/5 mL) is generally preferred.

Special Considerations

PN in the setting of SBS is associated with complications, including catheter sepsis and liver disease. To wean patients from the need for PN, methods of “intestinal rehabilitation” designed to increase the absorptive capacity of the remaining intestine have been studied. The combination of various trophic factors including glutamine, human recombinant growth hormone and a high-carbohydrate, low-fat diet was shown in an uncontrolled study of 8 patients with SBS to significantly increase water, electrolyte, and carbohydrate absorption after 3 weeks of administration. The same authors expanded their study with an additional 31 patients using the same treatment regimen. Forty percent of the treated patients were able to discontinue parenteral nutrition. Because the study was uncontrolled, it is not clear whether the glutamine, growth hormone, diet, or other factors contributed to the favorable outcome. There have since been two controlled studies using this same treatment in patients with SBS, which did not find positive effects using this specific treatment.

Small bowel transplantation is also an option. Graft survival has progressively increased. Rejection of the graft and post transplant related lymphoma remaining the biggest challenges after small bowel transplantation. Currently, the 5-year survival with PN is better than graft survival after small bowel transplantation. Therefore, PN remains the treatment of choice in patients with SBS who can not be maintained orally or enteraly. Potential candidates for small bowel transplantation would include those with PN associated liver failure or recurrent catheter sepsis and lack of venous access.

Progressive, cholestatic liver failure may arise in patients with SBS who are PN dependent. The risk of this complication appears proportional to the length of bowel resected. Weaning of PN if at all possible is the preferred method of treatment.

Practice Guidelines

Short-Bowel Syndrome

1. Patients undergoing extensive bowel resection or with short bowel syndrome are at nutrition risk and should undergo nutrition screening to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. (B)
2. Patients with SBS and an intact colon should receive diets rich in complex carbohydrates and low in fat. (A)
3. A low oxalate diet should be given to patients with SBS and an intact colon. (A)
4. Monthly vitamin B-12 injections should be given to patients with greater than 100 cm of the terminal ileum resected. (A)
5. PN should be administered to patients with SBS if nutritional requirements cannot be met by oral or EN feeding. (A)
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INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASE

Background

Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) includes both Crohn's disease (CD) and ulcerative colitis (UC). CD can involve any portion of the alimentary tract from the mouth to the anus. Ulceration of the bowel is patchy and involves the full thickness of the intestine. Fistulae to other segments of involved bowel adjacent organs (bladder, uterus) and skin are common, occurring in 20% to 40% of patients.

Ulcerative colitis (UC) is a mucosal disease restricted to the colon. UC begins in the rectum and is found in a continuous distribution without intersegmental normal mucosa.

Malnutrition in CD, and to a somewhat lesser extent in UC, is common. Depending on severity of disease, weight loss has been reported in 65% to 78% of those with CD and in 18% to 62% of those with UC. Hyperalimentation is encountered in 25% to 80% of patients with CD and in 26% to 50% of those with UC. Anemia occurs in about half of patients with CD, primarily the result of malabsorption, and in up to 80% of those with UC, largely caused by blood loss. Electrolytes are often depleted as a result of diarrhea in both CD and UC. Vitamin and mineral deficiencies are usually more prominent in CD, but this is variable depending on the location and degree of disease involvement. Mechanisms contributing to malnutrition in IBD include decreased food intake due to discomfort and diarrhea being exacerbated by eating, as well as to dietary restrictions, malabsorption of nutrients (primarily in CD), increased gastrointestinal losses associated with denudation of mucosa and bleeding, increased nutrient requirements resulting from fever and inflammation, and drug-nutrient interactions.

Proposed roles for SNS in CD have included correction of malnutrition, use as primary therapy to induce remission or to limit amount of surgical resection, peroperatively as an adjunct to decrease postoperative complications, to reverse growth retardation in children, to induce healing of enteroenterostomal fistulae, and to provide long term nutrition in those with short bowel syndrome. In UC, the use of nutrition support has been directed toward achieving clinical remission to avoid surgery.

Evidence

Prospective studies have evaluated the role of PN as primary therapy in CD. PN induces remission during acute attacks of CD, but upon resuming oral nutrition remission rates are high and do not justify the cost or risk associated with PN.

There is no therapeutic benefit of bowel rest in CD. Prospective studies have compared the role of PN with bowel rest to EN. Clinical remission rates were similar, with no evidence that bowel rest with PN had any advantage in management of patients with active CD.

Meta-analysis of 16 prospective randomized trials showed that the frequency of clinical remission after treatment with steroids was 80% compared with 60% after treatment with an elemental or polymeric diet alone. Pooled data of studies comparing polymeric and elemental formulas showed no advantage for elemental diets (65% versus 61% remission rates).

Although it had been proposed that IBD is associated with markedly increased caloric requirements, it has been demonstrated that in both inactive CD and in the setting of active disease, total energy expenditure is not significantly different than expected in normals. Although resting energy expenditure is increased in active CD, activity level in these patients is decreased, making total energy expenditure identical to normals.

Published studies do not support the concept that improved nutrition status coupled with bowel rest induce clinical remission and avoid colectomy in UC.
ical course, and a decreased length of bowel requiring resection, but at the expense of a longer hospitalization. The latter study showed no significant difference in postoperative complications. It appears that the use of preoperative PN should be restricted to severely malnourished patients with CD who cannot tolerate EN and who are scheduled for elective or semi-elective procedures.

The only indication for dietary modification in patients with IBD is in CD when a nonobstructive stricture precludes a normal, well-balanced diet. In this case, restriction of fiber is indicated. There may be a role for specific nutrients in UC. An association has been observed between folic acid supplementation and a decreased relative risk of development of cancer or dysplasia in UC. Randomized controlled trials of omega-3 fatty acids as a nutritional supplement in UC provide evidence for a role in decreasing disease activity and in reducing steroid requirements.

### Practice Guidelines

#### Inflammatory Bowel Disease

1. Patients with IBD are at nutrition risk and should undergo nutrition screening to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. (B)
2. EN should be used in CD patients requiring SNS. (B)
3. PN should be reserved for those patients with IBD in whom EN is not tolerated. (B)
4. In cases of fistulae associated with CD, a brief course of bowel rest and PN should be attempted. (B)
5. Peri-operative SNS is indicated in patients with IBD who are severely malnourished and in whom surgery may be safely postponed. (B)
6. SNS and bowel rest should not be used as primary therapies for UC or CD. (A)
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### Solid Organ Transplantation

#### Background

The United Network of Organ Sharing (UNOS) estimates that the number of solid organ transplants performed over the past decade has almost doubled to nearly 22,000 annually. Unfortunately, because of a limited number of donor organs, the number of recipients awaiting transplant is approximately 72,000, a more than a three-fold increase over the same time. Malnutrition prior to transplantation has been shown to increase morbidity and mortality after solid organ transplant. Nutrition assessment in these patients is dependent on a carefully performed history and physical examination. Objective measures such as body weight, anthropometric measures, and visceral protein levels may be less sensitive in detecting the degree of malnutrition as a result of fluid imbalance, organ dysfunction, and surgical stress.

Nutrition care may need to be modified depending on the time in relation to transplantation. Patients can be stratified into three stages: pretransplant, peri-operative, and posttransplant. Clinical guidelines for specific diseases should be followed for patients in the pretransplant stage. Immediately after transplantation, the goal of nutrition support is to promote wound healing, support the body’s ability to fight infection, and to allow for rehabilitation. EN can be used in most
patients requiring SNS after organ transplant. PN may be necessary in malnourished patients with severe cytomegalovirus esophagitis and gastroenteritis, azathioprine induce pancreatitis, small bowel obstruction, fistula formation, gastrointestinal bleeding, chylous ascites, and in the immediate postoperative stage of small bowel transplantation. Finally, the long-term care of patients during the posttransplant stage can be complicated by obesity, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, hyperlipidemia, and osteoporosis. A comprehensive program to care for patients undergoing solid organ transplant should address all of these issues.

Evidence

Protein and energy requirements are affected by the stress of surgery, the use of immune modulating medications, postoperative complications, and episodes of acute rejection. Peri-operative energy requirements are similar to those necessary to support uncomplicated surgical procedures of a similar magnitude. There requirements are generally 130 to 150% of basal energy expenditure as determined by the Harris Benedict equation or 35 kcal/kg of body weight.

Requirements may transiently increase as a result of sepsis or acute rejection. Although energy requirements are often estimated, they can be most reliably determined using indirect calorimetry. Balance studies suggest that protein requirements after transplantation are modestly elevated, ranging from 1.5 to 2 gm/kg per day. This level of intake is in part necessary because of the losses associated with surgical wounds, drains, and fistulae, and the increase in protein catabolism associated with corticosteroid use. Protein requirements can decrease to 1 gm/kg as the dose of corticosteroids is reduced to maintenance levels. There are only a few prospective controlled trials investigating the role of SNS in solid organ transplantation. Each involves the management of patients after liver transplant. Reilly et al demonstrated a decrease in intensive care unit length of stay in a group of patients receiving PN compared with patients who received intravenous fluids. Wicks et al compared EN to PN and was unable to show a difference in time to an oral diet, intestinal permeability or infectious complications. Hasse et al found that EN reduced the occurrence of viral infections after transplant compared with intravenous fluid. In all cases EN was delivered via nasojejunal feeding tube. These results suggest that SNS provides a modest benefit for malnourished patients after liver transplantation and that EN is medically equivalent to PN.

SNS should be administered cautiously to avoid postoperative hyperglycemia. Hyperglycemia has been shown to impair wound healing and increase the risk of infection. Hyperglycemia after transplant is due to insulin resistance associated with surgical stress, infection, and corticosteroid administration. The immune modulators tacrolimus and cyclosporine can contribute to hyperglycemia by inhibiting insulin secretion by the pancreas. Hyperlipidemia, a potential long-term complication after transplantation, can be particularly problematic since it has been linked to transplant graft vasculopathy. This can result in coronary artery disease, chronic rejection, and vanishing bile duct syndrome in heart, kidney and liver transplant, respectively. A variety of factors can contribute to this problem including underlying genetic abnormalities, dietary factors, obesity, diabetes mellitus and corticosteroids.

Special Issues

Experimental animal studies suggest that specific nutrients may be used to modify outcomes after organ transplant. Supplemental arginine and n-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids, alone and in combination, have been shown to improve survival after transplantation in animal models. Growth hormone, insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1) and homocysteine have been shown in similar models to improve graft and recipient survival. Nucleotide-free diets have been shown to enhance immunity and improve graft and host survival. Although there is often little control over the nutrition status of the donor, nutritional repletion of donor swine has been shown to improve survival in the recipient animals. The nutrient status of the donor may become a more important issue in the future with transplants from living-related donors.

Practice Guidelines Solid Organ Transplantation

1. Patients in any stage of the transplant process are at nutrition risk, and should undergo nutrition screening to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. (B)
2. In the perioperative transplant period, patients should receive energy substrate similar to that required in all postoperative patients. (B)
3. In the perioperative transplant period, patients should receive 1.5 to 2.0 g/kg per day protein. (B)
4. SNS should be provided to malnourished patients with complications or delayed oral intake after solid organ transplant. (B)
5. Metabolic and nutrition complications of transplantation, including obesity, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, hyperlipidemia, and osteoporosis, should be treated with appropriate dietary and pharmacologic interventions. (C)
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GASTROINTESTINAL FISTULAE

Background

Gastrointestinal fistulae result in diversion of intestinal contents to the skin or to another hollow viscus such as the urinary bladder, vagina, or another part of the gastrointestinal tract. They occur as a result of Crohn’s disease, abscess, surgery, trauma, ischemia, irradiation, and/or tumor. The pathophysiological consequences are determined by the site of the fistula in the gastrointestinal tract, the site to which contents are diverted, and the volume of fluid diverted. Even small quantities of intestinal fluid may cause urinary or vaginal infection, skin irritation, or malabsorption. High-output fistulae, defined as loss of greater than 500 mL of fluid daily, are usually the result of enterocutaneous fistulae involving the proximal gastrointestinal tract. They may cause substantial losses of fluid (500 to 4000 mL/d), electrolytes, protein, energy, vitamins, and trace minerals resulting in dehydration, acid-base imbalance, electrolyte imbalance, and malnutrition. These losses, together with food restriction to minimize symptoms and hypercatabolism resulting from sepsis, cause profound nutrient depletion and death if not corrected. Mortality from gastrointestinal fistulæ results from sepsis, malnutrition, and electrolyte imbalance, often after several attempts to close the fistula surgically. For external gastrointestinal tract fistulæ, mortality rates of 40% to 65% before 1970 have generally declined to 5% to 21%. Recent reports suggest no further decline in mortality rate but possibly further improvement in the rate of nonsurgical (spontaneous) closure.7 Spontaneous closure rates from 15% to 80% are reported.1, 10, 11 Malnutrition, other physiologic disturbances, and mortality are proportionately less in moderate-output fistulæ (200 to 500 mL/d) and low-output fistulæ (<200 mL/d).

Evidence

Most postoperative fistulæ will heal without further surgery in the absence of distal obstruction,
loss of bowel continuity, adjacent abscess, foreign body, cancer, or Crohn’s disease. There are no reported prospective, randomized, controlled clinical trials comparing the results of treatment which includes SNS (EN or PN) with controls not receiving SNS for any type of gastrointestinal fistula.

The improvement in mortality, especially for patients with high output fistulae, over the past 40 years, can be attributed to improvements in intensive care, antibiotic therapy, wound care, operative techniques, and possibly SNS. Edmunds et al noted a 43% mortality and significant malnutrition (47%, defined as serum protein less than 5.6 g/100 mL and/or weight loss of greater than 15 pounds) among 157 fistula patients seen at Massachusetts General Hospital between 1946 and 1959. However, overall mortality was not increased in the malnourished group with one exception. Patients with lower bowel fistulae did have an increased mortality related to a high prevalence of cancer and malnutrition. Nonrandomized, prospective studies comparing the results for fistula patients treated with nutrition support, primarily PN, with results for historical controls suggested significant benefits from PN. Reber et al reviewed results of fistulae treated between 1968 and 1971 when 35% of the patients received PN with results from 1972 to 1977 when 71% received PN. Neither mortality nor spontaneous closure rates differed between the two groups.

Soeters et al reviewed records of all 247 gastrointestinal-cutaneous fistula patients seen at Massachusetts General Hospital from 1960 to 1975. Compared with the results obtained by Edmunds from the same institution from 1946 to 1959 (43% mortality), overall mortality was 15% for the period 1960 to 1970 when technology had improved but SNS was seldom used. Mortality remained 21% in the period 1970 to 1975 when 57% of the patients received PN. Mortality was 25% among those receiving PN and 16% among those not receiving PN in this retrospective, nonrandomized study. Significant malnutrition, defined as serum protein less than 6 g/100 mL and/or weight loss greater than 7 kg was present in 87% of the 119 patients seen in 1960 to 1970 and 51% of the 128 patients seen in 1970 to 1975. There were significant correlations between malnutrition, sepsis, and mortality. Because the decrease in mortality occurred prior to the frequent use of PN, it cannot be attributed to PN.

Studies have shown a correlation between intake of greater than 1600 kcal/d and decreased mortality. Such correlations may or may not indicate that nutrition support improves outcome. The correlations could occur as a result of difficulty achieving calorie goals in the sickest patients, so that the ability to achieve adequate nutrient intake by the enteral or parenteral route may be a marker for less severe disease. Alternatively, physicians who are most diligent about providing nutrition support for patients may provide better management in other ways.

Currently, uncontrolled infection is the major cause of mortality among patients with gastrointestinal fistulae and should be a primary focus of attention. Starvation of otherwise healthy individuals will lead to death in about 60 days, and infection and excessive losses from high output fistulae can reasonably be expected to reduce the time for death from starvation to 30 days. Therefore, even in the absence of randomized, controlled clinical data, nutrition support with EN or PN should not be delayed beyond 7 to 14 days in patients with gastrointestinal fistulae who are not eating.

Special Considerations

Whether treatment with TPN and bowel rest increases the incidence of spontaneous fistula closure or reduces the incidence of postoperative complications among fistula patients is unclear. The primary role of SNS in management of gastrointestinal fistulae is supportive, that is, to prevent or treat malnutrition and debilitation. Administration of octreotide plus PN did not increase the incidence of spontaneous closure (81% versus 85%) but decreased the mean time to closure from 20.4 to 13.9 days in one study; other studies have shown no beneficial effect. Some studies suggest that PN itself may decrease upper gastrointestinal tract secretions.

High output intestinal fistulae may result in excessive losses of some nutrients, especially protein, zinc, copper, and several vitamins. Therefore, although there are no controlled studies to support the practice, it is appropriate for the nutrient prescription for such patients to include 1.5 to 2.0 g of protein/kg/per day in the absence of renal or liver failure and 10 to 15 mg of zinc/liter of fistula fluid lost. Some have recommended that patients with high output fistulae receive two times the recommended daily allowance (RDA) for vitamins and trace minerals and 5 to 10 times the RDA for vitamin C, but there are no data to support this practice.

EN is often the preferred method of SNS in patients with gastrointestinal fistulae. Patients with fistulas involving the esophagus, stomach, or duodenum can be fed into the jejunum using a nasojejunal tube, gastrojejunal tube, or a jejunostomy. Patients with fistulae at least 4 feet distal to the ligament of Treitz have been supported with gastric feeding. It is not clear whether monomeric or low-fat products are better tolerated than polymeric. In a dog model, a monomeric diet produced significantly less output from an ileal fistula than a regular diet but significantly more than parenteral nutrition. Patients with gastrointestinal fistulae in association with recent complicated abdominal surgery, marked malnutrition or other serious comorbid conditions may benefit from several months of SNS, given at home if possible.

Practice Guidelines

Gastrointestinal Fistulae

1. Patients with enterocutaneous fistulae are at nutrition risk and should undergo formal nutrition assessment and development of a nutrition care plan. (B)
2. EN, proximal or distal to the fistula, should be
used in patients who cannot meet their nutritional needs by oral intake and who are malnourished or expected to have inadequate oral intake for 7 to 14 days or more. (B)

3. When SNS is required, PN should be reserved for those patients in whom enteral intake must be restricted. (C)
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RENAI DISEASE

Background

Renal failure patients experience a variety of clinical and metabolic abnormalities that can affect their nutrition status. The degree of nutritional impairment is dependent on the concurrent stress, degree and duration (chronic or acute) of renal impairment, and the treatment modality. In chronic renal failure (CRF), altered taste sensation, anorexia, nausea, and unpalatable diets all lead to decreased nutrient intake. CRF has also been associated with a state of chronic inflammation that promotes catabolism and anorexia.1 In acute renal failure (ARF), hypermetabolism is present, protein breakdown is accelerated, and protein synthesis is impaired.2 Renal replacement therapy (RRT) further aggravates protein nutrition by inducing losses of protein, amino acids and albumin. Other metabolic abnormalities include altered glucose utilization7 and impaired lipid metabolism.4 These metabolic abnormalities result in negative nitrogen balance and abnormalities in serum amino acid, glucose and triglyceride levels during nutrition support. As a result, protein-calorie malnutrition (PCM) is a frequent complication in renal failure patients.5 The presence of PCM in patients with CRF and end-stage renal disease (ESRD) remains one of the strongest predictors of morbidity and mortality in this cohort.6

Evidence

PCM is often identified in renal patients by laboratory testing.7 Visceral protein measurements are not well suited for assessment in renal patients. However, individuals with low serum albumin levels and a serum pre-albumin level <30 mg/dL are at risk for PCM.8,9 Serum albumin is also a predictor of mortality in renal failure. The relative risk of death is five times greater when serum albumin is low (below 3 to 3.4 g/dL).10

Dietary protein restriction offers several theoretic benefits for patients with progressive CRF. Motivated, closely monitored patients with CRF not on dialysis placed on low protein diets (0.6 g/kg per day) and very low protein diets (0.3 g/kg per day) supplemented with essential amino acids have been shown to be capable of maintaining their nutritional status.11 The modification of diet in a major renal disease (MDRD) study showed no improvement resulting from protein restriction in CRF patients except for those with advanced CRF. It should be noted that patients with diabetes mellitus were excluded from the MDRD study and may have benefited from protein restriction.12 At present, the conventional recommendation for protein intake in CRF is 0.6 to 0.8 g/kg per day.13

Loss of amino acids (approximately 10 to 12 g per hemodialysis therapy) occurs with high efficiency dialysis.14 Protein losses during peritoneal dialysis can be even higher, often accounting for up to 15 g of protein losses during episodes of peritonitis.15 Hence, intake of 1.2 g/kg per day of protein for maintenance hemodialysis patients and 1.2 to 1.3 g/kg per day for patients receiving chronic ambulatory peritoneal dialysis (CAPD) is recommended.16 In ARF patients undergoing continuous hemofiltration, control of azotemia is
possible while providing more than 1 g/kg per day of protein. There continues to be controversy whether increased protein intakes are associated with increasing urea nitrogen appearance (UNA). However, Macias et al showed that ARF patients who received 1 g/kg per day or greater of protein achieved positive nitrogen balance and had lower UNA. Conversely, patients receiving nutrition at levels less than 1 g/kg per day of protein had significantly greater nitrogen deficits.17

An early clinical study of PN in patients with ARF showed improved survival in patients receiving small doses of essential amino acids plus dextrose, when compared with dextrose alone.18 However, a subsequent prospective, randomized, controlled trial comparing essential amino acid administration to a balanced mixture of general amino acids (essential and nonessential amino acids) demonstrated no difference in the formulations’ effect on mortality, nitrogen balance, or BUN.19 Further data suggest that there may be an increased complication rate with development of hyperammonemia and metabolic encephalopathy when only essential amino acids are used for longer than 2 to 3 weeks.20 In renal failure patients, nonessential amino acids including, arginine, ornithine, and citrulline should be supplied to enable detoxification of ammonia via the Krebs urea cycle.20 As such, caution should be used when very low protein diets (0.3 to 0.5 g essential amino acids per day) are prescribed for nonhypermetabolic ARF patients.

It is generally believed that negative nitrogen balance in hypermetabolic patients cannot be reversed solely with SNS. However, the results from Macias et al17 suggest that achievement of positive nitrogen balance in patients with ARF requires between 1.5 and 1.8 g protein/kg per day. Although such levels of protein support have also been associated with increasing protein catabolic rates, the magnitude of the increase in patients with ARF requires between 1.5 and 1.8 g protein/kg per day.18

Special Considerations

Intradialytic parenteral nutrition (IDPN) has been used as a supplement to protein and calorie intake for malnourished patients receiving maintenance hemodialysis. Disadvantages of this modality are that it can only supplement nutrition provided by other means, it is expensive, and it does not improve the patient’s oral intake. As such, IDPN should be reserved for patients who cannot meet their nutrient needs orally and who are not candidates for EN or PN because of gastrointestinal intolerance, venous access problems, or other reasons.13

Supplementation of water-soluble vitamins (thiamine, riboflavin, pyridoxine, cyanobalamin, folic acid, biotin, niacin, pantothenic acid, and ascorbic acid) should be provided to patients receiving dialysis due to intradialytic losses. Caution should be exercised with supplementation of vitamin A (Retinol) as hypervitaminosis A is often noted in patients with ESRD.

Patients with advanced renal failure (GFR < 25 mL/min/1.73 m²) have disordered bone metabolism and are at significant risk for renal osteodystrophy. Phosphorus restriction, calcium supplementation, and consideration of dihydroxy-vitamin-D₃ supplementation is recommended.21

Practice Guidelines

Renal Disease

1. Renal failure patients are at nutrition risk and should undergo nutrition screening to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. (B)

2. Well-monitored patients with advanced chronic renal insufficiency but not on dialysis should receive diets restricted to 0.6 to 0.8 g of protein/kg per day. (A)

3. Patients with CRF on hemodialysis or peritoneal dialysis should receive 1.2 to 1.3 g of protein/kg per day. (B)

4. Patients undergoing continuous hemofiltration should receive at least 1.0 g of protein/kg per day. (B)

5. Patients with ARF receiving SNS should be given a balanced mixture of both essential and nonessential amino acids. (A)

6. Patients with ARF who are severely malnourished or hypercatabolic should receive 1.5 to 1.8 g of protein/kg per day. (B)

7. Intradialytic parenteral nutrition should only be considered in situations of gut failure or other unusual circumstances where EN and PN are not feasible. (C)

8. Water-soluble vitamin supplementation is required for patients treated with dialysis. (A)

9. Vitamin A status should be carefully monitored in patients with CRF. (A)
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NEUROLOGIC IMPAIRMENT

Background

Neurologic impairment may occur acutely as a result of traumatic brain injury (TBI), cerebral vascular accident (CVA), or infection or may occur as a result of chronic, degenerative processes.

Acute neurologic injury, such as severe TBI (described as a Glasgow Coma Scale < 8), can result in a complex cascade of metabolic, physiologic, and functional alterations.1 Nutrition assessment must take into consideration the significant hypermetabolism, hypercatabolism, and nitrogen wasting followed by rapid lean body mass wasting and visceral protein depletion seen with TBI.2,4 Nonedated patients with TBI have mean resting metabolic expenditures 140% to 200% above predicted.4 This may be attributed, in part, to the cytokine response, counter-regulatory hormones released postsuit, and/or steroid therapy.2,4 Brain death and the use of barbiturates or neuromuscular blockers decrease energy expenditure.2 Predictive equations have been inconsistent in determining caloric needs; research supports the routine use of indirect calorimetry in this population.1

Nitrogen losses mimic that of patients with 20% to 40% body surface area burns with an average nitrogen excretion of 20 g/d during the acute injury phase.4 Steroid therapy may further exacerbate nitrogen losses; the degree is dependent on dose and duration of therapy. Increased exogenous protein administration in the early injury phase cannot replete the losses, which peak approximately 7 to 10 days postinjury.2 Despite adequate nutrition support, restoration of nitrogen balance is often not realized until 2 to 3 weeks postinjury.4

Metabolic homeostasis is further altered as evidenced by marked hyperglycemia, altered gastrointestinal function, and depressed immune status markers. The degree of hyperglycemia is linked to the severity of injury and poorer clinical outcome; however, more research is needed to determine if prevention of hyperglycemia actually improves patient outcome.5 Delayed gastric emptying can be an impediment to early gut feeding. Although the exact mechanism is unknown, increased intracranial pressure, cytokines, and pharmacologic agents may play a role.6 Small bowel feedings with concurrent stomach decompression and prokinetic agents may promote tolerance of EN. Zinc losses, due to the acute-phase response, are also seen in head injury; hypozincemia, and increased urinary zinc excretion can depress immune status, which may impair or slow neurological recovery.2 Zinc supplementation may be beneficial in head-injured patients.3

Unlike patients with TBI, spinal cord–injured patients are hypometabolic, depending on the severity of injury, with energy expenditure approximately 94% of predicted by the Harris-Benedict equation. Decreased resting energy expenditure is correlated with the degree of lean body mass loss.7 It is common for patients to experience an approximate 10% weight loss in the immediate postinjury phase.3 Predictive equations must be used with caution as overfeeding may occur in an attempt to reverse foreseeable negative nitrogen balance.7 Serial indirect calorimetry measurements are the most accurate predictors of fluctuating metabolic requirements.7 These patients are also plagued with gastrointestinal and metabolic complications, which may result in nutritional compromise over time. These include gastritis, ileus, hypercalcemia and hypercalciuria due to immobilization, osteoporosis, neurogenic bowel and bladder (often associated with fecal impaction and urinary tract infections), development of pressure ulcers, anemia, and hypoalbuminemia.3

Degenerative neurological diseases (eg, Parkinson’s disease, multiple sclerosis, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis) as well as CVA differ in that most of the metabolic and physiologic changes occur in the chronic stage of disease instead of the acute phase. CVAs are strongly associated with dysphagia, although a large percentage of patients recover swallowing function over time.8 Screening for dysphagia, before the initiation of an oral feeding regimen, has been shown to decrease length of stay and incidence of aspiration pneumonia in patients with a CVA.9 Patients with progressive Parkinson’s disease are plagued with gastrointestinal symptoms such as anorexia, dysphagia, excessive salivation, drooling, constipation and delayed gastric emptying.3 Persistent weight loss and dysphagia are hallmark symptoms of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and may result in the need for long-term nutrition support, preferably, EN via a percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy tube.10

Despite the unique nuances of neurologic diseases, feeding challenges are a prevalent cause of malnutrition. Impaired oral feeding may result in the need for nutrition support due to dysphagia, risk of aspiration due to an inability to protect the
airway, respiratory muscle weakness, gastroparesis or gastrointestinal reflux, and/or impaired appetite control centers in the brain.\textsuperscript{11} Nutrition assessment must be individualized to address the distinct problems.

**Evidence**

Early nutrition support is important in the acutely injured neurologically impaired patient. Studies support early initiation of SNS, ideally, within 48 hours.\textsuperscript{12} Early administration of SNS has been shown to be predictive of a lower risk of infections and has trended toward improved survival and reduced disability.\textsuperscript{12} EN initiated within 72 hours of a CVA is associated with a decreased length of stay.\textsuperscript{13} More studies are needed to confirm these relationships. PN can be initiated early in the postinjury phase, whereas impaired gastric emptying occasionally delays the initiation of EN via the gastric route.\textsuperscript{14,15} Achievement of nutritional requirements may be delayed with EN for 10 to 14 days.\textsuperscript{5} Although some studies suggest a trend toward improved outcomes with PN versus EN as assessed by survival and incidence of septic complications, this finding is not universal and may merely reflect the ability to administer target quantities of nutrients earlier with PN in some patients.\textsuperscript{14–16}

Several studies support the use of small bowel feeding as a means to promote more timely, adequate, and well-tolerated EN.\textsuperscript{17,18} These studies suggest improved nitrogen retention, reduced incidence of infections, and decreased days in the intensive care unit.\textsuperscript{17,18} Establishing and maintaining placement of nasoenteric feeding tubes remains a clinical challenge.\textsuperscript{17} Other studies have succeeded with gastric feeding and show no differences in feeding tolerance or rates of aspiration.\textsuperscript{19,20} Taylor and colleagues were able to administer full nutritional requirements day 1 postinjury via the gastric or intestinal routes.\textsuperscript{20}

EN remains the preferred method of SNS for neurologically impaired patients because of relative ease of use and lower cost. However, adjunct or exclusive PN should be administered to achieve nutrition goals if gastrointestinal function is impaired or aspiration is problematic.\textsuperscript{5,21}

### Practice Guidelines Neurologic Impairment

1. Patients with neurologic impairment are at nutrition risk and should undergo nutrition screening to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. (B)
2. SNS should be initiated early in patients with moderate or severe TBI. (B)
3. When SNS is required, EN is preferred if it is tolerated. (C)
4. PN should be administered to patients with TBI if SNS is indicated and EN does not meet the nutritional requirements. (C)
5. Indirect calorimetry should be utilized, if available, to accurately determine nutrient requirements in patients with TBI and CVAs. (B)
6. Swallowing function should be evaluated to determine the safety of oral feedings and risk of aspiration before the initiation of an oral diet. (B)
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CANCER

Background

Nutrition status has an important effect on quality of life and sense of well-being in cancer patients. Malnutrition and weight loss often contribute to the death of cancer patients.1 Cancer cachexia is a syndrome characterized by progressive, involuntary weight loss. Clinical features include host tissue wasting, anorexia, skeletal muscle atrophy, anergy, fatigue, anemia, and hypoalbuminemia. Causes of cancer cachexia include anorexia, mechanical factors in the gastrointestinal tract related to tumor, side effects of surgery, chemotherapy, and/or radiation therapy, alterations in intermediary and energy metabolism, and changes in the host cytokine and hormonal milieu. The cancer cachexia syndrome (CCS), which is observed in approximately 50% of cancer patients,2 involves a heterogeneous medley of physiologic and metabolic derangements resulting in potentially life-threatening malnutrition.3 Although often seen in patients with advanced malignancies, CCS may be present in the early stages of tumor growth. Weight loss in cancer patients is of prognostic significance. For any given tumor type, survival is shorter in patients who experience pretreatment weight loss.2 Furthermore, CCS is a problematic cause of symptom distress in cancer patients.4,5 Early recognition and intervention to prevent worsening of CCS may afford the best opportunity to prevent its debilitating consequences.4

Nutrition assessment of cancer patients is accomplished by taking a nutrition history and conducting a complete physical exam guided by the subjective global assessment or a modified version.6,7 Diagnosis, stage of cancer, weight loss history, and changes in diet are especially informative in cancer patients. Serum albumin may also be helpful, as it has been shown to be of prognostic significance.8 Despite the important role of malnutrition in the pathogenesis of cancer, nutrition care is often overlooked in this patient population.8

Evidence

Pharmacologic interventions play only a limited role in overcoming the anorexia and metabolic derangements seen in CCS. Research has focused on the use of specialized nutrition support (SNS), bypassing oral intake to overcome CCS related anorexia. Numerous studies, as summarized by Boseki, have looked at the effect of SNS on nutritional parameters in cancer patients.9 Parenteral nutrition (TPN) consistently causes weight gain, increases body fat, and improves nitrogen balance. The effect of TPN on lean body mass is minimal. The effects of enteral nutrition (EN) on body composition are less consistent; EN usually causes weight gain and improves nitrogen balance. Neither EN nor TPN, when administered for 7 to 49 days, have demonstrably beneficial effects on serum proteins. Specialized nutrition support has less of an effect on nutritional indices in cancer patients than in noncancer patients.9,10 Enthusiasm for the use of SNS in cancer patients has historically been tempered by concern that provision of nutrients may stimulate tumor growth and metastasis. There are few relevant clinical studies.11–13 Absent any overt effects, it is reasonable to ignore these theoretical considerations when contemplating the use of SNS in patients.

Extensive data are available concerning the use of SNS in cancer patients and have been summarized elsewhere.14,15 Routine use of SNS in patients undergoing major cancer operations does not improve surgical outcomes when either morbidity or mortality are used as endpoints. Preoperative SNS may be beneficial in moderately or severely malnourished patients if administered for 7 to 14 days preoperatively. In this situation, the potential benefits of nutrition support must be weighed against the potential risks of the SNS itself and of delaying the operation.14,15

There is no benefit to the routine use of SNS as an adjunct to chemotherapy.16 Chemotherapy toxicity is not reduced; tumor responses and patient survival are not improved. Because of an increased risk of infection associated with the use of TPN, routine adjunctive use in patients receiving chemotherapy is actually deleterious. Specialized nutrition support is appropriate in patients receiving active anticancer treatment who are malnourished and who will be unable to absorb adequate nutrients for a prolonged period of time.

There are few clinical trials investigating the routine use of SNS as an adjunct to radiation therapy in cancer patients.17 There is no clearly defined role for routine EN, TPN, or oral supplements during head and neck, abdominal, or pelvic irradiation.

Special Considerations

Some nutrients have specific biologic effects on tumor and host. Use of specific substances for effects beyond their nutritional role may be referred to as nutritional pharmacology. Four nutrients have been the subject of recent research: glutamine; arginine; nucleic acids; and essential fatty acids.15 There are no clinical trial data to support the use of these substrates individually in cancer patients, with the possible exception of the use of glutamine in patients undergoing allogeneic bone marrow transplantation.18,19 Clinical trials have investigated nutritional pharmacologic interventions in perioperative cancer patients using a mixture of “immune enhancing” substrates in an enteral formula containing supplemental arginine, RNA, and n-3 fatty acids. Biomarkers such as immune status and nitrogen balance may be favorably affected by these specific nutrients, but the effect on clinical endpoints is inconclusive. Currently, there is no proven role for combined specific nutrient supplementation in the care of cancer patients.15

The palliative use of SNS in cancer patients is rarely appropriate, although this issue remains controversial and is emotionally charged. In carefully selected patients, however, home TPN may lengthen survival and improve quality of life.20–22 If patients are to benefit from this complex, intrusive, and expensive therapy they (1) must be physically and emotionally capable of participating in their own care; (2) should have an estimated life expectancy of greater than 40 to 60
days; (3) require strong social and financial support at home, including a dedicated in home lay care provider; and (4) fail trials of less invasive medical therapies. Those patients with a life expectancy of less than 40 days may be palliated with home intravenous fluid therapy, although this is also controversial.

1. Patients with cancer are at nutrition risk and should undergo nutrition screening to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment and development of a nutrition care plan. (B)

2. SNS should not be used routinely in patients undergoing major cancer operations. (A)

3. Preoperative SNS may be beneficial in moderately or severely malnourished patients if administered for 7 to 14 days preoperatively, but the potential benefits of nutrition support must be weighed against the potential risks of the SNS itself and of delaying the operation. (A)

4. SNS should not be used routinely as an adjunct to chemotherapy. (A)

5. SNS should not be used routinely in patients undergoing head and neck, abdominal, or pelvic irradiation. (B)

6. SNS is appropriate in patients receiving active anticancer treatment who are malnourished and who are anticipated to be unable to ingest and/or absorb adequate nutrients for a prolonged period of time. (C)

7. The palliative use of SNS in terminally ill cancer patients is rarely indicated. (B)
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CANCER: HEMATOPOETIC CELL TRANSPLANTATION

Background

Hematopoietic cell transplantation (HCT) refers to an array of therapies whose short- and long-term outcomes are affected by diagnosis, disease stage, transplant type (autologous, family related allogeneic, unrelated allogeneic), degree of donor histocompatibility, preparative regimen (myeloablative vs nonmyeloablative), stem cell source (bone marrow, peripheral blood, placental cord blood), age, prior therapy, and nutritional status. Conventional HCT applies high-dose chemotherapy with or without irradiation to eradicate tumor in patients with malignancy. In allograft recipients, the patient’s own immune system is also ablated to prevent graft rejection. Such marrow ablative regimens are among the most intensive therapies used in oncology. Lower intensity cytoreduction may also be used to establish a mixed chimera, with preservation of host T-cell–mediated immunity. Gastrointestinal tract or liver complications are almost always the dose-limiting toxicities for these therapies. The disruption of the mucosal barrier contributes to the pathogenesis of infection and fevers of unknown origin in the period of neutropenia that lasts 2 to 6 weeks. Patients experience a prolonged period of minimal oral intake, often lasting well beyond stem cell engraftment owing to the delayed effects of cytoreductive therapy on appetite, taste, salivary function, gastric emptying, and intestinal function. Autologous HCT is associated with low transplant-related mortality, but less favorable cure rates than
allogeneic HCT, which benefits from a graft-versus-tumor effect. Recipients of allografts, however, suffer high transplant-related mortality as a result of donor T-lymphocyte–mediated graft-versus-host disease (GVHD). Acute GVHD occurs in the first few months post transplant and targets the skin, liver and gastrointestinal tract. A chronic form resembling collagen-like immune disorders may develop several months to years post transplant and involve single or multiple organs (skin, liver, oral mucosa, eyes, musculoskeletal system, lung, esophagus, and vagina). Moderate to severe GVHD and the multidrug regimens used in its prevention and treatment result in profound and prolonged immunosuppression. Despite advances in management, GVHD remains a significant problem because of the expanding use of unrelated and partially histocompatible related donors. Patients frequently have elevated nutrient requirements, altered carbohydrate, lipid and protein metabolism, experience difficulty eating for a variety of reasons dependent on organ involvement, and require modified diets, oral supplements, or SNS to prevent malnutrition.4,6

Significantly higher mortality occurs in underweight patients undergoing HCT, even amongst those with only mildly deficits.2,7 Obesity also appears to have a negative influence on outcome.7–9 The role, if any, for pretransplant intervention, has not been investigated.

Evidence

Mixing types of transplant, a variety of diagnoses, and other variables known to be associated with different short- and long-term outcomes have weakened clinical trials of nutrition support in HCT. TPN may improve long-term survival in allogeneic HCT patients,10 but no randomized trials of sufficient size have been carried out in autologous HCT to establish its efficacy. A few small trials failed to demonstrate a benefit of TPN compared with no nutrition support11 or an aggressive enteral feeding program,12 but these studies were not large enough to rule out Type II errors. Another approach has been to establish the characteristics of HCT patients who require TPN. By setting standard criteria for weight loss and number of days with minimal oral intake, TPN is used with increasing frequency for patients with TBI versus chemotherapy only, allogeneic versus autologous donors, and histoincompatible versus histocompatible donors.13 Increased incidence of infections,10–12 appetite suppression and delayed refeeding posttransplant,14 inability to maintain lean body mass,4 and hepatobiliary complications are all associated with the provision of TPN in HCT.

Early peri-transplant enteral tube feeding after conventional conditioning regimens is associated with a high rate of failure based on the limited published experience.12,15 The challenges of establishing a safe enteral route after marrow ablative preparative regimens are formidable owing to bleeding, the risk of aspiration pneumonia, sinusitis, diarrhea, ileus and/or abdominal pain, delayed gastric emptying, and vomiting. Once a well-functioning white cell and platelet graft is established and oral and gastrointestinal tissues have healed, tube feeding is feasible as a transition step from TPN to oral diet or when nutrition support is indicated for late complications such as GVHD.16

Special Considerations

Two randomized, double-blind trials examined the benefits of intravenous glutamine and found mixed results in terms of clinical infection17,18; the relevance of these data with current antimicrobial regimens is unclear. The shorter length of hospital stay observed in glutamine-treated patients in both these trials is confounded by mixed patient types, failure to analyze as intent to treat, and lack of objective criteria for hospital discharge. Neither intravenous nor oral glutamine has reduced severity of oral mucositis or dependence on TPN17–21 with the exception of a subset of autologous patients in one trial.22 In this same trial glutamine appeared to worsen mucositis in recipients of allogeneic HCT.22 Studies with sufficient power to assess any effect of glutamine on relapse, survival, and incidence, and severity of GVHD have not been reported.

Practice Guidelines

Cancer: Hematopoietic Cell Transplantation

1. All patients undergoing conventional HCT with myeloablative conditioning regimens are at nutrition risk and should undergo nutrition screening to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. (B)
2. When PN is used, it should be discontinued as soon as conditioning-related toxicities have resolved after stem cell engraftment. (A)
3. When gastrointestinal function returns post engraftment, EN should be used in patients in whom oral intake is inadequate to meet nutritional requirements. (B)
4. Pharmacologic doses of glutamine should not be used in patients undergoing HCT. (A)
5. Patients should receive dietary counseling regarding high risk foods and safe food handling during the period of immunocompromise. (B)
6. SNS is appropriate for patients undergoing HCT who develop moderate to severe GVHD accompanied by poor oral intake. (C)
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AIDS wasting syndrome (AWS) is defined by the CDC as an involuntary weight loss greater than 10% of baseline body weight plus either chronic diarrhea (at least two loose stools per day for 30 days or more) or chronic weakness and documented fever (for 30 days or more, intermittent or constant) in the absence of concurrent illness or any condition other than HIV infection that could explain the findings.1

This definition is based on total weight rather than body composition and does not take into consideration the rate at which weight loss occurs. Disproportionate loss of lean body mass (LBM) has been correlated with an increased risk of adverse outcomes.2 Significant loss of LBM may occur with total body weight loss less than 10% baseline and may herald the onset of infection. Loss of LBM may occur early in the course of HIV disease.3 A sexual dimorphism in the patterns of wasting may exist with women losing more fat early on due to higher baseline fat stores, whereas LBM loss that occurs later in the course of AWS seems to be comparable in both genders.4 Men with higher fat stores seem to lose more fat and less LBM compared with other men with lower fat stores.5

The causes of AWS are multifactorial and relate to food intake, nutrient absorption in the gut, and metabolic alterations in energy expenditure.

Decreased food intake is multifactorial in etiology. Oral and esophageal abnormalities, altered smell and taste sensation, and depression all contribute to the development of food aversion and anorexia. In addition, secondary anorexia occurs due to infection and release of pro-inflammatory cytokines. Malabsorption also affects food intake. Social isolation and decline in socioeconomic status often result in reduced access to proper nutrition.

AIDS patients are susceptible to infection with a variety of small bowel pathogens resulting in enteropathy and malabsorption. Even with aggressive workup, a specific cause of diarrhea is not identified in a substantial number of patients. The pathogenesis of malabsorption is multifactorial and includes primary enterocyte injury with partial villous atrophy and crypt hyperplasia, ileal dysfunction with bile salt wasting and fat malabsorption, and oxidative enteropathy. The consequences of malabsorption include decreased appetite, and “enterogastrone” effects including dry mouth, decreased gastric acid secretion, decreased rate of gastric emptying, and slowed intestinal transit.6 Metabolic dysfunction in AWS is similar to other conditions associated with cachexia such as cancer and COPD. When increased protein turnover is present, resting energy expenditure is raised, but total energy expenditure is not. Plasma pro-inflammatory cytokines (interleukin-1, interleukin-6, tumor necrosis Factor alpha) are increased and regulatory cytokines such as interleukin-12 are decreased.7 These findings are not uniform. Evidence suggests that decreased energy intake rather than elevated energy expenditure, is the prime determinant of weight loss in AWS.8 Hypogonadism is also a contributor to loss of muscle mass. The prevalence of hypogonadism in AWS patients is high and the important anabolic effects of testosterone are uncontested.
The severity of AWS is of prognostic importance irrespective of the underlying cause of wasting and immune status. Body composition studies have shown that LBM loss, decline in quality of life and total body weight depletion occur predictably as patients near death. This pattern is similar to previous reports of starvation with or without associated infections. Nutrition assessment in AIDS is similar to other entities and should include a detailed nutrition history (including current, usual, and ideal body weights), a complete physical examination, assessment of LBM using anthropometric tools, routine laboratory markers, and (when available) either bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA) or dual energy X-ray absorptiometry (DEXA).

Evidence

It seems logical that early intervention to prevent LBM depletion and successful repletion of lost metabolically active tissue would improve outcomes and enhance quality of life in patients with AIDS. There are few supportive data.

Before the introduction of HAART, an estimated two thirds of all HIV patients satisfied CDC criteria for AWS. Although the prevalence of AWS has significantly declined, numerous reports suggest that malnutrition is still common. The use, compliance, and response to HAART is variable and the impact on body cell mass is uncertain. Although it is not clear what the numbers are 4 years into the HAART era, the impact on reduction of infections and improvement of immune function and survival is undeniable. The restoration of total body weight may, however, be mainly related to a gain in fat and some reports have suggested persistent body cell mass loss.

A randomized, controlled study has shown that nutrition counseling in combination with caloric supplements may have a beneficial effect on fat free mass and may retard protein catabolism in AIDS patients. Therapeutic interventions specifically targeting wasting include appetite stimulants (eg, dronabinol, megestrol acetate), cytokine inhibitors (eg, thalidomide, cyproheptadine, ketotifen, pentoxifylline, fish oil, N-acetylcysteine), and anabolic agents (eg, testosterone, nandrolone, oxandrolone, recombinant human growth hormone). A randomized, placebo-controlled study showed that megestrol in doses of 400 to 800 mg/d promotes appetite and weight gain, but with a predominance of fat gain. Concerning side effects include a diabetogenic effect as well as Cushingoid symptoms and potential for adrenal insufficiency if discontinued precipitously. Short-term dronabinol use in doses of 2.5 mg twice a day has not been demonstrated to increase lean body mass, and effect on total body weight is minimal. A positive effect on appetite has been observed in a placebo-controlled study, although food intake was not measured. Dronabinol was associated with significant CNS side effects.

In a randomized, placebo-controlled trial, treatment with recombinant human growth hormone (rhGH) at doses of 0.1 mg/kg subcutaneously for 12 weeks resulted in a significant and sustained increase in weight that was accompanied by an even greater increase in LBM and a decrease in fat, plus improvement in treadmill work output. Concerning issues include the development of hyperglycemia and diabetes with long-term use. Long-term rhGH therapy is considerably more expensive than other therapies.

Thalidomide, a drug known for its anti-inflammatory properties, has shown benefit in increasing weight. In one double blind placebo-controlled study using thalidomide at 100 or 200 mg orally for 8 weeks, over one-half of the weight gain was fat-free mass. Longer courses and higher doses may be limited by drug side effects. Access to thalidomide is strictly controlled to avoid potential teratogenic effects.

The value of testosterone in the treatment of AWS remains under scrutiny, with placebo-controlled studies showing sustained increases in LBM at doses of 300 mg IM every 3 weeks in hypogonadal men. Some encouraging results were found in women with AWS who had transdermal testosterone administered in a pilot study. Treatment was well tolerated.

Resistance training has been evaluated as a safe alternative to pharmacologic therapy. A short-term course of high-intensity progressive resistance training has been shown to increase lean body mass in HIV-infected patients, including a few AWS patients. Resistance training in one observational study looking at eugonadal men with AWS increased LBM without the adverse effects on metabolic variables of anabolic therapies.

The combination of pharmacological doses of nandrolone decanoate with progressive resistance training in one randomized, open-label study, yielded significant gains in total weight, lean body mass, body cell mass, muscle size, and strength when compared with anabolic therapy alone. Interestingly, the combination of testosterone and resistance training in hypogonadal men did not show any additive effects compared with each intervention alone in one randomized, placebo-controlled study.

Special Considerations

In a double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled study, the combination of three nutrients, consisting of beta-hydroxy-beta-methylbutyrate (HMB), L-glutamine (Gln) and L-arginine (Arg), was shown to slow the course of lean tissue loss in patients with AWS. The combination of L-glutamine (40 g/d) and antioxidants increased weight and body cell mass in another placebo-controlled study. In the setting of malabsorption, semi-elemental diets were shown to result in weight and LBM gain in a randomized, open-label study.

PN has been evaluated in both home and inpatient settings. Although central venous access clearly results in an increased risk for bloodstream infections, a transient impact on weight and LBM has been shown in certain studies. No clear effect on survival was demonstrated. PN is also markedly more expensive than other modes of feeding.

Few studies have looked at the outcomes of EN in AWS. Transient increases in total body weight have been demonstrated in small, randomized studies, at
the expense of a higher rate of procedure-related complications. The effect on survival remains controversial, although extensive data from other illnesses associated with wasting has shown no survival benefit in the absence of treatment of the underlying illness.

Few studies have evaluated the outcomes of surgery as a function of nutrition status in AIDS patients. Expert opinion is that HIV infection is not a significant, independent risk factor for major surgical procedures and the risk of major surgery in this population is not unlike that for other immunocompromised or malnourished patients.

An alarming observation in the HAART era has been the development of HIV-associated lipodystrophy. Reported prevalence rates vary considerably, due at least in part to the lack of a case definition, the imprecision of self-report and physician perceptions, and varying durations of follow-up. The morphologic manifestations of lipodystrophy differ by sex and race. The various body composition and metabolic complications are multifactorial in their etiologies. Initial analyses suggest there is little or no short-term increase in cardiac risk, but do not settle the question of long-term risk.

Practice Guidelines

HIV/AIDS

1. Patients with HIV are at nutrition risk and should undergo nutrition screening to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. (B)

2. Nutrition assessment of patients with HIV should include quantitative measurement of LBM using DEXA or BIA. (B)

3. Patients with AWS should receive specific AWS directed therapy, including anabolic agents and/or resistance training, testosterone in hypogonadal men, and appetite stimulants for those with decreased appetite. (A)

4. SNS has a very limited role in AWS and should be reserved for patients receiving active, disease directed treatment who are unable to meet their nutrient requirements by oral feeding (B)
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CRITICAL CARE: BURNS

Background

The stress response to burn injury is associated with a spectrum of hormonal, metabolic, immunologic, and nutrition abnormalities that are generally commensurate with the depth and size of the burn. Recovery from burns has been classified into (1) a shock or resuscitation phase, (2) the acute catabolic phase, and (3) the adaptive anabolic phase. Particularly relevant to nutrition support is the loss of lean body mass and protein degradation. Complex endocrine and cytokine alterations likely contribute to postburn hypermetabolism and hypercatabolism, although other effects play a role as well.

The destructive consequences of prolonged, untreated catabolism in the burn patient have long been documented. Clinically, patients who withstand the ravages of postburn hypermetabolism and catabolism become debilitated with weight loss and erosion of lean body mass. Children are especially vulnerable because they are still growing. A large burn can retard linear growth and decrease growth velocity for several years. Parameters such as weight, caloric balance, serum transferrin, and prealbumin are correlated with risk of infection and delayed wound healing, which are complications of malnutrition.

Evidence

SNS is a significant positive effector of outcome and should receive priority consideration postburn. An aggressive nutrition approach is required to address burn-induced hypermetabolism, enhance nitrogen retention, and maximize conditions conducive to anabolism, immunocompetence, and healing.

Assessment of nutrition status (with an emphasis on energy and protein needs) is required on admission, and ongoing reassessment should occur until the patient is no longer at risk. Nutritional requirements may be determined either by direct measurement or estimated using generally accepted tools. In either case, interpretation of nutrition parameters must include recognition of relevant limitations.

It is undisputed that energy and protein needs are postburn and that adequate, but not excessive, calories should be provided. Nevertheless, there is no consensus regarding an optimal method for defining macronutrient goals. At least 30 mathematical equations have been developed for estimating the energy needs of burn patients, incorporating various demographic data such as weight, body surface area, and body surface area burned. The validity and reliability of such formulae have been questioned by many. When feasible, indirect calorimetry is recommended to assess and reassess caloric needs. A factor of 20% to 30% above the measured energy expenditure is commonly recommended to account for increased caloric demands from physical therapy along with the stresses of wound care.

A number of clinical investigations document increased protein needs postburn. The classic study by Alexander and colleagues showed that severely burned children receiving 20% to 23% of total calories from protein (calorie to nitrogen ratio of 110:1) had better immune function, higher survival rates, fewer bacterial infections, and fewer days on systemic antibiotics compared with a control group receiving only 17% of total calories as protein (calorie to nitrogen ratio of 150:1).

Nutrition support of the burn patient is best accomplished enterally. Not uncommonly, a high-calorie, high-protein oral diet is sufficient to maintain small burns (<20% surface area) not complicated by facial injury, inhalation injury, psychological difficulties, or preburn malnutrition. Patients with larger surface area burns generally have difficulty consuming sufficient calories and protein by mouth. Consequently, EN should be initiated as soon as practical, preferably within the first 24 hours postburn. Burn patients are normally tube-fed nasogastrically or nasoenterically. Burn severity generally dictates which enteral route is indicated. Gastric ileus, which limits use of the stomach for EN, is common and often resurfaces during operative procedures, septic episodes, major dressing changes, or other complicating events. It is therefore standard procedure in many burn units to routinely use transpyloric feeding methods in an effort to negate the necessity for tube feeding interruptions.

PN is associated with complications (intestinal dysmotility, hepatic steatosis, septic morbidity, and catheter-related infection). In several prospective trials, Herndon and associates have demonstrated that PN was associated with increased mortality in severely burned patients. Hence, the use of PN is reserved for those patients where gastrointestinal support is anticipated to be impossible for a prolonged period.

Special Considerations

Pharmacologic nutritional modulation of metabolism, prostaglandins, and cytokines and the adjunctive role of anabolic agents such as hormones and growth factors represent potential modalities for further enhancing wound healing and immunocompetence postburn. Among the specific nutrients most frequently used in the pharmacologic support of burn patients are arginine, glutamine, omega-3 fatty acids, zinc, and vitamins A and C. Although the results of preliminary clinical trials involving arginine, glutamine and omega-3 fatty acids look promising, considerable controversy remains.

Even less well understood are the requirements and pharmacologic effects of specific micronutrients, although supplementation with a number of vitamins and trace elements has become standard practice.

The combination of various nutrient modulators into purported “immune enhancing” formulations has been evaluated with dubious results. Burn patients receiving the Shriners’ diet (eg, high protein, low fat and linoleic acid, and fortified with omega-3 fatty acids, arginine, cysteine, histidine, vitamins A and C, and
zinc) experienced fewer wound and general infections along with a shortened length of hospital stay. On the other hand, Saffle et al found no advantage of an immune enhancing substrate (containing omega-3 fatty acids, nucleotides, and arginine) when compared with a simple high-protein enteral formula. Additional studies are required to determine the efficacy of pharmacologic nutrient enrichment.

**Practice Guidelines Critical Care: Burns**

1. Patients with second or third degree burns are at nutrition risk and should undergo nutrition screening to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. (B)

2. Adequate calories must be provided to address the hypermetabolism associated with acute burn injury. (A)

3. When possible, the energy requirements of burn patients should be measured using indirect calorimetry. (B)

4. Severely burned patients require increased intake of protein until significant wound healing is achieved. (A)

5. There is no current role for the routine use of specific nutrients and anabolic agents (e.g., arginine, glutamine, omega-3 fatty acids, vitamins, trace minerals, antioxidants, growth hormone, oxandrolone, etc) in burn patients. (B)

6. EN should be used in preference to PN in burn patients requiring SNS. (A)

7. EN should be initiated as soon as possible in patients with moderate/severe burns. (A)

8. PN should be reserved for patients who require SNS and in whom EN is contraindicated or is unlikely to meet nutritional requirements within 4 to 5 days. (B)
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CRITICAL CARE: CRITICAL ILLNESS

Background
Critical illness refers to a wide spectrum of life-threatening medical or surgical conditions usually requiring intensive care unit (ICU) level care. Most critically ill patients exhibit at least severe single organ system dysfunction necessitating active therapeutic support. Sepsis or the systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS) is present in a substantial number of cases. Sepsis is the systemic response to infection and is thought to result from the activation of a series of endogenous mediators, including classical hormones, cytokines, coagulation factors, eicosanoids, and others. The systemic inflammatory response syndrome is clinically indistinguishable from the septic syndrome, thought to result from the same endogenous mediators, and can occur in patients with severe pancreatitis, hemorrhage, burns, ischemia, and other severe noninfectious diseases.

The most prominent metabolic alterations characterizing sepsis and SIRS include hypermetabolism, hyperglycemia with insulin resistance, accelerated lipolysis, and net protein catabolism. The combined impact of these metabolic alterations, bed rest, and lack of nutritional intake can lead to rapid and severe depletion of lean body mass. Nutrition support cannot fully prevent or reverse the metabolic alterations and disruptions in body composition associated with critical illness. Nutrition support in these patients is supportive (as opposed to therapeutic) in that it can slow the rate of net protein catabolism.

It has been proposed that atrophy of the gastrointestinal tract resulting from disuse contributes to morbidity and mortality in critically ill patients by facilitating or permitting the translocation of enteric bacteria or their metabolic products into the circulation. However, a clear path of evidence linking fasting, gut atrophy, bacterial translocation, and the development of sepsis or SIRS in humans has not been established.

A corollary of the gut atrophy-bacterial translocation hypothesis is that, by virtue of its intravenous delivery, PN leads to gut atrophy, and therefore increases the risk of bacterial translocation. Such a connection has not been confirmed to date. Moreover, several reports have documented abnormal intestinal structure and function in patients receiving EN, thus bringing into question the putative “protective” effect of enteral feedings. In addition, in some studies EN is no better than PN in preventing the development of multisystem organ failure in septic patients, nor does it prevent increases in gastrointestinal permeability (a measure frequently used as a surrogate for bacterial translocation) after upper gastrointestinal surgery.

Edema and nonspecific changes in plasma protein concentrations frequently hamper nutrition assessment during critical illness. Premorbid nutrition status, severity of disease, and clinically sound predictions of future clinical course should help identify those patients at both ends of the spectrum of nutrition risk. Multiple investigators have examined the alterations in energy expenditure associated with critical illness, most frequently in septic and posttrauma patients. These and other studies have documented substantial increases in resting energy expenditure during critical illness and the inaccuracy of predictive equations in the assessment of energy expenditure in these subjects.

Recent publications demonstrate increased non-resting energy expenditure (ie, activity) after the first week of critical illness. Total energy expenditure in septic patients was 25 ± 5 kcal/kg per day during the first week of illness and closely correlated with the measured resting energy expenditure rate. Energy expenditure increased to 47 ± 6 kcal/kg per day during the second week of illness and was markedly higher than the measured resting expenditure. It remains to be determined if feeding at rates greater than 25 to 30 kcal/kg per day is of benefit to these patients. It appears, in addition, that provision of 1 g/kg per day protein suffices to minimize loss of body protein during the initial 2 weeks of critical illness. There is little information regarding requirements for minerals, trace elements and vitamins during critical illness. Although low serum concentrations of some antioxidants have been documented,
there is no information regarding requirements, bioavailability, or efficacy of replacement in the critically ill patient.

Evidence

It is not known how long critically ill patients can survive without food. It appears obvious that denying nutrition support will, over an unknown but finite period of time aggravate pre-existing nutritional deficits or establish malnutrition as a co-morbidity in critically ill patients. If results from patients recovering from major surgery can be cautiously extrapolated to other critically ill patients, morbidity and mortality increase significantly after 2 weeks of glucose infusion (at rates of 250 to 300 g/d) when compared with nutritionally complete PN. Most importantly, initiating PN after 2 weeks of glucose infusion does not improve outcome. It appears reasonable to recommend that some form of SNS be started after 5 to 10 days of fasting in patients who are likely to remain unable to eat for an additional week or more.

A meta-analysis was conducted of studies comparing PN to “standard care” (intravenous dextrose plus oral diet when tolerated) in a heterogeneous group of well-nourished and malnourished critically ill patients. Twenty-six clinical trials met the criteria for inclusion in the meta-analysis. However, only three of these trials did not involve elective surgical patients. Of the three, one addressed patients with acute neurologic injury, one subjects with pancreatitis, and the remaining study involved major burns. The meta-analysis showed no effect of therapy on mortality and a modest decrease in complications in patients receiving PN only in studies that required that patients be malnourished at time of enrollment. There is no comparable analysis of the efficacy of EN in comparison to “standard therapy.”

EN has emerged as the preferred manner of nutrition support in patients requiring SNS. Rationales for this preference have included its lower cost and presumed increased safety over PN. Although often repeated, these perceived advantages have been challenged. Studies of patients after major trauma in which PN was compared with a variety of EN protocols using standard polymeric diets, elemental diets, or diets supplemented with a variety of specific nutrients including glutamine, branched-chain amino acids, omega-3 fatty acids, arginine, and nucleotides, generally report improvements in some measures of outcome (ie, infectious complications) in the enterally fed patients. These findings are supported by the results of a recent meta-analysis that pooled the results of 22 randomized trials of the use of immune-enhancing EN formulas (containing some combination of arginine, glutamine, nucleotides, and omega-3 fatty acids) in critically ill and perioperative patients. Immune-enhancing EN appears to effect a modest reduction in infectious complications, especially in perioperative patients, but has no apparent effect on mortality. A recent report on the use of EN in a specific group of critically ill patients (those suffering from severe head trauma) well illustrates the problems found in practice with the use of enteral feedings. In this study, only 53% of patients were able to tolerate sufficient enteral support to avoid the need for supplemental PN, caloric intake through the enteral route averaged only 77 ± 2% of prescription, most patients required more than one feeding tube insertion (mean of 2.2 ± 0.2 tubes per patient), 11% evidenced severe gastrointestinal symptoms, and 14% of the patients suffered aspiration pneumonia. This study is the only one to report on the cost of the surgical, endoscopic, or radiologic placement of postpyloric feeding tubes. In this regard, there appears to be no advantage in delivering feedings beyond the pylorus (nasoduodenal tubes, feeding jejunostomies) in reducing the risk of aspiration.

Special Considerations

The effects of supplementing enteral or parenteral diets with a variety of nutrients at pharmacologic doses has been explored in multiple trials, mostly including trauma and surgical patients. Studies have investigated the effects of supplemental branched-chain amino acids, glutamine, arginine, omega-3 fatty acids, RNA, and others. For the most part, studies have used diets supplemented with more than one of these nutrients, thus making assessment of efficacy of specific supplements impossible. A recent meta-analysis suggests these so-called immuno-enhancing formulas may reduce the incidence of infectious complications in critically ill patients but do not alter mortality. In some subgroups, mortality may actually be increased.

A recent review of the use of supplemental branched-chain amino acids in critically ill patients failed to identify specific benefit from these compounds. One study investigated the use of glutamine supplementation during PN in critically ill patients and reported improved survival at 6 months in the supplemented group. These findings were not duplicated when glutamine was supplemented enterally. A randomized trial comparing glutamine-supplemented enteral feedings to isocaloric, isonitrogenous, nonsupplemented feeds in severe trauma documented reductions in the incidence of pneumonia, bacteremia, and sepsis in patients receiving the supplemented diets. Oral supplementation with glutamine at high doses (30 g/d) had no effects on several outcome measures after bone marrow transplantation when compared with placebo.

Recent meta-analyses of trials of “immune enhancing” enteral diets containing supplemental arginine, glutamine, branched-chain amino acids, omega-3 fatty acids, RNA, and trace elements in critical illness concluded that the use of the aforementioned diets reduced the risk of infection, ventilator days, and hospital length of stay without influencing mortality. These results have not been confirmed by others. One study documented increased mortality in patients receiving “immune enhancing” diets.

A recent study provided evidence for improved outcome in acute respiratory distress syndrome patients fed low carbohydrate diets supplemented with specific fatty acids (eicosapentanoid acid and gamma-linolenic acid) which was associated with improved immune function, reduced mortality, and mortality. However, this finding was not confirmed in another study. These data suggest that the benefits of immune-enhancing EN in critically ill patients are not yet proven.

Immune-enhancing EN has been associated with reduced infectious complications, improved wound healing, and reduced mortality. However, the benefits of immune-enhancing EN in critically ill patients are not yet proven. Further studies are needed to determine the optimal dose, duration, and combination of nutrients for immune-enhancing EN in critically ill patients.
acid) and antioxidants.45 The specific role of the different supplemented nutrients was not established.

**Practice Guidelines**

**Critical Care: Critical Illness**

1. Patients with critical illnesses are at nutrition risk and should undergo nutrition screening to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. (B)
2. SNS should be initiated when it is anticipated that critically ill patients will be unable to meet their nutrient needs orally for a period of 5–10 days. (B)
3. EN is the preferred route of feeding in critically ill patients requiring SNS. (B)
4. PN should be reserved for those patients requiring SNS in whom EN is not possible. (C)
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HYPEREMESIS GRAVIDARUM

Background

Nausea and vomiting occur commonly within the first trimester of pregnancy, generally without detrimental effect on mother and fetus. Nausea and vomiting affects 50 to 90% of women in early pregnancy. Known as “morning sickness” the symptoms generally begin between the 4th and 7th week and peak by the 12th week of pregnancy. Weight loss and nutritional deficiencies are uncommon in this situation and nutritional intervention is not necessary.1 Hyperemesis gravidarum (HG) is a severe form of nausea and vomiting that occurs in up to 1% of pregnancies. It is manifested by persistent vomiting that occurs for the first time before the 20th week of gestation, weight loss greater than 5% of prepregnancy weight, fluid and electrolyte alterations, acid–base disturbances, and ketonuria.2 HG can have deleterious effects on mother and fetus. The etiology of HG remains unclear but may be associated with elevated levels of gestational hormones, gastrointestinal dysfunction, or thyroid abnormalities. When conventional management using antiemetic therapy, intravenous therapy, and oral nutrient supplementation is not necessary.1 Hyperemesis gravidarum (HG) is a severe form of nausea and vomiting affecting 50 to 90% of women in early pregnancy.

Evidence

Patients who are unable to attain appropriate weight gain despite conservative measures of diet modification, intravenous hydration, and antiemetic therapy are candidates for EN or PN. Hsu et al3 reported effective relief of intractable nausea and vomiting by provision of EN using an 8-F nasogastric tube in seven patients with HG. In a study of 30 patients, Gulley et al4 described better control of nausea and vomiting with small-bore nasogastric tube feeding than they obtained with traditional measures using intravenous hydration and antiemetic therapy. PN is indicated in cases of HG when enteral feeding cannot be tolerated. PN is safe and effective in this setting.2

Special Considerations

The initiation of SNS in patients with significant malnutrition may result in refeeding syndrome. Refeeding syndrome is a serious metabolic derangement manifested by hypophosphatemia, hypokalemia, hypomagnesemia, and edema in response to reinitiating nutrient intake in malnourished individuals.5,6 Women with HG resulting in malnutrition should be considered at risk for developing refeeding syndrome.

Decreased thiamine levels, frequently seen in patients with HG,7 increases the risk for Wernicke’s encephalopathy, a potentially fatal neurologic syndrome.8–10 Thiamine supplementation should be considered with initiation of dextrose-containing fluids in patients with HG.

Practice Guidelines

Hyperemesis Gravidarum

1. Pregnant women are at nutrition risk and should undergo nutrition screening to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. (B)
2. SNS is indicated in women with hyperemesis gravidarum who are unable to achieve appropriate weight gain despite the use of noninvasive therapies. (B)
3. When SNS is indicated, EN should be initiated as a slow, continuous, isotonic EN infusion to minimize nausea and vomiting and establish adequate calorie intake. (B)
4. PN should be used to treat hyperemesis gravidarum when EN is not tolerated. (B)
5. When SNS is started in malnourished women with hyperemesis gravidarum, thiamin supplementation and careful monitoring for signs of development of refeeding syndrome should be instituted. (B)
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**PSYCHIATRIC DISORDERS: EATING DISORDERS**

**Background**

Eating disorders involve a complex blend of physiological disruption, behavioral dysfunction, and environmental susceptibility. Of the three eating disorders listed in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual-IV (anorexia nervosa, bulimia nervosa, and binge eating disorder), the diagnostic standards for anorexia nervosa are the only ones that include measurable malnutrition (weight 85% of ideal).  

Although the incidence of malnutrition in anorexia nervosa is 100%, its presentation can vary. Some of the more common medical complications include arrhythmias, bradycardia, hypercholesterolemia, amenorrhea, muscle loss, reduced gastrointestinal motility, constipation, impaired kidney function, immune system dysfunction, hypothermia, and impaired taste.  

Malnutrition is also associated with numerous neuroendocrine aberrations. For example, compromised nutrition status has been associated with increased physical activity, alterations in appetite, and impaired memory and learning ability. Normal feeding behavior is dependent on a nervous system that can engage activities that support this goal. It is important to improve nutrition status in an expedient fashion so that neuroendocrine-based behaviors related to malnutrition do not impair the individual’s ability to respond to behavioral psychotherapy.  

In many cases, an additional psychiatric diagnosis exists in conjunction with the eating disorder (e.g., depression, anxiety disorder, obsessive-compulsive disorder), and recovery may depend on response to psychoactive medications. Evidence suggests that these drugs are not as active in malnourished patients. Nutrition support can be an important component of eating disorder treatment, as it can accelerate the individual’s response to therapeutic interventions.  

It is not uncommon for an individual to experience a hypermetabolic period when treatment is initiated. This calorie level can be 10 times what the person was eating before seeking treatment; introduced into a malnourished gastrointestinal tract, it can create severe bloating, cramping and constipation. Complicating this scenario is the malnourished patient that may interpret these changes not as short-term issues but as weight gain that needs to be acted upon. The anxiety that these early refeeding events create, compounded with an already fragile state, can create a spiral that is difficult to break. Nutrition support can reduce total caloric volume as well as total oral food volume and help to ease the discomfort of early refeeding.

**Evidence**

Because prolonged malnutrition related to eating disorders may permanently alter brain structure, early recognition and intervention are important for improving the long-term outcome of treatment. These interventions may not be easily initiated, because a person with anorexia nervosa typically presents as bright, well-versed in nutrition, and desirous of making dietary changes to enhance nutrition status. She may honestly believe that she can, and will, eat more tomorrow.

It is important to recognize that the biobehavioral disruptions that malnutrition has caused may make it impossible for the individual to carry intent through to actual behaviors. In addition, the perfectionistic tendencies typical of anorexia nervosa create a perception on the part of the patient that nutrition support is a punitive measure or an indication of treatment failure. Much energy may be devoted to bargaining, delaying the use of this treatment option, and focusing on anything but the task at hand—restoring adequate nutrition status. The proactive practitioner needs to develop the ability to recognize early in treatment when a patient is likely to be able to implement desired behavior changes and when it is appropriate to use nutrition support without a prolonged waiting period.

It is important that the interdisciplinary treatment team develop standard criteria and procedures for the use of SNS. A decision tree with strict deadlines may be helpful to keep the team focused on what is best for the patient’s recovery and to limit their susceptibility to patient bargaining and treatment delays. A unified front is important, as the dissenting practitioner who even nonverbally communicates disagreement with the team decision is likely to be targeted by the patient as the one who can change the team decision and who can dilute the effectiveness of the team as a whole.

Nutrition assessment in anorexia should include total weight, but should be complemented with other anthropometric measures that are not as sensitive to manipulation by the patient and that are reflective of long-term nutrition trends (e.g., percentage body fat, midarm muscle circumference). It is important to note that many of the standard nutrition assessment measurements used in other medical diagnoses are often normal in anorexia nervosa. Typical findings in malnourished patients with anorexia nervosa include severe weight loss (20% to 30% or more of usual body weight), constipation, cold intolerance, fatigue, yellow skin secondary to hypercarotinemia, knuckle scarring and enamel erosion secondary to self-inducement of vomiting, hirsutism, iron deficiency anemia, hypokalemia, and hyponatremia. Visceral protein measurements that have been found to be helpful include C-3 complement level, serum ferritin, serum iron, and transferrin saturation.

Although the purpose of nutrition support is to restore body mass and optimal function, the long-term goal of treatment in anorexia nervosa is to restore normal, orally based food behaviors. Unless there is a complicating medical condition that precludes oral intake, nutrition support in anorexia nervosa should always be an adjunct to, not a replacement for, oral nutrition therapy. Occasionally, a patient becomes dependent on nutrition support as it provides a means of avoiding contact with food. This behavior should be discouraged. Joining peers at mealtime and developing comfort with food by sitting at a table with friends or
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family is an important step toward recovery and should not be eliminated because nutrition support is part of the treatment plan.

Indications for SNS in patients with anorexia nervosa include severe malnutrition (greater than 30% recent weight loss or current weight loss less than 65% of ideal body weight) in patients who are unable or unwilling to ingest adequate nutrition. EN is generally sufficient, with only rare patients requiring PN. These patients are at high risk for developing refeeding syndrome. SNS should be initiated at no more than 70% of predicted resting energy expenditure. Monitoring for possibly fatal manifestations of refeeding syndrome should include initial frequent monitoring of serum electrolytes, calcium, magnesium, phosphate, and acid-base status. The short-term goal of SNS should be to safely restore the patient’s nutrition status to a level compatible with stable health (greater than 80% of ideal body weight).8

Special Considerations

In anorexia nervosa, nutrition support is as much a psychological treatment as it is a medical one. If the patient’s unique perception and response style is not taken into account in the nutrition support treatment plan, the feeding is likely to be sabotaged. An individual whose intentional behaviors have brought her weight to a level where nutrition support is necessary has been engaged in her eating disorder for a significant period of time. During that time, she has experienced the frustration of family members, friends, and caregivers who were unable to help her regain her health. It is not uncommon for loved ones, in a moment of frustration, to threaten a tube feeding as punishment for not complying with the recommended course of treatment. When nutrition support actually becomes a necessity, it can be perceived by the individual as a personal failure. It is important that when such an intervention is decided upon, that time is provided in therapy to process those feelings and to facilitate a perspective of nutrition support as a positive, nurturing decision.

Sexual abuse is common in eating disorders.10 For the individual who has been a victim of abuse, especially oral sexual abuse, the sensations experienced during placement of the tube feeding may provoke memories that are frightening and retraumatizing. It is important to prepare the individual for the procedure by discussing what to expect. Personnel performing tube placement also need to be aware of the patient’s psychological presentation. Verbal and physical language should be gentle.

**Practice Guidelines**

**Psychiatric Disorders: Eating Disorders**

1. All patients with anorexia nervosa are malnourished and should undergo formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. (B)  
2. SNS should be initiated in patients with anorexia nervosa with severe malnutrition (greater than 30% recent weight loss or current weight less than 65% of ideal body weight) who are unable or unwilling to ingest adequate nutrition. (B)  
3. Upon initiation of SNS in patients with anorexia nervosa, frequent fluid, electrolyte, and acid–base monitoring must be undertaken to avoid sequelae of the refeeding syndrome. (A)
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**PERIOPERATIVE NUTRITION SUPPORT**

**Background**

Malnourished patients undergoing surgical procedures are at increased risk for postoperative morbidity and mortality when compared with well-nourished patients.1 However, it is difficult to definitively demonstrate a causal relationship between malnutrition and surgical outcome. Malnutrition may, in many cases, serve as a surrogate marker of severity of disease.

**Evidence**

Multiple prospective trials have looked at the efficacy of SNS given in the preoperative and postoperative periods to prevent complications and effect outcome.2,3 The trials that have been done however, are difficult to compare due in part to variability in (1) the definitions of and incidence of malnutrition and other comorbidities; (2) the route of admission and duration of nutrition support; (3) the amount and composition of the nutrition support; and (4) the incidence of nutrition support–related complications.

In most of the prospective, randomized, controlled trials (PRCT) performed, preoperative PN has been shown to decrease the incidence of postoperative complications by an absolute rate of approximately 10%.2,3 Most patients in these studies had gastrointestinal cancer and were categorized as moderately malnourished. The benefits were seen mostly in patients who were severely malnourished.4 Improvements in patient selection and avoidance of overfeeding and hyperglyce-
Malia may allow these moderate benefits to be achieved in other patient populations. The use of preoperative EN has been compared with an ad libitum oral diet, mostly in patients who had cancer.6 The overall incidence of postoperative complications was lower in the EN fed patients.

The routine use of early postoperative PN has been studied in multiple PRCTs. Many of the patients in these studies were moderately malnourished. The absolute rate of complications in these studies was approximately 10% higher in the PN-fed groups.2 Four PRCTs have compared the use of early postoperative EN with routine postoperative diet advancement. Most of these patients had gastrointestinal tract cancers. There were no obvious differences between the groups in operative morbidity or mortality.2 Postoperative EN has been compared with PN as well. Generally, the incidence of complications was higher in the PN groups.7–9

The use of “immune-enhancing” EN, specifically, enteral diets supplemented with L-arginine, ω-3 fatty acids, and ribonucleic acids has been studied in postoperative gastrointestinal cancer patients and in critical illness. Biomarkers such as immune status and nitrogen balance may be favorably affected by these specific nutrients. A recent meta-analysis that included nine randomized trials that studied the use of perioperative immune-enhancing EN in elective surgical patients suggested a favorable impact on the rate of post-operative infectious complications and on length of hospital stay.10 Oral supplements have been used in the postoperative period, and one PRCT showed a significant decrease in complications in the supplemented group.11

### Practice Guidelines

**Perioperative Nutrition Support**

1. Preoperative SNS should be administered to moderately or severely malnourished patients undergoing major gastrointestinal surgery for 7 to 14 days if the operation can be safely postponed. (A)
2. PN should not routinely be given in the immediate postoperative period to patients undergoing major gastrointestinal procedures. (A)
3. Postoperative SNS should be administered to patients whom it is anticipated will be unable to meet their nutrient needs orally for a period of 7 to 10 days. (B)

### REFERENCES

INDICATIONS, TYPES, AND ROUTES OF ADMINISTRATION: ENTERAL NUTRITION

Indications

Background. The most common indication for EN in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU) is immaturity. The ability to suck, swallow, and breathe in a well-coordinated fashion occurs at approximately 32 to 34 weeks gestational age. Infants less mature than this are tube-fed. Preterm or term infants who are too sick to nipple-feed or who are mechanically ventilated are tube-fed. Infants whose nutrient and/or calorie needs cannot be met by oral feeding may benefit from EN.

Conditions under which enteral feeding may be considered include chronic lung disease, cystic fibrosis, congenital heart disease, alimentary tract disease or dysfunction, renal disease, hypermetabolic states, severe trauma, and neurologic disease, among others. Human milk is considered the ideal food for healthy and most sick infants. If the infant is too sick, immature, or weak to directly breastfeed, milk can be pumped and fed to the baby by tube. Protocols exist for collecting, storing, and feeding pumped human milk. Generally, donor milk (from a mother other than the infant’s own) is not used because human milk may be a vehicle for transmission of infectious diseases including HIV-1.

If human milk is not available or indicated, iron-fortified infant formula is recommended for the first year of life. Standards for nutrient content of infant formulas have been established by the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) and the Infant Formula Act. Clinical trials demonstrating weight gain, normal serum chemical indices, and normal nutrient balance in healthy infants must precede the marketing of new infant formulas in the United States. Although most infants can be successfully fed with human milk or standard cow milk–based formula, a variety of formulas for different indications is available (see Table I).

The AAP recommends that all formulas fed to infants be fortified with iron at 10 to 12 mg/L (greater than 6.7 mg/100 kcal). Iron is important for normal mental and motor development. Low-iron formulas remain on the US market, partly because iron is perceived to cause gastrointestinal and behavioral problems. Preventing iron-deficiency is paramount because children who were treated for iron deficiency in infancy continue to have developmental and learning problems at age 10.

Soy formulas are both milk-free and lactose-free. Soy protein, glucose polymers (and sometimes sucrose), and vegetable oils are the energy-providing nutrients in soy formulas. Indications and contraindications for use of soy formulas have recently been reviewed by the AAP1 and are shown in Table I.

Casein hydrolysate formulas contain extensively hydrolyzed protein. They generally do not elicit an immunologic response in infants with allergies to intact cow milk or soy protein. Casein hydrolysates are also recommended for infants with significant malabsorption secondary to gastrointestinal or hepatobiliary disease. These formulas are lactose-free and may contain medium-chain triglycerides to facilitate fat absorption.

Special considerations are required to meet the nutritional needs of preterm infants. Milk of mothers who deliver preterm is higher in protein and electrolytes and more suited to the preterm infant’s needs than is the milk of mothers who deliver at term. Even preterm human milk, however, is suboptimal in nutrient content to meet the needs of small preterm infants. Commercial human milk fortifiers have been developed to supplement nutrient intake. Special formulas are available for preterm infants not receiving human milk. In-hospital preterm formula differs qualitatively (in blends of carbohydrates and fats) and quantitatively (in higher amounts of many nutrients) from term formula. Preterm discharge formulas have a nutrient content intermediate to that of an in-hospital preterm formula and a standard term formula.

Evidence. Although breastfeeding is recommended in...
most situations, a large prospective, randomized controlled trial (PRCT) concluded that the use of infant formula for infants whose mothers are HIV-1 positive helps prevent infant infections and is associated with improved HIV-1-free survival.9

Commercial cow milk–based infant formulas have been tested extensively in controlled and field conditions; they meet the nutrient needs of infants when used as the sole source of nutrition for the first 6 months of life and as the primary source of nutrition for the second 6 months.4

In three PRCTs, no difference in gastrointestinal intolerance or behavioral abnormalities was seen in infants on iron-fortified formulas compared with those on low-iron formulas.9

Soy formulas have been shown to promote growth and bone mineralization in healthy, term infants similar to that seen in breast-fed and cow milk–based formula-fed infants.1,10

Infants who are allergic to intact proteins do not react on double-blind, placebo-controlled challenge to casein hydrolysate formulas.11 Infants who are exquisitely allergic to intact or even hydrolyzed proteins show symptom resolution and normal growth on amino acid–based formulas.12

PRCTs have shown that multinutrient fortification of human milk improves growth in preterm infants.13,14 Preterm formulas promote growth and bone mineralization at an intrauterine rate.1 In controlled trials, preterm infants had improved development outcomes when fed fortified human milk or preterm formula as opposed to term formula during the neonatal period.15,16 When controlled for other variables, these effects of early nutrition persist up to age 8 years.17 Thus, choice of early nourishment for preterms is of long-term importance.

After hospital discharge, use of preterm discharge formulas (as opposed to term formulas) results in improved growth and bone mineralization in former preterm infants.18,19 The AAP recommends use of preterm discharge formulas for former preterm infants to the age of 9 months.1

 Routes of Enteral Nutrition

 Background. Infants who are greater than 32 to 34 weeks gestational age and free from respiratory disease are generally nipple fed. Enteral feeding (by nasogastic or orogastric tube) is most commonly used in the NICU for infants who are preterm (less than 32 to 34 weeks gestational age), weak, or critically ill.

Transpyloric feedings may be used for infants who have delayed gastric emptying.20 Continuous feedings are used when the gastric reservoir function and the regulatory function of the pylorus are bypassed with transpyloric tube placement.

A gastrostomy tube should be considered for infants who will be unable to orally feed for 2 to 3 months.1,20 Infants with either neurological problems precluding nipple feedings or anatomical alimentary tract malfor-
mitations above the level of the stomach are good candidates for gastrostomy feedings.

Evidence. Tubes may either be left indwelling for up to 3 days or removed and replaced for each feeding without affecting the infant’s weight gain or cardiopulmonary status."21

In PRCTs, gastrointestinal (GI) priming (eg, tube feeding 20 mL/kg per day for 10 days) is associated with enhanced gut motility,22,23 and better mineral retention in comparison with enteral starvation after preterm birth. Necrotizing enterocolitis (NEC) rates are not increased with GI priming, even when an umbilical arterial catheter is in place.24 Several retrospective studies have shown that NEC rates are higher in at-risk infants whose feedings are advanced at a rate greater than 20 mL/kg per day.1 Increasing at a rate of 20 mL/kg per day allows the infant to reach approximately 150 mL/kg per day (and approximately 100 Cal/kg per day at 20 Cal/fl oz) in 1 week of progressive feeding advancement. Feedings can then be adjusted as fluid, calorie, and nutrient needs dictate.

Two PRCTs in preterm infants have shown that both continuous and bolus feeding methods result in similar outcomes of growth, macronutrient retention, length of hospitalization, and days to reach full feedings.25–27 A third, large PRCT showed improved feeding tolerance (less gastric residual volume) with bolus feedings.23 In practice, continuous feedings may be better tolerated than bolus feedings by infants with malabsorption problems. However, the continuous feeding method is associated with reduced nutrient delivery when compared with the bolus feeding method.1

Practice Guidelines
**Indications, Types, and Routes of Administration: Enteral Nutrition**

1. Preterm and ill newborns are at nutrition risk and should undergo nutrition screening to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. (B)
2. Infants who are greater than 32 to 34 weeks gestational age and free from respiratory disease should be nipple-fed. (B)
3. EN should be administered to infants through a nasogastric or orogastric tube that can either be left in for up to 3 days or placed before and removed after each feeding. (A)
4. Human milk or iron-fortified, cow milk–based infant formula should be used for most term infants. (B)
5. Fortified human milk or preterm formula should be used for preterm infants. (B)
6. Feedings for sick or preterm infants should be started within the first few days of life at 20 Cal/fl oz and at 20 mL/kg per day and advanced at 20 mL/kg per day according to the infant’s clinical condition. (B)
7. A gastrosotmy should be considered for infants who will require tube feeding for longer than 2 to 3 months. (C)
8. Infants with nasogastric, orogastric, or gastrostomy tubes may be fed by either bolus or continuous method. (A)
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INDICATIONS, TYPES, AND ROUTES OF ADMINISTRATION: PARENTERAL NUTRITION

Background

PN is indicated in infants and children who are unable to tolerate adequate enteral feedings to sustain their nutritional requirements. This may occur in children who suffer from chronic malnutrition (failure to thrive) or who are at high risk for developing malnutrition as a result of acute medical illness or prolonged post-operative recovery. This commonly includes (1) premature infants, due to immaturity of their gastrointestinal tracts, (2) infants/children in whom prolonged starvation is anticipated, ie, necrotizing enterocolitis, pancreatitis, graft-versus-host disease or postoperatively, and (3) pediatric patients with inadequate intestinal nutrient absorption (short-bowel syndrome, intestinal pseudoobstruction, postchemotherapy, etc). The maximum period of tolerable undernutrition depends on the patient’s age, baseline nutrition status, and underlying medical conditions.

The therapeutic goal of PN in children is both to maintain nutrition status and to achieve balanced somatic growth. Various components in PN may induce major metabolic disturbances, end organ dysfunction, and drug interactions that mandate periodic monitoring, and meticulous surveillance.\(^1\)

The administration of PN requires the placement of an appropriate venous access device to safely deliver the hyperosmotic fluid. Peripheral infusion of parenteral formulations is limited to dextrose concentrations of less than 12.5%.\(^1\) Because supraphysiologic fluid volumes would be necessary to meet the high caloric demand of infants and children using these concentrations, peripheral parenteral nutrition (PPN) is rarely indicated. PPN is useful only for partial nutrition supplementation or as bridge therapy for patients awaiting central access. Consequently, full PN support in children typically requires central venous access. This may pose significant technical challenges and complications in the pediatric population. Moreover, the care and maintenance of these indwelling venous catheters is associated with infectious and mechanical complications that may create significant morbidities and, rarely, mortality.\(^2,3\)

In preparing and planning for a patient to receive PN, the goals should be clearly stated by determining the patient’s (1) nutritional requirements, (2) baseline metabolic parameters, (3) anticipated PN duration, (4) accessibility of central veins, (5) the most appropriate device for placement, and (6) the complications of therapy. Despite the obvious benefits of PN, numerous complications (metabolic, infectious, and mechanical) may arise as a result of PN use. Consequently, the multiple risks of PN should be weighed against the benefits of nutrition support prior to the initiation of therapy in each individual patient. Moreover, a systematic schedule of metabolic monitoring is mandated.\(^4\)

Evidence

The optimal time for initiating PN is dependent on the child’s baseline nutrition status, disease acuity, and age.\(^1,3\) Strong evidence exists that many hospitalized pediatric patients are undernourished. Seminal work by Koop reported that 18% to 40% of hospitalized pediatric surgical patients suffer acute protein calorie malnutrition.\(^5\) Periera et al\(^6\) demonstrated that premature infants have energy stores that last 4 to 12 days. They reported that depletion of nutritional stores may occur as early as 4 days in high-risk infants. Therefore, PN may be indicated within 48 hours of surgery in premature infants or children with significant premorbid nutrition risk factors.\(^6\) Because of their more replete energy reserves, older children usually do not require PN unless undernutrition is anticipated to extend beyond 7 days.\(^1\) Several studies reviewed by Levy et al cite improved outcomes in patients whose SNS was started early in the setting of acute illness.\(^7\) Numerous studies reviewed by Leonberg et al confirm the ability of long-term PN with regard to maintaining growth and weight gain.\(^8\)

Catheter selection is based on patient factors and the anticipated duration of PN therapy. Two principle categories of devices are available for achieving venous access: temporary (percutaneous) or permanent (tunneled or implantable). Temporary percutaneous catheters may be used when PN duration will be less than 3 weeks, whereas tunneled devices should be used for longer periods of therapy.\(^5\) Placement of an implantable subcutaneous titanium or plastic port is also an option. Several prospective, nonrandomized studies have demonstrated a lower rate of catheter sepsis when subcutaneous ports are used.\(^9,10\) However, these devices have not been used widely in young children requiring chronic PN because they require a needle stick for each port access.\(^2\) Several studies are ongoing to delineate the incidence of complications according to the type of venous access device used.\(^11\)

The principal factor influencing the selection of the route of venous access is the caloric requirement. The poor tolerance of peripheral veins of hyperosmotic solutions limits their utility to supply adequate calories. Gazitua et al demonstrated a 100% incidence of peripheral phlebitis with infusion of PN solutions of >600 mOsm (a typical infusion of 10% dextrose with electrolytes is almost 1000 mOsm).\(^12,13\) Either percutaneous venipuncture or a venous cutdown approach must be used to obtain central access. The route of access is dependent on the patient’s size, medical status, available venous access sites, and indicated catheter type. Venous cutdown procedures are favored in small patients (premature infants) and patients with coagulopathies. This approach essentially eliminates the insertion risks of pneumothorax and hemothorax.\(^14\) The distal end of the vessel is usually ligated using the cutdown approach, preventing its use for future access.


Evidence

The optimal time for initiating PN is dependent on the child’s baseline nutrition status, disease acuity, and age.\(^1,3\) Strong evidence exists that many hospitalized pediatric patients are undernourished. Seminal work by Koop reported that 18% to 40% of hospitalized pediatric surgical patients suffer acute protein calorie malnutrition.\(^5\) Periera et al\(^6\) demonstrated that premature infants have energy stores that last 4 to 12 days. They reported that depletion of nutritional stores may occur as early as 4 days in high-risk infants. Therefore, PN may be indicated within 48 hours of surgery in premature infants or children with significant premorbid nutrition risk factors.\(^6\) Because of their more replete energy reserves, older children usually do not require PN unless undernutrition is anticipated to extend beyond 7 days.\(^1\) Several studies reviewed by Levy et al cite improved outcomes in patients whose SNS was started early in the setting of acute illness.\(^7\) Numerous studies reviewed by Leonberg et al confirm the ability of long-term PN with regard to maintaining growth and weight gain.\(^8\)

Catheter selection is based on patient factors and the anticipated duration of PN therapy. Two principle categories of devices are available for achieving venous access: temporary (percutaneous) or permanent (tunneled or implantable). Temporary percutaneous catheters may be used when PN duration will be less than 3 weeks, whereas tunneled devices should be used for longer periods of therapy.\(^5\) Placement of an implantable subcutaneous titanium or plastic port is also an option. Several prospective, nonrandomized studies have demonstrated a lower rate of catheter sepsis when subcutaneous ports are used.\(^9,10\) However, these devices have not been used widely in young children requiring chronic PN because they require a needle stick for each port access.\(^2\) Several studies are ongoing to delineate the incidence of complications according to the type of venous access device used.\(^11\)

The principal factor influencing the selection of the route of venous access is the caloric requirement. The poor tolerance of peripheral veins of hyperosmotic solutions limits their utility to supply adequate calories. Gazitua et al demonstrated a 100% incidence of peripheral phlebitis with infusion of PN solutions of >600 mOsm (a typical infusion of 10% dextrose with electrolytes is almost 1000 mOsm).\(^12,13\) Either percutaneous venipuncture or a venous cutdown approach must be used to obtain central access. The route of access is dependent on the patient’s size, medical status, available venous access sites, and indicated catheter type. Venous cutdown procedures are favored in small patients (premature infants) and patients with coagulopathies. This approach essentially eliminates the insertion risks of pneumothorax and hemothorax.\(^14\) The distal end of the vessel is usually ligated using the cutdown approach, preventing its use for future access.
Percutaneous venipuncture is often the easiest means of achieving central venous access. Excellent technical reviews are available on the subject. Alternative sites are necessary for those patients who present with multiple sites of central venous thrombosis. Liberal use of duplex ultrasonography or magnetic resonance imaging to assess venous patency should be used in these patients. Alternative access sites include the azygous, inferior epigastric, and intercostals veins. As a final resort, a translumbar catheterization of the inferior vena cava may achieve reliable access for PN. Improvements in design over the last two decades have led to the development of small caliber catheters ranging in size from 2F to 4F. PICC lines (peripherally inserted central venous catheter) are becoming a common route of PN administration. They have recently gained popularity because of their ease of bedside insertion and good patient tolerance. Numerous prospective, nonrandomized studies have reported a decreased incidence of major morbidity relative to surgically placed central venous catheters. Long-term morbidities such as risk of catheter-related sepsis and thrombosis are similar to surgically placed lines. The compelling data from these studies and clinical experiences have made PICC lines the catheter of choice for many hospitalized children requiring extended venous access. There are no studies in the current literature on the risks or benefits of these catheters for long-term outpatient PN therapy.

Special Considerations

Four major categories of complications exist: (1) mechanical or technical; (2) infectious; (3) metabolic; and (4) nutritional. Mechanical or technical complications are those problems related to catheter placement, ie, pneumothorax, hemothorax, cardiac tamponade, or equipment malfunction. Catheter thrombosis is a significant problem with a rate ranging from 0% to 50% of all central lines. This may lead to partial catheter malfunction, infection, or loss. Several reviews report an association between catheter thrombosis and infection. A potential early sign of catheter thrombosis is progressively sluggish or absent blood return on catheter aspiration. Thrombolytic agents are effective dissolving catheter thrombi. There are no standardized protocols for catheter thrombolyis, based on a multicenter prospective randomized control studies.

Catheter-related infections are the most common complications associated with central venous access for PN. The incidence may approach 60% in long-term devices. The diagnosis of catheter infection and sepsis requires a high index of suspicion (ie, fever, erythema at catheter site, vague constitutional symptoms). Critical evidence-based assessments of therapies and clinical outcomes have been plagued by the lack of consistently accepted diagnostic criteria and classifications. Recently published guidelines by the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) for prevention of catheter-related infections have standardized the nomenclature. Localized infections are defined as erythema, tenderness, induration, or purulence that occurs at the exit-site or along the tunnel. Pocket infections occur only with implantable ports. Systemic infections, formerly called catheter sepsis or bacteremia, are defined as a positive culture of the catheter tip or a positive pathogen isolated from both blood drawn through the catheter and peripherally.

*Staphylococcus epidermidis, Staphylococcus aureus,* and other skin flora are the most common pathogens isolated in patients with systemic infections. Enterococcus and enteric flora are the next most frequently isolated organisms. Although less common, Candida is an important pathogen because of its virulence and resistance to treatment.

Therapy for catheter infections is dependent on the type of infection and pathogen. Exit site infections are often cleared with topical measures and systemic antibiotics, whereas tunnel and pocket infections usually require catheter removal. Although the “gold standard” therapy for systemic catheter-related infections is line removal, many lines may be effectively treated without catheter removal. Widmer reported that patient factors such as immunocompetence and the virulence of the pathogen determine the efficacy of antibiotic therapy. When signs of systemic infection are present, early initiation of empiric intravenous antibiotic therapy is crucial to ensure catheter salvage. Blood cultures should be obtained both centrally and peripherally prior to the initiation of intravenous antibiotics.

Treatment protocols vary widely, and there are no randomized, prospective studies stratifying pediatric patients by important risk factors like age, disease, acuity, or pathogen to support the appropriate antibiotic selection or length of therapy. Existing studies support the institution of anti-staphylococcal therapy given through the catheter for community-acquired infections. Antibiotic treatment is governed by the sensitivities of the blood cultures. Therapy is then continued for at least a 10-day period. The recent increased incidence of methicillin-resistant coagulase-negative staphylococcal infections in hospitalized or chronically ill patients warrants the institution of empiric vancomycin therapy as the initial coverage in these compromised patients. Neonates, short-bowel patients, and hospitalized children should receive additional coverage for Gram-negative organisms. Repeat blood cultures at the end of treatment are indicated to confirm microbial clearance. Deterioration of clinical status during antibiotic therapy or failed catheter sterilization by treatment are indications for catheter removal. Infections with *S. aureus,* Gram-negative bacteria, and Candida may be especially virulent and lethal. Candida, though uncommon, should be considered with low-grade infections and when the child has received multiple antibiotics.

The treatment for Candida line sepsis is removal, along with a complete course of antifungal therapy.

Various materials, caps, valves and coatings have been proposed to decrease rates of catheter infection. Silver-chelated cuffs and antibiotic/antiseptic-impregnated catheters are two recent technological developments that show great promise. These catheters decrease infection rates in randomized, controlled
studies, but the effect is short-lived.2 Despite numerous studies on silver chelated cuffed catheters, the literature supporting their use is limited.31,32

Use of a valve-tipped catheter has been advocated to reduce thrombotic complications, however, in a prospective trial in pediatric oncology patients, no benefit was shown to support the use of these catheters.33

### Practice Guidelines

**Indications, Types, and Routes of Administration: Parenteral Nutrition**

1. Pediatric patients unable to meet their nutrient requirements orally or with EN should receive PN. (B)
2. PN should be initiated within 1 day of birth in neonates and within 5 to 7 days in pediatric patients unable to meet their nutrient requirements orally or with EN. (C)
3. Catheter exit site infections should be treated topically and with systemic antibiotics. (B)
4. Tunnel infections should be treated with catheter removal. (B)
5. Systemic catheter-related infections should be initially treated with at least a 10-day course of intravenous antibiotics given through the catheter, adjusting the antibiotics according to the sensitivities of the blood cultures. (B)
6. Clinical deterioration, persistent infection or Candida sepsis should be treated with prompt catheter removal. (B)
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### COMPLICATIONS UNIQUE TO NEONATES: ENTERAL NUTRITION

**Background**

EN in the neonate can be associated with a variety of technical, gastrointestinal, developmental, and metabolic complications.

Sick neonates (who cannot nipple-feed) are generally fed using nasogastric or orogastric tubes. Tubes are usually inserted by nurses who check tube placement by auscultation and by pH of the fluid aspirated from the tube. Tube malposition can result in delivery of
nutrients either upstream or downstream from the intended site of infusion (leading to aspiration or dumping). Nasogastric tubes may cause nasal congestion or erosion.

Gastrostomy tubes may be used for long-term tube feeding in neonates. A common complication with gastrostomy tubes is migration of the tube. Feeding tubes may also be occluded by crushed medications. Feeding pump malfunction can be associated with over- or under-delivery of feeding substrate.

A serious complication of enteral feedings in neonates (particularly preterms) is neonatal necrotizing enterocolitis (NEC). Gastrointestinal complications of EN in the neonate include emesis, abdominal distension, and diarrhea. Although occurrence of these symptoms may be a harbinger for NEC, they are frequently signs of less severe feeding intolerance. Emesis and/or abdominal distension may be an indication of obstruction, intolerance of the rate of feeding or impaired gastric emptying.

Diarrhea can be related to hyperosmolality of the feeding, rate of delivery of the feeding, malabsorption, contaminated feedings, and/or gastrointestinal tract infections.

Long-term tube feeding without nipple feeding can result in oral aversion. Early and frequent oral stimulation is necessary to avoid this complication.

Although less frequent with EN than with PN, metabolic complications may occur. Fluid and/or electrolyte abnormalities, glucose abnormalities, nutrient deficiencies, and/or metabolic bone disease (in preterms) are occasionally seen. In severely malnourished infants, overzealous nutritional rehabilitation may be hazardous. Refeeding may result in hyperglycemia, hypokalemia, hypophosphatemia, and hypomagnesemia.

Evidence

Use of a small, properly anchored soft tube reduces the risks of nasal congestion or erosion. The risk of gastric or intestinal perforation (by stiff, nonpliable tubes) is reduced by use of tubes made of polyurethane or silicone rubber, rather than polyvinyl chloride.

Gastrostomy tube migration can be minimized by firmly attaching the tube and placing a mark on the tube to facilitate detection of migration. Tube occlusion by medications is avoided in neonates by use of liquid medications. Tube flushing also reduces the risk of occlusion. In neonates, tubes should be flushed with 1 mL of air instead of water to avoid fluid overload.

Smaller volume, continuous feedings in neonates are generally infused by intravenous pumps, which are more accurate than enteral pumps.

If gastrointestinal obstruction is ruled out, prokinetic drugs may be helpful in treating abdominal distension and/or emesis. Diarrhea can be minimized with correct formula selection, concentration, and preparation, and with review of medications. Diarrhea may be managed by decreasing the feeding rate. Fiber has not been shown to be efficacious in the treatment of diarrhea in infants less than 6 months of age. However, soy formula with fiber has been shown to reduce the duration of loose stools in older infants with moderate-to-severe diarrhea and with antibiotic-induced diarrhea.

Careful handling of commercially sterile, ready-to-feed bottled formulas using aseptic technique reduces the risk of formula contamination. Non-ready-to-feed enteral formulas for infants should be prepared using aseptic technique in a designated hospital formula room (or separate formula preparation area). Individual formula portions that are removed from floor stock (or refrigeration) and opened should be used within 4 hours or discarded, although commercially sterile products may be hung in a closed delivery system for 8 to 12 hours. Hospital-prepared tube feedings or human milk should not be hung for more than 4 hours. Disposable enteral delivery equipment (tubing, fasteners, etc) should be changed every 24 hours and should not be reused.

Non-nutritive sucking (sucking on a pacifier while being tube-fed) facilitates transition from tube to bottle feeding in preterm infants and is associated with a decrease in length of hospital stay. Preterm infants are more likely to breastfeed if they receive supplemental feedings by nasogastric tube rather than by bottle.

Practice Guidelines

Complications Unique to Neonates: Enteral Nutrition

1. Feeding tube position should be verified before feeding is initiated. (C)
2. When administered by feeding tube, medications should be given in liquid form. (C)
3. Enteral feedings (including human milk) should be handled and stored using aseptic technique. (B)
4. Nonnutritive sucking during tube feeding should be encouraged. (A)
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COMPLICATIONS UNIQUE TO NEONATES: PARENTERAL—FLUID AND ELECTROLYTES

Background

PN significantly contributes to the patients’ daily fluid intake. Electrolyte imbalances in patients receiving PN are generally related to the PN, underlying clinical conditions, and drug therapy. Changes in intake, losses, redistribution, and physiologic and pathophysiologic regulatory mechanisms affect electrolyte homeostasis. The treatment of electrolyte disorders relies on the identification of the etiology and is guided by the acuity and the presence or absence of symptoms. PN solutions should not be used primarily to manage fluid and electrolyte abnormalities, but adjustments in PN solutions can avoid and/or ameliorate potential complications.

Evidence

Premature infants lose sodium in the urine because of the immaturity of the sodium reabsorptive capacity of the kidneys and with diuretic therapy. Hyponatremia, due to water retention, is managed by free water restriction and gentle diuresis. Hyponatremia in infants may lead to poor tissue growth and adverse developmental outcomes. Normalizing sodium intake promotes cell growth and weight gain. A general goal should be a urine sodium concentration greater than 10 mEq/L. Hyponatremia denotes free water deficit and is corrected with free water and sodium restriction. Sodium concentrations in PN can be adjusted to a maximum of 154 mEq/L or the equivalent of normal saline.

Hypokalemia is more common than hyperkalemia in hospitalized patients. Hyperkalemia is frequent in very low birth weight infants and is usually the result of reduced renal clearance (renal failure, potassium-sparring diuretics), impaired renal drug excretion (trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole), excessive potassium load (hemolysis, blood transfusions), redistribution (metabolic acidosis), or protein catabolism. To avoid toxicity, potassium concentrations in PN solutions as well as in other intravenous admixtures should be carefully watched. Although rare patients may require more potassium, potassium concentration in PN solutions is usually limited to 80 mEq/L.

Hypomagnesemia is usually associated with severe diarrhea, medications (diuretics, aminoglycosides, Amphotericin B) or maternal diabetes. Hypermagnesemia may be seen in infants born to pre-eclamptic mothers treated with magnesium sulfate and usually resolves within 48 to 72 hours. Hypermagnesemia also occurs in the setting of impaired renal function. Serum calcium concentrations are higher, and serum parathyroid hormone concentrations lower in hypermagnesemic neonates, perhaps because of suppression of neonatal parathyroid function.

Hypocalcemia may be due to hypoalbuminemia, hypoparathyroidism, vitamin D deficiency, hyperphosphatemia, or medication-induced urinary calcium excretion (diuretics, corticosteroids). Two studies, including a randomized controlled trial, show that hypocalcemia may result from hypercalciumia secondary to amino acid intake from PN. In this situation, serum phosphosphate concentrations rise significantly. Pelegano et al studied the effect of PN calcium-to-phosphate ratio (in mg) in very low birth weight infants. Calcium retention was higher with a 2:1 ratio, whereas phosphate retention was higher with a 1.7:1 or 1.3:1 ratio. In two studies, supplementation of phosphate in neonates with hypophosphatemia resulted in decreased calcium and increased calcium retention. Viliis et al showed that a phosphate dose of 1.34 mM/kg per day (40 mg/kg per day) is necessary to normalize serum phosphate concentrations in critically ill neonates without inducing phosphaturia. Metastatic calcification may occur when the serum Ca/P product exceeds 60 to 70 mg2/dL. Based on these studies, it appears that a 1.7:1 calcium-to-phosphate ratio in PN allows for the highest absolute retention of both minerals and simulates the in utero accretion of calcium and phosphate.

Practice Guidelines

Complications Unique to Neonates: Parenteral—Fluid and Electrolytes

1. Hyponatremia in premature infants should be corrected by increasing sodium intake in order to promote tissue growth and weight gain. (A)

2. Calcium and phosphate concentrations should be optimized in PN solutions to promote maximum bone mineral retention. (A)
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COMPLICATIONS UNIQUE TO NEONATES:
HYPERGLYCEMIA AND HYPOGLYCEMIA

Background

Premature infants are at increased risk for hyper-
glycemia possibly due to saturation of insulin rece-
ptors or the immaturity of hepatic and pancreatic
response.1,2 Hyperglycemia may also be the result of
sepsis, surgery, or respiratory distress and may lead to
derangements in fluid and electrolyte status.3,5 Hyper-
glycemia in the neonate is defined as plasma glucose
concentration greater than 150 mg/dL or whole blood
glucose concentrations greater than 125 mg/dL.5 Hyper-
glycemia is defined as blood glucose concentrations less
than 40 mg/dL.5 In patients receiving PN, hypoglyce-
mia may be caused by sudden cessation of the PN
infusion.

Evidence

Premature, low-gestational-age, and low-birth-weight
infants are more likely to develop hyperglycemia.3,4
The incidence of hyperglycemia in has been reported
between 43 and 86% in premature infants and in-
creases with increasing prematurity.4,5 It is also seen
more frequently in patients requiring mechanical ven-
tilation.6 Hyperglycemia was found in 43% of prema-
ture infants receiving dextrose infusions at a mean rate
of 4.7 to 4.9 mg/kg per minute (range, 3 to 7 mg/kg per
minute).4,7 In very premature infants, hyperglycemia
will almost invariably occur as the infusion rate increases
beyond 8 mg/kg per minute.8 Because this rate of dex-
trose infusion is insufficient to allow full caloric delivery,
insulin may needed for additional carbohydrate admin-
istration.

Continuous insulin infusion (0.01–0.1 unit/kg per
hour) has been shown to be safe and effective in man-
aging hyperglycemia in the neonate.9,10 Glucose con-
centration should be monitored at least every 2 hours,
aiming for blood glucose concentrations between 100
and 150 mg/dL. Collins et al,11 in a prospective ran-
momized trial, evaluated the administration of insulin
by continuous infusion for an average of 14 days in 24
extremely low birth weight infants. They showed
improved glucose tolerance, greater protein and calorie
intake, and greater weight gain in the insulin-treated
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1. Dextrose infusion rates in infants should not exceed 10 to 14 mg/kg per minute. (A)
2. Insulin administration by continuous infusion is safe and effective in controlling parenteral nutrition–associated hypoglycemia in infants. (A)
3. PN should be tapered off over 1 to 2 hours before discontinuation in infants under age 2. (B)


COMPLICATIONS UNIQUE TO NEONATES: HYPERTRIGLYCERIDEMIA

Background

PN-associated hypertriglyceridemia is usually due to uncontrolled hyperglycemia1 or the administration of excessive amounts of lipid emulsion.2 Reduced lipid clearance occurs with prematurity, low birth weight, and sepsis.3

Evidence

Overfeeding of carbohydrates leads to hyperglycemia and hypertriglyceridemia.1 If hypertriglyceridemia and hyperglycemia coexist, an attempt should be made first to achieve normoglycemia. Lipid clearance in premature infants is less than half that of mature infants, most likely because of limited lipoprotein lipase activity.4 In a prospective study that examined the tolerance of 10% lipid emulsions in 262 infants, a significant correlation was found between low birth weight and high serum triglyceride concentrations.5 Two studies in low-birth-weight infants reported that sepsis impairs lipid utilization.6,7 Increasing the lipid emulsion dose from 2 to 3 g/kg per day increased serum triglyceride and fatty acid concentrations in septic infants more than in nonseptic infants. Lipid dose in premature septic infants may need to be reduced.8 Hypertriglyceridemia may also be seen in acute illness.8 Haumont et al reported that the higher phospholipid content found in 10% lipid emulsions in comparison to 20% lipid emulsions is associated with accumulation of cholesterol, triglycerides, and phospholipids in low-birth-weight infants and can be corrected by reverting back to 20% emulsions.6,9–11 A slower rate of lipid emulsion infusion has also been shown to result in less elevation of serum triglyceride levels.12,13 Lipids can be safely administered on the first day of life (at a rate of 1 g/kg per day).14,15 The American Academy of Pediatrics recommends limiting lipid infusion rates to less than 0.25 g/kg per hour in low-birth-weight infants, while not exceeding 3 g/kg per day.16 Lipoprotein lipase (LPL) and hepatic lipases are needed for lipid clearance.14,17 Heparin can increase LPL levels and lipolytic activity, stabilizing triglyceride levels.18,19 Unless heparin administration is contraindicated, adding heparin at a dose of 1 unit/mL of neonatal PN solution improves lipid emulsion clearance.

Premature infants have low carnitine reserves. Low carnitine levels can also be seen in full-term neonates receiving long-term PN.20,21 Carnitine supplementation may increase lipid clearance,22,23 but low plasma carnitine concentrations do not necessarily correlate with elevated serum triglyceride concentrations.24 It has been shown that fatty acid oxidation and improved triglyceride levels are seen in premature infants receiving supplemental intravenous carnitine who are also receiving lipid emulsions.25 Although studies are somewhat inconclusive, the administration of L-carnitine (at a dose of 10 mg/kg per day) seems to enhance fatty acid oxidation, especially in carnitine-deficient infants. L-carnitine may be useful in infants with hypertriglyceridemia when other etiologies have been ruled out. Guidelines on monitoring for hypertriglyceridemia are predominately empiric.
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COMPLICATIONS UNIQUE TO NEONATES: HEPATOBILIARY

Background

PN-associated cholestasis (PNAC) is the most common and life-threatening long-term complication of PN in children.1–3 About 30% to 60% of children develop PN-associated hepatic dysfunction during long-term PN.4 The mean time to onset of PNAC was reported to be 42 days.2,5 Factors that correlate with PNAC include prematurity, low birth weight,6 overfeeding,7,8 long duration of PN,8,9 recurrent sepsis,6,11 and short-bowel syndrome.10,12 Although several markers indicate PNAC, elevated serum conjugated bilirubin concentration is one of the best established parameters.3,13,14

Evidence

Reestablishing enteral feedings may lead to a regression of jaundice and normalization of liver function tests (LFTs).15,16 The etiology of PNAC is unknown. PNAC may be due to the build-up and toxic effects of elevated serum and bile levels of lithocholic acid,17,18 or a reduction of gastrointestinal hormones blood levels, including cholecystokinin.7,19 Other potential etiologies include amino acid profile changes with PN,20 bacterial overgrowth,20 and bowel dysfunction due to decreased bowel length.10 PNAC is more commonly seen in children with recurrent sepsis.6,11,22,23 Treatment or avoidance of sepsis may reduce the risk of PNAC.24,25

Providing a balanced energy source by altering the carbohydrates-to-fat ratio may improve LFTs and reduced PN-associated hepatic complications.22,26 Although overfeeding should be avoided,25,29 there is no convincing evidence that lipid emulsions at normal doses induce cholestasis.27 Limiting lipid emulsion dose in children to a rate of no more than 3 g/kg per day is recommended to avoid hepatic steatosis.28

Although animal studies have shown that PN-associated liver toxicity may be mediated by one or more amino acids, particularly methionine, convincing human data are lacking.29,30

No definitive preventive measure is known. Three studies have shown ursodeoxycholic acid (UDCA) to be safe. It can reduce serum bilirubin levels and, in some studies, normalize of transaminase levels.31–33 These were retrospective, noncontrolled studies. UDCA is only available for oral administration and has limited usage in neonates who cannot absorb oral medications. Intravenous administration of CCK-octapeptide has been reported to have some benefit in reducing conjugated bilirubin in some patients with PNAC.34,35 CCK-octapeptide has also been shown to lead to lower conjugated bilirubin levels if given prophylactically to long-term PN infants.36 These studies were all either retrospective or nonrandomized trials. Antibiotics such as metronidazole and oral gentamicin have been used to prevent bacterial overgrowth. Neonates who received oral gentamicin showed no significant rise in peak or mean direct serum bilirubin concentrations, compared with a significantly higher mean and peak direct serum bilirubin concentrations in neonates who did not receive oral gentamicin.37 Two other studies showed evidence of a benefit of intravenous metronidazole on PNAC.38,39 Although phenobarbital has been used to treat PNAC,40,41 other studies have shown it to worsen the course of PNAC.42,43 Taurine supplementation in premature infants has shown to improve bile flow and bile acid excretion.44 Levels of taurine are low in premature infants and those with short-bowel syndrome.45 Cooke et al46 evaluated the role of taurine deficiency in the pathogenesis of PNAC in 20 premature infants. Taurine at a dose of 10.8 mg/kg/d for 10 days did not alter hepatocellular function. Forchielli et al47 compared the effects of two different taurine-sup-
plemented amino acid formulations on PNAC in infants less than 1 year of age. The overall incidence of cholestasis was 43%, but PNAC was judged by the authors as the cause in only 21.4% of infants. The effects of taurine supplementation on reversing or protecting against PNAC are inconclusive. Carnitine is not a routine constituent of PN formulas and carnitine deficiency in PN patients has been suggested as a predisposing factor to liver dysfunction. Two case reports of adults with hepatocyte fatty infiltration showed improvement in LFTs and normalized bilirubin concentrations with carnitine supplementation.58,49 Another report in four adults showed no change in liver morphology with carnitine,50 and declines in carnitine levels probably have little adverse effect.51 Cyclic infusion of PN over less than 24 hours allows hepatic rest by reducing continuous and compulsive liver overloading and may reduce PNAC.52 Although studies have failed to demonstrate a statistically significant reduction in cholestasis, levels of bilirubin have been observed to fall with conversion to a cyclic regimen.52

### Practice Guidelines

#### Complications Unique to Neonates: Hepatobiliary

1. Avoidance of overfeeding, early initiation of enteral nutrition, and prevention and aggressive treatment of sepsis should be used to minimize the incidence of PN associated cholestasis. (B)
2. Administration of ursodeoxycholic acid or cholecystokinin should be considered if EN cannot be given. (B)
3. PN should be administered using a cyclic regimen when possible if long-term use is anticipated. (C)
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COMPLICATIONS UNIQUE TO NEONATES: METABOLIC BONE DISEASE

Background

Metabolic bone disease (MBD) has been reported in infants and premature neonates receiving PN. The incidence of MBD is unknown, but it is common in patients receiving long-term PN. Biochemical evidence of MBD may include hypercalcemia, hyperphosphatemia, elevated serum alkaline phosphatase, low-normal plasma parathyroid hormone, and normal 25-hydroxyvitamin D and low 1,25 hydroxyvitamin D plasma concentrations. The etiology of bone demineralization or inadequate bone matrix mineralization is multifactorial and often associated with calcium, phosphorus, and vitamin D deficiencies. Aluminum accumulation in bones and excessive vitamin D may also contribute.

Evidence

Hypocalcemia in MBD patients may be due to decreased calcium intake or increased urinary calcium elimination. Because of solubility limitations, calcium and phosphate in neonatal PN are generally inadequate to meet the needs for optimal bone growth. There are few clinical trials investigating MBD in infants and children. Investigators have shown that very low birth weight infants who received high calcium (1.68 mM/dL) and phosphate (2 mM/dL) in their daily PN had greater calcium and phosphate retention and greater bone mineral content. Hypocalcemia due to hypercalcemia has been consistently reported in patients receiving PN. Factors known to promote hypercalcemia include increased calcium intake, decreased phosphate supplementation, excessive amino acid infusion, chronic metabolic acidosis, and cyclic PN infusion. A reduction in calcium and bone pain can be achieved by reducing calcium intake and altering the calcium-to-phosphate ratio from 1:1.5 to 1:2. Several studies have correlated amino acid intake with hypercalcemia.

Chronic metabolic acidosis from excessive amounts of amino acids or from d-lactic acidosis can lead to MBD by direct loss of bone involving buffering bone systems or impaired vitamin D metabolism. Two studies comparing cycled versus noncycled administration of PN showed that cycling increases bone mineral loss. In one of these studies, measurement of bone mass by photon absorptiometry showed reduced vertebral bone mass but not wrist bone mass in long-term (55.2 ± 8.7 months) PN patients.

Small amounts of aluminum are present in calcium and phosphate salts, vitamins, heparin, and trace element solutions. Aluminum in PN solutions may result in a decreased rate of bone formation. Koo et al. found that aluminum accumulated at the mineralization front of bones in premature infants. Measurement of serum aluminum concentration can help determine the role of aluminum excess when MBD is suspected in long-term PN patients. Aluminum toxicity may be a particular problem in young infants whose kidneys cannot adequately excrete aluminum compared with older children. The FDA has recommended restriction of aluminum contamination in large volume parenterals to a maximum of 25 μg/L. Patients who have elevated aluminum levels should have parenteral sources of aluminum investigated.

Underlying conditions and concurrent medications may also be responsible or predispose to MBD. These...
are especially prevalent in patients with malabsorption, glucocorticoid administration, and antineoplastic agents.19,21

Several reports of improvement of MBD after vitamin D removal from PN suggest a possible role of vitamin D in the development of MBD.9,22 If this is attempted, it is advised that patients have their plasma PTH and 25-hydroxyvitamin D and 1,25 hydroxyvitamin D concentrations measured. If PTH and 1,25 hydroxyvitamin D concentrations are low and 25 hydroxyvitamin D concentrations are normal, then vitamin D should be withdrawn from the PN solution.

**Practice Guidelines**

**Complications Unique to Neonates: Metabolic Bone Disease**

1. Calcium and phosphate should be provided in adequate amounts to assure optimal bone mineralization in long-term PN patients. (A)
2. Serum aluminum concentrations should be measured whenever unexplained MBD is present in long-term PN patients. (B)
3. In patients with low PTH and 1,25 hydroxyvitamin D concentrations and normal 25 hydroxyvitamin D concentration with MBD, vitamin D should be removed from the PN solution. (B)
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NECROTIZING ENTEROCOLITIS

Background

Necrotizing enterocolitis (NEC) is the most common gastrointestinal emergency in the neonatal population. It is characterized by abdominal distention and tenderness, pneumatosis intestinalis, bloody stools, gangrenous or perforated bowel, sepsis, and shock. The primary risk factor for NEC is prematurity because approximately 90% of all cases occur in this population. Other risk factors associated with this disease include aggressive enteral feedings, infectious agents, and hypoxic-ischemic insults.

Evidence

Through retrospective chart review and a case control study, rapid advancement of EN has been associated with development of NEC. NEC is associated with feeding volume increments greater than 35 cc/kg per day. Recently, a prospective randomized trial examined slow (15 cc/kg per day) versus fast (35 cc/kg per day) increments in enteral feeding in 185 formula-fed infants with birth weights ranging from 501 to 1500 g. This study showed that the incidence of NEC was not significantly different between the two groups. Of note, the fast group did reach goal feedings and regained their birth weight sooner than the slow group, but at discharge there were no significant age differences between the groups.

Infection is a necessary component of NEC; various studies support this assertion. Gram-negative rods, such as Klebsiella, Escherichia coli, or Enterobacter, are frequently isolated from infants with NEC. Human milk feeding has been shown to decrease the incidence of NEC, perhaps because of the immune-enhancing effects of breast milk, which contains immunoglobulins, lysozyme, macrophages, and PAF acetyl hydrolase.

Clinical and physiologic evidence support the role of hypoxic and/or ischemic injury as a secondary, rather than primary, contributing factor to NEC. Bacterial toxins could initiate endothelial disruption in infants’ immature vasculature, resulting in vascular compromise. A recent study examining postnatal hemodynamic blood flow in very low birth weight infants concluded that early feedings do not significantly influence postnatal splanchnic blood flow in the first week of life. One infant in the study experienced NEC, but his blood flow velocity did not differ from the other study subjects. Once NEC develops, enteral feedings should be stopped and PN initiated.

Practice Guidelines Necrotizing Enterocolitis

1. Newborns with NEC are at nutrition risk and should undergo formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. (B)
2. The rate of advancement of EN feeding increments should be kept to less than 35 cc/kg per day to decrease the risk of NEC. (B)
3. Fresh human milk feeding should be encouraged in neonates. (B)
4. PN should be initiated in infants when NEC is diagnosed. (B)
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SHORT BOWEL SYNDROME

Background

Short bowel syndrome (SBS) has been defined as the anatomic or functional absence of more than 50% of the normal small intestine. This is a good working defini-
tion because SBS cannot strictly be defined by anatomy. Accurate measurement of remaining bowel is difficult, and absorption of nutrients may not correlate with bowel length if the remaining bowel is damaged. There is typically an attempt at the time of intestinal resection to save as much bowel as possible; however, some of the salvaged bowel may not function normally. In an animal model, intestinal surgery and anastomosis without resection has a significant affect on gut growth, maturation, and disaccharidase activity.

Intestinal loss and injury can result from necrotizing enterocolitis, mid-gut volvulus, abdominal wall defects, intestinal atresias, vascular infarct, cloacal extrophy, long-segment Hirschsprung’s disease, or trauma. The injury may not only be reflected in abnormal absorption, but also in altered motility. Premature infants who undergo bowel resection may have more potential than term infants for intestinal growth. The mean length of small bowel is 142 ± 22 cm in infants 19 to 27 weeks gestational age, 217 ± 24 cm in infants between 27 and 35 weeks gestational age, and 304 ± 44 cm in infants 35 weeks gestational age and older.

Infants and children with SBS have less surface area for absorption of nutrients and decreased transit time. Malabsorption of nutrients results in excessive fluid and electrolyte losses from stool output. The nutrients malabsorbed will depend on the area of the bowel resected or damaged. Reviews suggest that infants without an ileocecal valve are dependent on PN longer than those with an intact valve.

PN is used for the initial management of SBS. This use of replacement fluids may be necessary as well if fluid and electrolyte losses are high. Urine electrolytes are more helpful in determining total body sodium status than serum electrolytes. Urine electrolytes will reflect total body status if renal function is normal. Urinary changes in sodium excretion will occur before any change is noted in serum sodium concentration. Sodium-depleted infants do not grow normally. Sodium can be added to PN or EN formulations and urine electrolytes monitored to titrate the amount of supplementation needed. Zinc losses from ileostomy fluid may be 12 mg/L and 17 mg/L from diarrhea. These losses should be considered when developing the nutrition care plan.

Hypersecretion can be seen in infants and children after a major intestinal resection and the start of enteral feedings. An H2 blocker can be added to PN to treat the associated gastric acid hypersecretion.

Bacterial overgrowth may occur as a result of poor motility and dilated bowel. Stasis of intestinal contents leads to bacterial overgrowth, which can alter absorption and cause increased stooling. The 13C-xylose breath test has been used to diagnose overgrowth. For infants prone to overgrowth, routine scheduled antibiotic treatment may be useful. D-Lactic acidosis has been reported in children with bacterial overgrowth, causing metabolic acidosis, drowsiness, and confusion. This diagnosis should be considered in a child with SBS who presents with metabolic acidosis, high serum anion gap, normal lactate level, and without urinary ketones. It may result from a combination of factors including carbohydrate malabsorption with increased delivery of nutrients to the colon, high carbohydrate intake, colonic flora of the type that produce D-lactic acid, decreased colonic motility, and impaired D-lactate metabolism.

The optimal formula for feeding infants and children with SBS is not known. Elemental amino acid based formulas are suggested by some clinicians and have been shown to be well tolerated. There is no agreement on the amount of stool output that should be accepted. Usually, limits should be imposed on feeding once the stool output exceeds 45 ml/kg per day. However, a higher volume of stool output may be acceptable. Careful fluid and electrolyte management is essential as dehydration can occur rapidly.

Long-term survival of infants and children with SBS depends on the ability of the intestine to adapt and the remaining intestine to increase its absorptive capacity. Many agents have been promoted as supporting gut adaptation; hopefully, clinical trials in infants and children will be forthcoming.

Evidence

PN is used to manage SBS until bowel adaptation and gut growth is sufficient to permit normal growth with EN or oral nutrition. Because of the life-saving necessity to administer PN acutely in patients with SBS, most of the studies on nutrition management strategies for SBS involve retrospective chart review articles or cohort analyses. Most pediatric centers do not have sufficient numbers of these patients to perform clinical trials. Cross-over designs for intestinal adaptation may encounter difficulties because of the lingering effect of one treatment on another. It is difficult to match patients exactly, as gestational age and length of time from initial resection may affect adaptation. Multicenter trials appear to be the best way to conduct nutrition research for infants and children with SBS. The use of a coordinated interdisciplinary team for the management of SBS has been shown to be useful in maintaining growth and decreasing dependence on PN.

Optimal timing of the initiation of EN has not been established. A controlled trial of 11 infants with intestinal disease showed improved absorption of nutrients (fat, nitrogen, calcium, zinc, and copper) as well as improved weight gain with the use of continuous versus intermittent administration of EN. Hydrolyzed formulas may also be better tolerated by some patients. There is no agreement on the type of formula or breast milk to be used to treat SBS in neonates and infants. There has been a prospective, randomized, cross-over design study of two protein hydrolysate formulas given by continuous infusion. Energy absorption was the same with both formulas, but differences in the amount of malabsorbed carbohydrate existed. The authors suggested use of a hydrolysate formula with a lower percentage of carbohydrate and a higher percentage of fat.

Many nutrients and factors have been discussed as possible pro-adaptation agents. Until clinical trials on
pediatric patients occur, recommendations cannot be made concerning their use.

**Practice Guidelines**

**Short Bowel Syndrome**

1. Children with SBS are at nutrition risk and should undergo nutrition screening to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. (B)
2. PN should be initiated as soon as possible postoperatively in patients with SBS. (B)
3. Continuous gastric feedings should be used initially in children with SBS receiving EN. (B)
4. Patients must be monitored for macronutrient and micronutrient deficiencies. (C)
5. A coordinated interdisciplinary team approach should be involved with the management of SBS patients. (B)
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**LIVER DISEASE**

**Background**

Nutrition management of the infant and child with liver disease depends on the type of liver disease. Nutrition disturbances are uncommon in acute liver disease, but common and often severe in chronic liver disease. The nutritional abnormalities that accompany liver disease in children, and in the management have been reviewed in detail by several authors.1–3

In acute liver disease, weight loss may occur because of vomiting and anorexia, but malnutrition is uncommon. In chronic liver diseases of childhood, there are multiple causes of malnutrition, including (1) decreased intake secondary to nausea, vomiting, anorexia, ascites, and depression; (2) impaired nutrient digestion and absorption secondary to bile salt deficiency and pancreatic insufficiency that accompanies some liver diseases; and (3) increased energy requirements secondary to hypermetabolism and infection.4 Adults with chronic liver disease exhibit accelerated protein breakdown and inefficient protein synthesis; whether or not these phenomena occur in children with chronic liver disease is unknown.

Nutrition assessment in infants and children with chronic liver disease is important but problematic. Useful parameters include height, upper extremity anthropometrics, subjective assessment, and 24-hour
dietary recall. A decrease in height-for-age percentile has been shown to be a useful indicator of the duration of malnutrition in children with chronic liver disease. A Body weight can be misleading because of the contribution of hepatosplenomegaly, ascites, and edema, which can mask underlying weight loss. Lower extremity anthropometrics can be erroneous because of edema.

Because the plasma proteins conventionally used in nutrition assessment (e.g., albumin, prealbumin, transferrin) are synthesized by the liver, their concentration can be depressed by liver failure and/or malnutrition. In fact, in adults it has been shown that the plasma concentration of these proteins correlates more with the severity of liver injury rather than with the degree of malnutrition as assessed by anthropometric methods. Nitrogen balance studies done in adults with chronic liver disease are difficult to interpret because decreased hepatic urea synthesis leads to underestimation of urinary nitrogen losses; presumably, such studies would also be problematic in children, as would the use of immune parameters as an index of nutrition status. Although plasma concentrations of vitamins are often used to assess nutrition status, there are several drugs given to children with chronic liver disease that affect the blood concentrations of some vitamins. For example, bile-acid binding resins such as cholestipol and cholestyramine may interfere with the absorption of the fat-soluble vitamins A, D, E, and K. Diphenylhydantoin and phenobarbital increase hepatic metabolism of vitamin D, thereby lowering the plasma concentration of 25-hydroxy-cholecalciferol.

**Evidence**

Protein metabolism is impaired in children with biliary atresia, the most common indication for liver transplantation in the pediatric age group. Typically, in healthy infants, about 4% to 9% of overall energy expenditure is due to protein oxidation. In contrast, in children with biliary atresia, 17% of overall energy expenditure is due to protein oxidation, and nitrogen balance is near zero. In patients with chronic liver disease, plasma concentrations of the aromatic amino acids are elevated, and those of the branched-chain amino acids are depressed. Pierro et al have shown that resting energy expenditure was about 20% higher than expected in infants with biliary atresia and that only 35% of the metabolizable energy intake was retained for growth in these children. As measured by the respiratory quotient, infants with biliary atresia probably metabolize carbohydrate predominantly, as opposed to adults with chronic liver disease, in whom carbohydrate metabolism is decreased.

Infants with biliary atresia exhibit deficiencies of long-chain polyunsaturated fatty acids, which are improved but not entirely reversed 1 year after liver transplantation. Dietary interventions to prevent/treat these deficiencies have yet to be developed. However, administration of medium-chain triglyceride supplements to infants and children with biliary atresia has been shown to improve growth and decrease steatorrhea. It should be noted that medium-chain triglycerides do not contain essential fatty acids, and thus long-chain fatty acids must also be administered. Poor absorption of fat-soluble vitamins is common, and vitamin supplementation is an important part of the management of these children.

Although vitamin A is malabsorbed in the presence of cholestasis, plasma retinol concentrations may be misleading. Mourey et al have suggested that the molar ratio of retinol to retinol-binding protein may be better than plasma retinol in assessing the vitamin A status of children with liver disease. According to Heubi et al, 25-OH vitamin D3 is better absorbed by cholestatic children than vitamin D2, and thus is the supplement of choice for such children. Sokol et al have demonstrated that vitamin E deficiency induced neuropathy is common in children with chronic cholestasis and is preventable by administration of D-α-tocopherol polyethylene glycol-1000 succinate, the form of vitamin E that is best absorbed by children with chronic cholestasis. Vitamin K deficiency is a preventable cause of coagulopathy in infants with chronic cholestasis; oral supplements may suffice, although parenteral vitamin K may be necessary. The specific amounts of fat-soluble vitamin supplementation recommended for oral and parenteral administration as well as the method of monitoring have been detailed in a recent review article.

Although decreased intake and malabsorption secondary to enteropathy may predispose children with chronic liver disease to deficiencies of the water-soluble vitamins, there are no data to support this postulate. Adults with chronic liver disease are prone to develop deficiency of zinc and/or selenium, but similar data in children are not available. In theory, children with liver disease are at risk for iron deficiency because of recurrent variceal hemorrhage and for calcium deficiency because of vitamin D deficiency. However, calcium absorption in these children is normal.

**Special Considerations**

In the setting of acute liver failure, despite the risk of hyperammonemia, it is important not to overrestrict protein, because endogenous ammoniagenesis can result from catabolism of body proteins. Infants should be given 1.0 to 1.5 g protein/kg per day and children and teenagers 0.5 to 1.0 g protein/kg per day dry weight. Glucose infusions should provide 6 to 8 mg/kg per minute of glucose to prevent hypoglycemia. There is some evidence that hepatic encephalopathy in adults can be improved by administration of oral or intravenous branched-chain amino acid supplements; similar studies in children are lacking. Because hypokalemia can exacerbate renal ammoniagenesis, attention should be given to providing sufficient potassium to avoid this problem.

Moukarzel et al have shown that pretransplant nutrition status in children with end-stage liver disease correlates significantly with the outcome of orthotopic liver transplantation. Children with a pathologic height z score had a higher incidence of posttransplantation infections and surgical complications, and a
higher mortality rate. Chin et al25 have shown that administration of branched-chain amino acid–rich nutritional supplements to children with chronic liver disease awaiting liver transplantation increases weight, height, total body potassium, mid-upper arm circumference, and subscapular skin-fold thickness and reduces the need for albumin infusions. In an uncontrolled trial, Guimber et al26 demonstrated that children with end-stage liver disease who fail EN can increase weight when given PN. In the presence of hyperaldosteronism, which so often accompanies end-stage liver disease, dietary sodium restriction may be necessary as may potassium supplementation. Although there are no randomized, controlled trials that demonstrate efficacy, PN in the immediate postoperative period may facilitate ventilator weaning, reduce risk of infection, and improve wound repair.27 A cholesterol-lowering drug may be necessary to treat the chronic hyperlipidemic effects of cyclosporine.

There are a number of rare inborn errors of metabolism that cause liver disease, each of which may require specific dietary supplementation. One of the more common of these disorders is galactosemia, in which dietary management consists of removing milk and milk products from the diet. Hereditary fructose intolerance is treated by strict elimination of fructose from the diet. In Wilson’s disease, the mainstay of treatment is administration of copper-chelating agents such as penicillamine; restriction of high-copper foods such as shellfish, liver, nuts, seeds, and chocolate also is important. Dietary management of hereditary tyrosinemia is focused on restriction of phenylalanine, tyrosine, and methionine.

Practice Guidelines Liver Disease

1. Children with liver disease are at nutrition risk and should undergo nutrition screening to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment and development of a nutrition care plan. (B)
2. In patients with chronic cholestatic liver disease, intake of vitamins A, D, E, and K should be supplemented. (B)
3. Medium-chain triglycerides should be given to children with chronic liver disease to promote growth. (B)
4. Preoperative and postoperative SNS may be beneficial for malnourished children with end-stage chronic liver disease undergoing liver transplantation. (B)
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INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASE

Background

Inflammatory bowel disease is actually a continuum of diseases characterized by contiguous inflammation of the rectum and colon (ulcerative colitis) on one end of the spectrum and by patchy inflammation, which can occur anywhere in the gastrointestinal tract (Crohn’s
disease) on the other end of the spectrum. The etiology is not clearly defined. Both EN and PN have been used to treat malnutrition and to replace specific nutrient deficiencies patients with either ulcerative colitis or Crohn’s disease.

Crohn’s disease most commonly starts in the distal ileum. Growth failure is often present and may be the sole manifestation.1 The most common cause of growth failure in Crohn’s disease is energy deficiency secondary to poor oral intake.2,3 This decline in intake may be a learned response because of associated abdominal pain and diarrhea often caused by food. Proinflammatory cytokines may also induce anorexia.4 Other contributing factors may include malabsorption, increased energy expenditure, and losses in the stool. Hypoalbuminemia and micronutrient deficiencies are also common.5 The hypoalbuminemia is due primarily to inflammation and an associated protein-losing enteropathy.3 In severe Crohn’s disease, prednisone is generally prescribed. However, it is difficult to regulate the steroid dose to both minimize disease activity while optimizing growth. Importantly, although steroids have a role in the decrease of linear growth rate, the overall level of disease activity has a greater impact.5 Excessive doses of prednisone may compromise linear growth by modulating growth hormone (GH/insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1) axis). Glucocorticoids inhibit GH release, interfere with GH-binding, and suppress IGF-1 activity.6

Evidence

EN support can improve weight gain and linear growth, particularly in adolescents with compromised growth.2-7-8 Adjunctive night-time feedings given one out of every fourth month resulted in prolonged disease remission in eight patients.2 A larger study showed that long-term supplementation with enteral feedings each night prolonged remission when used in conjunction with an otherwise unrestricted diet.8 Others have shown that peptide-based supplemental feedings also improve disease activity and the sense of well-being. A more recent study has shown that in children with Crohn’s disease and growth failure, the use of nighttime feeds was associated with catch-up growth.9 These effects are postulated to be derived from normalization of nutrition status and repletion of lean tissue mass.10 Although primary EN therapy contributes to the maintenance of remission8,11 some studies have suggested that EN alone induces remission, in the absence of other medical treatments.12-14 However, meta-analyses, which include studies of pediatric patients, performed by two different groups, showed that steroids are more effective than EN in achieving remission.15,16 Much of this work has been criticized in that many of the studies assessed efficacy based on subjective parameters; because steroids induce a feeling of well-being, this may influence the perceived efficacy of steroid therapy over EN.17 More recent studies also suggest that newly diagnosed patients respond to EN better than patients who have recurrent disease.18 EN may provide essential small intestinal nutrients (ie, glutamine) and/or may modify the production of inflammatory mediators.4

Several studies in adults have shown no role for SNS in inducing or maintaining remission in patients with ulcerative colitis. No studies are available in children. Clearly, SNS is appropriate in patients unable to maintain normal nutrition status with oral intake alone.

Special Considerations

Several nutrient deficiencies may occur in patients with inflammatory bowel disease. In a study of 162 children with inflammatory bowel disease, bone mineral density was significantly lower than in controls19; no effective treatments are known at this time. Bone density was lowest in pubertal or prepubertal girls with Crohn’s disease. The degree of bone density loss was correlated with corticosteroid dose. Zinc deficiency has also been described in patients with inflammatory bowel disease.20 This deficiency is secondary to malabsorption, and is predominately seen in patients who are already malnourished.

Practice Guidelines

Inflammatory Bowel Disease

1. Children with inflammatory bowel disease are at nutrition risk and should undergo nutrition screening to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. (B)
2. EN should be given to children with IBD and growth retardation to help induce a growth spurt. (A)
3. EN should be used as an adjunct to medical therapy in patients with IBD who are unable to maintain their nutrition status with oral intake. (B)
4. PN should be used in children with IBD who are unable to maintain normal growth and development on EN or a standard diet. (B)
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GASTROINTESTINAL PSEUDO-OBSTRACTION

Background

Pseudo-obstruction is a term that describes a functional obstruction of the intestinal tract in the absence of mechanical obstruction. Pseudo-obstruction is characterized by dysmotility, which results in abdominal distention, nausea, vomiting, and variable degrees of malabsorption. Primary pseudo-obstruction is caused by an abnormality of either the gastrointestinal visceral smooth muscle or its innervation. Diseases include familial and sporadic visceral myopathies and visceral neuropathies. Secondary causes include endocrine diseases (diabetes, hypothyroidism, hypoparathyroidism), drugs, radiation, and connective tissue diseases. Intestinal pseudo-obstructive disorders are diagnosed manometrically. The potential use of EN depends on which segment(s) of the gastrointestinal tract are affected. Prolonged obstructive episodes can result in acute or chronic calorie deficits. Prokinetic agents are useful in some patients.

Evidence

There is a recent long-term follow-up of 44 patients with intestinal pseudo-obstruction. In this study, 20 (45%) were surviving on enteral feedings alone. However, 14 (32%) had died and another 10 (23%) were PN-dependent because of recurrent episodes of obstruction. Sixty-four percent of the infants who died had PN-related complications. Treatment may include placement of a decompressing gastrostomy or small bowel stoma. Symptoms may be improved using a decompressing stoma when the dysmotile segment is distal to the stoma. Jejunal tube feedings, in children who were unable to tolerate gastrointestinal tube feedings were tolerated and successful in maintaining nutrition status in 11 of 18 children. The best predictor of jejunal tube feeding tolerance was preservation of a migrating motor complex in either the duodenum or the jejunum. Appropriate treatment of bacterial overgrowth may protect the liver. Shortened intestinal length and urinary tract involvement were poor prognostic factors.

Practice Guidelines

Gastrointestinal Pseudo-Obstruction

1. Children with intestinal pseudo-obstruction are at nutrition risk and should undergo nutrition screening to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan.

2. Continuous EN in combination with a stoma placed above an isolated dysmotile segment should be considered in patients with pseudo-obstruction unable to tolerate oral feedings.

3. Jejunal-tube feeding should be attempted in children with gastrointestinal pseudo-obstruction who have an intact intestinal migrating motor complex in either the duodenum or the jejunum.
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INTRACTABLE DIARRHEA OF INFANCY

Background

The term “intractable diarrhea of infancy” refers to infants less than 3 months of age who develop diarrhea that lasts for more than 2 weeks. Their underlying diagnoses may include cystic fibrosis, Hirschsprung’s disease, protein intolerance, and disaccharidase deficiency. However, frequently the etiology is unclear. These infants will most likely require SNS to maintain appropriate weight gain and growth. Data in this area are limited. Some of the data offered below were obtained from infants beyond this age group and is also extrapolated from studies in acute care settings.
Evidence

Continuous enteral feedings may improve nutrient tolerance and nutrient balance compared to bolus feedings of the same composition. However, exclusive EN may be impossible because of malabsorption of fats or carbohydrates. Infants who have signs of carbohydrate malabsorption on elemental or semi-elemental formulas may be unable to digest long-chain carbohydrates. Diet may be advanced more effectively by gradually adding fructose to a carbohydrate-free formula. There are a few small, controlled studies that assess the efficacy of different formulas. Casein and whey hydrolysates were shown to be equally effective in one study. In another prospective study of 10 patients, an elemental formula improved malnutrition and supported catch-up growth over 3 years. A high proportion of MCTs in the diet may improve tolerance. More recent studies have critically examined the issues of other constituents in the hopes of decreasing the duration of diarrhea and stool volumes. Importantly, most investigators feel that normal dietary feeding through an acute diarrheal episode is acceptable. The World Health Organization (WHO) found that many infants will improve with normal feedings (65%). However, a significant number need to be transitioned to a specialized diet. Additionally, although breast feeding is the preferred method of feeding, full-strength cows milk appears to be quite adequate in the setting of acute diarrhea. Children who fail cows milk will need to be transitioned to a specialized diet. Use of a lactose-free, soy-based product appears to be beneficial. Supplementation of the diet with fiber may reduce the duration of liquid stool excretion.

Because EN alone may be insufficient to overcome malabsorption, PN may be used as an additional energy source along with EN. However, in one study, PN in the absence of EN delayed recovery and prolonged hospitalization in 8 of 13 patients who had severe chronic diarrhea.

Practice Guidelines

Intractable Diarrhea of Infancy

1. Infants with intractable diarrhea are at nutrition risk and should undergo nutrition screening to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. (B)
2. Continuous EN should be given to children with intractable diarrhea unable to maintain normal nutrition status with oral intake. (B)
3. PN should be given to children with intractable diarrhea unable to maintain normal nutrition status with oral intake and EN. (B)
4. A high-fat, high-MCT containing EN formulation should be given to children with intractable diarrhea who are carbohydrate intolerant. (C)
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PULMONARY: BRONCHOPULMONARY DYSPLASIA

Background

Bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD) is a chronic lung disease defined by the abnormal development of the lungs and air passages exacerbated by the effects of mechanical ventilation. It occurs predominantly in premature infants. Criteria for diagnosis of this disease vary, but it is generally agreed that the need for supplemental oxygen beyond day 28 of life and signs of chronic chest x-ray changes defines BPD. Symptom management, growth, nutrition, and psychosocial development are all vital areas of infant care in patients with BPD.

Evidence

Growth standards for premature infants are based on in utero growth curves. To approximate these growth patterns, energy needs have been estimated to be 120 to 130 kcal/kg in this population. Growth failure in BPD patients results from increased metabolic expenditure, inadequate caloric intake, or a combination of both. The increased metabolic demand may necessitate provision of even greater amounts of energy (130 to 160 kcal/kg per day) as infants with
BPD go from the neonatal phase to a convalescence phase. Infants fed a protein- and mineral-enriched formula versus a standard isocaloric formula experienced catch-up growth in the first month of corrected gestational age. However, complete catch up growth was not attained even at 3 months corrected age and multiple factors, including dexamethasone treatment, may play a growth inhibitory role. Socioeconomic status and illness after hospital discharge are also associated with growth failure in BPD patients. Comprehensive nutrition counseling, ensuring adequate intake and parental support and education after hospital discharge may benefit these patients.

Short- and long-term steroid use in children may impair growth. Preterm infants treated with dexamethasone show delayed linear growth up to 6 months corrected age. Lower levels of serum growth factors, including insulin growth factor 1 and its binding protein, are also associated with steroid administration and impaired physical growth in this population.

Vitamin A deficiency has been associated with BPD. In a pilot study to determine appropriate supplemental doses to achieve a normal, full term-infant serum vitamin A level, preterm infants were given various enteral and intramuscular vitamin A supplements. Intramuscular vitamin A supplementation of 5000 IU three times per week was needed before serum levels were normalized. A meta-analysis of five studies in which neonates were either randomized or quasirandomized to vitamin A versus placebo did not demonstrate any effect on mortality. However, there was a trend toward more rapid weaning from oxygen dependence in neonates receiving vitamin A. The use of vitamin A must be weighed with potential risks of repeated intramuscular injections. For some patients, oral supplementation may be appropriate.

**Practice Guidelines Bronchopulmonary Dysplasia**

1. Children with BPD are at nutrition risk and should undergo nutrition screening to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. (B)
2. Infants with BPD should be provided as much as 130 kcal/kg per day to promote growth. (B)
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**PULMONARY: EXTRACORPOREAL MEMBRANE OXYGENATION**

**Background**

Extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) involves the use of a modified heart-lung machine with a membrane oxygenator. This technology has been used successfully in the neonates to treat respiratory failure. Persistent pulmonary hypertension (PPHN), congenital diaphragmatic hernia, congenital heart diseases, and meconium aspiration are some of the disease states treated with this short-term therapy. ECMO is also used to treat pediatric and adult respiratory failure.

**Evidence**

PN is commonly begun as soon as possible in the neonatal patient. The newborn infant has limited body reserves; therefore, prolonged starvation is dangerous. The ECMO circuit may be used to administer PN. Fluid management in these patients is often challenging because of the underlying lung disease. The PN is often concentrated to maximize caloric delivery and minimize infusion volume.

Recent work, using stable isotope methodology, looked at energy expenditure in nine parenterally fed neonates on ECMO, and post-ECMO therapy. Energy expenditure was similar while on ECMO and post-ECMO treatment (88.6 kcal/kg per day versus 84.3 kcal/kg per day) and ECMO did not provide a “metabolic rest.”

Nitrogen balance and protein metabolism has also been studied in this population. Earlier work examining various intravenous nitrogen and calorie feeding regimens in 11 newborns on ECMO determined that nonprotein calories greater than 60 kcal/kg per day and protein intake greater than 1.5 g/kg per day were...
necessary to achieve positive nitrogen balance.\(^4\) Protein intake greater than 2.5 g/kg per day promoted maximum positive balance. Recently, nitrogen balance in 12 neonates on ECMO was studied using isotope methodology.\(^5\) Increasing total caloric delivery from 60 to 113 kcal/kg per day did not change protein catabolism, but CO\(_2\) production was increased.

EN in the neonatal ECMO patient is rarely performed because of concerns of risk of necrotizing enterocolitis and hypoxia. There is little evidence to support this statement. Enteral feedings have been performed in two limited studies. EN was introduced to seven patients on ECMO, six with meconium aspiration syndrome and one with PPHN.\(^6\) Using the sugar absorption test, which measures urinary excretion of inert markers, intestinal permeability and absorption of neutral molecules did not differ between groups fed parenterally or enterally. These authors note that intestinal integrity is compromised in ECMO neonates but feeding them enterally did not exacerbate that condition. Successful EN in thirteen pediatric-aged patients has been documented in a retrospective review.\(^7\)

### Practice Guidelines

**Extracorporeal Membrane Oxygenation**

1. Children on ECMO are at nutrition risk and should undergo nutrition screening to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. (B)
2. PN, using the ECMO circuit for access, should be initiated as soon as hemodynamic stability is attained. (B)
3. PN should be administered to ECMO patients to deliver 60 to 90 kcal/kg per day and a maximum of 2.5 g/kg per day protein. (B)
4. EN should be attempted when the ECMO patient is clinically stable. (C)

### CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE

#### Background

Nutrition plays a critical role in the treatment of children with chronic renal failure. Nutrition management depends upon the type and stage of the kidney disease, whether the child is on dialysis, and the method of dialysis. Nutrition status has an important effect on growth velocity, brain growth, and overall development. This is particularly true in early childhood. Growth impairment occurs more often and is more severe in children with congenital renal anomalies or with onset of renal failure before age 2 years.\(^1\) Chronic metabolic acidosis, azotemia, chronic malnutrition, and anorexia contribute to compromised growth and nutritional deficits.\(^2\) Protein-calorie malnutrition (PCM) is a major risk factor for morbidity and mortality in these patients.\(^3\) Causes of PCM include (1) inadequate dietary intake, (2) dialytic losses of protein, amino acids, vitamins, and other essential nutrients, (3) inadequate dialysis, (4) hormonal and metabolic disturbances, and (5) catabolic diseases associated with uremia, especially infections.\(^5\) Elevated uremic toxins that cause inflammation and ulceration of the gastrointestinal mucosa may cause gastritis, esophagitis, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, and anorexia.\(^4\) Factors that contribute to growth retardation include acidosis, Vitamin D deficiency, bone disease, and possible disturbances in growth hormone and insulin-like growth factor-1.\(^1\)

Renal osteodystrophy is a major concern for infants and children with chronic renal failure because of their altered calcium and phosphate homeostasis. Plasma concentrations of 1,25 dihydroxy Vitamin D\(_3\) have been found to be significantly reduced when the glomerular filtration rate (GFR) is below 50% of normal.\(^6\) Chronic acidosis alters the normal accretion of hydroxyapatite into bone matrix, resulting in the loss of bone mineral and an increase in urinary calcium excretion. These factors contribute to the development of renal osteodystrophy.\(^7\)

Nutrition assessment in children with renal failure should include growth parameters such as mid-arm circumference, triceps skinfold thickness, head circumference (in 3 year olds or less), weight or estimated dry weight, and standard deviation score for height (SDS or Z score).\(^8\)

#### Evidence

Because of the lack of controlled studies in the pediatric population, recommendations are frequently extrapolated from adult scientific trials.\(^9\) Research has focused on the use of enteral supplements and tube feedings to improve energy and protein intake when growth failure occurs or is threatened. It is well documented that energy intake in this population is suboptimal. Numerous studies have shown that growth failure occurs in infants with renal failure who have caloric intakes less than 70% of the RDA.\(^10\)

Feeding disorders, such as gastroesophageal reflux, may be present in more than 70% of infants with chronic renal failure; suggesting that organic factors may contribute significantly to inadequate nutrient
intake.11 Provision of tube feedings within the first few months of life in children with congenital renal failure can allow them to achieve normal growth rates and meet energy requirements.1 The benefits of tube feedings must be weighed against their potential adverse consequences. Severe eating difficulties such as the inability to chew and swallow, and food refusal are found in children when chronic nasogastric feedings are started before 1 year of age.12 Catch-up growth can be achieved when caloric supplementation greater than the recommended dietary allowance (RDA) for age is initiated with glucose polymers. Weight gain in these children includes proportional increases in both body fat and lean body mass.6

Chronic intravascular depletion caused by severe polyuria and polydipsia has been hypothesized to contribute to growth failure in children with obstructive uropathy or renal dysplasia. A very high intake of dilute formula (at 180 to 240 mL/kg per 24 hours) with sodium supplementation (2 to 4 mEq/100 mL of formula) promotes intravascular volume repletion, catch-up growth, and maintenance of growth velocity.13 In contrast, children with oliguria often require fluid restriction and calorically dense formulas to simultaneously maintain fluid balance and meet calorie needs. An increased mortality rate has been shown in newborns receiving formula densities of greater than 50 kcal/30 mL.9

Protein restriction to limit excessive filtration and subsequent deterioration of renal function has been suggested in children. However, the benefits are unproven, and restriction may not be compatible with normal growth.14 Children requiring peritoneal dialysis suffer from significant protein losses through the dialysate effluent, which can contribute to PCM.15 Aggressive nutrition support via nasogastric or gastrostomy feedings may be required. Children less than 6 years old on continuously cycled peritoneal dialysis (CCPD) were found to have greater peritoneal protein losses than older children.16 The trend toward obesity in aggressively fed infants and young children may be a consequence of tube feeding. Excessive calorie intake, plus dialysate glucose resorption in infants with enhanced peritoneal membrane permeability may be partially responsible.15,16

Nutrition support in acute renal failure requiring continuous renal replacement therapies (CRRT) such as continuous veno-venous hemofiltration (CVVH) or continuous veno-venous hemodiafiltration (CVVHD) often requires SNS to meet the demands of the catabolic state.17 Indirect calorimetry may be helpful to measuring energy expenditure; overfeeding is contraindicated in this patient population.18 Negative nitrogen balance occurs in patients despite the delivery of standard PN containing 1.5 g/kg per day of protein and calorie intake of 20% to 30% above resting energy expenditure.17 No significant differences in amino acid losses were measured between CVVH and CVVHD modalities.17

Special Considerations

A 3-month trial of oral nutrition supplementation in both hemodialysis and peritoneal dialysis patients showed improvement in serum albumin, weight gain, and anthropometric measurements. The cost of preventing and/or treating malnutrition with supplements appears significantly less than the cost of hospitalization for patients with end-stage renal disease (ESRD) and superimposed malnutrition.19

Children with polyuric renal disease who were prescribed a high-volume, low-concentration formula with sodium supplementation were able to maintain normal growth velocity without the use of growth hormone and to postpone initiation of dialysis despite a creatinine clearance <10 mL/min. This specific nutrition therapy may be advantageous when dialysis is not easily available and growth hormone cannot be used because of cost.13

Data on vitamin status in ESRD patients are controversial. Water-soluble vitamin deficiencies have been studied in chronic dialysis patients. Causes include inadequate dietary intake, losses during dialysis, and altered vitamin metabolism.5 Dietary vitamin intake provided by infant formula plus a daily water-soluble vitamin supplement was associated with normal or greater than normal vitamin levels in infants on chronic peritoneal dialysis. Vitamin A levels were elevated despite the absence of vitamin A in the oral vitamin supplement.20 Vitamin A and its potential toxicity in chronic renal failure patients receiving PN remains controversial. Infants and young children may have low stores and need vitamin A for appropriate development.9 Levels of vitamin A must be monitored in patients with chronic renal failure, and if they become elevated, supplementation should be stopped.

Homocysteine, carnitine, and glutamine are three nutrients currently under study. Elevated blood homocysteine levels may be used in the future to detect “subclinical” vitamin B deficiency and suggest subsequent treatment.21 There are insufficient data to support the routine use of l-carnitine in chronic dialysis patients; however, it may help treat erythropoietin-resistant anemia.8 Patients with chronic renal failure are at risk for metabolic bone disease. There are no published guidelines. In general, treatment of metabolic bone disease is indicated when the intact PTH levels are above 240 pg/mL. If phosphate restriction or binders do not lower the iPTH <220 pg/mL, then Vitamin D replacement therapy is recommended. Dosage is dependent on serum calcium, serum phosphorus, alkaline phosphatase, and PTH. Hypercalcemia should be avoided.

A recent study on children undergoing peritoneal dialysis noted the following age-appropriate diet guidelines22: 102 kcal/kg and 2 to 2.5 g protein/kg for ages 1 to 3 years; 90 kcal/kg and 2 to 2.5 g protein/kg for ages 4 to 6 years; 70 kcal/kg and 2 to 2.5 g protein/kg for ages 7 to 10 years; and 40 to 55 kcal/kg and 1.5 g protein/kg for ages 11 to 18 years.

Nonurea nitrogen excretion in children receiving PD was significantly greater than previous reported, and it varied with age and with growth hormone therapy. Children with residual renal function excreted more nitrogen, which may have reflected a higher protein intake. Although urea nitrogen excretion in dialysate and urine can be
used to predict dialysate and protein needs in pediatric patients, it is clinically impractical.

**Practice Guidelines Chronic Renal Failure**

1. Children with chronic renal failure are at nutrition risk and should undergo nutrition screening to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. (B)
2. Oral supplements or SNS should be given to infants and children with renal failure who are not growing normally. (B)
3. Supplemental fluid and sodium should be given to children with polyuric, salt wasting renal disease. (B)
4. Energy intakes for children with chronic renal failure and for those treated with maintenance hemodialysis, or peritoneal dialysis, should be at the RDA level for chronological age, and modified depending upon the child’s response. (C)
5. Vitamin A levels should be monitored closely in children with renal failure. (C)
6. SNS should be given to patients with acute renal failure receiving continuous renal replacement therapies to promote positive nitrogen balance and meet energy needs. (B)
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**CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DISORDERS**

**Background**

According to a position statement of the American Dietetic Association, “all children with special health needs should have access to nutrition services provided within a system of interdisciplinary services that is preventive, family centered, community based, and culturally competent.”1 Neurologically impaired describes those children with special needs, chronic conditions, and developmental delay that affect growth and development.1 A large percentage of this population has at least one nutrition-based problem that can complicate their overall condition.2–4

Growth failure is a common problem in neurologically impaired children. Measurement of mid-upper arm circumference and triceps skinfold thickness may be useful in assessing adiposity and identifying reduced muscle mass.2 Children with severe disabilities often fall below the 10th and 25th percentile on the NCHS growth chart. Children who exhibit growth two standard deviations or more below the norm should be monitored carefully.5 Weight for height above the 50th percentile may represent excess adipose tissue. In some neurologically impaired children, muscle mass may be low so they may be obese even though weight plots are within the norm for age or height.4 Children with histories of malnutrition and poor growth should be monitored every 6 months after weight goals have been achieved.6

Damage to the developing central nervous system may result in significant dysfunction in the gastrointestinal tract and may be reflected in impaired oral-motor function, rumination, gastroesophageal reflux, delayed gastric emptying, and constipation. Additionally, a variety of drugs may lead to nutrition deficits.3,7,8 All of these factors can contribute to feeding difficulties. When oral intake does not keep up with growth demands, EN may be indicated.4,9 Selectively, a fundoplication may need to be performed along with the gastrostomy to prevent GER.10,11 Oral feeding skills should be maintained if at all possible during the period of EN.1 PN may be indicated in cases of malabsorption, aspiration, or chronic intractable vomiting when small-bowel feedings are not possible.10
and swallowing difficulties can result in decreased nutrient intake. Intervention strategies include assistance with swallowing, texture modification, increased energy density nutrition supplements, and alternative routes of feeding.3,5–7,10

Evidence

Children with developmental disabilities may experience deficiencies of calcium, iron, thiamin, vitamin C, folic acid, vitamin A, riboflavin, and thiamine.3,4,7 Dietary reference intakes (DRI) based on ideal weight for height or other reference charts should be used to estimate nutrition needs.2 Equations have been proposed that calculate energy needs based on activity levels and muscle tone.3,5 Motor dysfunction and stature can also be used to refine estimates of energy needs. For children 5 to 11 years old, energy needs may be estimated at 13.9 kcal/cm with mild to moderate motor dysfunction or 11.1 kcal/cm for severe dysfunction.7 Athetotic forms of cerebral palsy (CP) require additional caloric intake, perhaps up to as much as 6000 kcal/d.3 It is suggested that nomograms be used to determine energy needs of disabled children;6 appropriate growth charts are available for those with Trisomy 21, Turner’s, Prader-Willi, and Williams Syndromes, and spastic quadriplegia.2,5,6 Many severely impaired children remain below the 5th percentile for height and weight. Upper arm length may be less compromised than lower leg length and can be used to follow linear growth.4 Triceps skinfold using cutoff values less than the 10th percentile for age, and gender has been shown to identify malnourished children and screen for depleted fat stores in children with CP.12

Children with spastic quadriplegia cerebral palsy (SQCP) with low fat stores measured by triceps skinfold have a lower resting energy expenditure (REE) adjusted for fat-free mass than children with adequate fat stores. Total energy expenditure (TEE) and the ratio of TEE to resting energy expenditure (REE) is lower for the SQCP group than a control group. Well nourished SQCP children have a lower TEE:REE ratio than poorly nourished SQCP children. Improved linear growth and weight gain is seen in children who have the shortest duration of time between onset of the neurologic disorder and institution of nutrition therapy.2 It appears that nutrition-related growth failure and abnormal REE in these neurologically impaired children is related to inadequate energy intake.13–15 Infants who are small for gestational age and do not exhibit catch-up growth in head circumference are at particular risk for developmental delay.2

Studies have shown improved weight gain and TSF thickness with EN.15 Undernutrition causes growth failure in patients with disabilities.15 Tube feeding of the special needs population has been shown to have a positive influence on the lives of the children and families including weight gain, ease of feeding after tube placement, decrease of feeding time, decrease in aspiration, and resolution of reflux with concomitant fundoplication procedure. There is a trend toward improved weight/height ratio in children less than 4 years of age with gastrostomy placement and a weight gain in those older than 12 years.2,4,6 Although a variety of complications may occur with tube feedings, in one extensive review, there was no mortality associated with surgical placement of the tube.16 It has been shown that endoscopic gastrostomy is a safe procedure for children.13 Enteral feeding results in a trend toward normalized weight/height ratio for children with CP younger than 4 years and significant weight gain in those older than 12 years.17 There is a statistically significant difference in mortality rates between tube-fed and non–tube-fed children. EN of neurologically impaired children who have a tracheostomy reduces mortality.11

Fractures related to osteoporosis are a problem in severely disabled children. Activity and nutrition factors are the major determinants of bone-mineral density. Risk factors for low bone-mineral density include lack of ambulation, use of anticonvulsant medications, low calcium intake (<500 mg/d), low calorie and nutrient intake, low body-mass index, and reduced skinfold thickness.18,19

There is an increase in postoperative complications in patients with CP who have a serum albumin level below 3.5 g/dL or a total lymphocyte count less than 1500 cells/mm3.20 Although not proven, it is suggested by these authors that aggressive measures should be used to improve the nutrition status before surgery.21

It has been shown that whey-based formulas can decrease gastric emptying time compared with a casein-based formulas in children with spastic quadriplegia, developmental delay, scoliosis, and profound mental retardation. Whey-based formulas may improve nutrition status and decrease the risk of aspiration pneumonia.21 Soy polysaccharide fiber has been shown to improve bowel function in nonambulatory, profoundly disabled youths.22

Pulse oximetry has been used to monitor hemoglobin saturation during oral feeding in children with multiple disabilities and should be considered for all children with severe dysphagia and multiple disabilities. The finding of hypoxemia can help support the decision to use gastrostomy tube feedings.10 Respiratory inductance plethysmograph and nasal airflow measurement by thermistors are also accurate, noninvasive methods of monitoring cardiopulmonary adaptation during oral feedings. Positioning patients in the left lateral decubitus position may provide temporary relief in impaired children who have recurrent gastric distention and vomiting. Complete resolution of the distension and/or vomiting does not occur, however, until after adequate weight gain.21

Practice Guidelines

Central Nervous System Disorders

1. Children with neurologic impairment children are at nutrition risk and should undergo nutrition screening to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. (B)
2. Protein and energy needs should be targeted according to the neurologically impaired child’s
estimated energy needs modified by their level of disability and current nutritional deficits. (B)

3. SNS should be initiated in children with neurologic impairment in cases of failure to thrive as determined by growth charts and disease-specific nomograms. (B)
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CANCER AND BONE MARROW TRANSPLANTATION

Background

Treatment for childhood cancer is typically intensive, nearly always involving surgery and/or combination chemotherapy to eradicate the malignancy. Radiation therapy may also be required. Side effects of these treatments include anorexia, altered taste acuity, catabolism, immunosuppression, and gastrointestinal problems such as nausea, mucositis, gastric stasis, malabsorption, and diarrhea.1–3 The incidence of malnutrition among newly ill pediatric patients appears to be the same whether the diagnosis is malignant or benign illness4,5; however, poor nutrition status at diagnosis of malignancy has been found to correlate with decreased survival.6 Further, when a child begins treatment for malignancy, food intake often decreases and the risk for protein-calorie malnutrition (PCM) increases.4,6 Malnourished children experience more treatment delays and have a higher infection rate, which may adversely affect outcome.7 SNS has been shown to improve quality of life in some situations by increasing the child’s sense of well-being and ability to play.8

Nutrition assessment of children with cancer should be done at the start of treatment and periodically thereafter. This should include a standard pediatric age appropriate assessment including a diet history, a weight history, a physical examination, and attention to psychosocial factors such as interest in food, irritability, and energy level.9 A comprehensive nutrition care plan should be developed, including goals for prevention or reversal of PCM and support for the child’s normal growth.1,8 Nutrition counseling should aim to enable parents/caregivers to cope with appetite changes, early satiety, and other problems that can arise after treatment is begun.5 Appetite stimulants such as megestrol acetate may be considered, although their use in children with cancer has not been adequately studied. Criteria for the initiation of nutrition intervention were recommended by the American Academy of Pediatrics task force on the special nutrition needs of children with malignancies. These recommendations should be followed by all clinicians who care for pediatric oncology patients.1 During cancer treatment, ongoing nutrition assessment can be accomplished effectively using weight changes and weight-for-height-measurements, and standardized subjective assessment of oral intake.9–11

Evidence

Nutrition assessment is an important element of the care of children with cancer. It has been shown that...
poor oral intake is the best predictor of the need for SNS. The intent of SNS should be the prevention or reversal of PCM. Decisions regarding the use of EN or PN will depend on the clinical setting. PN via a central venous catheter appears more effective in reversing pre-existing PCM during intensive cancer therapy than peripheral parenteral nutrition (PPN) or oral therapy. The use of PN must be tempered with the potential for complications. A meta-analysis of published controlled studies concluded that the use of PN is associated with an increased infection rate in children who have a central venous catheter in place for cancer therapy.

EN has been shown to be successful at reversing PCM during intensive chemotherapy, especially when administered via a feeding protocol.

Gastrostomy tube (GT) placement is becoming more common to provide EN. GT feeding has been shown to be effective at reversing PCM, with relatively minor complications. There is some evidence that the appetite stimulant megestrol acetate may be effective via nasogastric tube or GT, is less expensive than PN.

Home EN may be less stressful for the patient and family than home PN. Using the gut whenever possible during and after treatment may enhance patients’ ability to consume adequate amounts of food. The use of PN after discharge after bone marrow transplantation delays return to normal oral intake.

Special Considerations

Pediatric patients undergoing bone marrow transplantation are very likely to require SNS for at least part of the transplant hospitalization. Although PN has been the standard nutrition support therapy, EN may be appropriate under certain circumstances.

Trials of nutritional pharmacology (high doses of specialized nutrients) have yielded conflicting results. Recent studies using the amino acid glutamine during bone marrow transplantation have not shown statistically significant benefit, although trends suggest further research is warranted. A recent controlled study has shown that low-dose glutamine can reduce the incidence of painful stomatitis. The use of pharmacologic doses of nutrients should be limited to controlled trials until the data clearly indicate presence or absence of benefit.

Alternative or complementary nutrition treatments are of unproven efficacy. When the caregiver of a child with cancer intends to give alternative nutritional therapy products to the child, the product(s) should be evaluated for their potential to harm and the findings communicated to the family. When children are terminally ill from their disease, nutrition cannot change the outcome. The burden of using SNS must be weighed against the benefits. In terminally ill children, SNS should be used only if it will improve the patient’s quality of life.

Practice Guidelines

Cancer and Bone Marrow Transplantation

1. Children with cancer are at nutrition risk and should undergo nutrition screening to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. (B)
2. SNS and dietary interventions should be undertaken to promote normal growth and development and to provide for energy requirements in those cancer patients who cannot meet their needs orally. (B)
3. Palliative administration of SNS in terminally ill children with cancer is rarely indicated. (B)
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CRITICAL CARE—PEDIATRICS

Background

Alterations in the energy requirements of pediatric patients due to the response to an acute metabolic stress can be quite dramatic, even in contrast to the stressed, hypermetabolic adult. Growth velocity during early infancy is higher than at any other time during childhood and is exceeded only by intrauterine growth rates. These additional growth requirements must be met in critically ill pediatric patient.

Acute injury markedly alters energy needs. First, acute injury induces a catabolic response that is proportional to the magnitude, nature, and duration of the injury. Increased serum counter-regulatory hormone concentrations induce insulin and growth hormone resistance, resulting in the catabolism of endogenous stores of protein, carbohydrate, and fat to provide essential substrate intermediates and energy necessary to support the ongoing metabolic stress response. During this catabolic response, somatic growth cannot occur, and, therefore, the caloric allotment for growth, which is substantial in infancy, should not be administered. Second, children treated in the intensive care setting are frequently sedated, and their activity level is markedly reduced; this may reduce energy needs. Third, the intensive care environment is temperature-controlled and insensible energy losses are substantially reduced. This is especially true for children who are mechanically ventilated because, in addition to reduced energy needs for the work of breathing, these patients are ventilated with heated, humidified air. This can reduce insensible losses by one third. To account for these alterations in energy metabolism, measured energy expenditure values or basal energy requirements should be provided. The significance of this therapeutic strategy is to avoid the provision of calories and/or nutritional substrates in excess of the energy required to maintain the metabolic homeostasis of the injury response. Overfeeding has deleterious consequences. It increases ventilatory work by increasing CO₂ production. This can prolong the need for mechanical ventilation. Overfeeding may also impair liver function by inducing steatosis and cholestasis, and increase the risk of infection secondary to hyperglycemia.

Nutrition assessment of critically ill pediatric patients can be quantitatively accomplished by measuring (1) the visceral (or constitutive) protein pool; (2) the acute-phase protein pool; (3) nitrogen balance; and (4) energy expenditure. Prealbumin is readily measured in most hospitals and is a good marker for the visceral protein pool. Albumin, which has a large pool and much longer half-life, should not be used because it is not indicative of the immediate nutrition status and may be skewed by changes in fluid status. Within 12 to 24 hours of initiation of stress, serum acute-phase protein levels rise because of hepatic reprioritization of protein synthesis in response to injury. The rise is proportional to the severity of injury. Some hospitals are capable of measuring C-reactive protein (CRP) as an index of the acute-phase response. When measured serially (once a day during the acute response period), serum prealbumin and CRP are inversely related (ie, serum prealbumin levels decrease and CRP levels increase with the magnitude proportional to injury severity and then return to normal as the acute injury response resolves). Decreases in serum CRP values to less than 2 mg/dL have been associated with the return of anabolic metabolism and are followed by increases in serum prealbumin levels. Energy expenditure can be measured at bedside using indirect calorimetry. Although a variety of predictive equations have been proposed, clinical and patient variability (especially in the infant population) makes these estimates problematic. Direct measurement of energy use in individual patients achieves greater accuracy and can help avoid overfeeding. In addition, actual serial measurements show changes in respiratory quotient, which help to identify resumption of anabolic metabolism after injury.

Evidence

To avoid overfeeding children during acute metabolic stress, energy expenditure should be measured. Energy delivery should not exceed measured values. When the respiratory quotient decreases to 1.0 in infants up to 1 year of age, calorie intake may be advanced slowly to meet predicted energy requirements for age and weight. In the absence of indirect calorimetry, published basal energy requirements based on age, weight, and gender offer reasonable guidelines for basal energy requirements. During metabolic stress, for infants up to 2 years of age, micronutrient substrates should be provided as follows: pro-
tein (2.5 to 3.0 g/kg per day), carbohydrate (8.5 to 10 g/kg per day), and fat (1 g/kg per day). From 2 to 11 years of age, protein should be decreased to 2.0 g/kg per day and carbohydrate to 5 g/kg per day. Above 12 years of age, protein should be reduced to 1.5 to 2.0 g/kg per day and fat to 0.5 g/kg per day. A study of critically ill children less than 2 years of age in a pediatric intensive care setting showed that actual measured energy expenditure values average about 50% of what the predicted energy requirement would be for those children if they were healthy and normally active.3

Decrease of serum CRP values to less than 2 mg/dL and rising prealbumin values may be used as guidelines for advancing SNS to normal predicted levels based on age and weight.1,6 Decrease in total urinary nitrogen may also be used as an indicator of the resumption of normal (versus stressed) metabolism. Increasing serum prealbumin concentrations are associated with increased energy intake after the acute metabolic stress has resolved,11 and can be useful to assess the adequacy of energy delivery during the poststress recovery period. EN is preferred to PN whenever possible. The visceral protein response is significantly greater and occurs earlier with EN versus PN after severe injury.12 In severely injured infants and children, a soft, transpyloric feeding tube can provide safe enteral access for early postinjury support (particularly in premature infants with delayed gastric emptying).13 A number of studies have demonstrated a significant benefit of EN over PN in appropriately matched, critically ill adults.14–16 Few data, however, are available in the pediatric age group.

Special Considerations

The supplemental use of growth hormone in severely burned pediatric patients has been shown to offer significant benefit by accelerating wound healing and reducing hospital stay17,18 and has been associated with significantly greater and earlier increases in the visceral protein pool response.19 Monitoring the acute metabolic response to injury may be advantageous. Stratification of injury severity can be accomplished by monitoring either acute-phase protein pool changes4 or energy expenditure.20 The development of postinjury sepsis can be detected by serial monitoring of acute-phase protein pool changes.21 EN intolerance can also be useful for this purpose in severely burned children.22 Both acute-phase and visceral protein pool injury-induced changes have been shown to predict mortality in critically ill infants.23

**Practice Guidelines**

**Critical Care—Pediatrics**

1. Children with critical illnesses are at nutrition risk and should undergo nutrition screening to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. (B)

2. Energy expenditure should be measured serially to determine the energy needs of critically ill children. (B)

3. If indirect calorimetry is not feasible, energy should be provided to critically ill children based on published formulas or nomograms to avoid overfeeding. (B)

4. When SNS is indicated in critically ill children, EN is preferable to PN whenever feasible. (B)
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CYSTIC FIBROSIS

Background

Cystic Fibrosis (CF) is an autosomal recessive genetic syndrome characterized by viscid exocrine gland secretions that may obstruct the bronchi, pancreatic and bile ducts, and the intestines. CF currently affects approximately 30,000 children and adults in the United States. One in 31 Americans is a carrier of the abnormal gene. The major cause of death in patients with CF is pulmonary insufficiency leading to respiratory failure. Nutrition status has been found to strongly correlate with pulmonary status and to affect recovery from illness. Median survival is 32.3 years based on data from the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation Patient Registry.

The relationship between nutrition status and long term survival in patients with CF is well documented. Factors that affect nutrition status include pancreatic insufficiency, maldigestion/malabsorption of fat and fat-soluble vitamins, and loss of bile salts and bile acids associated with steatorrhea, and bulky stools. In addition, patients who have undergone intestinal resection secondary to bowel obstruction resulting from meconium ileus may have reduced absorptive capabilities. Chronic pulmonary infections and deteriorating pulmonary function are associated with anorexia and increased energy requirements that can lead to malnutrition. Two additional factors that contribute to poor nutrition status in CF patients are cystic fibrosis-related diabetes (CFRD) and cholestatic liver disease.

Nutrition assessment in CF patients is accomplished by first determining energy requirements, taking into account the effects of dietary intake, activity, pulmonary status, extent of malabsorption (pancreatic sufficient or insufficient), and hypermetabolism. Laboratory measurements suggested at time of diagnosis and yearly include electrolyte and acid–base parameters, complete blood count, serum albumin, and plasma or serum retinal and alpha tocopherol levels. Careful, consistent monitoring of growth parameters (height, weight, weight-for-height, and head circumference) is also essential.

Evidence

Children with CF have augmented energy needs during periods of growth, such as infancy and adolescence. Energy requirements remain high in advanced lung disease. To offset these energy needs, 120 to 150% of Recommended Daily Allowance (RDA) for energy is encouraged. However, recent studies have shown that CF children often do not achieve this level of energy intake. Energy intake should also increase during pregnancy and CFRD.

A meta-analysis of nutrition intervention and management addressed four types of medical interventions: oral supplementation, EN, PN, and behavioral modification. The CF Foundation Clinical Practice Guidelines suggest that nutrition management be guided by “a graded response that is appropriate for the needs of each patient.” These guidelines describe a tiered approach. All CF patients should receive nutrition instruction, dietary counseling, pancreatic enzyme replacement, and vitamin supplementation. For those patients at risk of developing energy imbalance (eg, frequent pulmonary infections or periods of rapid growth), further education and monitoring are important. Additionally, these patients may need calorically dense feedings and behavioral assessment and counseling. For those patients with a weight to height index of 85% to 90% of ideal weight, oral supplements should be given. For those patients with a weight-to-height index consistently less than 85% of ideal body weight, EN should be initiated. There is no compelling evidence to support the use of any specialized formula, although supplements should be nutritionally balanced with respect to micronutrients. Finally, for those children with a weight-to-height index of less than 75% of ideal weight, continuous EN or PN should be initiated. With continuous drip tube feedings, pancreatic enzyme supplements are required for digestion. It is generally recommended that patients take enzymes at the start of bedtime tube feedings, although this can be altered to allow for individual tolerances. PN is usually indicated for short-term therapy with specific problems such as short-gut syndrome, pancreatitis, severe gastreenteritis, and postoperative management in patients who have had major surgical procedures. PN may be required for lung transplant candidates and individuals who refuse EN.

Special Considerations

Growth rates and energy requirements are highest during the first 2 years of life. Pancreatic enzyme replacement therapy should be initiated with each feeding in the presence of maldigestion/malabsorption. Enzymes should be given with all types of milk products including human breast milk and predigested formulas. Predigested formulas are used for CF infants who have short gut syndrome or cholestasis. CF infants fed human breast milk can sustain normal growth while on pancreatic enzyme replacement. Special attention should be given to their caloric needs and potential metabolic complications such as hypoproteinemia and hyponatremic alkalosis. Nutrition and electrolyte status and growth velocity should be monitored at 1- to 3-month intervals. Because of the low sodium content of breast milk, supplemental sodium chloride, especially during summer months, may be indicated. An appropriate/safe dosage is 2 to 4 mEq/kg per day.

The increasing life expectancy of patients with CF allows the development of additional medical complications such as CFRD and osteoporosis. Up to 75% of CF adults have some form of glucose intolerance, and 15% have frank CFRD. CFRD has features of both Type 1 and Type II diabetes, but is a separate, unique condition. Causes of
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CFRD include pancreatic scarring due to thickened excretions, insulin resistance due to chronic infections, and elevated cortisol levels. CFRD can be intermittent; in such cases, insulin is needed during infections and with steroid treatment. In chronic CFRD, insulin is required at all times. The goal of CFRD therapy is to maintain blood glucose in a range as close to normal as possible. With CFRD, patients are instructed to continue a high-calorie, high-protein, high-fat, high-salt diet to maintain body weight. Individuals with CF should understand the effect of carbohydrates on blood glucose levels as well as how to balance food, insulin, and physical activity to maintain near normal blood glucose levels.

Osteoporosis and fractures are a recognized problem in both children and adults with CF. Several studies have documented diminished bone mineralization in adults with CF. There is also concern over skeletal growth and development in children with CF. Possible risk factors for low bone density include small body size, low weight-for-height, decreased physical activity, use of corticosteroids, delayed skeletal or sexual maturation, gonadal dysfunction, and severity of illness. Current treatment options include increased calcium and vitamin D intake, weight-bearing physical activity, and use of bisphosphonates, calcitonin, and/or estrogens. Further studies must be conducted to identify the etiology of osteoporosis in CF patients and to determine the best prevention and treatment methods.

Because of malabsorption, the fat soluble vitamins A, D, E, and K may become depleted in patients with CF. Fat soluble vitamin serum levels should be monitored annually. CF patients with pancreatic insufficiency should receive a water miscible vitamin designed specifically for CF.

**Practice Guidelines Cystic Fibrosis**

1. Patients with CF are at nutrition risk and should undergo nutrition screening to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. (B)
2. CF patients with exocrine pancreatic insufficiency require enzyme replacement therapy and a water miscible multivitamin specifically designed for CF. (C)
3. Vitamins A, D, E and K serum levels should be monitored annually in CF patients. (B)
4. A weight-height index greater than 90% of ideal should be maintained during periods of rapid growth (infancy and adolescence), pulmonary insufficiency, or infection in CF patients. (C)
5. CF children with a weight-for-height index less than 85% should have dietary intake monitored and undergo behavioral assessment and counseling. (B)
6. SNS should be initiated in children with CF with a weight-for-height index less than 90%. (A)
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**INBORN ERRORS OF METABOLISM**

**Background**

Nutritional therapy is often the primary, or even only, treatment for children with inborn errors or metabolism and requires an in-depth understanding of the metabolic processes involved. Depending on the particular inborn error, inadequate or inappropriate nutrition can result in mental retardation, growth failure, and metabolic/neurologic crises. Goals of nutrition support in children with inborn errors of metabolism include optimizing growth and development and minimizing any metabolic complications. Examples of nutritional therapy for these disorders include the following:

1. Restricting substrates in patients with blocked metabolic pathways to prevent accumulation of toxic precursors such as phenylalanine (phenylketonuria), galactose (galatosomia), and leucine (maple syrup urine disease);
2. Facilitating alternative metabolic pathways to decrease accumulated toxic precursors in blocked reaction sequences (eg, glycine therapy in patients with isovaleric acidemia);
3. Supplying products of blocked primary pathways (eg, arginine in patients with urea cycle disorders, tyrosine in phenylketonuria (PKU), and glucose in glycogen storage disease type I);
4. Supplementing conditionally essential nutrients (eg, carnitine in patients with organic acidemias);
5. Stabilizing altered enzyme proteins (eg, thiamine to increase enzyme activity in patients with maple syrup urine disease);
6. Replacing deficient cofactors (eg, vitamin B-12 therapy in patients with methylmalonic aciduria and vitamin B-6 in homocystinuria);
7. Inducing enzyme production (eg, glucose to affect gene transcription in patients with type I tyrosinemia);
8. Supplemeting nutrients that are inadequately absorbed or not released from their apoenzyme (eg, biotin in patients with biotinidase deficiency). 
9. Avoidance of fasting in disorders in which catabolism results in toxicity from metabolic breakdown products or in lack of energy supply because of inability to utilize the energy of fatty acid oxidation [eg, medium chain acylCoA dehydrogenase deficiency (MCAD)].

Evidence

The use of SNS in children with inborn errors of metabolism, including the use of specialized formulations, must be individualized for the specific patient and for the specific inborn error of metabolism.1,2 Chemically defined formulations have been developed for many of the inborn errors of metabolism, including phenylketonuria, homocystinuria, maple syrup urine disease, propionic acidemia, methylmalonic acidemia, histidinemia, hyperlysinemia, tyrosinemia, and the urea cycle disorders. Protocols have been developed for each of these inborn errors of metabolism to optimize nutrition support.3 With most of the inborn errors of metabolism, short-term studies clearly demonstrate improvement with nutrition intervention (eg, in patients with methylmalonic and propionic acidemia, type I glycogen storage disease, maple syrup urine disease, and phenylketonuria).3–6 However, because of the small number of children diagnosed with each of these conditions, data from prospective long-term studies demonstrating the effect of nutrition support are not conclusive, except in the case of phenylketonuria.7–9 Studies in the United States showed that IQ in children with PKU, diagnosed by newborn screening programs and treated within the first 4 weeks of life with a phenylalanine-restricted diet, was within 5 to 10 points of their unaffected siblings. This compared with an IQ of about 40 to 50 in untreated children. In the United Kingdom, the Medical Research Council showed that outcome in PKU was closely related to degree of dietary compliance throughout childhood. The international collaborative project on maternal PKU demonstrated that the severe mental retardation, microcephaly, and congenital heart disease that occurred in more than 90% of infants born to mothers with PKU untreated by diet during pregnancy could be nearly completely prevented by good dietary control established before pregnancy.

In most of these conditions, abnormal concentrations of metabolites can severely affect neurologic function. Fasting even for a brief period may lead to potentially life-threatening metabolic decompensation due to an inability to mobilize substrate (eg, glycogen storage disease type I), a deficiency of energy production (eg, disorders of fatty acid oxidation), or a breakdown of protein or fat leading to accumulation of toxic metabolites.10 Disorders of fatty acid oxidation and transport result in an inability to mobilize fatty acids for energy metabolism.11,12 Symptoms occur when the carbohydrate stores of glycogen in liver are exhausted and the body begins to depend on fat for energy. When transporter-oxidation of fatty acids cannot go to completion, hypoglycemia results. If untreated, death may occur. In some disorders, myopathy and cardiomyopathy develop. Fever, anorexia, nausea and vomiting, which accompany typical intercurrent illnesses in infants and small children, or major metabolic stresses such as trauma or surgery, worsen the catabolic state and the rapidity of decompensation. Toxic concentrations of substrate also decrease appetite and result in nausea and vomiting. In many of these disorders, acute nutrition intervention, including the provision of adequate glucose and/or fat calories to prevent catabolism, may be essential to prevent neurologic injury or death. The provision of protein is far more complex6,13 and usually not necessary for short-term treatment, although PN can be safely used by experienced metabolic specialists.14

Practice Guidelines

Inborn Errors of Metabolism

1. Children with inborn errors of metabolism are at nutrition risk and should undergo nutrition screening to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. (B)
2. Adequate nutritional intake in infants and children with inborn errors of metabolism should be assured to support normal growth and minimize neurologic impairment. (B)
3. Many children with inborn errors of metabolism should eat only small amounts of normal foods and often need to rely upon special formulations (medical foods) for most of their needs for calories, protein, trace minerals, and vitamins. (B)
4. Infants and children with inborn errors of metabolism require frequent monitoring of their condition, with appropriate changes in diet to achieve adequate growth and minimize metabolic complications. (B)
5. SNS is required in children with inborn errors of metabolism to maintain growth development and metabolic homeostasis; special attention should be focused on the particular metabolic pathway that is abnormal to assure appropriate, disease specific formula modification. (B)
6. Aggressive nutritional intervention should be used in children with inborn errors of metabolism at times of catabolic stress to prevent, metabolic decompensation, severe neurologic complications and death. (B)
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SOLID ORGAN TRANSPLANTATION

Background

Malnutrition and growth failure from end-stage organ diseases predisposes pretransplant pediatric patients to increased morbidity and mortality. Organ transplantation is an effective and often necessary treatment for children with end-stage liver, kidney, or cardiac diseases. Liver and kidney are the most common pediatric solid organ transplants performed.1,2

End-stage organ disease often precludes the ability to consume, metabolize, and adequately utilize nutrients to maintain adipose tissue and lean body mass.

Nutrient requirements for these infants and pediatric patients are much higher then normal because of increased energy expenditure, need for repletion, and (in some instances) malabsorption.

The primary goal of nutrition care for pediatric patient posttransplantation is to provide appropriate nutrition support to reestablish normal growth and development. The ultimate objectives are complete rehabilitation and improved quality of life.3

During the acute posttransplant period, patients are catabolic. There are increased nitrogen losses secondary to preexisting malnutrition, surgical stresses and the use of corticosteroids.4 PN may be required for a short period of time after transplant until bowel function is reestablished, or if complications develop. Aggressive nutrition support in the immediate postoperative period improves immune function parameters, promotes wound healing, promotes positive nitrogen balance, facilitates weaning from ventilatory support, and shortens intensive care unit length of stay.4,5 PN can be weaned as the postoperative ileus resolves and oral feedings are instituted. Supplemental EN may be necessary for some infants and young children to complement oral intake and to provide adequate calories and protein for repletion. Nocturnal feedings, the preferred method of supplementation, allow ambulation and development of appetite during daytime hours. Nocturnal supplementation also helps to normalize eating behaviors with family and peers.5,6

Poor nutrition status, catch-up growth requirements, postoperative medications, and surgical or medical complications must all be taken into account during the posttransplant phase in an effort to achieve nutrition goals. For infants and young children, energy requirements are generally estimated at 100 to 130 kcal/kg per day with 2.5 to 3.0 g/kg per day of protein. Older children generally require 70 to 90 kcal/kg per day with 2.0 to 2.5 g/kg per day of protein. Needs must be adjusted frequently based on clinical status and graft function.2,4

Evidence

Although growth retardation is reported in pediatric patients both before and after transplantation, some improvements have been seen with changes in immunosuppressive protocols, early weaning of corticosteroids, and careful monitoring of nutrition support.

A study of 119 children after liver transplant reported linear growth improvement in most patients, with the onset of catch-up growth between 6 and 24 months after transplantation.1 Further, a study examining the outcomes of children with or without malnutrition showed significantly improved 1-year survival rates in those patients who were identified as being well nourished.5 This was true whether the child had undergone a liver transplant or remained on a waiting list.

Impaired growth has been reported in 79% of prepubertal cardiac transplant recipients who received daily prednisone for 1 or more years, yet normal range weight and height is achieved by 5 years in 88% of children receiving heart transplants in infancy.1

The North American Pediatric Renal Transplant Cooperative Study concluded that 75% of pediatric patients postrenal transplant have persistent growth retardation. Of various factors that could predict growth posttransplant, only age at transplant and the original height deficit are significant. Children with preexisting growth retardation who are over the age of 6 years at transplant are unlikely to exhibit catch-up growth after kidney transplant.1,7 Although improvements in linear growth have been seen after pediatric liver and heart transplants, growth retardation remains problematic after renal transplantation.

Patients with congenital chronic renal failure (CRF) are at highest risk for growth retardation. During
infancy and early childhood, malnutrition and electrolyte imbalances are the main contributors to reduced growth. During puberty, hormonal disturbances are responsible for growth impairment. In infancy, loss of growth potential can be prevented by adequate nutrition. However, later in life, catch-up growth can not be induced by nutrition intervention or dialysis. Renal transplantation allows for catch-up growth in a small percentage of patients. Administration of corticosteroids on an alternate day schedule can improve growth in some but not all patients. Treatment with recombinant human growth hormone (rhGH) has been shown to improve growth velocity and growth in all stages of renal disease and after transplantation. rhGH is able to antagonize several of the side effects of long-term glucocorticoid administration posttransplant, such as growth failure, protein wasting, and osteoporosis, without significant side effects. The improvement of growth is most marked in the prepubertal patients and during the first year of rhGH treatment.

An optimal quality of life with restoration of normal growth and development is a primary goal of pediatric transplant. Linear growth is of critical importance to the emotional well-being and reintegration of transplant recipients into normal childhood activities. Body image may be affected by changes in appearance caused by medications, poor growth, and surgical scars. Adolescents are at highest psychosocial risk. These issues can lead to risk taking behavior, which may evolve into medication noncompliance, poor medical follow-up, and drug or alcohol abuse. Noncompliance is a major cause of late rejection episodes in adolescents. Once suspected, intervention to resolve noncompliance should be initiated to meet the psychosocial needs of the adolescent.

**Special Considerations**

Posttransplant complications that most significantly affect nutrition management include organ rejection, infection, fever, wound complications, and renal insufficiency.

Chronic illness and anorexia can alter a child's eating habits. Because some children have been exclusively fed formula, they may have difficulty accepting different solid foods because of taste and texture sensitivities. Taste aversions can occur because of the oral administration of multiple medications and changes in formula types. Another factor specific to pediatric transplantation that can negatively influence feeding habits and nutrition status is oral aversion secondary to intubations and preoperative enteral feedings. Subsequently, some chronically ill children may experience developmental and feeding difficulties.

Growth retardation is reported in children both before and after transplantation. More recently, trends in growth have improved because of careful monitoring of nutritional status, aggressive uses of SNS, and early reduction of corticosteroid dose. Compromises in graft function and multiple operative interventions because of postoperative complications can also contribute to poor linear growth. Graft rejection negatively affects growth because of pulsed corticosteroid administra-

**Practice Guidelines**

**Solid Organ Transplantation**

1. Children awaiting solid organ transplants or who have received solid organ transplants are at nutrition risk and should undergo nutrition screening to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. (B)

2. Nutrition support in patients awaiting solid organ transplantation should be used to maximize nutrition status before surgery. (C)

3. After transplantation, patients should receive regular nutrition monitoring and counseling. (C)
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EATING DISORDERS

Background

Nutrition support is an important component of the treatment of infants and children with eating disorders.\(^1\)\(^–\)\(^3\) Children presenting with serious eating problems may be affected by both physical illnesses and environmental stresses. Common physical illnesses associated with eating disorders include gastroesophageal reflux,\(^4\)\(^–\)\(^7\) cancer,\(^8\) and prolonged periods without eating due to endotracheal intubation\(^9\) or other medical treatment. Also at risk are infants with congenital cardiac disease, a history of prematurity, and with physical disabilities, developmental delay, and chronic illness. Oromotor dysfunction may cause disordered eating. These children usually have hypotonia and drooling or tongue protrusion. Children with spastic cerebral palsy may also have oromotor problems.\(^10\)

Infants and children may develop anorexia in situations of chaos and stress, including periods of anxiety or depression or a disordered parent-child relationship.\(^11\)\(^–\)\(^14\) Additionally, emotional disturbances can present as feeding problems in infancy.\(^15\) Rarely, an infant eating disorder can develop in conjunction with Munchausen syndrome by proxy or factitious food allergies. Some infants and children develop conditioned aversions to some or all foods. An aversion could be to a taste, a texture, or a combination of tastes and textures. These children may have gagging, wretching, or vomiting as part of their symptom complex. In the most severe cases the thought of food, or eating, or an activity associated with eating (such as sitting in the high chair) can stimulate vomiting.

One of the most common mistakes made in the evaluation of infants and children with feeding disorders is emphasis on nutrition to the exclusion of eating behavior and mechanics. It is important to separately evaluate the child’s nutrition status, the child’s physical ability to eat, and the child’s psychological state related to eating. Therefore, the assessment should include a nutrition evaluation, a medical evaluation, and a feeding evaluation with particular emphasis on the neurological exam. The feeding evaluation should include assessment of mechanical functions of eating and the psychological conditions associated with eating. Older children may be evaluated as outpatients. Breast- or bottle-fed babies are often more easily evaluated in a clinical setting.

Nutrition treatment options for children with eating disorders depend on their degree of malnutrition and its duration.\(^16\) Children with severe undernutrition (less than 70% of median body weight for height) present a life threatening acute problem; nutrition support takes precedence in the treatment priorities. The risk for serious complications of malnutrition is increased with decreasing age.\(^17\) A nasogastric tube affords the best short-term access for EN.\(^18\) Nasogastric tubes can be safely used for a few months, if necessary.\(^19\) Placement of a nasogastric tube can exacerbate a feeding problem caused by psychological, behavioral, or environmental issues.\(^17\) Immediate nutrition rehabilitation may give the child more energy for feeding. In addition, this treatment reduces the parent’s anxiety about the child starving. Potential refeeding complications should be monitored if tube feedings are initiated. Rarely, long-term nutrition support by tube feeding may be needed for children with eating disorders. In this case, a gastrostomy tube should be placed. Many children further decrease their oral intake after tube feedings have been started, and this option should be considered only when other options have failed and undernutrition becomes health or life threatening. These children should receive behavioral therapy with the goal of eventual weaning from gastrostomy tube feeding.\(^20\) A nutritionally complete formula should be used to nourish the child. As the child increases oral intake, the gastrostomy tube feeding should be decreased accordingly. There is rarely a role for PN in children with eating disorders. A common complication of tube feeding in children with eating disorders is conditioned retching, gagging, or vomiting at the time of tube feeding. A calm reaction by the parents and a pleasant feeding routine are helpful.

Children with mild-to-moderate undernutrition (more than 70% of median body weight for height) can usually be nutritionally rehabilitated using high calorie foods without tube feeding. The use of high calorie formulas and the addition of high fat foods to the child’s diet may be adequate for increasing the child’s caloric intake.\(^21\) An organized schedule of meals for school age children is effective.\(^22,23\) Limitation of nonnutritious foods, drinks, and continuous snacking (grazing) is also helpful. Many children with eating disorders do not have normal hunger-satiety experiences. Therefore, the use of hunger as a motivator for eating may not be helpful.\(^24,25\)

Behavioral therapy is an important component to the treatment of children with mild-to-moderate undernutrition. In some cases, children with eating disorders require partial or complete care away from their families, such as in therapeutic day care or foster placement. Inpatient treatment programs are available for refractory eating.

EN should provide 1.5 to 2.0 times maintenance calories for children with moderate-to-severe malnutrition.\(^26\) When the child reaches an acceptable weight-for-height, the amount of EN should be decreased to maintenance calories (including the child’s oral intake). Children with mild malnutrition, who require tube feeding, should be started on maintenance calories.

Circadian rhythms should be considered when planning tube feedings for children who may regain their ability to eat orally. The desire to eat is linked to
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physiologic cues stemming from the body's normal diurnal experience of the timing of eating.27–29 Children who are maintained on night time drip-feedings will often experience the desire for feeding because they are going to bed. This creates an inconvenient conflict for families trying to optimize oral feeding. The choice of formula for children with eating disorders is based on caloric density, cost, and availability.30,31 Formulas with fiber may be helpful to avoid constipation for children more than 1 year of age.

Monitoring of height, weight, and head circumference should be done monthly when children are started on tube feedings.

Evidence

There has been little research on clinical decision-making concerning nutrition support in children with eating disorders. There is a need for well-designed studies to compare the outcomes of patients treated with SNS and oral therapy compared with patients treated with behaviorally only. It is important that comparison groups have similar degrees of malnutrition and of behavioral dysfunction.7 There is also very little research on the outcomes of behavioral treatment for children with eating disorders.

Practice Guidelines

**Eating Disorders**

1. Children with eating disorders are at nutrition risk and should undergo nutrition screening to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. (B)

2. Infants and children with eating disorders should receive an oromotor assessment by an occupational therapist, speech therapist, nurse, or physician with training in pediatric oromotor dysfunction. (B)

3. Infants and children with eating disorders should receive a behavioral feeding assessment by an infant mental health specialist, psychologist, social worker, nurse, or physician with training in the behavioral aspects of infant and child feeding. (B)

4. Infants and children with eating disorders and severe malnutrition (less than 70% ideal weight for height) should receive high-calorie supplemental nutrition, using SNS if necessary. (B)

5. Infants and children requiring nasogastric tube feedings for more than 2 months should be evaluated for gastrostomy tube placement. (B)

6. Infants and children requiring tube feedings for eating disorders should receive the minimum supplemental support necessary to maintain growth and development. (B)

7. A therapeutic plan for rehabilitation of oral feeding should be developed for children with feeding disorders who require feeding via nasogastric or gastrostomy feeding tubes. (C)
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Most children with diabetes have type 1 diabetes mellitus, which involves an absolute lack of insulin secretion. However, the incidence of type 2 diabetes mellitus in childhood appears to be increasing, particularly in the black and hispanic populations. In this latter group of patients, the diabetes is usually related to obesity and is due to a relative lack of insulin secretion, along with insulin resistance.

The normal mechanisms that maintain euglycemia in the postabsorptive state and prevent hyperglycemia in the postprandial state are impaired, presumably because of excessive hepatic glucose release and impaired glucose uptake.

Children who are stressed can have elevated blood glucose concentrations without a prior history of diabetes. In adults, severe stress is associated with elevations in the counterregulatory hormones (specifically, glucagon, epinephrine, cortisol, and growth hormone). These hormones counteract the effects of insulin and lead to increased hepatic glucose release and decreased peripheral uptake of glucose. In pediatric patients with diabetes, stress can cause even greater derangement in glucose metabolism, because children are unable to produce additional insulin in response to the elevations in counterregulatory hormones.

Evidence

There are no prospective, randomized studies that define optimal glucose management in hospitalized children with diabetes. Most strategies are extrapolated from adult studies.

There is a growing body of evidence in adults that hyperglycemia increases the incidence of nosocomial infections in stressed, hospitalized patients. The rate of central catheter infection was about five times higher in diabetic patients receiving PN compared with nondiabetic patients. In addition, elevated blood glucose concentrations have been reported to be the most common risk factor for candida infection. However, all of these reports have been in adults.

The explanation for these findings appears to be a direct effect of hyperglycemia on leukocyte function. In vitro studies have shown that high blood glucose concentrations are associated with abnormalities in granulocyte adhesion, chemotaxis, phagocytosis, and intracellular killing. Respiratory burst function and superoxide anion production, as well as complement function, also seem to be adversely affected.

Special Considerations

The etiology of diabetes in children is still uncertain. Recently, a close association between obesity and an increased incidence of non-insulin dependent diabetes mellitus has been found. This finding strongly supports the control of childhood obesity to reverse this trend. The optimal glucose levels for hospitalized children with diabetes mellitus have not been established. However, it seems reasonable to maintain blood glucose concentrations between 100 and 200 mg/dL. These values avoid the extremes of hypoglycemia and hyperglycemia. The former is particularly important, since identifying the neuroglyopenic and adrenergic symptoms of low blood glucose concentrations may be difficult in severely ill patients who are sedated and/or on mechanical ventilation.

The nutrition assessment, indications for nutrition support, and estimation of nutrition needs for critically ill diabetic patients are similar to those of the nondiabetic patient. Diabetic gastroparesis, which can be seen in adults with type 1 diabetes mellitus, is rarely observed in children.

There are no established protocols existing for the optimal control of blood glucose concentrations in diabetic children. However, children with type 1 diabetes mellitus are particularly prone to develop ketoacidosis; therefore, prolonged elevation of plasma glucose concentrations should be avoided. Usually, if patients are receiving all of their feedings intravenously, a dose of 0.1 units of regular human insulin is added for each gram of dextrose in the infusate. Such dosing is rarely associated with hypoglycemia; frequently, increased doses of regular insulin may be needed to keep blood glucose concentrations within the goal range. If enteral feedings are being given, short-acting insulin is usually given as intermittent boluses until it is clear the patient is tolerating feedings. Then, the patient can be switched to intermediate acting insulin. No data exist concerning the optimal formula to utilize in this situation. Enteral formulas that are lower in carbohydrate and higher in fat have not been shown to lead to an attenuated glycemic response. Despite lack of controlled trials, the American Diabetes Association has established guidelines for pediatric and adolescent insulin dependent diabetes mellitus patients. These include the provision of 50% to 65% of total calories as complex carbohydrates and with high fiber content. Protein should contribute 12% to 20% and fat less than 30% of caloric intake, with less than 10% saturated fat and less than 300 mg/d from cholesterol. Similarly, recommendations for the fiber content of the formula are the same as for the nondiabetic hospitalized child.

1. Children with diabetes mellitus are at nutrition risk and should undergo nutrition screening to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. (B)
2. Blood glucose should be maintained between 100 and 200 mg/dL in hospitalized children with diabetes. (B)

3. If PN is being given, intravenous insulin should be administered starting with 0.1 units of regular human insulin for each gram of dextrose in the infusate. (B)

4. If EN is being given, subcutaneous insulin should be used to maintain the blood glucose level between 100 and 200 mg/dL. (C)
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OBESITY

Background

Obesity may be the most refractory health problem facing health practitioners who care for children. In the United States, up to 1 in 4 children fit the criteria of being obese; even worse, the prevalence of this diagnosis appears to be increasing.1 Newly released growth charts from the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) have chosen to use data from earlier National Health and Nutrition Examination Surveys (NHANESs) for older children because of the increase in the average weight of children in the United States.2

The etiology of childhood obesity appears to be multifactorial.3 At least 20 genes, loci, or chromosomal regions have been identified that may be important in creating the human obesity phenotype. Recent data in children have demonstrated high serum leptin concentrations in obese children, similar to what has been reported in obese adults.

Many studies have suggested that obese and normal weight children have similar caloric intake, implicating differences in metabolic rate as being important in the etiology of this condition. However, no consistent differences in resting energy expenditure have been found between obese and normal weight children. Some data exist that overweight children may have a decreased food-induced thermogenesis. Previous theories blaming abnormalities in adipocyte number have not been substantiated. There are some recent studies suggesting that while obese children have similar caloric intake to normal weight children, the composition of their diets may be different, with obese children eating more fat and less fiber. There are also a number of studies showing an association between childhood obesity and decreased energy expenditure during exercise.

Evidence

One recent study shows long-term benefit from behavioral, family-based treatment of childhood obesity in children ages 6 to 12 years.8,9 Up to a 10-kg improvement in weight was demonstrated 10 years later when compared with controls. No role for SNS in the treatment of childhood obesity uncomplicated by intercurrent illness has been established.

No prospective, randomized studies exist to help the practitioner decide the optimal support for hospitalized, obese children requiring SNS. Although maintenance energy and protein may be adequate in critically ill, obese adults to prevent fat storage and allow for preservation of lean body mass,10 similar studies have not been carried out in children.

Special Considerations

Because of concerns about energy restriction on growth and central nervous system development, SNS energy intake is not reduced in the obese hospitalized child requiring nutrition support.11

In patients with developmental delay, standard growth and energy requirements (eg, RDA) do not apply.12 If EN is needed in such a patient, care must be taken to not overfeed the child (to avoid obesity). Typically, energy needs are two thirds of that of normally active children.

Practice Guidelines

1. Obese children are at nutrition risk and should undergo nutrition screening to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. (B)

2. Weight loss should not be a goal for the acutely ill, hospitalized obese child. (C)
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HOME SPECIALIZED NUTRITION SUPPORT

Background

Indications for home SNS mirror those for hospitalized patients with the exception that the patient’s clinical status has stabilized sufficiently to permit care in a less acute home environment. With the transfer of technology into the home, patients are now being discharged who have more complex home care needs. Thus, before sending an infant, child or adolescent home, a critical evaluation of not only the nutritional requirements but of all the health care needs must be undertaken.

Often, nutrition needs must be integrated with other services to promote growth and development. Meeting all of the needs of children requiring high-tech support is often requires engagement of numerous health care services. Coordination of care requires innovative approaches to keep all health care workers informed of the child’s status. A discharge plan should be initiated as soon as it is evident the child will recover and be sent home. Children discharged on home SNS must be physiologically stable, have caregivers who are willing and able to provide care, and have appropriate resources available including a safe home environment.

The establishment of interdisciplinary nutrition support teams has proven to be beneficial to hospitalized patients. Many home care organizations have extrapolated this concept into their practice. Members of the home care team should include: parents or caregivers, pediatricians, case managers, nutrition case specialist, subspecialists, nurses, teachers, dietitians, pharmacists, and visiting nurses. Other individuals may include speech and occupational therapists and social workers. The team should develop a plan of care and disseminate it to all health care providers with updates as needed. Education of caregivers should begin in the hospital and carry over into the home. Written checklists ensure caregivers receive complete education. Repeat demonstrations of enteral and parenteral techniques help facilitate education and adaptation to care. Standards of care or guidelines have been established to reduce inappropriate variations in practice and to promote the delivery of high quality care. The Joint Commission Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO) Standards for Home Care also assists home care organizations to develop high-quality care systems.

Monitoring of growth, biochemical parameters, energy intake, macronutrients and micronutrient status, and gastrointestinal function should be undertaken to prevent complications. Complications can be categorized into four groups: mechanical, infectious, nutritional, and metabolic. Monitoring of SNS patients at home varies from program to program; there are no established national standards or evidence-based recommendations. Caregivers should monitor weight, fluid status, intake, and output on a daily basis, with temperature and urine glucose readings daily to weekly. Physical exam, weight, height, and head circumferences (if the child is less than 1 year of age) should be performed on a routine basis and plotted on growth curves. Published schedules of biochemical monitoring recommend electrolytes, BUN/creatinine, calcium, phosphorus, magnesium, acid–base status, visceral proteins, liver function tests, glucose, triglycerides and complete blood counts initially weekly to monthly with the frequency decreasing over time.

Iron studies, platelet, folate/vitamin B-12, and carnitine levels should be obtained as indicated. Trace element studies every 2 to 6 months and fat-soluble vitamin assessment every 6 to 12 months are appropriate.

Evidence

Providing SNS in the home has been demonstrated to be cost-effective. Additionally, children can gain weight and stature with both PN and EN. In children receiving PN long term, improvements have been seen in neurologic and intellectual development 6 months after hospital discharge. For children who require frequent rehospitalization, delays are seen in nonverbal performance, attention, and perceptual-motor abilities. These rehospitalizations may occur because of need for surgery because of the child’s primary medical problem or catheter placement, cholestatic jaundice, catheter sepsis, and other significant infections. Children who receive home EN and their caregivers have reported difficulties with sleep disturbances, mostly due to nocturia, vomiting and infusion pump monitoring and malfunction. Although data are limited, numerous studies confirm that favorable outcomes may be achieved with long-term home PN
as measured by maintenance of growth and weight gain.\textsuperscript{12}

**Practice Guidelines**

**Home Specialized Nutrition Support**

1. Children receiving home SNS are at nutrition risk and should undergo nutrition screening to identify those who require formal nutrition assessment with development of a nutrition care plan. (B)
2. SNS should be initiated for the indications appropriate to the underlying disease. (C)
3. Discharge planning and follow-up care for home SNS patients should be interdisciplinary. (C)
4. Education of caregivers for home SNS patients should begin before discharge and continue in the home care setting. (C)
5. SNS, in a home environment, should only be given if patients have caregivers who are willing and able to provide care, and have appropriate community resources to assure a safe environment. (B)
6. Routine monitoring of home SNS should be performed to prevent complications. (C)
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